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The literature indicates that admission to an aged hare produces 
a severe crisis for the aged newcorrer. The syrrptans resulting fran 
this final rrove are an increase in affective distw:bance (anxiety, 
depression, hostility and suspiciousness) , cognitive disequilibrium 
(confusion, disorientatirn and rrental disorganization) and social 
withdrawal (apathy). The present study was designed to assess the 
efficacy of two different treatrrent approaches in attenuating this 
stress. 90 elderly persons admitted into 9 aged hares, a cross-section 
taken fran the Greater Cape Ta.vn area, were randanly assigned to one 
of three groups : (a) Crisis Intervention Group (C.I.)subjects were 
seen twice weekly for five consecutive weeks in an attenpt to minimise 
the expected adjustrrent reaction. (b) Social Attadment and Activity 
Group (S.A.) subjects were seen once a week for the sarre tine period 
to support the new resident through this diffirult transition. 
(c) Control Group subjects received no treatrrent either previous 
or subsequent to locatirn in the hone. Treatrrent oondi tions were 
crnpared using a within-subject and between-group pre-test post-test 
follow-up design. Biological, psychological and social levels of 
functioning were assessed with a battery of tests at three points : 
on admission to the hone, in the sixth week, and finally, in the 
third rronth of residency. Results clearly indicate that the C. I. 
treatrrent was the rrost effective. The nature of the C.I. approach 
lends itself to wide use by those who have had no specialized training 
in psychotherapy. This has intJOrtant i.nplications for the ready 




'To Rnow how to ~row old 
is the master worR of wisdom. 
and one of the most difficult chapters 
in the ~reat art of livin~' 
Henri Frederic Amiel. 
2. 
Introduction. 
The a~in~ process- a brief overview. 
1. O Definitions of Aging : 
One of the extensive changes brought about by modern rredicine has 
been the increase in the percentage population of elderly people and 
their life expectancy. Good health and longer life, ho.vever, have 
created new difficulties for older people and their families. Society, 
as a corporate body, is no.v being forced to confront the associated 
problems of longevity. Increasing numbers of biologists and social 
scientists are being attracted to this new field of knowledge. In so 
doing, they have realised that the aged are not a han<:XJenous group. 




and rural, of varying backgrounds and cultures. "To add to that diversity, 
aging is an intensely felt experience. Its fabric is a colourful 
kaleidosoope of. genetic inheritance, physiological and psychological 
deficits, socio-econanic vectors, the tilrelessness of the unconscious, 
and the secret personal legend lurking in all of us as it cares to grips 
with reality and the universality of the human condition (Weinberg, 
1977, p.xv) • 
f 
ca.1dry (1942), a biologist, did not offer a fonnal definition, but 
did make a staterrent that is an equivalent. "Since alrrost all living 
organisms pass through a sequence of changes, characterised by grCMth, 
developrent, maturation and finally senescence, aging presents a broad 
biological problem" (Cc:wd:ry, 1942, p.xv). He went on to enunciate the 
two conflicting views held by scientists at that tine ••• 
One considers aging as an involuntary process which operates 
cumulatively with the passage of tirre, and is revealed in different 
organ systems as inevitable nodifications of cells, tissues and 
fluids.· The other view interprets the changes found in aged 
organs as structural alterations due to infections, toxins, 
trauma and nutritional disturbances or inadequacies giving rise 
to what are called degenerative changes and irrpainnents. 
(CCMdry, 1942, p.xvi). 
This view was modified by Canfort (1956) who presented a narrc:wer 
definition of aging. "Senescence is a change in behaviour of the 
organism with age, which leads to decreased power of survival and 
adjustment" (p.190) • Handler (1960) offered a more specific definition 
Aging is the deterioration of a mature organism resulting fran 
time-dependent essentially irreversible changes intrinsic to all 
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members of a species, such that, with the passage of tine, they 
becc.me increasingly unable to cope with the stresses of the 
envirornent, thereby increasing the probability of death (p.200). 
The biologists were soon to relinquish the rronopoly of studying 
aging, and social scientists began to offer their definitions. 
Hutchinson (1955) defines old age as "that point in an individual's 
life when he ceases to perfonn all those duties, and enjoy all those 
rights, which were his during mature adulthood, when he began to take 
on a new system of rights and duties." (p.l) Develq:m:mtal psychologists, 
on the other hand, began to consider the differences between maturation 
and aging •••• 
Developrrental psychology usually refers to the differentiation of 
the organism up to the age of physical mati.irity, and aging refers 
to the changes o:t differentiation after the age of physical maturity. 
While adult behaviour can have its antecedents in childhood and 
distinctions between developrrent and aging may be sarewhat arbitrary, 
if not undesirable, develoµrent does appear to be characterised by 
increases in size, fonn and function of the organism in a sanewhat 
parallel fashion-with age. In contrast, after physical maturity 
is reached, there may be selective reductions in function or 
reorganization in functions and structures. (Birren & Renner, 
1977, p.3). 
Thus we can begin to see that aging is a cc:rcplex phenanenon that can 
be viewed at a number of levels fran a variety of perspectives. Aging 
has biological, psychological, and social cc:rcponents and individuals age 
in all three spheres. Furthenrore, the rates of biological, psychological, 
and social aging may be different in the sarre individual. In the light 
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of this realisation.we cannot begin to regard the above definitions as 
being conclusive and explanatory, and what tends to happen in practice, 
is that researchers differentiate and consider these dependent variables 
as three separate aspects of human age and aging. 
1.1 'rypes of Age : 
We have seen fran the previous section that the scientific study· 
of human aging is a vast subject. It reaches into the biological and 
medical sciences, the social and behavioural sciences, and even into 
technology and the natural sciences. Aging has been variously defined_ 
and used by researchers f ran different disciplines - a fact which has 
· corrplicated the interdisciplinary approach to, and understanding of 
this concept. 
Since investigators frequently consider different dependent variables 
in their research on aging, it is lirperative to take a close look at these. 
(a) Biological age : This is an estimate of an individual's present 
position with respect to his potential life span. It includes an 
assessment of the functional capacities of the vital life-limiting organ 
systems, as well as prognostication of life expectancy. A person with 
a young biological age has a longer life expectancy than sarreone who is 
considered old. 
(b) Psychological age : This looks at the i.rrlividual's adaptive 
capacities to ;changing environmental demands, as he develops throughout 
the life cycle. Psychological age is influenced by the state of the brain 
and the cardiovascular system but also involves the study of nenory, learning, 
intelligence, skills, feeling, rrotivation, and errotions. It assesses 
hCM an individual copes with environmental demands relative to others of 
his age. 
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(c) Social age : This refers to roles and social habits of an 
individual with respect to other members of society. "Carpared with 
the expectations of his group and society, does an individual behave 
younger or older than one would expect fran his chronological age? 
Since the basis of age-graded, expected behaviour is a product of one•s 
culture, both biological and psychological characteristics of individuals 
ente;r the societal nonns and the values of society" (Birren & Renner, 
1977, p.5). To the sociologist and anthropologist, age is a major 
dimension of social organisation, and in considering the life course, 
protagonists of this approach place major ernphasis on social timetables 
and assess ho.v social age regulates the individual's behaviour and self-
perception. 
1.2 To.vards a Multi-dimensional/Interactive Theory : 
Does an integrated theory of aging exist? Cowdry (1942) was one 
of the first to point out that a general theory of aging was extremely 
difficult, if not irrpossible to formulate. The rationale for his belief, 
was based on his difficulty in accepting the assurrption that the rate or 
expression of aging is a unifonn process. 
In attempting to answer the question as to the present status of 
theory developnent in gerontology sane thirty years later, it is the 
author's opinion that despite specific advances within each discipline 
attenpting to understand the aging process, no integrative irrprovements 
have been made. Therefore the psychology of aging is predaninantly 
a problem and data orientated area of research. L<Menthal (1977) 
suggests that psychologists studying aging have developed certain ex>ncepts 
and hypotheses to explain or predict limited aspects of behaviour. Because 
there is a great diversity in the subject matter, th~e has been little or 
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no pressure to produce a unifying, all inclusive theory of ha.v behaviour 
becares organized and changes over tlire. What seans to happen, ha.vever, 
is that researchers consider only one of the four possible options 
available:' (a} biological (b} behavioural (c} social or (d} the 
results of interactions between these three. Once this is done, the 
major task of explai,ning psychological aging and develoµrent tends to 
be incorporated in a broad rnetatheoretical framework. The rationale 
being that there is no rronolithic strategy for the search for 
detenninancy and causality, nor any single causative agent for a given 
outcane; causality has constructive and representational features and 
the evaluation of predictive or explanatory statem=nts is guided by 
criteria of precision, scope and deployability (Baltes & Willis, 1977}. 
The current trends within gerontology favour the development of an 
interactive metatheoretical position. In previous decades, the split 
between subject and object characterised the psychologist 1 s desire to 
imitate the conception and thereby the success of the natural sciences. 
Riegel and Wozniak (1975} m:gue that rather than generating kna.vledge 
on the basis of such a separation, the epistemological foundations for 
gerontology should lie in the dialectical interactions between the 
changing individual and the changing world. 
The Dialectical model examines changes and interactions of events 
within and between mdi viduals ••• 
In recognizing the ccrdetennination of experience and action by 
inner-biological and cultural sociological changes, dialectical 
theory de-emphasizes individual psychological develo:r::ment in the 
traditional abstract sense. Instead it focuses upon concrete 
human beings and gradual rrodifications (neurological, physiological} 
or sudden shifts (accidents, diseases} in their biological make-up 
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that force them to change constructively their individual psychological 
operations and, thereby, also the social conditions under 'Which 
they live. At the same t.ilne, a dialectical interpretation focuses 
upon gradual rrodifications (increase in available tine) or sudden 
shifts (birth of children, pranotion, loss of friends) in the 
cultural-sociological conditions that force the human beings to 
change constructively their individual psychological operations and 
thereby, their inner biological state. (Riegel, 1977, p.88) 
Therefore individual psychological development is seen in its intirrate 
and mutual determination by inner biological and cultural sociological 
shifts and changes. 
It is via such a multi-dimensional analysis that one hopes to create 
better articulation of theory and a shift fran descriptive to explanatory 
processes. Psychological theories do not stand serene, carplete and 
unchallenged at sane higher level of abstraction. They are part of a 
dynamic and pluralistic exchange between scientists and their efforts 
to represent a carplex and continuously changing phenanenon. If my 
assurrptions about future trends are correct, presumably we will witness 
rrore interactive research taking place. The spirit of the present 
study enbellishes just such a standpoint. 
1.3 Who is Considered Old : 
Aging begins with conception and is a process of change which is 
continuous. The life course is usually viewed as a progression of 
orderly changes fran infancy through to old age, with both biological and 
sociocultural timetables governing the sequences of change. Most current 
literature is at pains to point out that a multi-di.Inensional approach is 
needed when studying time related patterns; that social, biological and 
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psychological age should be separately rreasured, and that chronological 
age is a poor index of any of the three. 
Buttler and Lewis (1977) suggest ••• 
The selection of age 65 for use as demarcation between middle and 
old age is an arbitrary one borrowed from the social legislation 
of Chancellor otto von Bismarck in Germany in the 1880's. This 
definition of old age has been adhered to for social purposes -
as a rreasure of determining the point of retirement or the point of 
eligibility for various services available to the elderly (p.4) 
Chronological age is at best a rough indicator of the individual's 
position on any one of numerous physical or psychological dirrensions 
because of individual differences in developrent. Furthennore, fran a 
socio-cultural perspective chronological age is rreaningless unless there 
is knowledge of the particular culture and social rreaning attached to 
chronological ages. 
American gerontologists have attemptedo to deal with the unreliable 
concept of "oldness" by dividing old age into two groups, early old age 
65-74, and advanced old age, 75 and above. Despite this, it is i.rrportant 
to realize that age is a convenient yet frequently inaccurate indicator 
of a person' s physical and rrental status and must not be relied on too 
heavily for evidence about human beings.(ibid), 
Neugarten and Hagestad (1976) have suggested that despite its short-
canings, chronological age is an indispensable index in our society, and 
fran an historical perspective, perhaps an increasingly important one. 
As institutions becare more bureaucratized, and as administrative 
procedures becare more cc:nplex, the needs for record keeping and for 




In this research project, age 60 has been used as a demarcation 
point, since the South African legislation regarding old age pensions 
entitles men at age 65 and waren at age 60 to receive such benefits. 
Furthennore, most of our hanes for the aged admit residents from age 
60 onwards. 'V'ihatever its limitations are, we have no choice but to 
use chronological age in rru.ch of the discussion that follow$. 
1. 4 Basic Processes and the Aging Individual: 
{a} Physical changes and their effects : The transition fran a well 
stabilized psychological maturity of the personality to one of decline 
starts at various ages, and although it may have its basis in physical 
change, it is really a psychological change. When one begins to look 
back at one's past with fond nostalgia and at the future with apprehension 
and feelings of insecurity, when the past becares the good old days 
and the present and the future disturbing, aging has begun. 
The outward manifestations of physical alterations experienced by 
the elderly are greying of hair, loss of hair and teeth, elongation of 
ears and nose, and subcutaneous fat losses. Postural changes occur in 
which aging is characterised by a shortening of the trunk and a tendency 
to long extranities. Muscular changes shCM a loss of elasticity and 
atrophy associated partly with disuse, and partly with loss of bulk and 
irreversible shrinking. Neuranuscular co-ordination is impaired and 
consequently novements are slCMer and not as precise as in younger people. 
Weight shCMs a tendency to increase during later middle age, and then to 
fall in years after that. Lymphoid tissues tend to reduce and be replaced 
by fat and fibrous tissue, with a redistribution of fat to abdanen and hips. 
The overall physical health of the bcrly plays a critical role in 
detennining the ener:gies and adaptive capacities available to the elderly. 
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It is camon knowledge that older people experience a good deal more 
acute and chronic disease than the younger population. Cardiovascular 
and loccm::>tor afflictions are particularly debilitating, especially when 
they affect the integrative systems of the bcdy - the endocrine, vascular 
and central nervous systems. Perceptual losses of eyesight and hearing 
can deplete energy and cause social isolation. 
The above-rrentioned types of physical disability lead to a dis-
quieting insecurity for the aged person, as the ego is directly challenged. 
The decrease of ego-efficiency in the aged almost invariably produces 
symptcms of anxiety when re-adjustment is necessary. To avoid anxiety, 
the individual resorts to old methods of coping, no matter how faulty 
they are. People are loath to give up autanatized and habitual patterns 
of behaviour, and react to new situations with fear, hostility and irri-
tability. The person's desire for haneostasis produces a tenacious 
clinging to a world in which he has achieved his :maximal instinctual 
gratitication and the nearest approach to a mastery of the environment. 
Conservation and psychic rigidity are in essence ego defences against 
anxiety, yt;t it is this rigidity that keeps the aged out of step with 
the ever changing world. 
(b) Intellectual changes : A decline in intellectual functioning has 
long been considered one of the major signs of the principal mental 
illnesses of old age - that is, chronic brain syndrome due to senility 
or to arteriosclerosis. On the other hand, intellectual decline has 
also been considered part of the "no:rmal" aging process. Ea.l;:'lier studies 
of intellectual abilities of elderly pecple came to the relatively 
sirrple conclusions that intellectual pot1er does wear with increasing years. 
Recent studies have been more and rrore concerned, ho.Never, with whether 
sare of the decline might not be artifactual (for example, because of 
differences in education arrong age groups) and whether certain specific 
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functions are irrpaired in old age. CUrrently, the ooncensus seems to be 
that speed., sensory acuity, manipulative ability, flexibility, and 
learning, decline the most; whereas the ability to tap stored. info:rmation 
(vocabulary, general infonnation, sirrple arithnetical cacputations) does 
not decline appreciably and, indeed, may increase until a fairly 
advanced age. 
The many studies that do report decline in intelligence with age 
have, for the most part, been based on cross-sectional data. The few 
studies that are longitudinal and also follow subjects into ages over 
sixty are much less likely to report a statistically significant decline 
in test perfonnance with increasing age. Berkowitz & Green (1963) 
note this discrepancy in results between longitudinal and cross-sectional 
studies, and recarmend the longitudinal methods be used for stu:lying 
relationships involving age. According to Eisdorfer (1965) empirical 
data concerning intellectual changes in the aged has itself been canplex 
and contradictory. Because there has been a lack of unifonni ty in 
gathering data, and sampling problems have cropped up persistently, it 
is not sw:prising that very few generalizations can be made. 
( c) A process of loss : Aging is a process of loss. We have already 
seen that the viability and adaptability of the body decrease. In 
addition to physical deterioration, there is a loss of responsibility 
and autonany ·in social discourse, together with the losses, . too, of old 
friends and cherished relationships. 
In most western societies the aged face social neglect after the 
age of 65. Society provides few supports and little encouragenent and 
if an individual is to adapt successfully to these changes, it is his/ 
her responsibility to forge his/her own roles when and where possible. 
The dignity of the aged cares largely fran their own detennined effort. 
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Dignity is often identified with defiance, that is, with the maintenance 
of self-respect under pressure. Denied access to the usual powers 
which bring recognition in our society, old people errploy defiance as a 
tactic to gain confinnation of their worth fran an unwilling world. 
Perhaps "managerrent problems" within institutions can often be seen as 
cries for dignity and recognition. 
Persons of a given chronological age are designated old and society 
acts towards them in a special way as if they were old. An exarrple of 
this is carpulso:cy retirerrent, or specifications of an age at which one 
becanes eligible for pensions, regardless of ability. 
To all intents and purposes our society has no functional place for 
the old, and we have created few acceptable roles for the elderly. The 
resources that are made available to help them oope with the end of their 
lives are inadequate and few ways are open for older people to make use 
of the experiences they have gathered in earlier life. The great 
westeill and narcissistic errphasis on fndividuality and control make the 
concept of decline, natural deterioration, and death an outrage, rather 
than the logical and necessa:cy process of old life making way for new. 
(d) A changing self-concept : Erikson (1963) believes that the major 
task for the later years is dealing with ego integrity versus despair. 
The older person must maintain the wholeness, the adequacy, the rreaning 
of self, in the face of stresses and losses that can readily bring 
about despair. The self· concept is the image the individual has of him-
self. It reflects his actual experiences and the way he interprets 
these experiences, his actual self and the way he interprets this self. 
Two of the rrost inportant cacponents of the self concept, are self esteem 
and bcxiy image. Each of these is influenced by the aging process, and 
each, in turn, affects the psychosocial aspects of the aging process. 
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Given the fact that stresses, losses, and diminished physical 
capacities cane with increasing age, one would hypothesize that peoples' 
self esteem should drop, perhaps drastically, as they enter their later 
years. This CCJ11nonsense prediction is not adequately substantiated 
by research findings, and like so many areas in gerontology, conflicting 
results prevail. Kalish (1975) surrmarizes the outcane of studies suggesting 
"if older people have a reasonably stable recent history, an anticipated 
standard of living and no strong fears of being left alone, their self esteem 
rises with age. Conversely, when disruptive forces occur, when standard 
of living is well below the level of aspiration, and when fears of being 
isolated_and alone are strong, the older person is rrore vulnerable." (p.5) 
Physical appearance is inportant in detennining one's self image. 
Apart fran the occasional person whose face is judged to be interesting, 
the physical appearance of an older person is not usually seen as 
attractive and not as sexually attractive. Older people often make 
ccmrnents such as ••• 
When I look into the mirror I see the face of an old person, 
it isn't me - I have the spirit of a young person, or I am a 
prisoner of my body. It is not really IIE with arthritis, sagging 
breasts and a loose skin - it is saneone else" (ibid. p. 58) 
1.5 Successful Patterns of Aging. 
In the previous section, we have seen how aging brings with it many 
potentially negative effects which the individual has to care to terms 
with, if he is to adjust or adapt successfully. Sare people manage to 
accept these changes quite readily whereas others break down, becare ill 
and lose their independence. In this section we shall look briefly at 
what constitutes a heal thy aging pattern. 
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The point is frequently raised that adjustment to aging often entails 
a negation of certain values and attitudes and a reversal of behaviour 
patterns which were well learned and rewarded throughout earlier life. 
The "adjusted" aged person must therefore adopt new ideas which are often 
in contradiction to many things he previously considered worthwhile, 
such as participation, independence and achievement. Furthermore, he must 
often reverse himself rather abruptly, and from the point of view of 
the adequately functioning individual, this is unjustifiable. 
Aronson (1955) suggests that the person with psychological deficits 
fran early life would be more likely to succumb to the stresses of old 
age than the person who was always psychologically sound. Greenleigh 
(1952) believed that the way an individual handles his own aging depends 
to a large degree upon attitudes towards old age which were fanned early 
in life. Furthennore, he suggests that evidence favours better adaptation 
to the physiological changes on the part of persons 'Who adjusted successfully 
to earlier life situations. Havighurst (1952) conceived of adjustment 
to old age as a developmental task of defensive character, involving 
adjustrrent to limitations, restrictions and deprivations of all kinds. 
Hollender (1952) has postulated that many of the unpleasant personality 
traits camionly associated with old age are reactions to loss of self-
esteem. He suggested that the old person turns to the past, refuses to 
try new thir1gs, and becares self-assertive and danineering as ccrrpensation 
for feelings of inferiority and inadequacy. 
More recently, Kalish (1975) has identified four features of successful 
aging. These are (a) a way of life that is socially desirable for this 
age group, (b) maintenance of middle age activities, (c) a feeling of 
satisfaction with one's present status and activities, (d) a feeling of 
happiness and satisfaction with one's life. 
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Health is another feature which is crucial to how one ages. It is 
a central factor in every aspect of the older person's life. It cuts 
across every social, occupational and econanic line to influence one's 
a:iaptive potential. The ability of an elderly person to adapt and 
thrive, is contingent on his physical health, his personality, his early 
life experiences, and on the societal support he receives. Failure to 
adapt at any.age or nnder any circumstances can result in physical or 
ercotional illness. 
Currently there are two psychosocial theories 'Which attanpt to 
explain successful aging in the gerontological literature. Firstly, 
there is the disengagement theory which evolved fran the Kansas City 
aging studies cc:nducted by the University of Chicago's Carmittee on 
Human Developrent in the late 1950' s. This theory postulated that older 
people and society nrutually withdraw fran each other as part of nonnal 
aging, and that this withdrawal is characterized by psychological well-
being on the part of the older person. 
been described. 
'IWo kinds of disengagement have 
(1) Social disengagement, 'Which refers to reducing the number and 
duration of social interactions, and 
(2) Psychological disengagement, 'Which refers to the person's 
reducing the extent of his emotional ccmnitnent or involvement with 
these relationships and with 'What is going on in the world in general 
(Havighurst, Neugarten, & Tobin, 1968). 
When the concept of .disengagement was initially applied to the elderly, 
it was not only proposed as a descriptive theory, but also posited as an 
inevitable natural occurance (rather than one inposed by other individuals 
or by social institutions and forces) and it was thought to be a positive, 
adaptive approach to successful aging. 
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One study of 250 older people (Maddox, 1963) showed that their 
:rrorale was directly related to their level of activity. Furthennore, 
increased activity levels over tine were predictive of increased :rrorale, 
and decreased activity levels of decreased :rrorale. 
Out of this has care the current prevailing view that activity rather 
than disengagerrent produces the rrost agreeable psychological climate for 
older people. 
The "activity theory" maintains that older people should remain 
active as long as they possibly can. ~"'hen certain activities and assoc-
iations rrust be given up, for example, errploym:mt, substitutes should 
be found. The older person's personality is a key element in shaping 
reactions to biological and social changes - an active rather than a 
passive role is inportant for mental health and satisfaction. 
work, no matter how odious an irrplication it may have for a person, 
is an eno:rmously prized and meaningful experience to people. An activity, 
be it a job, interest or hobby, is part of the identifying data that 
every human being has. When one asks a man his narre and address and 
where he canes fran, the next obvious question is "What do you do?" 
This infonnation gives one a frame of reference within which to operate. 
It provides for a structured situation in which both may feel canfortable. 
If the person one has asked has nothing to contribute, it strikes at the 
root of his self worth and self esteem. 
Adjustnent to aging fonn.s a central theme of this thesis and hence 
will be discussed in great length at a later stage. 
1.6 Stress, Disease and Behaviour 
In the previous sections, we have derronstrated that the effects of 
human aging are vast, and a function of many variables ranging fran genetic 
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to environrrental. Presently, we shall consider the more serious problems 
that occur in the latter part of the life cycle. 
Busse (1969) has advanced two concepts to explain hCM one ages. 
The first, biological aging, refers to those genetic processes which are 
tine-related but independent of stress, trauma, and disease. His other 
category, secondary aging, refers to the effects fran trauma and chronic 
illness, and it is to this alternative that we direct our attention. 
Biological theorists studying aging at the cellular and sub-cellular 
' 
level, propose that cumulative effects of trauma to individual cells 
eventually result in organismic dysfunction. Curtis (1966) claims that 
there is increasing prevalence tCMards long tenn chronic disease, the 
etiology of which arises fran cumulated insults to the organism. The 
imnune system, a primary defence mechanism of the body, alters structurally 
with the passage of tine. There is a decline in the protective rnechanisrn, 
impaired surveillance and distortion in its functions resulting either 
in auto-destructive, or auto-aggressivE phenarena. All these factors 
tend to shorten the life expectancy, and it is therefore apparent that 
with the passing of years, there is an increase in susceptibility to 
infection. Tirnaris (1972) outlines the criteria that are regarded 
injurious to the organism. It is his opinion that genetic changes, 
ionizing radiation, chemicals and toxins, mechanical and thennal events, 
a progressive accumUlation of waste materials and stress have been 
regarded as producing many of the symptans associated with chronic illness. 
Bodily processes that forn--erly took care of themselves or required 
minimal attention, begin to demand more and more time as people age. 
Incontinence, and frequency of rnicturition cause much distress. Other 
carmon symptans are insamia, illpotence, breathlessness, flatulence, 
obesity, and a tendency to fall. Pain is another frequent pre-occupation 
for the aged and is dealt with according to their life-style, personality 
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and cultural background. The use of drugs offers the most consistent 
relief, but can often produce side effects which can be particularly 
devitalizing or disorganizing. 
Storr (1976) claims hospitalization after the age of 65 is often 
ra:.iuired for heart and circulatory diseases, digestive conditions and 
disturbances of the central nervous system. Buscoe (1967) claims that 
in young adulthocxi (up to 45 years of age) , 35, 3 per cent of all groups 
have one or m::>re chronic conditions. "Between the ages of 45 and 64 
chronic conditions are present in 61,3 per cent and limitations of 
activity in 18,3 per cent. Fran 65 years and over, chronic disorders 
advance to 78,7 per cent and disability to 45,1 per cent" (p.1128). 
Being hospitalized generates many insecurities, as these institutions 
are not regarded as places to regain health, but are viewed as places 
to die as well. The enphasis on treating physical diseases, to the neglect 
of the more humane interactions with the elderly, canbine to make them 
feel isolated, unprotected, lonely and bored. The restriction of rrental 
and saua.tic activity encourages anxiety, irritability, disorientation and 
eventual regression. 
Concepts of stress embrace as wide a gamut of human experience as do 
concepts bearing on human adjustment, which they are often called upon 
to explain. Clinicians traditionally attenpt to pinpoint precipitating 
stresses, often defined as or perceived as acute; sociologists and social 
psychiatrists on the other hand have been concerned with envirornrental 
stress. The Leightons (1963) have distinguished between enviromrental 
and personally experienced stress, postulating that the forrrer has the 
greater inpact on mental health. Lowenthal (1967) has postulated a 
psychological explanation kno.vn as the "multiple stress theory" to 
account for the antecedents of psychiatric disorder in the elderly. 
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Briefly stated, iropainnent results fran the accurrru.lation of stress 
along the lifeline. The potential insults to the psyche are, widowhood, 
retirerrent, social isolation, decline in standard of living and physical 
illness or disability. Sare peoples' lives are nore stressed than others 
and with repeated stress over a period, adaptive strengths are taxed and 
breakdown may ensue. This theory pre-supposes that stress may accelerate 
the aqing process over a given time, or it may lead to physical disease, 
which manifests as, or interacts with aging to increase degeneration. 
Much opposition to this hypothesis arose (Kuypers & Benson, 1973) 
suggesting that many critical questions were left unanswered, namely, 
what constitutes stress? How does it accumulate? Where is it stored, 
and how do you measure it? These questions raised innense interest as 
to whether there was a causal relationship between predisposing stress 
factors, physiological correlates of stress, aging and associated irrpainnents. 
Research has indicated that there has been little or no inter-disciplinary 
cooperation. Most attercpts have included separate investigations with a 
multitude of definitions and to all intents and purposes, stress is a 
construct that remains vague and sarewhat ambiguous. The multiplicity 
of approaches has not aided the confusion. 
Behavioural responses in the fonn of anxiety, mal-coordination, 
fatigue, increased error rates, etc., have been operationally defined as 
indicators of stress and have been examined both in relation to (a} stress 
inducers, which vary fran life crises (loss of loved one}, change of 
style, cultural changes, frustration, failure, carpetition etc, and, 
(b) physiological changes induced by the endocrinological and nervous 
system. 
Interactive sequences have been attercpted, yet presently, the process 
by which stress (hCMever initiated} in its transitory psycho-physiological 
fonn becares a rrore pennanent disruption characteristic of disease, 
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remains a tentative hypothesis (Eisdorfer & Wilkie, 1977). L<:Menthal's 
stress theory used in consideration of nental disorder in the elderly 
only posits an association, but not the mechanism of causality. 
1.7 Mental Illness in Later Life 
(a) Prevalence : Ccmnunity study surveys, tcx;Jether with hospital-
ization rates, clearly demonstrates that older age groups have a substantial 
ar:rount of mentall illness (Kay et al, 1964). Prevalence rates of lcr-20 
per cent have been suggested (Shepherd et al, 1966). These high rates 
ar:rong the aged, coupled with the fact that an extremely high proportion 
(50 per cent) of hospital and nursing hane beds in the United States 
are filled with psychiatrically ill elderly people, underscore the 
seriousness of this problem for the elderly (Stotsky, 1973). Psychiatric 
services have been largely confined to the institutionalized elderly, 
who nCM crnprise two per cent of the 65-74 year age group and seven per 
cent of the 75 and over age group (Redick et al, 1973). 
For these people the stresses and losses of aging have beca:ne too 
great and they are no longer able to oope with the demands of adult 
living. Many display symptans, the causes of which are either functional 
or o:rganic. 
(b) Depression A a::mron clinical syndra:ne encountered in old age 
is depression.. Affective disturbances, particularly depressions, are 
the rrost frequent functional psychiatric disorders in the later years 
(Busse, 1961). Depressions in this age group can vary greatly in 
duration and degree. Many elderly persons experience fleeting episodes 
of saddened affect, loss of energy and short-lived lack of interest, 
often in response to sane adverse life situation or loss. Old age has 
been described as a season of loss, and depressive reactions are responses 
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to losses. The theme of loss is cited by a number of authors 
(Pfeiffer and Busse, 1973; Shock, 1962, and Kreps, 1969) to include 
inevitable decline in physical vigour, mental agility, inca:ne, loss of 
loved one, and finally, one's own :irrpending demise. The ubiquitous 
nature of loss in this tirre of life may be one factor to explain the 
high frequency of depression. On the other hand, more severe and more 
lasting depressive reactions are experienced by substantially fewer 
elderly persons, again in response to significant losses in their lives 
or, more rarely, without reco:jl1izable precipitating circumstances. 
(c) Neuroses : In spite of their clinical significance, neuroses 
'-, 
in old age are largely ignored. According to Butler and lewis (1977) 
With neurosis there is neither gross distortion of reality nor 
profound personality disorganization, although thinking arrl. judge-
ment may be irrpaired. Neurosis represents atterrpts at resolving 
unconscious enotional conflicts and is characterized by anxiety. 
Probably most older people who develop neurotic symptans had similar 
difficulties earlier in life. Neuroses are not inevitable in old 
age but are extremely ccnmon (p. 60). 
The incidence of all types of psycho-neuroses in the aged has been 
reported in the literature and these will be dealt with in greater depth 
at a later stage. Perhaps the hypochondriacal neurosis is the most carmon 
of all. It is substantially more frequent among older women than men, 
and it seems .to increase in frequency with advancing age (Earley & von Mering, 
1969). Hypochondriasis is characterised by excessive preoccupation with 
one's bodily functioning or by the concern that one has one or more 
specific diseases or diseased organ systems in the absence of significant 
physical pathology. 
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(d) Organic brain syrrlrane : The elderly are particularly prone to 
organic brain syndrare. The extensive epidemiological sux:vey of old 
age mental disoroer in Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Kay et al, 1964) estimated 
that 5,6 per cent of all the elderly over age 65 have chronic brain 
syndrane. Peq:>le with this syndrane present the following symptans: 
:inpairment of orientation; impairment of memory; impainnent of intellect; 
impainnent of judgement, and lability and shallC1N!less of affect. The 
factors contributing to the organic brain syndrane are heart disease, 
low socio-econanic status and inactivity (Busse and Wang, 1974). 
More specifically, a differential diagnosis of the following causes 
must be excluded: (a) congestive heart failure, (b) malnutrition and 
anaemia, (c) infection, (d) cerebrovascular accidents, (e) toxins, 
(f) head trauma, (g) alcohol, (h) metabolic deficiencies, and (i) 
senile dementia. 
The follCMing classificatory system has been undertaken to docurrent 
rrental illness in the aged: (a) the acute confusional state, (b) the 
chronic brain syndrane, and (c) the affective disoroers. 
It has not been the author's intention to give a detailed resume 
of the symptans and etiology of psychopathology in the aging population, 
as this will be done in the appropriate section. Rather, the reader 
has been naae aware of the many psychological changes occurring in the 
aging process. In sumnary, these are: decreasing cognitive abilities; 
feelings of loss; isolation; rejection; anxiety; frustration and 
restlessness. Collectively, these factors predispose the irrlividual to 
risk of mental breakdam. 
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CHAPTER2 
'Nothin~ is more dishonourable 
than an old man. heavy with years. 
who has no other evidence of havin~ lived 




A Theoretical Perspective. 
2.0 History 
In Britain, the early history of provision for the elderly was one 
of voluntary care, in which rrernbers of the church, following the teachings 
of St. Paul, gave precedence to the virtues of charity. Succour had to 
be given to the poor, the diseased and the destitute, not only as an 
end in itself, but for spiritual enrichment. Monastic inf innary alms-
houses represented the main provision for the elderly until the Refonnation. 
When Heru:y VIII ordered the dissolution of the monasteries, numbers of 
the sick and infirm were made hareless and destitute. The Poor Law 
Act of 1601 placed the responsibility for care of the needy on each 
parish and for the next three and a half centuries, care was provided 
in a mixed workhouse envirorurent in which young, old, blind, rrentally ill, 
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sick and disabled people were cared for together. Gradually, the 
church workers and overseers acquired workhouses in which to provide 
'indoor rather than outdoor' relief. Many of these became the seat 
of abuse and oppression and an attercpt was made in 1782 to separate 
the elderly and disabled fran the poor, the former group to be looked 
after in the workhouse, the latter given outdoor relief. Workhouses 
gradually developed infinnaries when it became clear that special 
accarnodation was needed for those who were ill. The inf innaries 
soon became peopled with the aged and the chronically sick. 
oondi tions did not inprove ••• 
HCMever, 
"The fate of the 'infinn' inmates of crowded workhouses is 
lamentable in the extrerre; they lead a life which would be 
like that of a vegetable, were it not that it preserves the 
doubtful privilege of sensibility to pain and mental misery. 
They are regarded by the officials connected with the 
establishrrent as an ananalous but unavoidable nuisance". 
(Brocklehurst, 1975, p.7) 
'l'his attitude has been maintained until recently. Invariably, 
the aged have been at the end of the queue for resources, partly 
because of society's general attitudes to aging, partly because of 
the low value and status accorded to work performed by older people, 
and partly because the elderly themselves often accept a low self-
evaluation and are inclined to make few denands. 
Despite the changes brought about by nedical science in which 
rrore resources were made available to the elderly, the general 
attitudes to the aged were, and still are, imbued with negative 
stereotypes. Culture defines and influences the social processes 
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of aging by mich society deals with the aged and the rendering of. 
services to than. Theories of institutional care of the aged 
within the total society reflect the attitudes and the values of 
that society. 
Not only was the institution the sole resource, but the 
"indigency" philosophy set the standards for design and care. The 
older person -- the inmate -- had to be protected. He was, usually, 
financially indigent without a family and haneless. He accepted 
the role and expected to be a second-class citizen, resigna:l to 
regimentation, a meagre diet, drab uniform clothing, shara:l acccmnodation 
in barrack-like wards, and subordination to those in whose care he 
was placa:l. He was the recipient of saneone else's charity and 
subject to the abuses inherent in a sharp division,between inmate 
and staff worlds. 
Drphasis was placed on meeting physical needs, providing clothing, 
food, and shelter, with religious observances adda:l for spiritual 
needs. The institutional staff were in general, geared to an asylum 
type of philosophy, giving custodial care to inmates en masse. 
Speaking of the early develq::ment of services for the aged in 
Arrerican Society, Shore (1969) claims that there were not large 
numbers of aged in society. There was no national or governmental 
ooncern for, or interest in the aged, and local support prevailed. 
Facilities were not planna:l on a carmunity basis but resulted fran 
a trial and error approach to the provision of these services, usually 
embodying a separate and sanet.iroes equal policy of serving the aged, 
the infirm, and other categories of the poor. The opinion was held, 
if not expressed, that the poor were a species of the unfit and 
should not be pairq?ered or coddled. Above all, facilities and care 
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were not to be luxurious. What was provided for "them" was "good 
enough" and the i:oor including the aged, should accept and be 
grateful for efforts on their behalf. 
As institutions evolved, their uses and sp:msorship changed 
but the rrodel remained. Thus even the privately-sponsored, church-
supported hanes created a series of rules and regulations that made 
institutional life undesirable. 
In recent years however, a new concept or philosophy of 
institutions for the aged has begun to emerge. As life expectancy 
and longevity increase, the institution serving the aged becanes 
a :rrore significant resource. Social scientists have studied the 
characteristics and nature of institutional life to achieve a 
greater understanding arrl recognition of the cxxnplexities of 
institutionalization. The institution is seen as a social system, 
an organization and a ccromunity. There is increasing interest 
in the needs, capacities and problems of the aged, and ccmnunities 
are seeking solutions to these developnents by expanding both 
institutional and non-institutional services. Changes in the 
health and financial circumstances of the older person also present 
new and greater challenges to long-tenn care institutions. 
2.1 What Characterises An Instituticn 
Residential institutions, whether hospitals, prisons or old age 
hemes, have an intemal life of their own: each institution has an 
organized social system which is maintained by all those people who 
function within it. In this section we shall oonsider the rreaning 
of institutional life, with particular reference to both the society 
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and the aged resident. 
(1) The Meaning of Institutionalization for Society 
Research evidence supports the theory that as the number of 
old people increase in western societies, so there is a·grc:M"ing 
tendency to increase the rate of institutionalization (Fisher, 1953; 
Kolb, 1956; Lissitz, 1970). Recent studies (Granick & Zeman, 1960; 
Granick & Nahe.irav, 1961; Tee & Granick, 1960) have noted the 
relationship between the growing trend tc:M"ard institutionalization 
of the aged and their enforced isolation in the ccmruni ty. Taking 
Simnel's (1955) idea of the social system and applying it to the 
geriatric population, one possible hypothesis states that institutional 
care reflects the conflicts within society over the aged. Policies 
and practices in the care of the aged are not systematized and are 
not part of a social systen. Conflicts exist, are important, and 
disfunction is at work~ Institutional care may be regarded as the 
ultimate in disengagement and withdrawal of the aged from society. 
This extreme isolation of aged individuals may represent a potential 
threat to the oorrmunity in the form of fire and health hazards 
(Ber'.net, 1963). Difficult aged persons are forced into institutional 
settings as a means of controlling then. 
The alternate view is proposed by Taloott Parson's understanding 
of the social systen. The present social processes, nonns, expectations 
attitudes and goals are seen and oonsidered as functional and mainly 
effective in handling the challenges of longevity. The structure 
and function are supposedly aligned and synchronized, therefore the 
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social system is regarded as being in equilibrium. All groups 
within the social syst~, including the aged, are supposedly in 
balance. Since the physical, eoonanic and social losses are unavoid-
able at this stage of the life cycle, many aged individuals enter 
institutions voluntarily. 
(2) The Sociological Meaning of Institutionalization 
Gof frnan (1961) has made a very i.rrportant oontribution to the 
sociological study of residential institutions as organizations in 
teimS of their caring functions within a wider society. In Asylums, 
he suggests that institutions have an encarpassing, total character 
which is symbolized by barriers to interaction with external society. 
Often, he contends, these barriers are built into the structure of 
the institution in the form of high walls, locked doors, etc. , but 
they may equally be implicit in other restrictions on departure and 
outside contacts. 
His concept of the total institution has several central features: 
(1) All aspects of life are conducted in the same place under 
the same single authority. 
(2) Each phase of the member's daily activity will be carried 
out in the imnediate company of others, all of whom are 
treated alike and required to do the same thing together. 
(3) All phases of the day's activities are tightly scheduled, with 
one activity leading at a prearranged time into the next, the 
whole circle of activities being i.rrposed fran above through a 
system of explicit formal rulings and a body of officials. 
(4) The contents of the various enforced activities are brought 
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together as parts of a single rational plan, purportedly 
designed to fulfil the official aims of the institution. 
(Goffman, 1960, p.450). 
He lists the total institutions in our society in five rough 
groupings. These are 1) for persons incapable and hannless e.g. hanes 
for the blind and the aged; 2) for persons incapable and socially threat-
ening, e.g. tuberculosis sanitoria and rrental institutions; 3) those 
which protect the canrm.mity, e.g. prisons and concentration camps; 
4) those for the pursuit of technical tasks, e.g. anny barracks; 
and 5) retreats, e.g. monasteries and convents. (ibid, p.453). It should, 
of course, be borne in mind that Goffman was dealing with the ideal 
type, and individual institutions must be viewed with rather more 
flexibility. 
Sare of these generalised ideas can be applied to long-te:rm care 
for the elderly and the negative connotations should be examined. 
(a) Ritualisation and standardisation: A lack of staffing resources 
is oomnonly given as the reason for having a fixed schedule for task 
perfonnance. Danestic staff in an old people's hane follOW' a rigid 
program to fit in their cleaning duties before giving out the morning 
drink. Residents cannot use a sitting room until after the carpet 
has been swept at 9.00 a.m. every day, visitors can only be entertained 
on the sun porch etc. etc. , exarrples are m.m~rous. 
(b) Rigidity and inflexibility: This is by no means restricted to 
staff behaviour patt.erns. Many residents insist on having their own 
chair in the lounge and dining room. Any violation of their territorial 
rights is greeted with strong reactions. Individual privacy is 
restricted by physical factors (bed.roans in residential hanes with several 
beds) and the need for fixed points in the individual's life emphasizes 
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the tendency to ritual and inflexibility. Block treatment - treating 
all those who live in the institution in the same way - reduces individuality 
and lowers self-esteem. This too emphasises the need for sane personal 
possessions - the security of a personal chair, a private comer, etc. 
(c) SOcial structure of the hane: . The Hane consists of two 
mutually exclusive and differentially ranked systems: the staff 
system and the resident system. While the staff sets the tone of and 
limits the behaviour arrong residents, it is nevertheless dependent on 
active resident participation in order to carry out :rrany required functions. 
The Hane actively seeks the resident's cooperation. Residents in tum 
acquire differential status in the system, depending on such factors as 
length of stay, sociability, and jobs perfonned. Despite the mutual 
need for each other, a process of stereotyping often takes place which 
includes feelings of hostility between both groups. Fran the staff 
point of view, this involves feelings that residents are rejecting help, 
and are often bitter and uncooperative. Patients and residents frequently 
· feel guilty, anxious, vulnerable and afraid of the pc:Mer of staff rrernbers. 
One response to this split is depersonalisation which takes the fonn of 
denying rea::>gnition to the individuality or wholeness of the resident. 
Many hares and hospitals can be seen to be full of clean, well-fed bodies 
but not of people. 
(d) Role-deprivation: is a consequence of growing old, entl:y to 
an old peoples hane or hospital will involve role loss ••• 
Those who go into an enclosed environrrent leave behind them :rrany 
active roles; they stop being people who pay the milkman or who hold 
their own rent book and collect their own pension. The loss of all 
these roles arrl reciprocal relationship that they inply at a time 
of other major life changes, adds up to considerable personal deprivation. 
(Brearley, 1977, p.18). 
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{ 3) The Meaning of Institutional Life to Residents 
Bennett (1963) claims that the following are explicit statements 
of sane i.rrplicit resident nonns: 
(1) A resident should neither criticise The Hare nor cxxrplain 
about it. 
(2) Not only should he not criticise The Hane, he should praise 
it and care to accept it as his hane. 
(3) A resident should keep active and buSy. 
(4) A resident should not argue with others in The Hare. If 
possible he should avoid intimate contact with others and only 
observe fonnalities, which consist mainly of saying "gocxi 
norning" or "good evening". (p. 22) 
Many old timers voluntarily greet newcarers as well as visitors to 
The Hane and will gladly spend tine singing its praises ••• 
Since there are no circumstances in The Hare under which newcaners 
are segregated fran old timers, as is the case in colleges or the 
armed services, for example, old tinErs play a vital role in 
a<XJllilinting newly admitted residents with normative patterns. This 
undoubtedly accounts for the rapidity with which most residents 
learn what is expected of them (ibid, p.123). 
It is only after a few weeks of residence that the full impact of 
the m:!aning of adjust:m:mts to institutional life occurs. It is at 
this juncture that new residents frequently begin to re-evaluate their 
decision to enter the particular hane in question and carplain about having 
to adjust to difficult roan-mates or si.rrply to the fact of sharing a rcx:m. 
They discover that they are becaning prog-ressively insulated fran the 
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outside cannunity and they often crnplain that they have been fo:rgotten. 
With tirre, however, :rrost new residents find that they are responding 
to the demands of institutional life and the wishes of staff members 
and their fellow residents. over a relatively short period, many 
nEM residents internalise the value structure of the hare and oorre to 
the conclusion that the demands made upon them are justified and 
reasonable. The question cf adjustment to aged hares will be the 
prilre focus of this particular study and will be dealt with in greater 
length in the following chapter. 
2.2 Institutional Care and De:pendency 
Sorting cut dependencies due to advancing age - that is, those 
intrinsic to the very processes of aging - f ran those due to the 
psychological, social, and physical envirornrent, is a task that has been 
a focus of research and practice since the inception of scientific and 
professional interest in aging. Though knowledge is far fran carplete, 
it appears that the interactive standpoint is the most sensible. 
Certainly there is abundant eviden:::e that a significant amount of 
the depenlencies of older people is enviromrentally induced. Likewise 
the general direction in old age is a decline in the level of functioning. 
Physiological and disease-related changes are part of aging that lead to 
dependency. 
Recognition that sane decline is inevitable carpels re-examination 
of the value judgerrent often irrplicit in attitudes towards dependency -
specifically, the notion that dependency per se is "bad" and independence 
is "good" • Though the number and nature of supports required vary 
over tilre, nomal, healthy inter-dependence is a constant throughout 
the life-span. Beginning with total dependency in infancy, as the 
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individual rroves through childhood and adolescence and gains cc:rcpetence, 
he assumes rrore and more responsibility for himself; with maturity he 
assumes a care-giving role tc:Mards others. In the aging phase of life 
he again may becane rrore dependent. This time, the goals of chronic 
care are different. The dependencies of old age are chronic rather 
than transitional; they may foreshadow continuing or increasing 
dependency. Chranicity dictates that supports provided on any level 
aimed at maximising deperrlence, must be sustained. 
The series of stresses that have been called the "insults" of 
aging contribute to dependency. Unique to this phase of life is the 
occurrence of intrinsic and socially induced stresses caning at a 
time when the irrli vidual' s coping capacities are diminished: the loss 
of physical and/or mental capacities; loss of incane, anployment, and 
status; intei:personal losses of spouse, other relatives, peers, and the 
special poignancy of loss of adult children. 
Many aged persons transfer their dependency needs on to their 
children, who are then required to care for them. "The strong and 
canf orting people Who once nurtured you are nCM in need of your strength 
and cx:rnfort. The roles are reversed. Your parents nCM seem like your 
children: dependent, dananding, needing more, perhaps, then you can give." 
(Grollman & Grollman, 1978, p. 4) • In cases where the nuclear family 
cannot take on added pressure, aged individuals becane eligible for 
admission to residential institutions and hanes. These facilities 
provide care and attention which is not otherwise available to them. 
Institutional care therefore includes any care (nedical, psychiatric, 
or social) given to older poeple not residing in their CMn hanes or 
the hanes of family or friends. Early research (Martin, 1955) has 
suggested that health, marital status, incane and residential stability 
were closely related to the institutional decision.- In general, poor 
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health and low incane coupled with the loss of spouse and haoo, were 
primary f oroos accamting for the move fran an independent to a deperrlent 
existence. Elderly people who enter long tenn care institutions do so 
to assure survival by retarding further deterioration, maintaining residual 
capacities, and restoring lost functioning. 
In one fonn or another, dependency manifests itself within the aged 
persons both in the camrunity and in the geriatric facility. It gives 
the aged serious misgivings, fears, and guilt feelings. Most aged 
persons react with guilt to their need to have others help them with 
their activities of daily living. Dependency involves a reversal of 
roles by the aged living within either geriatric institutions or in the 
carmunity. Their self-image and self-esteem are often damaged. Further-
more, questions about individual worth and personal autonany arise. 
Lifton (1967) has identified aggressive behaviour present in the dependency 
of many people. Persons in a subordinate position require their needs 
to be met, but are distnlstful of "counterfeit nurturance". The person 
wants his dependency needs satisfied but he suspects the sincerity and 
goals of the individual assisting him. Aged citizens want to be· 
oortain that condescension and paternalism are not present. In the final 
analysis, the author is in agreerrent with Goldfarb (1969) who suggests 
that a particular ~rsonality type, the deperrlent personality, is more 
likely to seek inst.j_tutional care. 
2.3 Characteristics of The Institutionalized Elderly : 
Gottesman & Hutchinson (1974) claim that ••• 
Of all persons 65 and older, the 1970 census shows that only one 
in twenty is in an institution. Although it is estimated that the 
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proportion of the population 65 and over will increase by only 
0,3 per cent in the next fifty years the nurriber of people in 
institutions will double. If the present rate of institutionalization 
continues, the problans of institutional care for the elderly will 
remain a serious concern. (p. 30) • 
There are two major reasons why people are in institutions. First, 
they are likely to be suffering fran one or more disabling chronic 
conditions. Second, they are likely to lack the psychological, social 
and/or econanic means for dealing with their condition outside an 
institution. 
When looking at the disabling conditions of institutionalized people 
en masse, we find both mental and physical disorders are exceptionally 
prevalent. The most cc:rcmon psychiatric condition is the organic brain 
syndrane, the etiology of which results fran arteriosclerosis, senility, 
or the effects of drugs, alcohol or syphillis. There are a few suffering 
f ran rrood disorders and a high proporticn of chronic schizophrenics who 
frequent nursing hares or the back wards of the State Mental Hospitals. 
Many patients have other conditions, either alone or in canbination with 
mental disorder. The most crnmon of these are heart disease, stroke, or 
speech disorders associated with stroke - all disorders of the circulato:ry 
system. Next Irost carmon are disorders affecting the skeletal system, 
nam:ly, paralysis not due to stroke, back disorders, physical deformity and 
arthritis. Finally, a smaller rn.nnber of patients suffer disorders of 
the digestive system. Even though the large proportion are not seriously 
disabled, at least a half, get help with activities of daily living. 
According to Goldfarb (1962) a wide variety of older persons need 
protective care in a congregate living arrangement that provides a thera-
peutic milieu. Included :are persons from 65 to over 95 years of age, 
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of varied ethnic, religious, cultural, occupational, and socio-econanic 
backgrounds, who differ in tenns of availability of supportive family 
:menbers, friends and other personal resources, as well as in energy, 
interests, types of illness and physical and'rrental functional status. 
The group of elderly patients in rrental hospitals, nursing hanes and 
hanes for the aged, differ fran the carmtlllity aged in several ways. They 
are more likely to be older, to be waren, and to be urmarried or widc:Med. 
Looking at these traits and the more ccmnon diagnoses, we suspect that many 
elderly patients in long term care settings are people who lack stable 
comnunity resources to take care of than and whose disabilities require 
a considerable amollllt of attention. Wanen represent a sanewhat larger 
proportion of elderly mental patients than they do of the elderly in the 
general population. wanen are an even larger proportion of the nursing 
and aged hane population at eve:cy age. Since at eve:cy age females have 
a longer life expectancy than rren, they have a greater chance of being 
ill and alone. Men in the various hanes are, on the average, sanewhat 
younger than the wanen. They are less likely to be widc:Med than f ernale 
patients, but sanewhat more likely to be divorced or never married. In 
general, men are sarewhat more likely than waren to enter a nursing hane 
for functional mental illness, stroke or paralysis. Because they are 
younger, they are sanewhat less likely than wanen patients to have advanced 
senility, arteriosclerosis, arthritis, or physical defonnity. 
The argument we are developing is that one is more likely to be in 
an institution if one does not have a family which can provide care. At 
eve:cy age, single people are much more likely to be institutionalized 
than others their age. Divorced, and separated people are also more 
vulnerable, and even the widowed are sarewhat more likely to enter a 
rrental hospital, nursing hane or aged hane. On the other hand, people 
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who have intact marriages are, ·at every age, much less likely to becare 
institutionalized persons. In the case of the unnarried and widowed 
persons, there is an absence of anyone to care for them if they becare 
ill. The poverty of the institutionalized aged is suggested by several 
factors. First, it is general knowledge that the elderly live on fixed 
incanes. What savings they have acquired over a life span are likely to 
be diminished by inflation. When illness occurs, high medical costs 
rapidly erode their financial resources and placement into an institution 
is precipitated. 
2.4 'I'ypes of Geriatric Institutions 
In each culture and each cotll1.try, people develop their 0tm ways of 
caring for the elderly. Reader (1973) claims ••• 
Institutions in the United States for medical care of the elderly 
constitute a, spectrum based on intensity and carplexity of care 
that includes, hare care, day care, day hospitals, infinn 
care in hares for the aged or retirement canmunities, nursing 
hanes, extended care facilities, chronic disease hospitals and tenninal 
care hanes, and other speciality hospitals, and acute general care 
hospitals. (p.290)~ 
Frrn1 the above, we can conclude that there are both short and long 
tenn types of institutional care available to the aged. Acute hospital-
ization usually applies to hospital stays lasting fran a few days to 
three rronths, during which diagnosis and treatment take place simultaneously. 
Aside fran urgent physical pathology which needs attention, the main type 
of mental symptans presented on admission are transient confusional states 
and ftll1.cticnal disorders. 
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Chronic hospitalization patients are admitted because of organic 
brain damage. Persons with chronic physical conditions (e.g., C.V.A. 
victims) may be admitted to chronic disease and geriatric hospitals, even 
though such persons have accarpanying or previously existing mental 
problems. It can be argued that inmates of a mental institution who 
present with the organic brain syndrane need not be there, since nursing 
hanes and other facilities could provide the appropriate care. Stotsky 
(1967) postulates that many older pe0ple are in rrental hospitals, not 
because they need to be there, but simply because there is no other 
facility for them. 
The other facilities the aged folk make use of are nursing hanes, 
and hanes for the aging. The latter are voluntary, non-profit instit-
utions, run under the auspices of religious, benevolent, and fraternal 
associations, or trusts. Many are selective in their admission, and 
persons without sane wealth and a sustaining family are rrore likely to 
be rejected. Most aged hanes ordinarily exclude the overtly rrentally 
ill, the severely rrentally impaired, and the acutely or notably physically 
ill. 
However, there are those who are in need and who could be served in 
a manner that would allCM them to remain in, or be returned to, their 
carmunities where life would be more acceptable to them and to all of us 
who on the one hand feel threatened by the same ravages of time and who 
feel guilty in excluding them frcm carmunal life and participation. 
Carprehensive ccmnunity based rrental health services for the rrentally 
ill and th~ aged is one of the answers to this vexing problem. 
Presently, in the United States, large numbers of people are being 
released fran large institutions and placed in smaller institutions 
situated within the carmunity but where the care is not individualised. 
In essence, therefore, nothing has changed. What is optimistic, h<:Mever, 
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is the fact that the past several yea.rs have witnessed a vast public 
awareness of the needs of the aged. Considerable research has been 
originated within universities, and state and voluntary agencies in an 
attempt to establish new knc:Mledge and effective technologies for 
serving the elderly. To a large extent the traditional beliefs and 
myths about the elderly have been overcone and organizations are making 
a more rational attempt to provide more viable public and voluntary 
services. 
In Western Europe and North Arrerica, the elderly are beccming a 
political force that is certain to mould public policy in future years. 
Once the elderly are recx::>gnized as an important political social force, 
services and programs will eme:rge not ''begrudgingly" but as a rational 
response to our tenporary lapse in humanity. The above attitude has 
important implications for the developrent of better care facilities 
for the institutionalized aged population. Ideally, if it is to be 
properly and flexibly utilised, the in-patient care of persons who need 
help from social institutions (because of physical decline, mental 
iropai.rment, and disturbed or disturbing behaviour) should be part of 
a larger, integrated canprehensi ve care system. For all, the milieu 
should be protective and emotionally and psychologically supportive. 
2.5 The Effects of Institutionalization : 
The effects of institutionalization on adult patients of mental 
hospitals have received IlUlch attention lately. Reviewing the many 
studies on the effects of mental and other institutions, Sanner & Osgood 
(1961) classified institutional effects into six general syrrptans: 
(1) deindividuation, a reduced capacity for thought and action as a 
result of dependence on the institution; (2) disculturation, the 
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acquisition of institutional values unsuited to the previous or pre-
admission environment; (3) enotional, social, and physical damage to 
the resident fran losses of status, security and so on; (4) estrange-
ment fran the consequences of technological and other changes in the 
outside world; (5) isolation through loss of contact with the outside 
world and (6) stimulus deprivation, a result of the senses being 
deadened by prolonged institutionalization. This classification was 
based on f iildings of studies that usually canpared short and long tenn 
patients. As the authors caution, selective discharge of the better 
functioning patients could very well have led to an overesti.rration of 
institutional effects. 
The syrrptans of institutionalized mental patients are not unlike 
the syrrptans in studies of the elderly residing in hanes for the aged, 
domiciliaries and nursing hares. A review of these studies (Liebennan, 
1969) suggests that institutionalized elderly share the following 
characteristics% poor adjustment; depression and unhappiness; 
intellectual ineffectiveness because of increased rigidity and lCM 
energy (but not necessarily. intellectual incanpetence); negative self-
image; feelings of personal insignificance and .inpotence; and a view 
of self as old. Residents tend to be docile and submissive; to shCM 
a low range of interests and activities, and to live in the past rather 
than the future. They are withdrawn and unresponsive in relation to 
other~ . There is sare suggestion that they have increased anxiety, 
which at ti.Ires has their own death as a focus. 
Townsend (1964) described unsatisfactory physical conditions in 
many hares for the elderly and a::mnented on petty restrictions and 
authoritarianism still prevalent. Whitehead {1970) gives the 
follc:Ming description of the conditions in certain hares for the aged: 
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••• Conditions in backward institutions are such that the nost 
inexpert observer can see there is sanething wrong. Patients are 
herded together in old, bleak, neglected buildings with long 
dark wards, closely placed rCJNs of beds, little ~iture and 
frightening inactivity. Multiple regulations curtail the patient's 
freedom and reduce their contact with the outside v.JOrld. They 
may be confined to the ward and allowed out only in large super-
vised groups. 
non-existent. 
Privacy, unusually valued by the elderly, is often 
Bathing is supervised and may take place in a 
camrunal bathroom. Visiting is restricted to a few hours per 
week and children are often prohibited. To visit sare wards for 
the elderly is to visit the annex to the mortuary. Rows of old 
people lie in bed with legs bent and muscles wasted by lack of use, 
eyes dull and vacant, waiting to die. (p.24). 
Barton (1959) has described syrrptans of an illness experienced by 
people living within institutions which he calls 'institutional neurosis'. 
This is caused by elements within the institution, particular loss of 
contact with the outside world and carplete sul:mersion in the institut-: 
ional system. Institutional neurosis may occur in all kinds of 
institutions - prisons, hospitals, monasteries and residential hares. 
Loss of contact with the outside world, and erosion of the personality 
by the ove:rpCMering control exerted by the institution are important 
factors in the prcxiuction of this condition. The inmate becares over-
dependent, does what he is told because this is the only way to avoid 
trouble, loses initiative and interest and becanes one of a group of 
autanatons. His appearance often demonstrates the effect the institution 
has had upon him: his face loses much of its expression, the head is 
held slightly baved and the anns held semi-flexed with the hands closed. 
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Old people seem particularly vulnerable to institutional neurosis 
which is associated with the negative elements of enclosed life which have 
already been described. Whitehead (1970) suggests that three factors terrl 
to perpetuate these conditions. He blames the lack of satisfactory 
motivated staff, the fact that the staff are often poorly trained and 
ignorant of the errotional needs of the elderly, and the problems of auth-
oritarian hospital regirres which produce petty restrictions and staff fears. 
In these circumstances it is hardly surprising that sane older patients 
respond to pressure by sinking into withdrawal and deny the reality of their 
existence. Seligman (1975) claims that institutional systems are all too 
often insensitive to their inhabitants' need for control over irrportant 
events. Lack of control produces helplessness and cona::rrmitant depression. 
An initial attenpt to hide fran the world becares habitual and is made more 
rigid by the over-protection often found in nursing care of the elderly. 
Institutionalised patients, whether in tenninal ;::ancer wards, 
leukaemic childrens' wards, or old age hones, should be given 
maximum control over all aspects of their daily lives: choice of 
anelets or scrambled eggs for breakfast, blue or red curtains, going 
to the rrovies on Wednesdays or Thursdays, whether they wake up early 
or sleep late. If the theory of helplessness set forth here has 
any validity, these people may live longer, may show more spontaneous 
remissions and will certainly be much happier (ibid, p.183). 
Cbnsiderable research and 'journalistic muckraking' has served to 
portray the plight of the elderly in institutional settings. Unfortunately, 
there are a number of corrmonly held beliefs about persons who have reached, 
or appear to need, institutional care in their old age. 
ideas can be surrmarized as follows ••• 
Sane of these incorrect 
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"Aged persons in our society are rejected and neglected and discriminated 
against. They are discarded by selfish, callous families and are 
relegated to loneliness and discanfort, which affect their nental and 
arotional well-being. When they becare ill they are quickly 
dun;>ed into state hospitals, nursing hares, or old age hares, where 
many of them die fran the shock of transfer or fra:n humiliation. 
Large nurrbers of them are forced to remain in institutions simply 
because they have no place to go, and this is largely because their 
place in the cx:mnunity has been pennitted to close in behind them 
(Goldfarb, 1977, p.290). 
In the final analysis, these seemingly canpassionate remarks about 
the position of the institutionalized aged, are actually misstatements that 
tend to confuse thought and to block social action. There is significant 
evidence that institutional residents can improve their physical, psychol-
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The Effects of 
Institutionalization. 
Research. 
3.0 Studies 1'hat Have Examined The Effects of Institutionalization In 
The Aged 
To live to an advanced old age may indeed be a blessing but in many 
circumstances it may well be a curse. We have demonstrated that living 
through the seventh, eighth and ninth decades of life can bring both 
personal deterioration and social losses. When less drastic efforts 
to adapt to these misfort'Llnes fail, the elderly person and his or her 
family are often forced tc:Mard the :rrore drastic solution of seeking 
institutional care. With eac.'1 advancing year, the older person becO:nes 
increasingly aware that a catastrophic illness or a major loss in the 
social support system may necessitate this dreaded possibility. 
The effects of institutionalization on the psychological well-
being and integrity of aged adults has been a question of hl..llTlaI1itarian 
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interest since the late nineteenth century and of scientific inquiry 
for thirty years. These recent inquiries have drawn heavily on the 
body of socio-psychological knowledge associated with the effects 
upon individuals (of all ages) living in institutions for prolonged 
periods. The institutions may be orphanages, boarding schools, cloisters, 
allI¥ barrac~, concentration canps, hospitals and old age hones. The 
examples m=ntioned all display features of what Goffman (1961) calls, 
"the total institution" i.e., whole groups of people, separated from the 
wider society for a long period of tine, that lead an enclosed life, 
collectively regimented by a formal organization of a ffM. A variety 
of tellIIS, usually negative in connotation, have been used to describe 
the different socio-psychological phenonena tmderlying the effects of 
living in institutions such as "institutional dependency" (Coser 1956; 
Straus, 1951), "rrortification and curtailment of self" (Goffrran, 1961), 
and "depersonalization" (Townsend, 1962). 
The literature is replete with descriptions of the institutionalized 
elderly as disoriented, and disorganized, withdrawn and apathetic, 
depressed and hopeless. 
In the institution, people live cxmnunally with a minimum of 
privacy and yet their relationships with e~ch other are slender. 
Many subsist in a kind of defensive shell of isolation. Their 
mobility is restricted and they have little access to a general 
society. ~heir social experiences are limited and the staff 
lead a rather separate existence from them. They are subtly 
oriented toward a system in which they submit to orderly routine, 
non-creative occupations and cannot exercise nm.ch self-detennination. 
They are deprived of intimate family relationships and can rarely 
find substitutes which seem to be no more than a pale imitation 
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of those enjoyed by most people in a general ccmnuni ty. The 
result for the individual seans fairly often to be a gradual 
process of depersonalization. He has too little opportunity to 
develop the talents he possesses and they atrophy through disuse. 
He may becane resigned and depressed and may display no interest 
in the future or in things not inmadiately personal. He sanetimes 
becanes apathetic, talks little and lacks initiative. His 
personal toilet and habits may deteriorate. Occasionally he seems 
to withdraw into a private world of fantasy. In sane of the 
smaller and more humanely administered institutions, these various 
characteristics seem to be less frequently found, but they are 
still present. (Townsend, 1962, p.328-329} 
The institution, in other words, is perceived as a coercive force 
often causing more incapacity than it cures. 
Much of the above evidence has arisen fran studies which canpare 
the institutionalized aged with those who reside in the cannunity. 
The institutionalized aged tend to view the self nore negatively than 
do carmunity-living aged (Laverty, 1950; Liebennan and Lakin, 1963; 
Pollack et al, 1962; Webb, 1959}. Moreover, the institutionalized 
group is less well adjusted, more docile and sul::roi.ssive, more isolated, 
has l<Mer energy output, less drive and spontaneity, and is less outgoing 
and emotionally responsive than the carmunity group, (Pan, 1948; 
Davidson and Kruglov, 1952; Ames et al, 1954; Davol., 1958; Lakin, 1960}. 
In relation to orientation to t.ime, the institutionalized groups seem 
to be more concerned with the past, whereas cx:mnuni ty groups are more 
interested in the future (Fink, 1957; Laverty, 1950). 
A review of these studies suggests that institutional elderly 
residing in hanes for the aged, daniciliaries, and nursing hanes share 
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the following characteristics 
• • • poor adjustment, depression and unhappiness, intellectual 
ineffectiveness because of increased rigidity and low energy 
{but not necessarily intellectual incarpetence) , negative self-
image, feelings of personal insignificance and impotency, and 
a view of self ·as old. Residents tend to be docile, sul::missive, 
show a low range of interests and activities and to live in the 
past rather than the future. They are withdrawn and unresponsive 
in relationships to others. There is sare suggestion that they have 
increased anxiety, which at times focuses on feelings of death 
{Liebennan, 1969, p.330-331). 
These studies i.rrply that aged persons residing in a variety of 
institutional settings are psychologically worse off and likely to die 
sooner than aged persons living in the carmunity. 
Contrary to the findings of the studies reporting only negative 
consequences of placerrertt in an old age facility, Liebennan, Prock and 
Tobin {1968) found both beneficial and detrimental effects upon being 
institutionalized. They canpared elderly individuals in three groups: 
those who had resided in one of two Jewish hares for the aged for one 
to three years; individuals on the waiting lists for the two hares; 
and aged individua:ts residing in the carmunity who would be likely to 
seek care fran these hanes if they experienced a crisis that warranted 
it. The subjects were carpared on cognitive function, body orientation, 
personality traits, self-image, time perspective, affect and inter-
personal relationships. 
The results indicated that the three groups were not significantly 
... 
different in terms of interpersonal relationships, self-image, or 
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personality traits. Ccrcpared with the non-waiting list subjects in 
the camu:nity, the institutionalized subjects were significantly poorer 
in oogni ti ve functicning, were nore preoccupied with their bodies and 
health needs, evidenced nore negative affect, and shCMed poorer 
tirre perspective. Subjects on the waiting list, however, differed 
significantly, in a negative directicn, fran the non-waiting list 
cormrunity subjects on each of these variables except oognitive 
functioning. In addition, they experienced nore anxiety than did the 
non-waiting list a:mmunity or institutionalized groups. 
Conparisons between subjects bn the waiting.lists and institution-
alized subjects indicated that the institutionalized subjects were 
psychologically healthier, particularly in tenns of lCMer levels of 
anxiety and depression, derocmstrated a better overall affect, and had 
better interpersonal relationships. Liebennan et al (1968) suggested 
that this difference may be due to an amelioration of the crises-related 
reactions encountered during the waiting list period. 
The question theorists have raised is whether living in an institution 
causes these effects, or whether entrants ooming to an old age hone, 
nursing hone or hospital are a distinct population, different from 
those in the ccmnunity. Goldfarb (1969) argues that a particular 
type of older person, the dependent personality, is nore likely to seek 
institutional care. If this type of person, in addition, is nore likely 
to react adversely to living in an institution, then the greying 
portrait of the institutionalized elderly is partly a product of 
selection bias. Clearly then, institutianalizaion is not the only 
variable creating the differerice. Before such a conclusion can be 
entertained, aged persons living in institutions and aged 
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persons living in the cx::J11ITUll1ity must be shCM.n to be carparable, differing 
only in respect of where they live. It must also be sham that the 
characteristics of institutional life, per se, and not other factors 
associated with becaning institutionalized, induce these deleterious 
effects. How many of the effects attributed to living in institutions 
can be explained on the basis of population differences between those 
living in the carmunity and those residing in institutions? It would 
appear that the differences between the two groups as highlighted by 
research studies are often influenced by the factor of selection. 
The reasons why people apply for admission to live in an institution 
are by no means clear. As we have mentioned, Goldfarb (1969) 
hypothesized that it is a dependent type of person that seeks institutional 
care. Physical, psycho-social and econanic losses have predisposed 
institutional populations to being more vulnerable and according to 
Liebennan & Tobin (1976), older people who seek institutional care are 
those who are deteriorating more rapidly than others. Lowenthal and 
Haven (1968) have offered another explanation for those who becx:me 
institutionalized. They found the lack of a confidante to be a 
critical variable in the admission of elderly patients to the state 
mental hospital. 
3.1 Attitudes Associated With Admission To An Institution 
A quite different explanation, independent of selection bias, 
suggests that the factors that cause noxious effects are set in notion 
by the process of becaning institutionalized. The losses associated 
with noving to an institution may be experienced before the actual move. 
Separatioq,may becane final after entering and living in the institution, 
but discussions of the move and application to a harrie can certainly 
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lead to feelings of separation fran and rejection by family members, 
who have been involved in the decision (Hacker & Gaitz, 1969). The 
prospect of placement of an older perscn in a long tenn care facility 
and the application process itself, are critical psychological experiences 
for the elderly individual and family members in each generation. 
A definite family life crisis is precipitated at this juncture ••• 
Elderly people shudder at the thought of institutions, as do 
their children. Institutes are reserved as the last recourse 
after evei:ything else has been tried, and families will go through 
unbelievable hardship before giving in to placanent (Butler, 
1977, p.123). 
When long-tenn care is being considered, the degree or intensity 
of stress may vary but feelings are mixed and family relationship 
patterns are revealed vividly. The elderly person may be in a state 
of intense anxiety and fear. Even if family relations are basically 
wann and healthy and he/she recognizes the necessity of placement on a 
reality level, psychologically he/she still experiences sane feelings 
of abandorunent and rejection. For the adult children (and other 
relatives, including spouse or siblings}, guilt, conflict, and shame 
may coexist with the conscious or unconscious but very human desire to 
be relieved of burdens they have carried out, often beyond the saturation 
p::>int. These feelings of ambivalence may force relatives to stop 
visiting the aged person once the process of institutionalization has 
taken place. 
Several studies have examined attitudes of the aged toward 
institutional care. Kleernier (1961), for example, suggested that older 
people exhibit a generalized negative feeling toward all special settings 
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for the elderly. Shanas (1961) believes that almost all older people 
view the rrove to a hane for the aged or to a nursing hane, with fear and 
hostility. In their opihion, it is the final prelude to death arrl 
on almost all occasions the aged feel rejected by their families. On 
admission the elderly person is in a state of personal crisis, having 
left his CMn hane, furniture and to a large extent, his identity. He 
will have been deprived of roles and status and generally feel unwanted, 
~rthless, strange and confused. Montganery (1965) who studied rural 
elderly, found a consistent desire to ranain in their present residence 
and equated this desire with highly valued independence. Lieberman 
& Tobin (1976) claim to see the move to a long term care institution 
as a prelude to death. This is not unrealistic, given the age of 
older people who enter these institutions and given the fact that an 
old aged hane will probably be the setting where death will occur for 
many of the frail and deteriorated elderly. 
The decision to institutionalize a laved one is among the most 
difficult anyone is ever required to make. "A nursing hane? Hew can 
I do this to them?" When a parent hears that the family are oonsidering 
institutionalization he/she might say ••• 
What are you doing to me? 
A nursing hane? 
So you can wash your hands of rne? 
After all I've done for you, 
You pranised you would never put me in one of those places 
(Grollman & Grolllnan (1978) p.115) 
The above quotation represents the fear and trepidation with which 
the aged person views institutionalization. These types of responses 
support earlier findings that institutionalization is a dreaded event. 
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If one starts out with such a 'negative mental set' , one's adjustrrent 
to, and course in the institution is likely to be difficult and at 
tines extrerrely painful. 
3.2 Effects Due to Environmental Change : 
With the advent of urban renewal, debilitating physical decline, or 
decreased financial resources, aged individuals often find relocation 
a necessity. As a result, the effects of relocation on the aged have 
been studied frequently in recent years, yielding often contradictory 
results. Many researchers (e.g. Lieberman, 1961; Aldrich & Mendkoff, 
1963; Killian, 1970; Markus, Blenker, Bloem & DCMnS, 1972) have fotmd 
that relocation has negative effects on the aged (e.g. increased 
rrortality, depressicn, decreased activity levels). others pave failed 
to find debilitating effects attributable to relocation (e.g. Carp, 1968; 
Lawton & Yaffe, 1970; Miller and Liebennan, 1965; Wittels and Botwinick, 
1974). 
Relocation is defined as a life event which represents a major 
change in the lives of rrost individuals (Dohrenwend & Dohrenwend, 1974). 
Recent devel0fir1.ents have directed attention to the i.rrportance of life 
changes as a detenninant of the overall health status of the individual. 
In general, it appears that significant life changes are stressful and 
these exact a price both psychologically and physically fran the individual 
who experiences than (Lowenthal, 1967; Aquilera and Messick, 197 8; 
Golan, 1978). Research has indicated that one of the most i.rrportant 
parameters contributing to relocation stress in the aged is the lack of 
control. Personal control is defined as the ability to manipulate 
sare aspect of the environment. Averill (1973) distinguishes three 
types of personal control - behavioural, cognitive, ·and decisional - and 
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points out that each. can be beneficial in alleviating the negative 
effects of a stressor. The greater the choice the individual has., the 
less negative the effects of relocation. Thus voluntary relocatees 
should fare better than involuntary relocatees. 
A study by Ferrari (1963} illustrates hCM decisional control 
contributes to differential patient outcanes. Two groups of aged 
individuals were ca:npared, one entering an institution voluntarily and 
the other having no alternative. Those with no choice had a much higher 
mortality rate than those with choice.. Shrut (1965} investigated the 
effects of location on two groups: one fran hane to traditional instit-
utional housing and the other f ran hane to an apartment house for the 
elderly. It was not surprising to find that individuals who moved 
to institutional housing were more afraid of, and preoccupied with, death, 
less socially alert, less productive and less cnoperative, than other 
relocatees. 
Shultz & Brenner (1977) have advanced the follCMing hypothesis : 
The more predictable a new environment is, the less negative the 
effects of relocation. To the extent that an individual is prepared 
for a new environment through, for example, educational programs or 
counselling, he should be less adversely affected by relocation 
than an individual who is not prepared. In the absence of a 
preparatory program, predictability should vary as a function of 
the severity of the environmental change. Thus a move fran hane 
to an institution should be more devastating than a move fran one 
institution·to another (p. 324) • 
In most real-life situations the effects of environmental discontinuity 
are impossible to disentangle fran those of loss. In its purest fonn, 
environmental discontinuity, as a cause of negative·effects is present 
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when anticipated loss is not associated with the move. Despite being 
unable to tease out the precise etiology, the rrove from ca:rmunity living 
to institutional residence is a major environmental discontinuity that 
causes severe disequilibrium for the aged person. 
The previous studies offer evidence that relocation, particularly 
when it is involuntary, constitutes a serious threat to the elderly 
and frequently results in physical and/or psychological deterioration 
or even death. However, many variables appear to interact with the 
relocation per se. When the move is to a long-tenn care facility, sane 
of the relevant variables are psychological functioning, physical condition, 
type of facility to which the relocation occurs, nature of residence 
prior to relocation, and anticipatory reaction. 
3.4 Adjustment To Institutionalization 
HCM one defines adjustment, especially adjustment to an institution, 
is a critical problem and several writers have addressed themselves to 
it. Riesman (1954), in an article on clinical and cultural aspects 
of aging, describes three groups of aged persons ( 1) the autonanous , 
(2) the adjusted, and (3) the a.'1anic. He sees the "autonanous" as 
those people who are able to maintain and of ten to increase their pace 
in old age in such a way so as to avoid the cultural change and physio-
logical "insults" that beset older people. The "adjusted" are able 
to make the transition to old age successfully. If they lose their 
jobs, they are able to find substitute activities which gratify their 
needs. Their lives are sufficiently integrated so that they do not 
require institutionalizationr psychotherapy~ or welfare aid. The 
mornentun of their early years seems to be able to carry them through this 
last period of life. His last group, the "ananic"·are maladjusted 
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and the group in need of physical, psychological and social services. 
Despite their age, they lack psychological maturity and the ability to 
plan for themselves. 
otto Polack (1948) discussed the measuranent of individual adjustment. 
He points out that although the tenn adjustment is widely used by social 
scientists, there have been feN attempts to designate objective referents 
which would pennit the developnent of dependable measures of individual 
adjustment. 
Studies by Cavan et al (1949) stressed life-long adjustment and 
flexibility as being corrlucive to good adjustment in old age. Similarly, 
Greenleigh (1952) believed that the way an individual handles his own 
aging depends to a large degree upon attitudes t<Mards old age which 
were fonned early in life, and he felt that the evidence favours better 
adaptation to the physiological changes on the part of persons who 
adjusted successfully to earlier life situations. Both of these approaches 
to the problem emphasise the difficulties involved in attempting to 
define the tenn so as to pennit scientifically acceptable rneasuranent 
of degrees of adjustment. 
Morgan (1937) in one of the earliest studies of factors related 
to personal adjustment in old age, points out the importance of providing 
older people with a future by stating" ••• it is clear that the active 
and interested old person is the well adjusted person and that although 
the majority reported enjoying life, they also reported little in the 
way of plans, even for the norr<M. 11 
Ju Shu Pan (1950) studied. the factors in personal adjustment of old 
people in church hanes for aged.. He canpared the adjustment of individuals 
in institutions with the adjustment of persons in the general population 
and the relations between their activities and attitude scores arrl those 
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factors making for successful or unsuccessful adjustment. He found 
that institutionalized aged included nore females, who were better 
educated, had gocrl health care and many hobbies, were deeply religious, 
and felt a sense of econanic security. They also had unfavourable 
family relationships, less contact with friends and less Opp.Jrtunity 
to participate in group activities. 
W.D. Blake (1949), studying the adjustrrent of residents to a Hane 
for the Aged found that three factors seerred camon in the adjustrrent 
of these people : 
1) Satisfaction with the life work of the individual seems an essential 
to snooth adjustrrent of these people. 
2) Congenial cnrrq;>ansionship of conterrpories see.ms to facilitate a 
pleasant adjustrrent. 
3) Having a few interests or hobbies outside the job and concentrating 
on than is a factor. 
Taietz (1953) found that there was a direct relationship between 
the policies existing in an institution and the personal adjustment of 
residents in hares for the aged. He reports that when residents were 
questioned about policies and practices, they tended ••• 
• • • to express their approval or criticism of the hane by 
evaluating the superintendent and other staff rranbers. In each 
of these hares there had been a change of superintendent within 
the rnenory of most of the residents: dissatisfaction with the 
incumbents was often expressed by extolling the virtues of the 
predecessor or by direct canparison of the two. The corrnents 
that the respondents added to the questicn reveal two daninant 
therres; the first pertaining to the vital role of the super-
intendent in the adjustzrent of the residents in a hare for the aged. 
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Typical ccmnents were that "the superintendent makes the hane" 
and they confi:rrn statements in the literature regarding the crucial 
role of the superintendent. The second thane suggests the 
qualifications that the residents looked for in the superintendent: 
predaninant are syrrq;>athy, understarrling, fairness, a closeness 
to an identification with the residents ( p.20). 
Oberleder ( 1957) studied the behaviour of institutionalized 
aged persons in relation to their attitudes tONards old age. Fran the 
postulate that aged individuals are more likely to becx:me frustrated and. 
maladjusted in instances where earlier life goals are retained and 
confo:rrnity to the cultural patterns for the aged is resisted, it was 
hypothesized that a group designated as "Management Problems" as 
canpared to a group designated as "Institutionally Adjusted" is characterized 
by: (1) more expressed denial of the stereotypes of the aged; 
(2) more expressed retention of the goals and values of earlier maturity; 
(3) more expressed disturbances over changes associated with the aging 
process. Results indicated the strong possibility that the Institution-
ally Mjusted had accepted old age despite their espousal of the younger 
viewpoint, wheras the Management Problan group had not accepted their 
age, although they expressed the older viewpoint on the questionnaire. 
Stotsky (1967) conducted a study to dete:rrnine the parameters of 
adjusbnent in a population of psychiatric patients who were relocated 
to nursing hanes. The variables included nursing hane characteristics, 
staff training and attitudes to11ard the mentally ill, the patient's 
history, the patient's mental and physical status and case worker inter-
vention. 
Subjects were elderly psychiatric patients transferred fran a state 
mental hospital to nursing hanes. The placement was tenned successful 
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if the individual was not returned to the mental hospital within six 
m::mths. Unsuccessful adjustment was defined as a return to a psychiatric 
ward or death within six nonths after the transfer. The study found 
that 80% of the patients were successfully adjusted, 9% returned to 
the hospital and 11% died within the first six months in the hane. 
The mortality rate in the study is lo.ver than that reported by Aldrich 
& Mendkoff. 
'lhe results indicated that the patient's mental status was the 
primary factor influencing adjustment. Those patients who were 
unsuccessfully adjusted manifested significantly more psychiatric 
symptaTis following relocation than the successfully adjusted patients. 
The only other significant variable was the attitude of nurses in the 
hanes. Nurses in hanes where the majority of the subjects were 
successfully adjusted, were significantly less authoritarian, more 
benevolent and less socially restrictive. Nursing hane characteristics 
and case'WOrk activity were not significantly related to adjustment. 
Dick & Friedsam (1964) studied both personal and social adjustment 
in residents of hanes for the aged. ·They distinguished between the 
generic and the operational concepts of adjustment: adjustment turns out 
to be basically a carmon sense teDJil, a generic one which may subsume 
such concepts as 'morale', 'happiness', 'life satisfaction', 'well-being', 
and 'successful aging' • In an operational sense there appears to be 
two major aspects or dimensions of adjustment - an objective aspect, 
where anphasis is placed upon a persons' activities and social 
participation,.and a subjective one, having to do with a person's 
internal frames of reference.and attitudes to.vard life. 
Bennett & Naherno.v (1965) suggest ••• 
Residents of hares are expected to participate in activities, 
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develop info:rmal relationships, obey :rules and do very little 
canplaining. Social integraticn as indicated by participation in 
fonnal and infonna.l activities, is generally the major criterion 
of adjustment (p.50). 
In an earlier paper, Bennett (1963) claims that once institutional-
ization has taken place, manbers of staff gear themselves primarily 
to the task of facilitating the adjustment of residents. A social 
worker within a specified hane was asked to list the criteria of well 
adjusterl residents. They were: 1) one who isn't too afraid of 
authority; 2) one who maintains outside contacts; 3). one who participates 
in activities in the Hane; 4) one who can face the frustration of 
regulations, e.g. by obeying the doctor and taking his medicine , and 
5) one who accepts a roanate even if he has grounds far canplaints. 
According to one administrator, 
Residents are expecterl to behave as ladies or gentlemen. They 
are expected to be courteous and say 'hallo' to all including staff 
manbers. They should be clean and dress nicely... The well 
adjusterl individual is part of the group. He is neat in appearance, 
because the others will be critical of sloppy people. He 
participates in activities of the Hare and helps those who neerl 
help (ibid, p.121). 
The good resident is rewarderl by becaning a staff favourite and by 
being asked to help with various jobs. A bad resident will be spoken 
to by social workers, administrators and often by psychiatrists. 
Turner et al (1972) focussed their efforts on personality traits as 
potential prerlictars of institutional adaptation among the aged. 
The assumption behind this approach is that, "those aged with pre-
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institutional personality traits that are congruent with the specific 
demands of the relocation environment will experience a minimum of 
stress". Such congruent personality traits are felt to facilitate 
adaptation, because the impact of relocation will be reduced when there 
is a relationship between traits and specific adaptative de:nands of the 
envir0I1IIW:nt. 
Data was obtained fran eighty five elderly persons, prior to, and 
one year after moving fran the canmunity into hemes for the aged in 
Chicago. The results indicate that for the person undergoing the stress 
of institutional adaptation, congruent traits facilitate p::>sitive 
adaptation. In addition, the particular trait found to be associated 
with successful institutional adaptation loaded strongly on activity, 
aggression, and narcissistic bcx:ly inage. This organization of traits 
suggests that a vigorous and perhaps canbative style of behaviour is 
functional for institutional adaptation. 
Slover (1972) measured the environmental qualities of 26 settings 
to which a.group of elderly mental patients were transferred. The 
settings were rated by an environmental anthropologist on 189 physical, 
social and service related qualities on the basis of a day's observational 
visit to each. Decline follo.ving relocation i.e. poor adjustment, was 
greatest in those who had been placed in environments lacking wannth, 
individuation, and autonany. 
Carry and Ratliff (1973) investigated the association between 
nursing hane size and two variables, namely, isolation and life satisfaction. 
Specifically, they postulate the environment of small institutional 
structures to be more conducive to the formation of primary relationships, 
indicating satisfactory adjustment. This potential, coupled with the 
confines of .limited space, suggest less opportunities for social and/or 
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personal isolation. By the same token, as satisfaction is often 
related to the int:iroacy and frequency of such primary associations, 
the author expected satisfaction to be higher in smaller, as opposed 
to larger institutional contexts. 
The findings indicate that social and personal isolation does 
increase with the size of the institution. On the other hand, life 
satisfaction scores were essentially the same, regardless of the size of 
the hane in which persons were living. 
Kahana (1975) operationalized 18 aspects of the milieu, as measured 
by staff consensus, as well as the residents' view of their personal 
needs along each dimension. Her hypothesis was that congruence between 
resident needs and environmental opportunities to exercise the neerl 
would be associated with high morale. The hypothesis was upheld in two 
of the three long-tei.-m care institutions. Especially irrq;x)rtant areas 
of person-environment congruence, were privacy, impulse control, 
stimulation, continuity with the past, and change versus sameness. 
Schwartz and Proppe (1969) in an early investigation of the 
institutionalized aged, found that the desire for privacy among them 
correlated highly with length of time in the institutional setting and 
not at all with such demographic variables as education or marital 
status. They later (1970) p::>stulated that person/environment transactional 
variables are significantly related to levels of p::>sitive self-regard 
in the elderly. Schooler (1969) addressed himself to the ever recurring 
question: does environment rr.ake a difference to the elderly and if so, 
in what way? A parallel theme is echoed by Lawton (1970, 1974) who 
describes a framework for suitable integration of the older person and 
his environment. Lawton's scheme of behavioural indices, ranging frcm 
slinple to canplex, offers an approach to matching the person to the 
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appropriate environment~ thus open.ing a broader range of alternatives 
for residence selection. Schwartz (1975) draws the researcher's 
attention to hCM crucial the environment is in facilitating th~ 
adj ustrrent of prospective aged residents to hares ••• 
All of which is to point out that those who study aging are 
gradually caning to understand that the envirornrent is not sinply 
the backdrop, the "scene:ry" against which the lives of older 
perscns are lived. If, indeed, such were the case, then planning 
the micro-environment for older persons could be construed (as 
it often used to be) as merely repainting or rearranging the 
environmental scene:ry, .in effect, an architectural exercise. 
We are rapidly discovering that quite the opposite is true. 
(p.281) 
Bayne (1970) suggests that in large measure the dependency, apathy 
and withdrawal, so frequently observed in elderly residents nay be a 
function of their acccmnodation to an envirornrent that purports to 
pranote health, but actually encourages the sick role, that provides 
treatrrent, but dces so through regulation and control. The ve:ry 
effectiveness of such a program can literally endanger the patient's 
will to self-detenninaticn. 
In one of the rrost recent studies on adjustment to a Long-Tenn Care 
Institution, Rod.stein et al (1976) reported on 100 elderly persons 
consecutively admitted to the Jewish Hare and Hospital for Aged and 
studied during the first rronth after admission. Medical changes 
(chiefly cardiovascular) and behavioural changes were analysed independ-
ently and then correlated. Four sub-groups were found 1) srrooth adjust-
rrent with no significant medical changes (33 subjects); 2) srrooth adjust-
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rent with significant rredical changes (17 subjects). 3) severe 
adjustrrent problems but no significant rredical changes (31 subjects) 
and 4) severe adjust:Irent problems with significant rredical changes 
(19 subjects). The aged persons nost likely to have initial adjustment 
difficulties usually had poor capacity for interpersonal relationships, 
were socially isolated, were either single or divorced, had a dependent 
personality, had severe chronic brain syndrare, had a negative or 
ambivalent attitude toward admission, and often had been referred for 
psychiatric evaluation before admission. Major patterns of reaction 
were anxiety, aggressiveness and depression. Significant rredical 
changes were nore likely to develop in those with previous poor health 
who nanifested an advanced state of confusion and depressive trends. 
Depression was related to concomitant rredical changes rather than to 
the previous health status.; it exacerbated the reaction to rredical 
illness, which resulted in a decline in the level of functioning. 
Fran the review of the literature, it is apparent that there is 
no concensus as to what adjustnent is. It means different things to 
different people. Factors such as voluntary versus involuntary 
placerrent, presence or absence of preparation, degree of environrrental 
change generated by the relocation, physical and rrental health, personality 
variables, and type of facility, all appear to affect adjustment. 
Although sane info:mation has been obtained on the effects of these 
variables, the role of each has not been well determined. This is 
partially due to the differences in variables and technique in the 
studies investigating this area. The research studies cited in this 
section have varied in tenns· of the population studied, type of long-
tenn care facility, psychological and physical pararreters investigated, 
rreasurerrent tedi.niques and the criteria for adjustrrent. 
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3.5 Therapeutic Strategies Available In The Rehabilitation Of 
Institutionalized Patients : 
Fran Goldfarb's (1953, 1955, 1957) lengthy e}Q?erience in treating 
institutionalized patients, he believes that many of these patients 
appear to be outwardly depressed but are rrore self-aggrandizing than 
self-depreciating. Although feelings of failure and frustration are 
expressed, the environrrent is usually blaired and attacked, freg:lEI1tly 
in a paranoid fashion. These patients reveal little evidence of 
guilt, but fear of retaliation is usually present. They do not seriously 
conterrplate or atterrpt suicide, although they make such gestures. 
Although they often express a wish to die, to "go soon", or "have it 
' 
over with", they protest lack of courage or give rroral and social 
reasons for their self restraint from suicide. Outstanding is the 
cauplaint of joylessness, lack of pleasure, feelings of futility and 
hopelessnes.s. For them, eating, sleeping, personal relations, work, 
hobbies and entertairments are not pleasurably anticipated, presently 
enjoyed or happily reviewed. (Wolff , 1970) 
Barton (1959) described the arove syrrptans as being a part of 
the "institutional neurosis". The inmate becares over·,.dependent, 
does what he is told, loses initiative and interest and becares one 
of a group of autanatons. The joylessness with the sense of futility 
and hopelessness is a rreans of obtaining and guaranteeing care. Old 
folks want pity, carpassion and care fran parental surrogates and 
frequently do not pennit themselves pleasure. They often prefer to 
ft..>el persecuted and deprived. Seligman (1974) has pointed out the 
similarity between the conditions imposed upon the resident of an old 
age facility and what he calls "conditioned helplessness". His research 
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has indicated that organisms which lose all control over their envirorurent 
may eJ<I?erience CX1I1plete helplessness and premature death. 
"So if a person or animal is in a marginal physical state, 
weakened by malnutrition or heart disease, helplessness can 
push the scales towards death. One of the most wlnerable 
groups to death by helplessness is the aged. In Anerica, grCMing 
old is tantarrount to losing control. Forced to retire at 65, 
sent to an old-age heme, ignored by relatives, the old person is 
systematically stripped of control over his life. We kill many 
of our senior citizens by denying them choices, purpose in life, 
control over their lives. Many of these deaths are premature and 
unnecessary." (Seligman, 1974, p.84). 
Gerontological theoreticians and research workers have described 
the effects of institutionalization fairly systematically, but what 
alternatives do they pose in the arrelioration of these deleterious 
effects? Gottesman, Quartennan, and Cohn (1973) have conceptualised 
four levels of treatrrent: (a) self treatrrent, which focuses on the life 
style of the individual in adjusting to the changes in self and the 
environment; (b) individual psychological treatrrents; (c) small group 
therapy, and (d) societal treatrrent. In the f ollCMing section we shall 
consider the various .arreliorative procedures that have been employed 
to aid in the adjustment of the institutionalized aged. 
(a) Individual Psychological Approaches: It is well knCMn that Freud 
(1924) did not favour individual psychotherapy for patients over 45 
years of age. He believed that after that age the patient' s character 
would not be flexible enough to make the necessary personality changes 
demanded of him once he had gained insight into his condition. Merrory 
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distw:bances were also believed to represent an obstacle to treatnent, 
because the elderly patient might not be able to recall details of his 
childhood whidl would be inportant for the analysis. Fenichel (1945) 
preferred not to treat geriatric patients with individual psychotherapy 
and he becarre, to a certain degree, responsible for the pessimistic 
attitude taken by psychoanalysts. 
Abraham (1949) introduced the first note of optimism regarding the 
analysis of the aged. He described the successful analysis of several 
patients about fifty years of age and concluded that ••• "the age of the 
neurosis is rrore inportant than the age of the patient" (in Rechtstaffen, 
1959). Jelliffe (1925) also published satisfacto:ry results with psycho-
analytic treatnent of elderly patients and concluded that chronological, 
physiological and psychological age do not go hand in hand. Alexander 
(1946) in (Rechtschaffen, 1959-) rrodified the psychoanalytic technique 
errphasizing two different forms of individual psychotherapy, insight 
therapy and supportive therapy. He clairred that the prinru::y consideration 
in the treatnent of the aged should be the degree of ego strength available 
But where for a variety of reasons the ego is weak, then it is unreasonable 
to encourage release of irrpulses, since the ego will not be able to control 
them. In cases where the patient's need for assistance is answered 
by actual guidance, where arud.ety is relieved by the therapist' s assuming 
a protective role, where inferiority feelings are net with reassurance, 
and where guilt is relieved Ly permissive attitudes, supportive therapy 
is indicated. 
Grotjahn (1940) has reported successfully treating enotior.ally 
distw:bed geriatric patients.with individual psychotherapy. He thinks 
that resistance against unpleasant insight is lessened in old age and that 
even "narcissistic threats" for the Ego becone acceptable. P..e believes 
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that the neuroses of old age are defences against castration anxiety. 
Old infantile wishes do not die, nor do they fade CMay; they are waiting 
to return. The elderly subject must go throµgh a reverse Oedipus 
Situation where not the son fears the father but the aging father the 
son. He must work through his unoonscious relaticn to the son. 
Kaufmann (1940) discussing the analytic treatnent of depressions 
in old age, describes the inverted Oedipus cx:mplexes occurring in such 
instances. Aged and dependent individuals may regard adult offspring 
much as they fonnerly regarded their ONn. parents. Considerable ambiva-
lence takes place when the patient, who once helped his child in growing 
up and was the authority figure, now has to take orders fran his children • 
.Merloo (1955) by analytically oriented psychotherapy, was able to 
help elderly patients rediscover hidden inner resources and thus conquer 
their feelings of uselessness and boredan. Weinberg (1956) m::xlifies 
traditional and analytic techniques and uses a irore active and less 
fonnalistic approach to individual psychotherapy with the aged. He 
maintains that the therapist has to enter irore freely into a relation-
ship with the patient and also to manipulate, if necessary, the environ-
rrent in which the older person lives. This may range fran educating 
family, friends and those who are entrusted with the care of the aged 
concerning their needs and the detection of syrrptans, to a dogged 
gnawing at the conscience of society to provide the necessities for a 
better enotional climate for our aging population. 
Goldfarb (1953) has used a very different technique of individual 
peychotherapy with geriatric patients and has reported good results. 
His approach is based largely on psychoanalytic thinking. Working in a 
hOTIE for the aged, Goldfarb and his associates have devoted themselves 
to the developrrent of ·practicable, individual psychotherapy for their 
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clients. His patients were treated with brief ·and widely spaced sessicns. 
The maximum length of each session was fifteen minutes. The aim in each 
session was to provide errotional gratif icaticn for the patient and to 
increase his self esteem. This approach has deliberately atterrpted 
to use the increased dependency of the aged as a therapeutic resource. 
Reasoning that the increased dependency makes the older perscn prone 
to view the therapist as a parent-figure (just the opposite of the reverse 
transference noted by the psychoanalysts), Goldfam attempts to enrourage 
this misconcepticn to the eXtent that the patient develops the illusion 
that he is actually dealing with a very pcMerful parental authority who 
is capable of wielding great influence in his life. Once this illusion 
is fii:mly established, it is then used to provide gratification of 
errotional needs for affection, respect and protection. In this way the 
patients win over the potentially threatening authority figure as an 
ally. When he verbalizes his resentlrent against the therapist but is 
able to win the therapist's protection all the same· by "defeating him", 
the geriatric patient feels more powerful and gains in strength. 
Wolff (1970) claims: 
Since 1954 I have been able to treat a number of geriatric 
patients of both sexes in psychiatric instituticns, using "Brief 
Therapy" as reccmrended by Goldfam on psychiatric wards, and 
have found it effective and useful with elderly patients suffering 
fran acute and chronic brain syndrares associated with cerebral 
arteriosclerosis, with senility, chronic alcoholism, central nervous 
system syphilis and with geriatric patients suffering fran neurological 
disorders of various kinds. This technique definitely helped these 
patients to gain E.go-strength by increasing their self-esteem, by 
verbalizing their resentnent and anger. Most notably helped were 
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patients who were managercent problems on the ward by being upset, 
excited, threatening to other patients and .to persormel; patients 
with poor toilet and eating habits; and others suffering from 
depressive features and refusing to eat. This fonn of treatnent 
also brought a few delusional patients nearer reality. It was 
also of use in encouraging listless and apathetic patients to 
participate with greater interest in recreational and occupational 
activities and to further their socializatiai and rehabilitation 
program (p.113). 
Oberleder (1970) reported the application of "crisis therapy" 
to twelve patients over 60 years of age who had been admitted to a 
state manta! hospital with the diagnoses of senile psychosis or arterio-
sclerosis with psychosis~ The treatnent consisted of brief psychotherapy 
involving family and other significant persons. The therapy is applied 
at a tine when the individual may be maximally influenced - when he is 
in a crisis. Hospitalization without strict treatnent goals at such 
a tine may have the effect of exacerbating disorganization and regression. 
Crisis therapy, on the other hand, is aimed at "catching the individual 
off guard" arx:l turning reduced resistance to good effect by encouraging 
free expression of feelings, and unblocking repressed material. In such 
a manner, all twelve patients recovered to a degree sufficient to allow 
discharge from hospital. It is significant that Oberleder describes 
such an approach as being specifically geared to persons for whan long-tenn 
psychotherapy is not suitable, especially the aged and those fran low 
socio-ecxmanic groups. Unfortunately, the evidence suggests that this 
sort of therapy tends not to be available to the majority of the elderly. 
Buttler (1977) suggests that because of the tendency of older people 
to review their lives, to seek meaning, to deal with death, there is an 
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obvious existential cx:irrponent to any therapeutic work with than. 
Yet existential therapists have not derconstrated great interest. 
He points out that the ideas of Buber and Frankl are particularly useful 
for older people. 
Gottesman, Quartennan, and Cohn (1973) have sumnarised developnents 
in behavioural modification therapy and, citing the review of Gendlin 
and Rychlak. (1970), Krasner (1971), and Ullman and Krasner (1969) have 
identified four major techniques used with aged patients: positive 
reinforcemant, desensitization, aversive procedures, and modelling. 
Thus, to all intents and purposes, it is apparent that individual 
psychotherapy and counselling for the aged, which was once frowned upon, 
is nON practiced in many fonns. What is lacking however, is an attercpt 
to carry out meaningful research into the efficacy of the various 
individual treatment approaches. Then, and only then, will we be in 
a position to evaluate which approach is the nost therapeutic. 
(b) Group Approaches: ·· This had been attempted primarily in institutional 
settings by several therapists. There are several i.mrediate advantages 
to group therapy of aged patients. First, such therapy allONs the 
usually scant treatnent personnel in such institutions to reach a 
significantly larger nunber of patients than with individual psycho-
therapy. Second, the interaction with other group merrbers may be at 
least as therapeutic as the interaction with the group leader. 
Group therapy in institutions usually focuses on sircple matters of 
resocialization, adjustrrent, etc. , rather than a restructuring of the 
personality or basic conflict patterns. The goals of group therapeutic 
techniqu=s in hcrces for the aged have been isolated by Feil (1967) into 
. two primary categories; first, to stimulate vemalizaticn and interaction 
among group members and second, to prcmote a sense of self-worth so that 
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the individual can move toward sane degree of independent action which 
will make him feel part of the ccmnunity life of the hane. (in 
Eisdorfer and Stotsky, 1977). 
Burnside (1970, 1971, 1973) has indicated that loss was a persistent 
therre ane:rging fran group work with the aged in nursing hanes. Topics 
for discu5sion centred upon deceased loved ones, disabilities, and 
loss of independence. It is believed that group work helps by allowing 
the patient to discuss and share losses. The key parameters of therapy 
were reported to be wannth, patience, the ability to listen, perseverance 
and flexibility. 
It is not the author's intention to cover these approaches in 
great depth; suffice to say that although it has been shCMn that group 
therapy and renotivational programs on geriatric wards are obviously 
worthwhile, they Im.lSt be continued in order for irrproveroents to be 
maintained. 
According to Eisdorfer & Stotsky (1977): 
• • • group techniques canbining ve:rbal and non-verbal roc>dali ties 
have achieved wide acceptance, but there is still a lack of 
carefully oantrolled studies to detennine the efficacy of various 
approaches. It is hard to sort out the nore f:ran the less 
successful programs and to detennine the .importance of therapist 
skill and type ~ mix of patients in achieving successful 
group experiences. 1-'atient selection factors, the enthusiasm of 
the therapist, anxiety reduction in the staff because saneone is 
"treating" the patient, and the ccnfusicn between process and outcx::me 
(particularly when no outcare rreasure is enployed at the start) do 
little to clarify this picture, and only emphasize the problems of 
separating any main effect of treat:Irent fran the placebo effect. 
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(c) Institutional Rehabilitation: In many institutions it is cx:mnon 
to find the elderly patient sitting with hopelessness and depression 
on his/her face, uninterested in his/her surroundings, listless, 
apathetic, and at t:ilnes there is a neglect in personal appearance. 
These patients convey the feeling of being outcasts of a society which 
does not care if they live or die, believing at tirces that "they would 
be better off dead" because "nothing can be done for them". They are 
just old people waiting to die. 
Behind every attenpt to rehabilitate an aged resident is a theory 
of what constitutes successful aging. The two major theories that 
have contributed to our understanding of this phenarenon (if there is 
one) are Disengagerrent and Active Involverrent. Both have useful 
contributions to make, but as Wolff (1970) says 
There is no sinple theory of successful aging which can account 
for all the people in their later years. There is sane disengaging 
force to withdraw fran society in sane persons over 70 or 80. 
But 1rost of them will retain the attitude toward life of their 
middle years. Those who were happy and satisfied in their activity 
and productivity will then continue to be happy and satisfied if 
they can maintain a considerable part of their activity and product-
iven~ss. Those who were happy and satisfied by being relatively 
passive and dependent in their middle years, will be happy and 
satisfied if they can becare even more disengaged in their later 
years (p.190). 
Therefore we can see that the problem of rehabilitation is not a 
sinple one. Cosin (1953) has classified geriatric rehabilitation into 
three categories: (1) ideopathic rehabilitation - the restoration of 
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function follCMing a disability that results fran a major pathological 
process (fractured femur, hemiplegia or rheumatoid arthritis); (2) hetero-
pathic rehabilitation - a general restoration of activity despite a 
' 
pathological process affecting the efficiency of the l:x:xiy as a whole; 
and (3) cx:xnbined heteropathic and ideopathic rehabilitation. 
Rusk and Dasco (1956) classified the rehabilitation of old people 
into three groups: (1) restoration of the obvicusly handicapped patient; 
(2) restoraticn of the chronically ill person who has no signs of manifest 
disability; and (3) restoration of the elderly person who is not 
obviously ill but whose physical fitness is inpaired. In this section 
we shall briefly consider the various milieu approaches used to 
rehabilitate geriatric patients. 
(a) Occupational Therapy with the Geriatric Patient: The i.nportance 
of an active occupational therapy program for the chronically ill and 
the aged has been described by Knudson (1954) , Ferderber (1956) , Blustein 
(1960) and others. Blustein reconmmds a special occupational therapy 
program for elderly veterans using many varieties of handi'work with 
sinple tools and devices. These include leather work, woodworking, 
basketry, weaving, painting, knotting, hooking rugs, knitting and 
copper tooling. Library clubs were started by librarians for the 
purpose of giving book reviews and discussing current events. Hobbies 
"Were encouraged, such as keeping scrapbooks, making joke books, 
cutting out cartoons and pasting them into books. An a~ium was 
maintained in the ward, and interest in nature stu:ly encouraged. 
Pearman and Neuman (1968) have described an excellent work 
oriented occupational therapy program. This approach is particularly 
designed to reach older patients who are withdrawn. They perfonned can-
tract work consisting of rounting, packaging and boxing small toy items 
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for shiprent. Voltmteer work for carmunity agencies such as counting 
and folding printed materials, stuffing envelopes and preparing them 
for mailing, was done. Group outings financed by their eamings 
praroted socialization and a sense of identity with the group and the 
ca:n:nunity. 
Occupational therapy for geriatric patients in rrental institutions 
and clinics has been prescribed for many years i but usually only 
for its physical or orthopaedic benefits. Today, occupaticnal therapy 
is errployed nore for its benefit in alleviating psychological and 
sociological problems. Fidler and Fidler (1954) believe that occupational 
therapy is "a set fonn of psychiatric treatrrent which uses constructive 
activity as a modus operandi". Menniger (1942), on the other hand, 
recarroonds hobbies and recreational and occupational therapy to 
release tension, to canpensate for real or fancied inadequacies, to 
decrease feelings of inferiority and to give outlets for restlessness 
and hostility. 
(b) Recreational Activities: There is sare difficulty in understanding 
precisely what this tenn neans. According to Gunpert (1953), it 
neans the restoration of, or the grCMth of, functions which have been 
abused or neglected in t;he routine of living. He believes for man to 
keep, maintain, and restore the nonnal rhythm of life, we are in need 
of recreaticn. For elderly persons, recreational activities are 
necessary and of value when they create an atmosphere of release fran 
tension, or relaxation and when they "charge" them with new energy. 
Recreaticn can give a new direction to an older person's life and 
help him to find and to develop possibilities of ercotianal grCMth 
and intellectual understanding which the elderly individual has not 
dreaned of. 
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"Creative insight", Hutchinson (1941) pointecl out, never occurred 
during the peak of mental effort but always during a period of relaxation. 
Relaxation, decrease of tension, and leisure are needed and achieved 
by recreational techniques which help us to return to a new, more 
creative life. The recreational techniques to be used, with the 
purpose of relaxing the elderly patient, have to be chosen with great 
care and understanding of the elderly individual's assets, previous 
interests and limitations. According to Menninger (1942), the elderly 
person with a hobby is almost always an alert, interesting person. 
Recreation. is an extrenely :inportant aid to growing older gracefully. 
People who remain young despite their years, do so because of an 
active interest that provides satisfaction through participation. 
(c) Music Therapy: Boxberger and Cotter (1968) found that participation 
in nn.lsic activities had a beneficial effect on the behaviour of 
geriatric patients who lived in a hospital environment for many years. 
There was an increase in appropriate behaviour, reduced aggression, 
less physica~ and verbal reaction to hallucinations, reduction of 
frequency in incontinency, :irrprovement in personal appearance, and a 
lowering of the level of undesirable patient noise. Music activities, 
acco:rdi:ng to the authors, assist in developing a more creative life, 
cultivating new interests, engaging in new activities, and re-establishing 
the necessary b::>nds with society. 
(d) Physical Therapy and Hydrotherapy: Acoording to Bluster-in (1960) 
electrical stimulation cx:mbined with Buerger-Allen exercises for 
circulato:ry disturbances in the lCMer extremities, general conditioning 
exercises using the stationary bicycle, individual exercises - especially-. 
posture exercises to prevent carplications of inactivity - were used 
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with success. Wolff (1970) has found that cold baths, soot.ch douches 
and active exercises, friction with cold water and general massage were 
frequently effective against synptans of general weakness, fatigue, 
aru:l tiredness for elderly patients. 
Fran the above data it appears that physical therapy and hydrotherapy 
have also been found to be of value for geriatric patients. 
(e) Psychiatric Approaches: Knu::lson (1956) has indicated that 
psychiatrists should play an "aggressive" role in praroting :rehabilitation 
for the purposes of increasing work capacity, physical tolerance, mental 
alertness and anotional stability. Braceland (1957) is of the opinion 
that psychiatry and rehabilitation deal with two of ~ greatest 
adversities that befall mankind: mental and physical disaster, whether 
innate or acxpired, acute or chronic, terrporai:y or prolonged. Both 
processes deal with an individual who lives, feels, thinks, struggles 
and expends his energy against a threat to his integrity. Both 
disciplines therefore have to :rehabilitate .man "as man", no matter how 
badly he rray be or how seriously restricted his activities are. 
The objective is to return the patient to society a "CXITiplete person" 
who is adept at the Skills of living and, if need be, with a revision 
of his/her body image, self caicept and ability to relate to others. 
For this purpose, the psychiatrist will have to work with the mature 
aspects of the patient's personality in order to prevent chronic 
regression and lasting disability. 
T:i.mn (1965) ercphasises that an effective psychiatric program for 
geratr.i.c patients will ensure no oorrectable physical defect is over-
looked or untreated, anxiety levels will be :reduced, psychiatric 
therapies to ~t specific needs will be applied as in any age group, 
aru:l an activity program will be designed around the individual patient 
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to restore his/her interest in others and to give meaning to his/her life. 
Rehabilitation as part of a larger program of intervention was 
very successful and well received in nursing hanes (Stotsky, 1967). 
In each instance, it was imperative to adjust the program to the facility 
and to develop programs which could be continued after the intervention 
team left. Staying attl.med to the patient's routine daily concerns 
and inm:diate needs was a key factor. (Eisdorfer & Stotsky, 1977) 
Hefferin (1968) reviewed rehabilitation in nursing hares and found 
success.to be .related to the patient's nental and physical status, 
social situation, the experience, training, and rehabilitative 
orientation of personnel, the availability of rehabilitative resources 
in the ccmnunity and thehane's ability to afford the cost of the 
program. 
Foreyt and Felton (1970) suggest that rehabilitation programs 
with older patients have changed staff attitudes fran physical care to 
inter-personal interaction, which has irrproved. the patient's daily 
behaviour. According to these authors, this change in orientation 
has 'sparked off' a totally new approach to the residents of institutions 
and the remants of custcxlial care seems to be fading quickly. W::>lff 
(1970) stipulates that the primary irrportance of conveying hope, 
re-establishing confidence, and overcaning undue fear of death, are 
necessary ingredients of any rehabilitation program. .. The tenn ''milieu 
therapy" was introduced to describe the techniques for rercotivaticn,_ 
resocialization, and reorientation of patients through involving the 
entire staff (and patients themselves) as therapeutic personnel. 
(Gottesman, 1973) 
Eisdorfer & Stotsky (1977) believe ••• 
a recurrent thare in the literature is the need for total 
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rrobilization of resources (Rarmerswaal, 1972) including an 
activity program (Davis, 1967; Hennan, 1968), occupational and/or 
recreational (Stour, Finnegan, and Delcioppo, 1966) , physical 
(Morison, 1969), and other fonI1S of therapy to stinulate patients 
to res:EX>nd. (Loew & Silverstone, 1971) ••••••• Saul, Tumer, 
and Goldfarb (1967) stress the ~rtance of social interaction 
among staff and residents. In the soviet Union, restorative 
therapy is felt to affect markedly the social and biological 
adaptation of chronic patients. (Kabanov, 1967) p.739. 
In the final analysis, the goal and pur:EX>se of the rehabilitation 
program for the geriatric patient is, therefore, to restore and 
keep the patient's physical strength and vigour and to help him/her 
regain his/her enotional equilibrium. The mental health professional' s 
role must be geared tONards helping the aged realize that they can 
carpensate for ~ir decline in physical attractiveness by giving 
greater value to the intellectual and enotional factors of their life's 
experiences, and by developing patience and wisdan. The practitioner 
mµst help them not to oonsider decrease in sexual :EX>tency and physical 
strength as ~letely negative, but instead to.sublimate these energies 
by redirecting their free floating libido to oonterrplation, cultural 
achieverrent, or religious activities. No real rehabilitation can, 
however, take place unless the fear to die, present on a oonscious or 
unconscious level in nearly all persons, can be overcane. 
In surrrnary, v.ie see that various treatnent approaches have been used 
to facilitate adjustnerit in geriatric patients. Individual, group and 
milieu approaches have all been ·used with varied success, each concen-
trating on specific aspects of rehabilitation, namely, physical, psychiatric, 
social, occupational and recreational. A review of the literature 
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hCMever, reveals that many of these treat:nent programs are employed an 
an 'ad hoc' basis and more research is therefore indicated to ascertain 
which approaches have the greatest benefit for the aged citizen. 
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CHAPTER4 
'A sea of people everywhere. 
The waves l<eep breal<in~ 
and liftin~ without end. 
But who can put to rest 
ones thirst and hun~er 




General Aims of Study. 
A thorough review of the literature has indicated that there are 
numerous rrodes of viewing institutionalization of the aged. It is the 
author's opinion that previous research findings can be grouped into three 
broad categories. These are : 
studies that have examined the effects of institutionalization, (a) 
(b) studies that have looked at the crucial components of what constitutes 
adequate adjustrrent, and 
(c) Studi.es that have atterrpted to discover nethods to alleviate or minimise 
the problems posed by the process of institutionalization. 
In the last thirty years, both the quantity and quality of geronto-
logical research with respect to institutionalization of the aged population, 
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has increased and inproved our knowledge of the crucial parameters 
involved in this process. At this point, however, we are still unable 
to draw upon a theo.ry which is capable of providing us with a rreans of 
charting the stages that the prospective newcarer (to a residential 
setting) passes through on his/her path to becaning well adjusted. 
Furthenmre, we have little indication as to how long the adjustrrent takes, 
and when in fact it is CXJTplete. 
Liebe:rrran and Tobin (1976) have made a substantial contribution to 
facilitating our understanding of the sequence of events that the aged 
newcarer might pass through along the road to adjustrnent. HCMever, they 
have failed to outline in sufficient detail ways of coping and dealing 
with problems which may arise in the adjustrnent process. Likewise many 
other theorists (for exarcple, Stotsky, 1967; Foreyt and Felton, 1970; 
Locker and Rubin, 1974; and Brody, Kleban and Moss, 1974) have atterrpted 
to assess the effects of moves on the overall adjustment of aged 
residents at different points in tine but they have seldom incorporated 
a treatrnent program to minimise the most significant effects of suCh a 
process. Those geriatricians who have developed programs to treat the 
problems of the new residents, have done so on an ad hoc basis, without 
atterrpting to integrate their rationale for treatment in a theoretical 
superstructure. It is therefore apparent that what in fact is lacking 
is the application of theoretical knoweldge in the developrent of specific 
treatment programs. 
There are strong indicaticns in the literature that the decision to, 
and the process of becoming institutionalized poses a major crisis for the 
aged newcx:roer. Although many adverse changes will have occurred in the 
aged person' s life during the last few years prior thereto, the move to an 
institution is seen as the most catastrophic. From her study of rural elderly, 
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'I\.Jente (1970) report.eel ••• 
·of all the moves to other housing, the cne most dreaded is that 
to an institution. The older person who needs instituticnal 
care often resists leaving his hare in order to postpone the tllre 
when he is admitted to a place within four walls. 8anetin'es it 
seans he hopes to be able to live with a son or daughter instead. 
Aging men arrl wanen may refer to the tirre when they themselves took 
care of their a-m parents. They dread the prospect of institutional 
care because sane see it as the end of what little independence 
they have. Certainly what remains of freed.an is likely to vanish 
once a person is inside institutional walls (pp.61-62). 
Meacher (1972) claims that many residents arrive at an old peoples 
hone having been taken for a ride by car or train and find themselves 
dumped, without explanaticn, in a hare they have never seen. This 
produces bewildennent, confusion and an inability to cope with admission, 
with the result that the mortality rate is high. 
Liebennan & Tobin (1976) hold that, after entering an institution, 
there is an irmediate reaction ••• 
The severe stress of instituticnalization occurs in its most 
extrane fonn just after entering the hane, when the old person 
first has to sleep in a bed foreign to him, adjust to the idio-
syncracies of a rocmnate, ··live in a congregate enViromrent, . and 
learn the positive and negative sanctions of a new social world 
The manifestaticn of the first month syndrane for scree residents takes 
the fonn of almost total disorientation in tirre and place; for 
others, affective disturbances such as deep depressicn, and for 
others, rather bizarre behavioural syrnptans •. The first m:mth is 
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q period of oontinual ups and downs for sone residents, whereas 
for others there is imnediate disorganizaticn f ollCMed by an upswing 
and then a stabilizaticn at a level of functiCl'ling that is sanewhat 
worse than their preadmission level· (p.123). 
Milloy (1970} , in describing the meaning of institutional life 
has stated, 
• • • he may miss the noise, the sight and the smells of a familiar 
neighbourhood or the disorder and long-established routines in his 
hare, through which he may have defended himself against anxiety and 
encroaching mental oonfusion. He may be deprived of his favourite 
foods, which he fonnerly ate when he pleased ••••• He may fear 
surrendering his individuality and integrity. Being in the midst of 
so many disabled people and being cared for by strange nurses 
and aides, he may feel he will never again be anchored by the security 
of a canforting relationship. The inpact of so many new stimuli 
can derroralize and numb him to a point at which his rroti vation to 
live is weakened ••• Pain and loss beyond his control oonstitute an 
assault on his ego that may trigger a response of panic or apathy· 
(p. 452} • 
Fran these quotations we can see that the losses associated with 
becxming a resident are vast, and carpoUnd with the prerrorbid personality 
to produce the lowering of self-esteem, a decrease in levels of daily 
activities and the inability to relate to others. Once the older person 
actually enters the hane he/she enters a period of acute disequilibrium 
lasting one or two months and then an adjustment is made. The internal 
changes that accx::mpany this major rrove are decrercents in cognitive 
functioning as manifested by disorientaticn in respect of time, place 
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and person, an increase in depression and anxiety, nore body preoccupation 
and a perception of self as possessing less capacity for self-care and 
as nore hostile in interaction with others. Essentially the new 
resident has becaue one patient among many old, sick, and frail elderly. 
In identifying these people, the resident develops increasing pre-
occupation with body functioning, and incapacity sets in. 
Therefore to all intents and purposes, final placement in an 
institution precipitates what contemporary theorists te:r:m a crisis. 
Caplan (1961) defines a crisis as ••• 
·A state provoked when a person faces an obstacle to important 
life goals that is for a time insunroillltable through the utilization 
of custanary methods of problem-solving. A period of disorganization 
ensues, a period of upset, during which many abortive attenpts at 
solution are made. Eventually sare kind of adaptation is achieved 
which may or may not be in the best interests of that person and 
his fellows (p.18). 
The crisis situation is equal to a relatively short period of psycho-
social disequilibrium in a person who confronts a hazardous situation 
that for him constitutes an irrportant problem which he can for the time 
being neither escape nor solve with his custanary problan solving 
resources. The crisis state is also characterized by feelings of 
anxiety, depression, helplessness and hopelessness. 
The literature makes it clear that there are a number of stages 
in the crisis state, (Caplan, 1964~ Hirschowitz, 1973)manyof which 
overlap and are not clear cut. 
namely: 
Three crucial stages have been delineated, 
(a) Inpact: During this stage the individual experiences feelings of 
bewilde:rment and can.fusion as his defences fail him. He may ti:y to 
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wish the event away or to pretend it has not happened. 
(b) Recoil: As the individual exhibits increased evidence of disorgan-
ization, he reaches this stage. Uncxmfortable enotions are highlighted -
anger, guilt, hostility, depression, doubt. The person withdraws fran 
the concem of everyday life and is surrounded by physical and psychological 
symptans, e.g. agitation, fatigue, insamia. 
(c) Adjustrrent and ACiaptation: This is the stage where the prablan is 
reduced or even rerroved. Things which cannot be changed are accepted as 
inevitable. If the crisis is not accepted, pathological long tenn 
symptans set in, for exanple, apathy, helplessness, etc. 
"To every action there is an opposite and equal reaction." 
This Newtonian law of dynamics exenplif ies the effects that an aged 
resident undergoes when attenpting to negotiate the crisis posed by the 
inpact of institutionalization. The literature danonstrates that during 
this process, a great nmnber of newcarers dem:mstrate maladaptive 
coping rrechanisms, such as denial, withdrawal, retreat and avoidance. 
Fantasy may overlay, replace or merge with reality. Irrpulsive behaviour 
is camon, rage often ventilated, and dependency needs seem to nove 
strongly into the foreground. These reactions are in keeping with those 
experienced during a crisis. Caplan (1964) believes that maladaptive 
coping has the following characteristics : 
(1) Avoidance or denial of problems with judgem:mts based on wish-
fulfillrrent or fantasy rather than reality • 
. (2) Avoidance and denial of negative feelings, dealing with them by 
projection or blaming when they do break through. 
(3) When denial and avoidance break down massive and generalized 
disorganization of functioning involve rrost areas of living. 
(4) Inability to pace oneself, either overactivity or mderactivity. 
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(5) Inability to seek or accept help fran others. 
(6) Reacting globally or stereotypically to problems; feeling easily 
overwhelmed. 
Crisis has been seen and studied as, (a) the change in an individual 
undergoing transition, (b) the cumulative toil of life change events, 
and (c) the signal of strain in a social system. Camon to all three 
alternatives is the concept of stress. A stress situation exists when 
sonething in the environrre:nt causes a threat to life; a risk of injury; 
an actual or potential loss of security; self-esteem, or inportant 
sources of satisfaction. 
Life is never without stresses. The healthy person has a variety 
of conscious techniques and unconscious nechanisms for coping with them. 
However, when an individual fails to enq;:>loy appropriate nechanisms to 
deal with the external situations, Transient Situational Disturbances 
occur. This is a concept posed by psychiatry to ~lain overwhelming 
stress. . The subcategories of transient enotional disturbances are now 
called adjustnent reactions, a tenn that inplies that quite ordinary 
life events may be inplicated. The classificaticn of Adjustment Reaction 
of Later Life is used for situational disturbances occuring as a result 
of stresses specifically related to aging. These include (1) physical 
and environnental changes, (2) retirement, and (3) loss of family members 
and friends. Using this nodel one may hypothesize that an adjustnent 
reaction of later life is evoked by the transient situational disturbance 
' < 
of instituti0nalization. 
At any point in the sequence.follCMing the initial inpact of stress, 
the individual's nonnal coping nechanisms·may be rendered unsuccessful. 
The conscious search for support and. substitute gratification, together 
with the unconscious defences, fail to minimise discanfort enough, and 
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the person in question begins to show the signs and syrrptoms of an 
adjustment reaction. These may vary in number and severity but often 
include : 
(1) Anxiety and its derivatives •. 
(2) Psychophysiological disturbances. 
( 3) Behavioural disturbances. 
(4) Inefficiency and poor norale. 
Prolonged synptans accarrpanying a long period of stress do not abate 
as prcrnptly after the stress is removed as do those of short duration. 
Anxiety and related synptans saretilres persist for weeks or nonths after 
the problem that produced them is resolved. Maladaptive behaviour 
patterns can beccme habitual and remain as pennanent residuals. Thus 
if a stress situation fails to be resolved, a patient/resident mayt in 
the absence of successful treatnent, go on to develop other psychiatric 
disorders. 
Therefore, the aim of the present research is to develop a suitable 
method or strategy by which the aged resident can minimise the adjustnent 
reaction which has been precipitated by the process of institutionalization. 
A review of the literature up to the present, derronstrates that many such 
programs have been initiated on an ad hoc basis and seldan exhibit a 
clear, systematic rationale. It can be argued that a treatnent approach 
( 
derived fran a specific theory is extrenely beneficial in drawing the 
therapist's attention to the relevant issues that need working on; 
whereas. s:i.rrply applying psychotherapeutic techniques in a randomised 
fashior. does not allow one to predict which treatnent approach is useful. 
Crisis Theory, like general systems theory, represents a oore 
oonceptual tool in preventative mental health work. Crisis concepts have 
advanced our understanding of problems of personality develq::mant and change 
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and as such, the body of knCMledge provides the clinician with an adequate 
rreans of aiding the aged in their attenpts to integrate the experience of 
being placed in an institution or residential setting. 
Golan (1978) sums up the basic tenets upon which crisis theory is 
predicated as follCMs : 
(1) Crisis situations may occur episcdically throughout the 
no:rmal life-span of individuals, groups and nations. They are 
usually initiated by sane hazardous event, which may be a finite, 
external stressful blow or sane less bounded internal pressure. 
It may be a single catastrophic occurrence or a series of successive 
mishaps which build up a cumulative effect. 
(2) The impact of the hazardous event disturbs the individual's 
hareostasis and puts him in a vulnerable state. 
(3) If the problem cannot be resolved or redefined, tension reaches t 
a peak and a precipitating factor can bring about a turning point 
during which the .iridividual enters a state of disequilibrium and r 
! 
disorganization - a state of active crisis. 
(4) The individual may perceive the stressful event as a challenge, 
a loss or a threat. 
(5) Each of these perceptions calls forth a characteristic 
emotional reaction - rroderate anxiety and hope, depression and 
rrourning, and high anxiety, respectively. 
(6) A crisis situation is neither an illness nor a pathological 
experience. It reflects a realistic struggle in the individual's 
current life situation. 
(7) Each particular type of crisis follCMs a series of predictable 
stages. Eirotional reactions and behavioural responses at each 
stage can be generally anticipated. Fixation or admission of a 
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stage may provide the clue as to where a person is 11 stuck11• 
(8) Although the total length of time between the initial blew 
and the final resolution of the crisis may vary, the actual state 
of active disequilibrium is time-limited, usually lastiJ1g up to 
four to six weeks. (It is precisely because of this that crisis 
intervention is explicitly tine-limited}. 
( 9) During the resolution of the crisis, the individual tends 
to be particularly curenable to help. The ego becares more open 
to outside influences and change. 
(10} During the reintegration phase, new ego sets may energe and 
new adaptive styles learned which will enable the person to cope 
rrore effectively in the future. However, if help is not available, 
inadequate or maladaptive patterns may be adopted. (pp. 7-9} 
Crisis Intervention, which is a set of techniques predicated on 
Crisis Theo:ry, attenpts to pranote sare fonn of arrelioration fran the 
negative stereotypes of loss. It is one of today's most widely used 
fonns of nental health treatnent. It consists of a short-tenn psycho-
therapy prograrme usually lasting no rrore than five weeks. It is 
designed to help individuals (who have e:xperienced severe stress} to 
cope. Ewing (1978} believes that crisis intervention serves not only 
to aid in solving present problems, but also to prepare clients to 
master further vicissitudes through the develq:ment of more effective 
adaptive coping rrechanisms. Therefore the therapist's principal role 
is to prarote grcwth. Hirschowitz (1972} believes that the individual 
who copes well has sare of the following characteristics : 
He is able to deal simultaneously with the affective dimensions 
of his e:xperience, and the instrumental tasks with which he is 
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confronted. He is aware of painful enotions and gives appropriate 
expression to them. Ho.vever, he does not engage in intenninable 
catharsis or ventilation. As he expresses his painful enotions 
and camrunicates his suffering, he frees energy for mastery of 
his envirorurental challenge. Crisis mastery proceeds by the 
conversion of environmental uncertainty into manageable risk. 
We ccnsider this process of situational mastery to be crucial and 
think of it as intelligent worry work (p.119). 
Healthy crisis coping is further characterised by an ability to 
acknowledge and ccmnunicate increased dependency needs. Assistance can 
be sought, received and used. FurthelltOre, attendant value is placed 
upon understanding, personal grCMth and discovery leaming, In 
ooping with anxiety, the individual resorts to defences and patterns of 
tension release which are not destructive of their consequences. 
As we have argued, application and admission to an aged hane 
constitute a,rnajor life crisis for the old person and family Irernbers with 
each phase having its own set of stresses. Many losses have already been 
experienced and others are inminent: physical and/or m:mtal decrenents; 
interpersonal losses of family and friends; loss of forner occupation and 
activities; the familiar envirorurent of heme and possessions; degree 
of autonany or independence, and econanic status. 
It can be argued that crisis intervention with all its techniques 
is a logical method of treating the above synptans. It is the author's 
opinion that newcarers to aged residential settings should be granted 
the opportunity to ventilate and work through their feelings about 
institutionalization. "By listening through and looking beyond -the 
verbalized carplaint, it is possible to apprehend the client's non verbal 
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anxiety or pain. The ability of the therapist to find the hidden 
pain is what gives the client a feeling of being tru.ly understood" 
(Hoffman & Renmel, 1975). 
Admission to a geriatric institution precipitates an increase in 
the resident's anXiety, hostility, belligerence and dependency. Therefore 
a goal that should pemeate every step of institutional care shoulCi be 
to help the older resident resolve his/her grief and anger, accept new 
goals and maintain and regain mastery to the fullest possible extent. 
To do so, his/her previous personality patterns, strengths and other 
aspects of functioning should be tmderstood, enphasized, and exploited. 
The approach is to support maximum functioning - physical, psychological 
and social - in the interest of the nental health of the older person 
and family nenbers. 
r.Drley, Messick. and Aguilera (1967) have found the follo.ving 
techniques in crisis intervention to be the most productive : 
(a) Helping the individual to gain an intellectual understanding 
of hisjher crisis: Surprisingly frequently a person ih crisis 
may have no idea that there is a relationship between a hazardous 
situation 'Which has occurred in life and the extrene discanfort 
'Which he is experiencing at the time he/she a::mes in for treatnent. 
(b) Helping the consultee to bring into the open hisjher present 
feelings to 'Which he/she may not have access: Not only may the 
oonsultee be unaware of the relationship between the precipitating 
event in his/her life and the disoomfort which he/she is feeling, 
he/she may also not have allowed himself/herself to experience sane 
of his/her real feelings. 
(c) Exploration of cc.ping rrechanisrns: With this approach, the 
person will be asked to look at alternate ways of behaving. Behaviours 
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he/she has used for reducing anxiety in the past may not be 
utilized for sane reason, and the possibility of introducing these 
nechanisms is explored. 
~lored. 
In addition, new ccping nechanisms are 
(d) Reopening the social world: Typically, when there has 
been the loss of a significant person in an individual's life, 
exploring the possibility of his/her introducing new people into 
his/her social orbit may be highly effective. 
As the individual's coping ability has increased during the course 
of intervention, and as a reduction in his/her anxiety and depression 
has occured, the consultant makes every effort to reinforce the changes. 
This rray involve surrmarising the adjustrrents which have occured, and 
allCMing the person to re-experience the gains which he/she has made. 
Help is also given in making realistic plans for the future, and specific 
nethods of warding-off future crises are discussed. 
Using Hollis' classificatory system, Golan (1978) outlines the 
follONing techniques that the crisis intervenor should apply: 
{a) Sustainnent, Ventilation: During the initial phase of 
treatrrent of a crisis situation, the use of sustainnent techniques 
designed to lCMer anxiety, guilt, and tension, and to provide 
emotional support, is an important aspect of the developnent of 
the client-worker relationship ained at restoring equilibrium. 
'l'echniques of reassurance, enoouragerrent and synpathetic listening 
demonstrate the worker's active concern and sustain the client's 
feeling of being cared for. At the other end of the sustainnent 
continuum is ventilation on the client's part. "Getting it off 
one's chest" is a basic procedure in the early stages of crisis 
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intervention and it becares helpful in working through bottled-
up feelings of anger, frustration, grief and loss. 
(b) Direct Influence: . Procedures of direct influence, designed 
to pranote specific kinds of changes in the client's behaviour 
are probably used :rrore often in crisis intervention than in 
other types of direct treatment. Advice giving is frequently 
and appropriately used during periods of active crisis, particularly 
when the client is feeling overwhellred by 'What has happened and 
needs guidance in choosing a oourse of action and assuming 
unaccustared roles. Advocating a particular course of action 
and warning clients of consequences can be very effective with 
confused, bewildered or depressed clients. 
(c) Person-Situation Reflection: As the client's anxiety 
level beoorres reduced and he begins to view the picture :rrore 
objectively, the therapist engages him in reflective discussion of 
his current situation and of his recent past after the advent of 
the hazardous event. Three aspects are focused on. First, 
the info:rmation he has on the objective reality: Does he see the 
picture clearly and realistically? Does he have all the facts 
or is his grasp of the situation distorted by his CMl e:rrotions 
or prejudices? The second aspect deals with the person's 
interaction with the objective situation. Does he grasp 'What 
his choices of action are in view of the recently changed situation? 
The consequences (to himself and to others) of the decisions and 
actions he might take at this tine are the gist.of the worker-client 
discussions in this area. Helping the client to examine the 
alternatives, to make a choice and to embark on an appropriate 
oourse of activity, can set a new pattern for constructive coping 
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with similar difficulties in the future. 
Finally, the worker can help the client to examine intro-
spectively his own part in the sit;iation in order to help him 
gain awareness of his own eriotional reactions to the total crisis 
carplex. Facilitating the process in which the client gets "in 
touch with himself" and bringing such feelings into the open for 
joint examination is a predaninant feature of crisis intervention. 
(d) Dynamic and Developnental Understanding: Reflective 
consideration of life experiences which have influenced the client 
in the past and are still affecting him in the present, is usually 
undertaken in an episodic way. Specific theres such as loss, 
loneliness or fear of authority can be explored in tenns of how 
they have shaped current reactions. This is the prelude to breaking 
the inappropriate linkages between past and present which may be 
a praninent feature of active crisis states ••• (pp.98-103) 
In sumnary, crisis intervention involves the following techniques: 
(1) Helping the individual to gain an intellectual understanding of 
his crisis situation. 
(2) Helping the individual to bring into the open those feelings to 
which he may not have access. 
(3) EJ<ploration of coping nechanisms. 
( 4) Reopening his social world. 
(5) Future/anticpatory guidance/planning. 
(6 Confrontation at a reflective level. 
(7) EJ<planatiai of treatnent to client. 
(8) Giving infonnation in a didactic manner. 
(9) Realistic support and honesty. 
(10) Making him aware of his responsibility for himself. 
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4 .1 The Problems Posed by This Study 
As we have denonstrated, Crisis Theory and Crisis Intervention 
offer a clear understanding of, and provide the appropriate treat:Irent 
rrethod for, the adjust:Irent reaction of newcx:xrers to residential settings 
for the aged. However, there seems to be sane dispute· as to when the 
actual crisis begins. 
Liebennan et al (1976) argue that the crisis is initiated once one 
decides to seek institutionalization as an alternative. "Our findings 
suggest that reactions or effects occur in resp:mse to ireanings of loss 
and anticipated loss and_not to events that precipitated admission"(p.218). 
In view of these findings, it seems apparent that after the decision to 
embark upon institutionalization is taken, the older resident-tO"."be, as 
well as the family is in a state of crisis. Family rrernbers feel guilty 
and the older person feels rejected, abandoned and often enraged • 
. 
One nay argue that the tumoil engendered by the decisicn to 
institutionalize an aged resident can be alleviated by thorough preparation. 
Preparation for admission is usually thought of in _teDTIS of info:r-
nation about and exposure to the future situation. Apparently a sound 
appraisal of one's situation including knowledge about the institution, 
is beneficial for the resident-to-be, whereas avoiding dealing with the 
inpending eVeI'lt is not. Exposure to the !uture environrcent, visiting 
the institution and meeting with sane of the residents may be seen as a 
vital step in enhancing successful adaptation at a later stage. 
A study by Dominick, Greenblott, and Stotsky (1968) yielded info:r-
mation oonceming the value of preparation. The authors attenpt to 
identify sare of the variables which were related to successful adjustirent 
of individuals placed in nursing heroes frcm either irental hospitals, 
. general hospitals, or their Olm homes. One of the ·findings of this study 
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levels of anxiety and depression and they also dem:>nstrated rrore cx::npetence 
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in the interpersonal arena. They suggested that this difference may be 
due to an amelioration of the crisis-related reactions encountered 
during the waiting-list period. 
Brody (1974) stipulated that 
••• sustaining the relationship between institution· and clients 
during the waiting period is of value. The social worker should 
invite and periodically initiate telephone or person oontacts in 
order to provide reassurance of the institution's oontinuing awareness 
of their need for admission, to offer to help with new emergencies which 
arise, to keep abreast of the changing oondition and needs of 
applicant and family, and to give oontinuing case-work (p.284). 
If we accept that ooth the request for permanent r:esidence to an 
institution as well as the waiting period prior to final placem:mt marks 
a change in the eoological balance, then it is theoretically plausible to 
provide primacy crisis intervention to the prospective new resident before 
he/she enters his/her last hare. Following this rationale, sane geriatricians 
have sirrply applied crisis intervention techniques to the resident prior to 
admission. 
Be that as it may, the present author believes that a strong argument 
can be made for the fact that the nost severe crisis in the oontinuum of 
institutionalizing an aged citizen takes place with the act of admission 
to the particular residential setting. A state of active crisis, wherein 
one's hooeostatic rrechanisms are broken &:Mn, is ushered in by the admission 
to the institution in question. To quote Liebennan (1976), "Only when 
the resident-to-be is actually a resident in the hare will he or she meet 
the full irrpact of a foreign world with all its attendant oonsequ.ences 
and rceanings" (p.232). Only once the initial irrpact of entering and living 
in the institution has been weathered, can the new resident go beyond rrerely 
accornoodating to the foreign world. 
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Golan (1978) believes that active crisis is the key aspect in crisis 
theory, and should be the detennining factor in the decision as to 
whether or not to use the crisis approach as the treatrrent of choice. 
Komer(l973) points out that when a person undergoes a sudden change in 
the social enviro:nnent, there is an eJCPlOsive release of arotions which 
overwhelms the available coping mechanism. Caplan ( 1964) estimated 
that the actual stage of imbalance usually lasts for only four to six 
'Weeks. During this period, the persc:n passes through a series of 
predictable reactions. First, psydlological and physical tumoil 
occur, including aimless activity or even .inm:>bilisation, disturbances 
in body functions,. rrood, mental content, and intellectual functioning. 
This upset is follCMed and accanpanied by painful pre-occupation with events 
leading to the state of crisis. Finally, cxxres a period of gradual 
re-adjustrrent and rerrobilisation as the individual becanes attuned to 
the altered situation. 
FollCMing this rationale, there is then a strong case for employing 
arreliorative procedures when the individual is ~riencing the height 
of crisis. Therefore one of the principal objectives in this research 
is to include a crisis intei:ventic:n program to aleviate syrrptans of the 
adjustrrent reaction posed by entering a residential setting. Our 
objectives are to give the newc::omer meaning through dignity, enrichment 
and enjoyrrent, thereby countering the negative effects of entering an 
institution. We aim to emphasise the positive or existing potential 
by reinforcing assertiveness, self-detennination and creativity, as 
well as praroting opportunities for the cc:ntinui ty of social roles. This 
approach is not plagued by sinply focusing on the negative effects of 
i.rrpending institutionalization, of which so much has been written but 
rather to build on healthy areas. A sense of autonaey and control over 
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one' s destiny are overriding factors conducive to nental health; apathy 
results when they are lost or lacking. The collapse of self-detennination, 
the need to tum to others for care and the surrender of the direction of 
one's personal life are among the most profound negative effects of 
institutionalization. 
Let us assi.nre that we carry out an intensive crisis intervention 
program for five weeks and we get a positive outcare, that is to say 
there is a marked reduction in the synptans that were presented on 
admission by our newly admitted aged residents. Can we then conclude 
that the therapy itself has been responsible for the alievation of stress 
engendered by entering a residential setting? 
Methodologically speaking it is possible to argue that irrprovenent 
has nothing to do with the content of the therapy per se, but sirrply reflects 
the development of a relationship involving social attachrrent between 
client and therapist, at a ti.Ire in the aged resident's life when he/she 
is nost needy. Therefore it may well be the case that through the 
activity of social cannrunication, it is possible to facilitate a process 
of continued growth. Perhaps it is the human contact that is so vital 
in helping the aged person deal with the effects of geographic and 
social distance fran his/her family and friends. Normally, during the 
process of institutionalization one becanes extrenely lonely especially 
when one is totally surrounded by strangers and therefore any meaningful, 
regular contact with a person serves to praoote a new relationship. 
Jv'.iaslow (1962) believes that we develop our highest potential as 
human beings only when certain social and emotional needs are met. He 
lists these as our need for health and safety, belonging and affection, 
respect and self-respect, self-actualization, and significance. These 
basic needs can only be met through our relationships with other hurnan 
beings whose lives and love confinn us. He points .out that it is 
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essential for our continuing mental health to make new relationships to 
replace those that are lost by death or other reasons, but these new 
relationships may have a different quality fran those we made in early 
life periods that gave so much rreaning to our.lives. To make new and 
intimate friends when one is old is not easy, especially so when living 
in an institution as here there is a marked tenuousness of new relation-
ships. "Living without the stinn.llation of close contact with caring 
people will only increase our loneliness and depression and accelerate 
degenerative changes in our minds and bodies" (Vickery, 1978, p. 82} • 
Therefore, having a close relationship.with sareone during one's first 
rronth in a new environment may serve to oountemalance m:my of the 
deleterious effects. 
One may alternatively hypothesise that an ongoing social activity 
may aid in de-enphasising the destructive consequences of having one'· s 
identity stripped by the total environment (Goffman, 1961} • As early 
as 1953, Havighurst, Albrech and Cavan suggested the health and well 
being of the aged was closely related to the physiological, psychological 
and social activity levels of the aging adult. Such dimensions were 
oonsidered in a state of dynamic tension so that reduction in activity 
levels in one area inevitably rreant decrerrents in others. Therefore if 
one perceives institutionalization as a deprivation in the levels of one's 
ongoing social contact and activity, one may hypothesise that it is a 
reduction in this level of activity that contributes to the greying 
portrait of the elderly who are admitted to aged hanes. Alternatively, 
one may perceive this activity as a rreans of re-engaging the aged 
individual in rreaningful interaction. Vickery_ (1978} postulated 
Experiences that leave us physically handicapped cause sane of us 
to give up on life and decide that it;;·, is enough_ just to stay alive 
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and be fed and cared for by others. This kind of petering out 
seems like such a tragic way to end our long adventure. If we 
are able to make the transition fran the deprivations that our own 
personal tragedies have brought and accept re-engagement of our 
minds and spirits and what physical ftmctioning is still ours 
then the inner flow of our vibrancy and integrity may renain 
{p.107). 
Havighurst, Neugarten and Tobin {1968) have posited the notion of 
social disengagenent to ~lain the process by \\hich one .reduces the number 
of interactions and roles. Becoming institutionalized typifies the 
disengaged position and many aged hanes have developed rehabilitation 
prograns which aim at resocialising the new resident. Parsons {1951) 
defines resocialisation as an interactive process undertaken at a life-
stage after childhood, utilising socialisers to assist new members of 
the social system to leam new life pattems and to gain the knowledge 
necessary to function within the social system. This involves a 
"network of interactive relationships" in which instrurental and ~ressive 
influences may be involved in any canbination. Bennett and Naherrov {1965) 
reported that the rnore social contacts an individual had prior to entry 
into a hare for the aged, the more successful he later was at learning 
the nonns of the institution. They also found that pre-entry isolation 
affected a resident's initial as well as long-tenn adjustnent and that 
those new-caners to a hone for the aged who were quickly socialised, 
reflected better adjustment on both a short-tenn and long-tenn basis. 
Conversely, those who were not socialised at the start of their stay, 
continued their isolation, thus perpetuating the desocialisation process. 
The findings seem to indicate that early socialisation is crucial to 
bringing about subsequent adjustment and that it is a rrost persistent 
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predictor of long-tenn integration into activities by residents of a 
hane for the aged. 
FollCMing this rationale, it is the author's intention to provide sorre 
newcarers with the chance to have access to a relationship with a trained 
volunteer in which both attachnent and resocialisation are enphasised 
through the rredium of social activity. Here the new resident's 
specific interests and activities are explored, reinforced and an attempt 
is made to continue previous activities, both in and outside the hare, 
as well as facilitating and matching the newcorrer's interests with the 
services and activities offered in the hone. In the cases where new 
residents do not have sufficient interests and goals and are isolated 
and apathetic as regards social activities, the volunteer will notivate 
and encourage social participation. This is to be done by infonning 
appropriate staff members (when and where necessru:y) so as to extend 
continuity in the volunteer's absence. 
This treatrrent approach is included to investigate whether specific 
therapy is necessru:y in aiding adjustrrent. It may be argued that all 
that is necessru:y is facilitating a less traumatic adjustrrent, is to 
have a rre.mber of the camnunity shCM care and concern and help in the 
resocialisation process, thereby reducing the total severing of contact 
with mainstream carmmity life. The carparison between curative and 
attachnent approaches is therefore strongly indicated if we are to draw 
any neaningful carrparisons as to which treatrrent alternative is the nost 
effective in resocialising newcarers to residential settings for the aged. 
Alternatively, one nay argue that adjustrrent to an aged hare is 
largely influenced by personality factors, irrespective of what treatrrent 
approaches one uses. The assurrption is that those aged with pre-instit-
utional personality traits that are congruent with the specific demands 
of the relocation envircrnrent will experience a minimum of distress due 
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to relocation. Such congruent personality traits may facilitate 
adaptation because the i.npact of relocaticn is lessened when there is a 
relationship between traits and specific demands of the environment. 
A relationship between personality traits and situational demands 
has been reported for several settings. For example, in a report of 
adaptation to concentration camp intenurent, Vblf and Ripley (1947) 
suggested that a predisposition toward psychopathological ruthlessness 
maximised the chances of survival. Previous literature on institution-
alizaticn (Goffman, 1961; Martin, 1955; Scmrer and Osrrond, 1960; 
Townsend, 1962) had suggested several dimensions of potential inportance 
for adaptaticn, such as activity-passivity and trust-mistrust of others. 
Turner et al (1972) in a study investigating personality traits as 
predictors of institutional adaption among the aged, found that for the 
individual undergoing the stress of institutional adaptation, congruent 
traits facilitate positive adaptation. Most likely the initial inpact 
of the stress or event is less of a psychological stressor for these 
oongruent individuals. If, however, the adaptational style of the 
person undergoing a radical environmental change is consistent with the 
style rewarded in the new environrrent, then for this person it may be less 
of a radical psychological change, and thus there would be less of a 
subjective experience of the potentially stressful event, as well as 
less adverse psychological effects ••• 
The particular trait found to be associated with successful 
institutional adaptation in this study loaded highly on activity, 
aggressicn and narcissistic l::x:xiy image. This cluster of traits 
suggests that a vigorous, if not caribative, style is facilitory 
for adaptaticn. It is a style of being intrusive into the envirarurent: 
of actively seeking interaction, of aggressively relating, and of 
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insisting on responsivity fran others regarding physical attractiveness. 
At a nore covert level, it suggests a narc;i..ssistic-hostile and 
controlling orientation t.CMard the institutional environnent 
(Turner et al, 1972, p.68). 
Perhaps one's adjust.rrent depends on one's ability to accept the 
limitations of the home. The Home is a multi -functional agency, it is 
a social agency, semi-hospital, living arrangement, rehabilitation centre, 
and religious institution. As such, it is not only c:x::mplex, but unable 
to be all things to all people. Once the basic fears which led the 
resident to enter the hare are alleviated, new problems arise which are 
inherent in group living. Can the resident take the denial of some of 
his/her requests, is this seen as sonething personal, or can he/she accept 
the explanatims when given? 
Then again, adjust.rrent may reflect the newc::x:ner's ability to accept 
the present living arrangement. Residents often c::x:ne feeling a great 
rejection and see the hone as a place of no return. To what extent does 
the resident realistically accept and enjoy the home; to what extent 
does he/she strive for a better life in the home; to what extent does 
he/she accept change in the hane based on his/her need? These are all 
crucial questions that one needs to answer when considering adjustrrent. 
Health factors are directly related to one's adjustrrent to a new 
envirornrent. The decremants in function which c::x:ne with physiological 
breakdown present rrany threats, and adjustments to the older person. 
It is possible to argue that the more physically and rrentally inpaired 
one is, the less likely one is able to negotiate the crisis inposed by 
relocation. 
Perhaps attitudes toward one's family and friends are crucial 
variables in the adjust.rrent process. The resident is in a dynamic 
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relationship with his fcmily and relatives and friends of old, while in 
a new setting with new friends and family substitutes or surrogates·• 
Important questions to be considered are: Does the resident continue a 
relationship with his family? Has the relationship .llnproved? Is there 
a better attitude on the part of the family tCMard the aged relative nON 
in the hare? Does the resident feel his family and friends have forsaken 
and rejected him? Has he severed previously existing ties with family 
and friends? 
The financial status and affluence of the resident may be a factor 
in hON he/she adjusts. Does rroney bring the right to service, 
does it influence one's feelings of superiority or inferiority over others? 
In the final analysis, the problem posed by this research is of a two-fold 
nature: 
(a) Whici::h treatment alternative is likely to be m:>st successful in 
minimising the adjustnent reaction of aged residents? 
(b) Is the outcare of oneLs adjustnent reaction likely to depend purely 
on the treatment alternative applied or do confounding variables such 
as personality traits, institutional effects, sex, age, health, socio-
econanic and social criteria, as well as financial status, all cloud the 
issue? 
4.2 Inte~relationship between Present Research Objectives and 
Gerontological Theory. 
The theoretical concept of Disengagernent, described by Cwming and 
Hen:ry (1961) has served as the backdrop for gerontologists to explain the 
reascn as to why so many aged citizens retreat to institutional settings. 
The rrost controversial aspect of disengagement theo:ry is not the occurrence 
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of disengagenent but.the interpretaticn of the Currming and Heru:y finding 
that disengagement is positively related to optimum successful aging • 
. 
Subsequent research ran cotmter to these results. (Maddox, 1963, 1965). 
We have highlighted the fact that withdrawal is not the way to 
negotiate the crisis of institutionalization, but it is rather 
responsible for many of the negative effects. Alternatively, we believe 
the only wey to meaningfully rehabilitate an aged new-carer to a 
residential hare is to facilitate a process whereby strong affective 
reinvolverrents are enhanced. That is to say, we aim at giving potential 
residents the resources to develop new attachments. 
The concept of attachment has received considerable attention anong 
infant and child psychologists but as yet has only received marginal 
attention frcan gerontologists. At this j tmcture, the author believes 
that the concept of attachment offers a life span developrental view which 
is rrore meaningful and less self limiting than that of disengagerrent. 
Perhaps the concept of disengagemant is no longer ftmctional and it 
should be eliminated. 
Conventional definitions of attachment are usually restricted to the 
establishment of social bonds. Although attachment theorists often 
state that many persons can be the objects of an attachment relationship 
for any given individual, the ove:rwhelming ercphasis of both theory and 
research has been on the m:::>ther-infant .dyad (Bowlby, 1958) • In a 
life span perspective, hc:Mever, the tenn can be used in a broader context. 
l\alish & Knudston (1976) describe the potential usefulness of the concept 
of attachrnent in providing a ccnceptual schema for understanding relation-
ships and invol verrents of older persons. They suggest that the concept 
of disengagement be eliminated and that gerontologists as well as life 
span developrental psychologists focus instead an attachments of the 
elderly in order to gain a new understanding of the continuities and 
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disoontinuities in attachments across the life span, particularly in old 
age. 
At this point, we nu.ist enphasise the difference between attachment 
and contact ••• 
"The fonrer inplies a m:xlerate or, in rrost instances, a strong 
affective involvenent with the attachment object, the latter 
presupposes merely that a social interaction has occurred or that 
a belief or idea is (held) or claimed or that sarething is o.vned or, 
in the case of a place, is familiar and has been appropriately 
experienced" (ibid, p.172). 
B~ nCM, the reader will be familiar with the fact that in old age, mastery 
and oontrol begin to diminish, while vulnerability increases. What is 
nore, the early objects of attachment have disappeared. Parents and 
other early significant persons have, for the rrost part, died, frequently 
arousing a sense of increased i.rrpotence. Mutual attachments with adult 
children, although present, are greatly enriching, but physical space, 
busy schedules, and family tensions often keep their effectiveness to a 
minimum. Old friends die, familiar things disappear and even the ideas 
and belief systems to which they were socialised, have taken on a different 
significance. These losses of attachment objects tend to cane with a 
rush at points of transition such as retirerrent and/or loss of spouse; 
often producing maladaptive ooping mechanisms. 
When very old age, or ill health occurs, the power balance alters 
again, with the old person finding his control of the situation severely 
limited. 
II The strong and comforting people who once nurtured you are 
in need of your strength and a:m:fort. The roles are reversed. 
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Your parents nON seem like your children: dependent, demanding, 
needing nore, perhaps, than you can give. In many ways your 
children are easier to handle" (Grollman. & Grollman, 1978, p.3). 
Similarly, relationships 
governed by availability. 
with age peers, including spouses, - bec:::are 
Aged individuals have a diminishing circle 
of people who are i.rrportant to them. Death robs them of siblings, 
other relatives, colleagues, friends, a spouse, and even sanetilres a child. 
With whom then do the elderly fonn attachments? When new :relation-
ships are fomed they are often contractual and involve the physician, 
the nurse or the welfare worker, who provide care-giving rather than 
enotional support. These new attachrnents are often much weaker than 
earlier attachrrents and frequently are not mutual. They are, therefore, 
much rrore likely to be broken if the older person is not 'good' , since 
neither the attachrnent with the physician nor the aged hane director has 
the history of involvement that is found between parent and child, and 
reciprocity is based on care-giver role requirements, not on familial 
responsibility or affection. 
This revived fear of abandomrent and separation is basic when the 
elderly person faces institutionalization. Goldfarb (1969) claims 
that in situations such as these, the aged atterrpt to cope through 
dependency behaviour whereby they try to manipulate a stronger person 
into caring for them. Others adapt to their lirni tations by withdrawing 
and sarre display childish behaviour. In order to ex.plain this process, 
the notion of disengagement was posited. 
'Ihe process of disengagement can be understood as being based on 
a simultaneous devaluation of attachrnents, so that the elder person 
and his social milieu withdraw from each other in tenns of the number 
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of contacts and the strengths of the attaclment bonds. The 
timing of this disengagement seems largely dependent on when the 
elderly person feels no longer able to generate meaningful social 
feedback fran his actions. Without such meaningful feedback, 
the attaclments and social bonding on which they are based, weaken 
(ibid, p.176). 
Although the Disengagement Theory has been of major irrportance to 
gerontologists in the past, its prescriptive ~lications, rcore recently, 
have tended to reinforce negative attitudes on people working with the 
aged. That is to say it has influenced the attitudes of professional 
workers to reinforce the helpless positicn bestowed upon our aged 
citizens by the society at large. It serves to take responsibility 
away fran the citizen, and leaves him/her in an undignified powerless 
state, waiting for the welfare of others. By using the concept of 
attachnent, we allow the scales to be tipped back to equilibrium.with 
the older person being perceived as having a part to play in what happens 
to him. No longer is the aged citizen seen as a passive recipient of 
enviromrental forces but rather is considered to be in a dynamic relation-
ship so that every time behaviour is initiated, the envirorurent responds 
to provide feedback to the individual, which is then interpreted by 
him as part of the process that influences subsequent behaviour. Kalish 
& Knudson (1976) believe that one necessary interpersonal/personal 
enviromrental condition that must be met for attaclment to occur, is 
that of self produced feedback. 
Lowenthal & Haven (1968) found that having a confidant appeared to 
discriminate between elderly perscns who were institutionalized and 
those who could remain in the camrunity. Losing the confidant resulted 
in depression and detaclment fran the social world. The very nature of 
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the role of confidant suggests a highly reinforcing feedback system. 
In the present research we have atterrpted to recreate a situaticn 
whereby the relationship with a psychotherapist or volmteer can serve 
to give the newcomer the opportunity to develop a rreaningful attachment. 
In both cases, the IDrker's specific objective is aimed to enhance the 
attaching person's ability to control or master the environrrent. In 
so doing, the person needs saneone to talk to, saneone with whom he/she 
can safely share feelings and thoughts, without interruption even if 
in sane instances, tangential thinking is apparent. Praise and ackn<:Mledge-
rrent are to be given freely in an atterrpt to reassure the person that 
he/she is still valued, respected and admired. Therefore, we hope to 
contribute to the developrrent of this new theoretical perspective in 
gerontology. Hopefully, this study is just one exarrple of how the 
applicatioo. of an expanded version of attachment theory can integrate 
significant findings in the gerontological literature. 
4.3 The Need for Gerontological Research in The South African Context 
South Africa, in camon with the rest of the world, will in future 
have to deal with a mudl bigger "old-age problem" as its camn.mity of 
senior citizens increases. The facts give anple proof: the life 
expectancy for a white man in South Africa in 1920 was 55,6 years; 
his wife could expect to live to 59. In 1970 ages had increased to 65 
for males and 72, 9 for females. Today they can hope to live even loo.ger. 
The number of over-sixty rren and 'WOITeil relative to the total 
populatioo. is growing fast: in 1921, five in every 100 white persoo.s 
in South Africa were over 60. It is estimated that 10 of the white 
populatioo. are senior citizens, and the forecast is they will increase 
to 16 by 2020. Table 1 indicates the rise in the population of 
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over 60-year-olds by the year 2020. 
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The total populaticn, taking all race groups into account, is eJq?ected 
to increase from about 1 340 000 over-60 rren and waren nCM, to 5 930 000 
in 2020, (To The Point, 27 April, 1979) • 
. Most nations have been caught tmawares in preparing their taxes, 
welfare and manpower machinery to cope with a similar avalanche. The 
questicn remains as to how well South Africa is geared to neet this need 
naw and in the future - for its black as well as white population. 
In attercpting to answer this questic:n the author will concentrate 
briefly on <XlmlUility services and facilities offered. Since 1956, 
the S.A. National Comcil with its affiliated organizatic:ns has endeavoured 
to give sp:cial attention to the needs of the aged to enable them to 
preserve their self reliance and to provide the neans for years of fruitful 
oontentlrent. The aged are in need of facilities whereby they can fonn 
neaningful friendships and have opportl.mities for interaction and where, 
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through rredium of social interaction, they can experience life satisfaction 
(Drosk.ie, 1978) 
A network of facilities, progra:rrroos and services Im.lSt be available 
to aged citizens to enable them to deal with sh.ort-tenn crises as well as 
to develop long-term goals. One may well argue that without these 
· supports many of the older generation lose the capacity to live independ-
ently. Drosk.ie (1978) postulates that many facilities should be provided 
by a centre ·to which the aged can care for a, variety of activities and 
services. Such a centre should also serve as the base from which various 
services are delivered to elderly in the ccmnunity. She claims that 
sare of the services a centre should offer are, neals on wheels for those 
who are housebound, health clinics attended by a geriatric sister and 
doctor where necessary, library services, educational progra:rrroos, home 
help services, group work and handicrafts and recreational facilities. 
For the purposes of this study, we are particularly interested in 
institutional care. The latest figures available concerning the 
m.mlber of institutions for the aged are as follCMS: 
White Aged 
Registered Hares 292 
Registered Private Hares 85 
Dept. Social Welfare & Pensions 4 
Private finn Snith-Mitchell 4 
Coloured Aged 
Registered sub-economic Homes 17 
Indian Homes 
Registered sub-economic Homes 2 
Hares for Blacks 16 








(ibid, p.7. 1978) 
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Looking at 'White aged hares in the Westem Cape, current figures reveal 
that there are 1 210 'White residents in sub-economic hones, whereas the 
number of residents in econanic hanes is 281. These figures do not 
include the number of residents in private hares. 
The admission criteria to hares for the aged are ccnpletely \.lllStand-
ardised at present. Droskie (1978) believes that people should be 
admitted when in need of care and attention. Because this is not done 
in any tmifonn manner, many organizations fail in the service they render 
to the aged. In a previous study the author ccnpared and contrasted 
geriatric first admissions to a State M:mtal Hospital and to an Old Age 
Nursing Hare. The oomnon sense prediction suggests that residents in a 
state rrental hospital should be more psychiatrically disturbed, whereas 
residents in the old age nursing hare should be physically disabled and 
lack adequate social support to sustain themselves in the cormrunity. 
The aim of the study was to examine whether this prediction holds true 
in the case of first admissions. A total of 50 subjects from both 
populations was assessed on biological, psychological and social 
parameters. Contrary to what was expected, first admissions to the rrental 
hospital, apart fran a higher incidence of organic brain syndrare, did 
not derronstrate more psychopathological synptom.s. Similarly, first 
adrnissions to an aged nursing hare did not display the expected degree 
of physical rrorbidity and in fact, presented with more affective 
disturbances (anxiety, depressions and hostility). Currently, it 
appears that within the traditional old age nursing hare setting, no 
adequate facilities exist for the treatnent of the high incidence of 
affective disturbances revealed in this study (Joffe, 1978). 
Affective disturbances, particularly depressions, are the most 
frequent functional psychiatric disorders in the later years (Busse, 1961; 
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Kay et al, 1964) and a principal reason for hospitalisation. It is 
therefore surprising that one does not find a significant difference 
between the two populations in the direction of nore affectively 
disturbed individuals being admitted to a rnental institution. HCM does 
one reconcile the fact that the situation is reversed? Lieberman and 
Tobin (1976) claim that the institutionalization process for people 
who are likely to be noving for the last ti.Ire in their lives is so traumatic 
that it causes people to undergo profound psychological alterations. 
The manifest consequences of this acute experience have often been labelled 
'the first nonth syndrorre' • Therefore, to all intents and purposes this 
disparity may sinply reflect the signs of a severe adjustnent reaction. 
Little or no fonrali~ed treatment exists in Cape Town to pronote 
adjustment for aged new-corners to residential settings. Most of the staff 
are unaware of the severity of the adjustnent reaction and in the final 
analysis, the new resident is left to meander his/her way along the 
provemial institutional path, often suffering unnecessary psychological 
discanfort. The need for exploratory research in aged hares is 
therefore markedly apparent, as this is the J,,ocation or seat of many 
problems. A number of very difficult old people reside within these 
settings, and administrative staff have ;ound it ilrpossible to deal with 
them. These residents are maladjusted, ilrpossible to live with and have 
the knack of making everybcx:ly they care into oontact with, unhappy. 
Much as one is aware of their needs, it is not practical to upset 
all the other residents in a hane by accamodating this type and many are 
referred for psychiatric help. 
In a recent study by Gillis et al (1979), investigating the reasons 
why.old people were admitted to a mental hospital, the main psychiatric 
synptoms which precipitated admission were depression, confusion, derrentia 
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and a past histoi:y of psychiatric illness. The most striking finding 
ha,.,ever, was in :relaticn to old age hones. Even granted that they deal 
with older and more mentally and physically frail people, a disprClX)rtionate 
anount of hospital admissicns cane fran this source and many of these 
patients were suffer~g fran preventable and easily treatable conditions 
that had been missed or labelled incorrectly. The hares only tend to 
refer their rrost difficult "managenent problems" and in many instances, 
the project psychiatrist, clinical psychologist and psychiatric social 
vJOrker felt that a primary diagnosis of depressive illness had been 
missed with respect to these patients. By and large, it was our 
irrpression that this was due to a low standard of routine care and in-
adequate selection procedures. If one is only seeing the rrore difficult 
cases, one may well imagine ha,., much psychopathology is being missed, 
especially with regard to the rro:re tractable depressed cases in which 
unassertive, confused residents a:re sirrply forced to withdraw and 
suffer in silence. 
It is well kna,.,n that psychopathology in aged homes is quite 
substantial. Goldfarb (1957) found that old age hames do not necessarily 
se:rve only social and :retirement needs. over fifty per cent of their 
beds are of the infinnary type, caring for physically and mentally 
disabled :residents. Unfortunately, rrost of the hares in South Africa 
have fallen prey to the custodial attitudes of the last century and little 
or no active psychological inte:rventicn is available to the needy 
population who frequent these localities. 
Newcomers have the "right to treatnent", which in essence must 
involve a thorough assessment for each patient. Preliminai:y diagnostic 
fonnulation and individualised treatment plans should be acccrrplished 
within the first week of admission to a residential facility so that a 
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snooth adjustment and integration into the new hone can be facilitated. 
Yet rrost of our aged hares serve to unintentionally alienate many residents. 
The many and pervasive aspects of authoritarianism seen today are facets 
of inf antilization and serve the needs of the providers rather than those 
of the residents. The fewest restrictive conditions necessary to achieve 
carpliance should be reinforced, and rather the resident should be encouraged 
and assisted to exercise his/her rights as a citizen. To this end, the 
ne.vconer should be allowed to voice grievances and reccmrend changes in 
policies and services to facility staff and/or to outside representatives 
of his/her choice free fran restraint, interference, coercion, discrimination, 
or reprisal. 
Perhaps this is for.the present ti.Ire too idealistic, therefore it is 
sinply the author's explicit intention to minimize the adjustment reactions 
that newcarers experience whenentering aged hares. With this philosophy 
in mind, the present study examines the effects of admissicn to a represen-
tative sanple of aged hares in the Western Cape by carparing and contrasting 
the progress of three groups of aged residents during their first three 
months of residency. Two of these groups have specific treatmant 
objectives that are employed to decrease the stress engendered by m:>ving into 
what surely is, one's last hare. The first group involves a five-week crisis 
intervention program, whereas the second includes the developnent of an 
attachrrent relationship with a carmunity volunteer over a five-week period 
through the medium of social activity. The third group serves as a control 
in that no intervention is offered during the first three nonths of 
residency. The objective of the present research is to detennine whether 
either of the two treatmants is effective in decreasing or minimising the 
stress produced by entering an aged hare. Ancillary aims are to assess 
whether adjustrrent is in any way affected by prerrorbid personality traits, 
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institutional effects, age, health, socioeconanic criteria, and financial 
status. 
Adjustrnent is an extremely difficult concept to measure. Too 
frequently, social scientists view adjustment or mental health· in tellTIS of 
a lesser degree of pathology or a low score on a mental illness scale. The 
use of these methods as the sole criteria of mental health has been severely 
criticised (Hacker, Gaitz & Hacker, 1972; Neugarten, Havighurst & 
Tobin, 1961). These authors suggest that any evaluation of an individual's 
mental status should include measures of mental strength and mental weakne'.3s· 
The present author believes it is inportant to go one step further, 
that is to say, one must study adjustnent from a multi-d:llrensional stand-
point. The dialectical method provides us with such a framework. It is 
a new theoretical force in psychology which has particular relevance to the 
study of gerontology, and can be clearly understood by contrasting it 
with three levels of psychological research. 
(1) The oldest and still rather camon path is used by general-experimental 
psychologists. This approach is the most abstract form of scientific 
inqui:ry. Both individual-developrental and cultural historical changes 
are eliminated. Riegel (1977) suggests that such a rrodel represents the 
htmlail being as a fictitious point in a historical vacuum. 
(2) Although develo:prental psychologists have studied age differences 
and sanetimes changes, rrost have eliminated cultural-historical changes 
fran consideration ••• 
For exa:rrple young and old persons tested at one particular time 
differ widely with regard to the cultural-sociological conditions 
under which they grew up. Although the inpact of historical changes 
during an extended period of time, e.g., in education, health care, 
nutrition, carmunication, etc., is often much more dramatic than 
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any behavioural differences between yotm.g and old persons, this 
factor has been disregarded in all but a few developnental studies 
(Riegel, 1977, p.72). 
( 3) The third approach examines changes and interactions of events within 
and between individuals ••• 
In recognizing the code detennination of experience and action by 
inner-biological and cultural sociological changes, dialectical 
theory de-enphasized individual psychology developrent in the 
traditional abstract sense. Instead it focuses upon concrete human 
beings and the gradual modifications (neurological, physiological) or 
sudden shifts (accidents, diseases) in their biological make-up that 
force them to change oonstructively their individual-psychological 
operations and, thereby, also the social oo.nditions under which they 
live. At the sarre tirre, a dialectical interpretation focuses upon 
gradual modifications (increase in available time) or sudden shifts 
(birth of children, prarotion, loss of friends) in the cultural-
sociological conditions that force the human beings to change 
constructively their individual-psychological operations and, thereby, 
their inner-biological state. Thus, individual-psychological 
develop:oont is seen in its intimate and mutual detennination by 
inner-biological and cultural sociological shifts and changes 
(ibid p. 87-88). 
The dialectical method of analysis applied dialectical log~c 
(Novak, 1969) to a behavioural event. The primary enphasis of this method 
centres on activity and change, rather than on stability and pennanence. 
Behaviour is located in a time/experience continuum. Dialectical operations 
may take the fonn of a dialogue between individuals, or a dialogue within 
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the individual. A dialectical theory errphasizes oontradictions and their 
syntheses in short and long-tenn developnent in the individual, in society 
and between the two (Riegel, 1976). The conflicts between developnental 
dimensions (biological, psychological, social, environmental) are thought 
to be the :llnpetus behind life span develcptent, including developnent 
in old age (Riegel, 1976, 1977 a, b). The individual develops in 
the context of several aspects or dimensions of individual and social 
life. Responses are categorized into the following develcptental 
dircensions (1) biological dirrension (health considerations); 
(2) psychological dimension (wants, needs, - in tenn.s of personality and 
continuity, anotional factors, stress, attitudes, interpersonal events); 
(3) eocial dimension (support given by friends and relatives, institutional 
decisions or pressure, age related expectations, housing arrangerents and 
personal living environnent); (4) financial clilrensioo.s (:rroney matters, 
oost factors, ability to pay for services ) ; ( 5) enviro:rurental dimension 
(global events affecting the total population, such as war, changes in 
weather, deterioration of the environment) • 
Using a dialectical analysis of Life Events responses, we would expect 
same of the clilrensions to be in a state of conflict. A ronflict is 
defined as opposition in the demands of ?.JO developrental din'ensions. Three 
or four developrrental dimensioo.s may also be in conflict. Conflict may also 
occur within a developrrental dirrension (Sinnott & Guttman, 1978). 
Resolution of the above mentioned conflict is defined as solving the 
problem by making a decision, or arriving at an an~r in sone manner, in 
regard to the life event in question. If unresolved conflict occurs on 
the other hand, the particular person in questicn is left fluctuating 
between the two (or more) oppositional dinensianal demands. 
Synthesis can be defined as the cx:nposition of oppositional parts 
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into a m::>re cx:nplex whole, such as the organization of species into genera. 
Synthesis is not merely the choice of one oppositional demand over 
the other(s) (Riegel, 1977 a), but the dialectical canbination of thesis 
and antithesis into a higher stage of truth. Applying this type of analysis 
to the present study, the author believes it is possible to theoretically 
view one's adjustlrent to an aged hare in tenns of a dialectical nodel. 
The decision to go into the hCrre in the first place rnarlcs the beginnings of 
the thesis. Because of previous life events and the interaction of 
biological, psychological, socio-economic, social and environmental factors, 
the aged perscn in question experiences sane disequilibrium. This 
disequilibrium produces the reason for admission to a residential setting. 
Once the newcx::irer enters his/her last horre, there is a strong reaction, 
often making pre-admission synptans even worse. This adjustment 
reaction characterizes the antithesis. The synthesis, on the other hand, 
corresponds to the acceptance of one's predicament (in the new environment) 
so that a process of adjustrrent can begin. 
Admission to an aged hare places many demands on the individual sare 
of which the newcamer finds particularly difficult to rreet. The inability 
to negotiate develqmantal demands posed by entering an aged institution 
(be they biological, psychological or socio-cultural), places the new 
resident into a state of i.nmense conflict. Gn::Mth occurs when conflicts 
are resolved by synthesis. Therefore to all intents and purposes one's 
adjustrrent to an aged hare can be seen in tenns of one's ability to 
resolve these specific demands, which ultimately pre-supposes that the 
new comer makes certain decisions about his/her future developnent. Unless 
one makes a series of adaptaticns in the biological, psychological and 
soci~cultural arenas, one's stay in an aged hare is bound to be plagued 
with increasing levels of conflict, which in the final analysis, produces 
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maladjustment. 
One of the questions that this thesis aims to answer is; does 
treatnent help to minimise the adjustnent react.ion experienced by newcx:nrers 
so that a nore meaningful long tenn adjustment can be made at three 
nonths post admission? Considering that hunan beings require nurturance 
as well as health care, intimacy as well as privacy, interact.ion as well 
as isolation, emotional support as well as physical rehabilitation, and that 
these requisites are more critical to individuals as they becx:rre less 
sufficient and independent, the essential question is - can these be 
found in old age residences? Are n~acers able to make the necessary 
long-tenn adjustments so as to derive maximum benefits fran these 
envirorments? 
Research is the only way that we can attenpt to answer this question. 
Using this approC!ch to theoretically analyse adjustment, it is hoped to 
broaden the construct. thereby facilitating a shift fran descriptive to 
explanatory processes. It is the author's intention to view adjustrrent in 
tenns of biological, psychological and social dimensions ••• 
As the dialectical paradigm traces the interact.ions between individual 
and historical develoµnent to their inner-biological and outer-physical 
foundations, man retains rruch higher and humane roles that those of 
an untaned beast, an errpty wax plate, a playful child, or good 
barbarian. Through his ceaseless efforts to change nature, the 
changing nature chanJes man (ibid p.7'{.). 
In surrmary, it seems evident that many variables influence one's 
adjustnent to an aged hare. Fact.ors such as physical and mental health, 
personality variables, socio-eoona:nic criteria, the type of facility, 
presence or absence of preparation and degree of environrrental change 
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generated by the relocation, all appear to influence outcx:xre. 
There is a definite need for further studies to be carried out in 
order to ascertain which variables are crucial to the adjustrcent process. 
The present study was designed for the purpose of assessing the effects of 
two types of therapy on the adjust:Irent of elderly new-caners to residential 





1. There is no statistical significant difference between the 
social variates of the three groups prior to comrencerrent of treatment. 
2. There is no statistical significant difference between the 
character profiles of the three groups. 
3(a) There will be no statistical significant biological changes 
between the three groups at each level of assessnent. 
(b) There will be no statistical significant biological changes 
between the control group and the treatnent groups at each level of 
assessrrent. 
(c) There will be no statistical significant biological changes 
between any two groups at each level of assessrrent. 
(d) There will be no statistical significant biological changes 
within any group at each level of assessnent. 
4 (a) Tl:1ere will be no statistical significant social changes between 
the three groups at each level of assessnent. 
(b) There will be no statistical significant social changes between 
the control group and the treatment groups at each level of assessnent. 
(c) There will be no statistical significant social changes between 
any two groups at each level of assessnent. 
(d) There will be no statistical significant social changes within 
any group at each level of assessnent. 
S(a) There will be no statistical significant psychological changes 
bet.-ween the three groups at each level of assessnent. 
(b) There will be no statistical significant psychological changes 
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between the control.group and the treatment groups at each level of 
assessrrent. 
(c) There will be no statistical significant psychological changes 
bet-ween any two groups at each level of assessrrent. 
(d} There will be no statistical significant psychological changes 
within any group at each level of assessrrent. 
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CHAPTER6 
'Come my friends. 





A total of 90 subjects, White, English and Afrikaans speaking 
individuals ranging fran 64-98 years in age who were admitted to till.1€ 
residential aged hones in the Greater cape Town area were asked to serve 
as subjects. Only five people of all those asked refused to take part 
in the study. 
Prior to admission to the specific hanes in question, these 
individuals lived in their own hare.s or apartments or with re la ti ves. 
None of the subjects were diagnosed as tenninal nor did they have a 
psychiatric diagnosis. Their physical disabilities included a range 
of problems fran arthritis, diabetes, minor strokes, pulmonacy emphysema, 
cardiac disorders, and urological problems. 
Subjects were admitted to the hones for a variety of reasons. 
Personal deteriorative changes in the older person, the inability or 
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unwillingness of responsible others to offer the care that they, or the 
respondent, perceive to be required, and the inability of the current 
system of services to assure independent living were a few exanples 
tmderlying the cause for admission to an aged hare. 
Newcx:xrers to the hares were referred by their general practitioners, 
social welfare agencies, religious organizations, family and friends. 
There were also a nurrber of self-referrals. 
73 of .the subjects were female and 17 were male. The preponder-
ance of female admissions is vecy similar to other reported studies, 
for exanple, Kidd (1962), Mezey et al (1969). 
6.1.2. Criteria for Subject Selection 
(1) Subjects had to be aged 60 years and over. This age limit 
was decided on arbitrarily, especially since many aged hones admit 
patients at sixty years and over. 
(2) Subjects had to be ooherent, aware of the surroundings, and 
capable of interacting with their environment. The detenrd.nation of 
the subjects' qualification for this criteria was assessed by their 
responses to the ~tal Status Questionnaire. If subjects were tmable 
to attain a mini.nu.ml score of 4 points, they were excluded fran partici-
pation in this study. 
( 3) They had to have at least partial m::>bili ty. 
(4) Patients receiving psychiatric medication, nanely minor 
tranquillizers or tii-cyclic anti-depressants were also excluded. 
(5) Subjects were required to respond to interviewing in the 
medium of English, even though many were bilingual. The reason for 
this is test standardizaticn. 
(6) This had to be the newoomer's first admission to an aged hare. 
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6.2 Aged Institutions Used 
The administrators of 15 hones for the aged in the Western Cape 
were approached. Of these, 9 gave their pennission for full participation 
in the study. These hones represent a cross-section of the various 
residential facilities available in cai::e Town and include sub-e(X)nanic, 
e(X)nanic, and private categories. The majority of horres care under 
the auspices of the Ccq::ie Peninsula Welfare Organization for the Aged 
who supervise hones for all the various religious denaninations. It should 
be noted that purely Afrikaans-speaking horres were excluded since 
psychological examination of subjects (X)uld only take place in English. 
Many of the hares chosen do have Afrikaans-speaking individuals within 
them and, in general, rrost hanes do not exclude people on the basis of 
language criteria. But to participate in this study, residents had 
to be (X)nversant in the rredium of English. The various hares were 
scattered throughout the greater Cape Town area. Most of these hares 
ordinarily exclude the overtly nentally ill, the severely nentally 
irrpaired, and the acutely or notably physically ill. 
F01'.'.' a discussion on the type of hares en(X)untered in this study, 
see (Appendix I). 
6.3 Treatrrent Groups 
Subjects in two of the three groups errployed in this design 
received treatrrent cc:mrencing imrediately after the initial psych.er 
metric assessment had been carpleted. The treatrrent lasted for five 
weeks and was carried out by two social workers, one per group. Subjects 
assigned to experirrental Group A received Crisis Therapy whereas those 
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assigned to experi.Jrental Group B received the benefits of a Social 
Attachnent and Activity Program. In the section that follCMs, we shall 
outline the specific techniques and strategies enployed within each treat-
rrent group. 
6.3.1. Group A Crisis Therapy 
The following is a working nodel of the treatrrentfor the crisis 
situation that the newc::arer experiences when entering an aged residential 
facility in what appears to be his/her last hare. It is based on the 
work of Golan (1978) and Burnside (1970). 
Crisis intervention does not lend itself to neat marking-off into 
the study, diagnosis, treatrrent planning, treatrrent, and termination/ 
evaluation steps of the casework process. Instead we speak sinply of 
beginning, middle, and ending phases. 
(a) The beginning phase - fonnulation This involves establishing 
contact, finding out what is going on, determining whether a crisis 
exists and what its current status is, and setting up a contract for 
future activity. The fonnulation is usually c:::anpleted in the first 
interview which lasts approximately l~ hours. For the step-by-step 
procedure to be applied at this stage which has been outlined by 
Golan (1978), see (Appendix 2). 
(b) The middle phase : This stage concentrates on inplerrentation : 
the identifying and cari:ying out of tasks (by the client, the workers, 
and/or significant others) designed to solve specific problems in the 
current life situation, to rrodify previous inadequate or inappropriate 
ways of functioning, and to learn new coping patterns. Treatrrent is 
geared to achieverrent of lirr~ted goals already specifically decided 
upon as inplied by the nature of the contract. 
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Elem:nts in the total crisis predicarrent a:re reviewed and 
reworked, including affective ties (where appropriate) to previous 
unresolved conflicts and similar crises in the past. Eitphasis in 
the latter situation is on recognition of recurrent patterns of 
feeling, thinking, and behaving on the linkages~ similarities, 
and differences between the past and the present, and on the 
severing of inappropriate oonnections so that the person may feel 
once nore in control of his life and free to respond to the present 
reality. Specific aspects of the current situation a:re the primary 
focus, and the imrediate aim is to help the panicked, pressured 
client regain his sense of ego autonat'!Y (Golan, 1978, p.82). 
For a nore detailed account of the specific techniques errployed 
see (Appendix 2) • 
Similarly, Burnside (1970) argues that in this stage of the 
proceedings, the therapist must clarify what he does not urtderstand 
Intervene in the confusion. I have found that in these 
stress situations patients get confused about date and time, so I 
make a special point of telling them what day it is, what nonth, 
what tine of day, etc. 
Consistently test reality. State how you see the present 
predicanent, and how you feel about it. 
Offer understanding, but do not give false reassurance. Do 
not give the i.rrpression that all is hopeless. Not much hope is 
left for many of them, and it is too easy to assurre their attituie 
instead of maintaining one's own viewpoint. 
Explain what your limits are, exactly what you can or cannot 
do. Patients often wanted rre to call relatives to a:::rce and get them, 
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or for rre to push them out the door, or take them sanewhere else, etc. 
Use Linde.man's principles to assist them with grief work 
'Emancipation from the bondage of the decreased. 
Readjustrrent to the new environment. 
New relationships' 
To accanplish above goals, offer catharsis, support, and synpathy 
(p.19). 
(c) Tenninaticn : The ending phase involves reviewing the intervention 
from the start of the case to the present, with enphasis on the tasks 
accanplished and the coping patterns developed or the building of new 
ties with persons and resources, and the planning for the near future when 
the client will be on his own. 
All in all, the entire Crisis Therapy program was applied to each 
selected resident for five weeks. The first session lasted the lbngest, 
(up to 2 hours), and thereafter the remaining nine sessions were approximately 
an hour each. Throughout the duration of treatrrent the therapist's 
stance was active, purposive and carnmitted. 
This therapeutic approach which has been outlined above followed 
the prescriptive determinants of Crisis Theo:ry and was specifically 
geared to aiding individuals who present in a state of active crisis. 
The reader is reminded that one of the fundarcental assurrptions upon which 
this thesis stands is that entrance to an aged residential facility by 
a newcorrer marks the beginnings of an active state of crisis. AB we 
have pointed out in the rationale for this particular study, people in 
such a frane of mind are nost likely to benefit fran Crisis Therapy. 
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6. 3. 2. _G_ro_up __ B ___ soc_i_· a_l_A_t_t_achrren ___ t_an_d_A_ct_i_vi_·_ty_P_rog__.._r_am_. 
The f ollCMing is a description of the content and procedure that 
was carried out for rrembers who were selected to this group. Each 
specific newooner was told that the therapist was a volunteer fran the 
cx:mnunity and would be spending five one-hour sessions discussing the 
residents' interests, pleasures and hobbies. 
The first session was an introductory one, airced at bonding with 
the new resident. The worker took a detailed history of, as well as 
rank ordered., the person's interests arid hobbies. Fbr an acrount of 
topics covered see {Appendix 3) • The interpersonal relationship between 
therapist and newooner was as much a priority as was the documenting of 
specific interests. The social worker atterrq;>ted to find out about the 
person "as a person" {e.g. where he was from, infonnation about his 
family, his previoos occupation, where he was living prior to caning to 
the aged hane, etc. , etc.) • Likewise she, using Jourad' s technique of 
self-disclosure shared. sane personal details about her family, interests, 
and social activities. By adopting this framew-ork it was hoped to 
develop open cx:mmunicatian and an atm:>sphere of care and support. Prior 
to tenninating the first interview a contract was established wherein 
the worker inforrred the new resident of the duration of the entire program 
and when the next session would take place. 
The next stage of the procedure was for the worker to go and do 
research an the newcarer's particular interests and hol:bies, so as to 
be fully conversant in all areas outlined. Examples included : 
Eighteenth-century Gennan ardlitecture, basket weaving, sculpturing, 
pottery, South African test match cricket, classical music, etc. , etc. 
A therre for each rreeting was prepared prior to the session. 
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During these sessions it was the worker's explicit intention to 
notivate the resident to actively participate in discussing the various 
topics. She did this by taking a 'student-like role' in which 
questions were asked of the so called expert, thereby facilitating a 
process by which the resident derronstrated mastery of his/her subject. 
By so doing, the aged newoorrer felt in cantrol and retained a sense 
of dignity which w~s contrary to the helplessness experienced by being 
institutionalized. Throughout the entire five week program, the worker 
was supportive and encouraged assertiveness and the use of the resident's. 
initiative. When these attributes were dem:mstrated by the resident, 
praise and admiration was freely given. 
On occasion where residents carplained of problems they had encountered 
in the hare or with their relatives, the worker listened sympathetically 
but in no way engaged in therapy or advice giving. If demands for 
probl~solving became apparent, the worker would de-focus these and subtly 
reintroduce the activity at hand. 
The objective of this program was a rehabilitative one. In 
today's rapidly changing world, people tend not to listen to "the way it 
was" or to see the value of "how it used to be". By getting residents 
to talk actively about past and present interests in a semi-didactic 
fashion an attenpt was made to give them the self-respect and satisfaction 
that cares fran being needed and serving others. Margaret Mead reminds 
us that the aged know sarething that youth need to know. 
The rationale of enploying this approach is that self-produced 
feedback is necessary for attachnent. . The individual initiates action 
that leads to scree fonn of sensory, affective, or cognitive stimulus from 
the attachment object (social worker) thus giving the initiator of the 
action a sense of mastery, control, or power. This therefore reduces 
the feelings of vulnerability and helplessness which are so characteristic 
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of the institutionalizing process. Once this has been achieved, 
creativity, generativity and risk-taking occur, thus enabling ever new 
and broader atterrpts to explore the social environrrent which, in turn, 
increase the sources of predictable feedback and·outoorres. Using this 
technique, it was hoped to re-enhance socialization so that the newcomer 
oould make the necessazy adjustments to a new and saretirnes frightening 
environrrent. 
6.3.3. Group C Control 
The rrembers of the C group were given no treatnent follCMing their 
entrance to the aged hare. 
6.4. Therapists 
The literature is replete with exarrples which suggest that therapist 
variables are as crucial to the evaluation of outoome as is any specific 
treatnent enployed (Fiske et al, 1970; Strupp, 1973; Gunnan and Razin, 1977). 
Considering rrethodologicci.l issues in research of the psychotherapist, 
Fiske (1977) outlines inportant therapist variables 
(1) general characteristics, for exarrple : sex, age, ethnic group. 
(2) psychological attributes assessed outside the treatment roan, 
for exarrple : ·personality variables, aptitudes, interests. 
(3) professional biographic variables, for exarrple : profession, 
training experience. 
(4) views about psychotherapy, for exarrple : theoretical orientation, 
beliefs about rrental health and psychotherapy, expectations 
about patients and outcares. 
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(5) variables specific to each patient, for exarrple : therapist's 
perceptions of the patient, his assessrrents of the patient's 
personality, and his expectations about potentiality for gain. 
( 6) characteristics of the ·therapist's behaviour during a treatnent 
for, for exarrple : variables surnnarizing the patient's 
verbal or non-verbal behaviour per hour or per total oourse of 
treatnent. 
(7) contextual variables, for example : therapist's responses to 
particular acts or statements of the, patient (p.29). 
Atterrpting to control for as many of these variables as is possible, 
two Jewish female social workers of approximately the sane age and both 
postgraduate students fran the University of Cape Town served as therapists. 
Each worker carpleted the Cattell 16PF Invento:ry so as to investigate 
their respective personality profiles (see Appendix 5). 
differences were found between their profiles. 
No significant 
The therapists were given specialized training in the following areas 
(1) Facts about the elderly This included facts concerning the physical 
and mental aspects of aging. In addition, info:rrnation relevant to the 
stresses frequently enoountered by the aged (e.g. role loss, loss of 
power, loss of loved ones, and financial insecurity) were errphasised. 
(2) Listening : A worksmp dealing with both the verbal and non-verbal 
aspects of CX>Il11Jlll!licaticn in the aged was oonducted. 
(3) Treatrrents : Crisis Therapy and the Social Attachment and Activity 
Program (see Appendix 2 and 3) were explained in detail. The crisis 
intervenor attended a specific Crisis Therapy Workshop prior to beginning 
the study so that she could be fully equipped to carry out the required 
trcatnent proposed by model. Practice sessions were oonducted to help 
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familiarise the therapists with the procedures. Role playing was used 
extensively to aCXIlJaint the therapists with the treatnents and to assist 
them in ooping with problems that might arise. In addition, trial 
treatnents were practiced on two elderly residents who were admitted to 
an aged l:nre. 
(4) Orientation period Both -v.orkers were required to visit each 
hone and familiarise themselves with the staff and dynamics of how the 
hare was run. They were infonned about the rules and regulations of 
each hare and becarre a~ted with the services offered by each 
envirornrent. 
6.4.1. Psycharretrician 
The author, a registered clinical psychologist with prior experience 
in the psychological assessment of geriatric patients, served as the test 
administrator for the entire sarrq_:>le. 
Prior to fonnal testing, inte~relater reliability studies were 
carried out on the tests that required them (see Apparatus) • 
The tester had no prior knowledge of the subject's rrembership in 
either the treatnent or control groups. 
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Apparatus. 
Most previous studies in this field have failed to focus upon the 
developrrental interdependence of the individual and society and have 
rather set their goals on investigating quantitative data. FollCMing 
the dialectical orientation of Riegel and Wozniak (1975), this study 
looks at dialectical interactions between the changing individual and 
the manging world. It not only considers the aged person on a psycho-
logical basis, but looks equally at biological and socio-cultural criteria. 
By so doing, it places him in the context of a real-life situation. The 
developrrental process of aging in relation to the need for institutional-
ization is studied against a backdrop of physical and nental health, 
socio-econcmic criteria, family relationships, as well as ccmnunity 
invol verrent. To all intents and purposes, the individual is i:ercei ved 
as a multi-facet organism, in a state of dynamic tension. 




Assessrrents took place on admission, at 6 weeks post-admission, and a follav-
up was conducted at 3 rconths. All tests were repeated each tine except for 
the personality inventory, which was only used on admission. 
6.5.1. BIOLOGICAL/PHYSICAL VARIATES (3 SCALES). 
These pararreters were assessed by the follCMing instrurrents 
( 1) Lefevre Morbidity Scale Physical rcorbidity is an extrercely 
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difficult ooncept to rreasw::e. It may best be perceived on a oontinuurn 
of which asyrrptomatic disease and tenninal illness are polar opposites. 
Interspersed between these polarities are (a) illness of which the 
person is aware but which does not affect his behaviour, e.g. , mild 
intestinal upset, and (b) illnesses which cause the person to seek 
rredical attention, perhaps including hospitalization. In this case 
there may be varying degrees of interference with usual activities. 
Momidity is far less definite than rrortality and represents a 
dynamic rather than a static phenarenon. Inteniational carrnissions 
have suggested to research workers that rather than attempting to 
sarrple for specific illnesses in the aged population, it is rrore rreaning-
ful to assess the physical sumptans of distress or disoomfort which 
inpair a healthy level of ftmctioning. 
Following inteniational trends, Dr. K. Lefevre (1977) (Department 
of Psychiatcy, University of Cape Tc:wn) developed a scale which.offers a 
profile of physical rrorbidity drawn from the follONing variables, each 
rreasw::ed on a 4-point scale. Pain, Dysponea, Vision, Hearing, Stiffness/ 
Weakness, aml Inoontinence. (Scores of O = none, 1 = mild, 2 = m::>derate, 
and 3 = severe) • Rather than attempting to assess each type of specific 
illness in the aged population under investigation, he :fjbcused primarily 
on a sirrple global rreasure of i.rrpainrent of physical ftmctioning. 
rhe qUeStions a.sked in this instrument are directed at the patient.'_ s 
subjective experience and rrore particularly the social effects of the patient's 
irrpaiJ:Ine;,tt as experienced by him/her. These rreasw::es reflect a subjective 
feeling or rnanif est synptans of sickness and do not purport to rreasure an 
enurreration of underlying pathological changes. 
On the basis o:t the above-rrentioned rationale, the present author 
regards this instrurrent as being particularly suitable for use in this 
study. It has been standardized on a geriatric population and the oorrpilation 
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of this scale rreets with the reliability and validity criteria of other 
research instruments used to rreasu:re the sane concept (see Appendix 1 A). 
_(2) The Physical Self-Maintenance Scale 
Older people in institutions suffer from many physical disabilities 
~st of these ail.nents are chronic in nature. The salient fact about 
these rrW.tiple chronic health problems in relation to reasons for 
institutional care is that they result in functional disability. In 
other·v..iords, the ail.nents impair the individual's capacity to care for 
himself in nonnal living situations. The rrost camonly noted disabilities 
are in the spheres of ambulation and self-care. 
This measure assesses the individual's ability to care for self in 
regard to toileting, feeding, dressing, grooming, physical ambulation and 
bathing. Each scale, A through to F, is checked to indicate the patient's 
status regarding each function. His/Her score may range fran O - 6, 
one point being given for each function in which the subject obtains the 
rrost independent score. Thus the score communicates the general level of 
his/her self-maintaining capacity. (IDW scores indicate the patient's 
incapacity to look after himself/herself). The specifics of his/her 
abilities and disabilities are conveyed by reference to the point on each 
scale where his/her competence lies (see APpendix 1 B). 
Lawton and Brody (1969) have found after assessing 343 cases, applicants 
to a hare for the aged had a rrean score of 4,1; patients admitted to a 
mental hospital reception centre had a rnean score of 3, 5; and protective 
custody patients had a rrean score of 2 ,o. 
(3) The Physical Scales of the PAMIE 
A review of the literature reveals rnethodologically sophisticated 
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instrunents for quantifying the behavioural and synptanatic manifestations. 
of rrental disorders. HCMever, little of this instrurrentation is 
directly applicable to broader populations of the aging and non-psychiatric 
chronically ill. Approaches which have attempted to rate disability 
include sare canbination of self-care activities feeding, bathing, 
dressing, toileting/oontinence, and locarotion. 
Perhaps a rrore cx::inprehensive and rrethodologically advanced effort 
to date is the Stock.tum Geriatric Rating Scale (Meer and Barker, 1966). 
It is to this kind of instrurrent that the Physical and Mental Inpainrent 
of Function Evaluation is rrost closely related - (PAMIE) One of the 
rrost irrportant intentions in drawing up this scale was· to reflect the 
psycho-biological unity of behaviour in the chronically ill. In light 
of the multiple pathology and carplex interplay of psyche and soma in 
the aged, it was the researcher's intention that this scale should 
adequately reflect the essential unity and organismic integrity of the 
individual. Further, it was the explicit a:im of this neasure to provide 
a multi-functional assessrrent of physical, psychological and social/ 
interpersonal disabilities. 
Here only the relevant four factors were used : three first order 
factors (self-care dependence, bedfast/rroribundness, and sensory rrotor 
inpainrent) and a seoond order factor (physical infinmess). 
Interval consistency (Cronbach Alpha) ooefficients and inter-oorre-
lations of the factor scores indicate that the PAMIE factors are sufficiently 
reliable for further use and exploration (see Appendix 1 C). 
Infonnation to answer these questicns cane from reports by the 
nursing staff and/or rredical notes. 
6.5.2 PSYCHOIOGICAL/PSYCHIATRIC IMPAI™ENT : 















Social and Inte~rsonal Involverrent. 
Personality Factors. 
(1) Psychiatric Irrpairrcent { 2 scales) namely 
(a) The Brief ~Psychiatric Rating Scale 
This scale was developed by overall and Gorham (1962) and 
c:orrprises 18 syrrptcrn constructs which are rated on a seven-point 
scale of severity which range from "not present"to "extremely severe" 
(see Appendix 1 D) • This scale was developed to provide a highly 
efficient, rapid assessment technique to evaluate change in psychiatric 
patients during their course of treatnent in a hospital. Furthennore, 
it is a scale which provides a c:onprehensive description of the major 
syrrptom characteristics that a psychiatric patient is likely to 
present with. 
mental state. 
In other words, it is a means of assessing his/her 
The authors rec::armrend an interview duration of eighteen minutes 
and provide a schedule to assist the interviewer in making his 
assessment. The eighteen minute interview is divided up into a three-
minute interval in which the.interviewer establishes rapport with the 
patient and a ten-minute period of non-directive interaction and, 
finally, a five-minute period of direct questioning. The authors 
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indicate that this schedule should not be regarded as inflexible and 
can be rrodified wherever necessary. 
The Brief Fsychiatric Rating Scale has been reported in the 
literature to be a reliable and valid instnment (Freedman, Kaplan 
& Scott, 1975, Vol.2). HCMever, there is much evidence to suggest 
that psychiatric ratings as applied to ordinary clinical use are 
notoriously unreliable. It was therefore inportant to establish 
inter-rater reliability of the schedule ratings made. A special 
reliability study was cx:xrpleted before foDnal testing began inwhich 
both interviewer and observer and foll<Ming day repeat interviews 
were undertaken. The product rroment correlation coefficient between 
interviewer and observer for the total number of positive ratings 
was 0.87 and for re-interview carparison 0.78. This was considered 
good in cx:xrparison with other studies of diagnostic reliability. 
On the ba5is of these findings the author selected this·test 
as a measure of the residents mental state during their first three 
rronths in an aged institution. Furthenrore, it was particularly 
useful in detennining psychological changes that occurred within 
this period. Another valid reason for using this scale is that 
it had been used in a previous study with geriatric patients for 
similar pw:poses. Stotsky (1967) used this as a measure in a study 
of "Successful Adjustirent of Mental Patients to Nursing Hares 
(b) Mental Scales of the PAMIE 
The foll<Ming first order factors have been used to denote 
psychological irrpainrent of functioning : (a} belligerent/irritable 
(b) mentally disorganized, (c) anxious/depressed, (d) behaviourally 
deteriorated, (e) paranoid/suspicious, (f) withdrawn/apathetic. 
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Second order factors of psychological deterioration and psycho-
logical agitation have been used to denote similar irrpa.innent. 
2:. CC?gni ti ve Functioning (2 · scales) nanely 
(a) Mental Status Questionnaire (Kahn et al, 1960). 
The Mental.Status Questionnaire is probably the nost widely used 
when a quick nental appraisal is required for screening and cursocy 
diagnostic purposes. This test was develeped chiefly for institut-
ionalized patients, and consists of 10 questions. 
The test rreasures a patient's orientation for tirre, . place and 
person. Furthenrore, there are questions which tap recent or remote 
rrerrocy and general infonnation (See Appendix 1 E). 
If the perscn makes : 0-2 errors, we sey the organic brain 
syndrare is absent or· mild. 
3-8 errors, brain syndrare is noderate. 
9-10 errors, brain syndrome is severe. 
Senior citizens scoring less than four correct responses were 
excluded f:ran participation in this study. 
This test has been criticized by Perlin and Butler (1963) 
claiming that the old person living in either a hare far the aged or 
nursing hare does not have to know today's date the way people living 
and working in the carmunity do. Because we are not always sure of 
the exact date, this does not nean that our functioning is :i.npaired. 
Despite this valid criticism, this test proved to be a discerning 
screening instl.urent. 
(b) The Bender Gestalt Test 
Three designs of the Bender-Gestalt Test, No.l, No.3, and No.8 
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were selected because they oorrelated highly with the Pascal (1951) 
score on a sanple carparable to that of the present study (LiebeIJnan, 
1965) • 'lhe adequacy of the aged subject's reproduction was inter-
preted as a neasure of ego organization-disorganization. 
The administration of the test is sinple. The subject is 
presented with each of three designs in sucoossion and asked to draw 
them exactly as he/she sees them, all designs being drawn on a single 
sheet of paper. The subject is given no help by the interviewer even 
in cases of extrerce sight difficulty. The subject is not pe:rmi.tted 
to erase. 
The designs as produood by the subject are assigned a soore if 
they exhibit any deviations fran the original designs designated on 
the sooring sheet; this is explained rrore fully in the appendix 
(Appendix 1 F) • No soore is given unless a deviation is presez:i.t; 
thus a low soore indicates relatively faithful reprod.uctions of the 
designs and a high soore indicates considerable discrepancy between 
the original designs and the subject's reproduction of them. 
Poor soores are associated with psychiatric disability, organic 
brain damage, less adequate reactions to physical stress and the 
inability to oope with oognitive cc:rrplexities of the physical environ-
nent (Bender, 1938; Billingslea, 1948; Pascal & Suttell, 1951). 
Decreased levels of inner organization as neasured by adequacy of the 
Bender-Gestalt reproductions are also associated with inminent death 
(Liebennan, 1965). Before actual testing a:::mrcenood, a reliability 
of 92% agreenent was established using protoools in (Pascal and 
Suttell, 1951). 
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(17) fatigability; (18) loss of appetite; (19) weight loss; 
(20) sanatic pre-occupation, and (21) loss of libido (see Appendix 1 G) • 
Generally, the invento.ry is administered by a trained interviewer 
who reads aloud each statanent in the category and asks the subject 
to select the statenent that seems to describe him best at the m:mant. 
The subject also has a copy of the scale so that he can read each 
statenent to him.self as it is read aloud. 
On the basis of the subject's response, a nurrber is circled next 
to the appropriate statenent. 'Ihe total score is obtained by 
adding the scores on the synptcm categories. Scores of 0-4 
suggest no depression; 4-7 mild depression; 8-16 m:xlerate depression 
and over 16 severe depression. 
Beck (1972) ercployed two :rcethods of evaluating the internal consistency 
of the inventory. Protocols of 200 patients were analysed and the 
scores for each of the 21 items were c:i:npared with the total score 
on the B. D. I. for each patient. Each category evidenced a significant 
relationship to the total score for the inventory. A subsequent 
item analysis of 606 cases shCM"ed that each item also had a significant 
positive correlation with the total B.D.I. score. 
Split half reliability yielded a reliability coefficient of Q.86. 
Concurrent validity has been dem:>nstrated by detennining hCM' well 
the test scores correlate with other :rceasures of depression. Beck 
et al (1961) report a correlation of 0.65 with other measures of 
depression. On the basis of these criteria, this instrument was judged 
to be satisfactory for use in our study. 
(b) 'Ihe Life Satisfaction Index 
Neugarten, Havighurst and Tobin (1961) in COIUlection with the 
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Kansas City Study of Adult Life, assembled a set of questions that 
seerred central for adjusbrent to living during old age. 
'~ 
Using 
inf onnation obtained f ran depth psychological interviews as 
validating criterior they painstakingly devised two rreasures of 
adjusbrent (1) Life Satisfaction Index A, and (2) Life Satis-
faction Index B. The fonrer scale has been analysed further and its 
length reduced to 13 items. 
Arrong the nonnal aged, Wood, Wylie and Sheafer (1969) found 
that 0-12 indicated low norale, 13-21 m:xierate, and 22-26 high norale. 
Adams (1969) has analysed the response of the L.S.I.-A. items to 
detennine the reliability of index items and has in accordance with 
Wood et al's {1969)findings, rejected two items. In addition, 
Adams (1969) has by rreans of factor rotation indicated that only 
four factors are rreasured by the index. He has suggested that 
the carrponent self concept is inherent in the respondent's answer 
to all the items and is thus represented by implication in all the 
factors. 
The actual questionnaire used in this study (see Appendix 1 H) 
has the following validity and reliability coefficients .57 and 
.79 respectively. 
4. Affective Responsiveness (2 scales) 
11he stories told· to five of the Murray Thematic Apperception 
Test· {TAT) were analysed to assess affective responsivity. Two 
rreasures were developed, namely : (a) range of affects, 
(b) willingness to introspect. 
The five cards were : 
CARD 1 : - A young boy oonterrplating a violin resting on a table 
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CARD 2 - A family fann scene with a younger woman in the forefront 
looking off in the distance and an older wanan in the 
background. 
CARD 6BM - A short elderly wanan standing with her back to a tall 
young man, who is looking downward with a perplexed 
expression. 
CARD 7BM - A younger and an old man facing each other, only their 
heads, which are fairly close together, _ are shown. 
CARD 17BM - A naked man in the position of climbing up or down a rope. 
(a) Affective Range 
Af feet displayed in stories told to the Murray TAT cards was 
used to assess affective responsiveness. The score was made up 
of the number of different affects of a possible total of seven, that 
were introduced in stories told to the five Murray TAT cards. 
(b) Willingness to Introspect 
Gendlin and Tomlinson's (1967) rreasure of the ability to experience 
was used to rreasure willingness to introspect. This scale is 
structured so as to discriminate seven levels for the introspective 
exploration of feelings. High scores apply to self-reports that 
include direct reference to intense feelings and introduce diverse 
introSI.:lecti ve strands to further self-understanding. Scores at 
the low end of the scale apply to verbalizations that indicate that 
feelings are being ignored or described in an irrpersonal, unfocused 
fashion. 
The manual and questionnaire consist of a series of instructions 
requiring the respondent to focus in silence on-inner feelings and 
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then to evaluate the experience. For exarcple, the respondent 
was asked, "Can you tell rre about the tines when you feel lonely?" 
If none was rrentioned, the interviewer was encouraged to say, "How 
often? How do you feel? What do you do so as not to feel lonely?" 
In a pilot test, scores of loneliness correlated highly with 
the total score on all eight affects (r = • 75) • 
5. Self Perception (2 scales) 
The self concept is defined as the attitudes of the individual 
toward himself, the way in which an individual views himself. 
Two rreasures of self concept were used in this study : 
(a) The Liebennan Rosner Self-sort Task is based on Leary's (1957) 
·interpersonal factors of personality. Those conscious or unconscious 
processes which people use to deal with others and to assess others 
and themselves in relation to others (PV). Series of staterrents which 
describe the person as he is now, using Leary's eight octant inter-
personal therres are : managerial-autocratic (AP); conpetitive- · 
narcissistic (BC); aggressive-sadistic (DE); rebellious-distrustful 
(FG); self-effacing-masochistic (HI); docile-dependent (JK); cooperative-
over conventional (LM); and responsible-hyperno:rlllal (NO). 
Each category has a rroderate (adaptive) and an extrerre (patho-
logical) intensity, e.g., managerial-autocratic. The Self-sort 
Task consists of 48 cards, three for each therre, graded in intensity 
from 1 low to 3 high. For exarcple, for the managerial therre 
I enjoy being in charge of things = 1 
I am a good leader 
I am sanewhat of a clominating 




For the autocratic therre 
People think well of :rre = 1 
I believe that I am an inportant person = 2 
I frequently give advice to others = 3 
(see Appendix 1 I) 
The subject is presented with a deck of 48 cards containing self.:.. 
descriptive staternents and is asked to select from the deck those 
cards which he feels describe himself as he is nON. The number of 
each card selected is recorded. 
Scoring : Raw Score = number of items chosen (maximum 48) 
Weighted total of items chosen = m1nber of items of highest intensity x 3 
number of items of middle intensity x 2 
nunber of items of lONest intensity x 1 
Intensity Score = weighted score 
raJN score 
Octant Score = mmlber of staterrents chosen in an octant 
Total number of statements chosen 
Pattern of scores on the octants were converted into two numerical 
indices locating S's intei:personal behaviour in a two-dinensional space, 
Love and Dominance. Leai:y's fonnulas (1957)for the global Love and 
Dcminance scores. 
Love LM - DE + • 7 (NO - BC - FG + JK) 
OOM AP - HI + • 7 (ID + BC - FG - JK) 
Sinply stated, the dominance submission di:rrension is the difference 
between proportions of managerial-autocratic behaviours, and self-
effacing-masochistic behaviours, whereas affiliation-hostility is the 
difference between proportions of cooperative-over conventional 
behaviour ~d aggressive-sadistic behaviour. 
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Research by Rosner (1968) has indicated that there is a stability 
of i tern selecticn by respondents upon retesting. A pilot study 
was initiated by the present author in which a group of twenty respon-
dents were tested on the Self-sort Interview task for the first 6 
weeks after their entrance into the hares. Stability of i tem.5 fran 
week to week remained as high for these twenty respondents as for 
any other group studies, despite the innediacy of the disruptive 
life change. Measures related to the self-subsystem showed the 
highest stability a::>efficients (generally in .So's). 
(b) The Osgood Self Evaluation Scale (1957) is presented by 
saying, "I have scrre words which describe hCM.people think of them-
selves. I'd like you to make a choice." For exanple, "Do you 
think of yourself as being" (preseht sheet) "Ver:y Happy, Quite Happy 
Happy, Neither Happy nor Sad, Sad, or Ver:y Sad" 
Have subject make choice. Repeat instructions if necessar:y. 
Interviewer will mark choice rnarle. Each Osgood dirrension is presented 
to the subject on a separate sheet of paper. 
Each of the five Osgood dirrensions (see Appendix 1 J) are scored 
on a 1-7 scale (where F represents the rrost positive end). By 
adding the Scales, obtain range of 5-35, with high scores being 
positive self-evaluation. 
6. Social and Interpersonal Involvenent (3 scales) namely 
(a) Bell's Social Involverrent Scale 
Interpersonal level of functioning or Social Involvenent was 
neasured by neans of a Social Involvenent Scale (Bell, 1967), rrodified 
to include all available activities offered at the particular institution, 
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The list consisted of a series of questions designed to assess 
"fonnal social involvenent" (attending clubs, associations, etc.); 
"family social involverrent" and "infonnal social involvenent", 
(playing cards) • 
The instnment is carprised of a list of 13 activities rated 
on a scale fran 0-26 acoording to the frequency of activity, (e.g. 
once a day, once a rronth) • Each item was soored on a calculated 
proportional basis relative to the frequency of events which were 
maximally possible (for exanple, playing cards once a day was given 
the sane rating as attending the friendship club twice a nonth as 
both represented the maximum frequency of activity possible). 
The validity of the list was checked by the social worker and/or 
matron of each hare to ascertain that the list was an adequate 
representation of available social interactions (see Appendix 1 K). 
(b) Assessrrent of Inte:rpersonal Behaviour 
The resident's interpersonal qualities were assessed during the 
interview. Five areas were assessed : (a) depth (b) wannth 
(c) rrotivaticn (d) cooperation, and (e) spontaneity. Each oonstru.ct 
was rated on a five-point scale, with 1 being low and 5 being high 
(see Appendix 1 L) • 
Prior to fonnal testing an inte~rater reliability rreasure was 
established. Two types of analyses were lmdertak.en to assure that 
a systematic bias did not exist. Ten waiting list interviews done 
by three interviewers were oonpared for style of respondent/interviewer 
interaction. Each interviewer also carpleted an extensive question-
naire related to their reasons for working on the study and their 
attitudes tc:Mards respondents. These analyses revealed remarkable 
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consistency arrong interviewers supporting a high cxxrparability of 
data across interviews. 
(c) Subjective Rating of Social Adjustment : 
Residents were asked to rate their own level of social adjustment 
to their new environmant. It was the author's intention to leave 
this assessrrent as open-ended as possible, allOW'ing the resident's 
own understanding of what constitutes adequate social adjustment to 
detennine the response made. If he/she could not give their own 
response to this ten-point scale, they were prooptedwith the 
f ollOW'ing questions : 
(1) To what extent do you accept and realistically enjoy other 
people in the hone? 
(2) To what extent do you participate in small group activity in 
the hare? 
(3) To what extent do you accept others as they are? 
After allOW'ing residents to embroider each point, they were then 
asked to rate their subjective feeling of social adjustment. 
7. Personality Factors (1 scale) 
The cattell 16PF (1962) 
The Cattell (1962) 16 Personality Factor Test (Fonn C) was 
selected as the instrurrent to rreasure personality traits. This is 
a t~st based on factor analytic techniques and it was selected for 
use· in this study on the basis of the follOW'ing criteria: 
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(1) a reduced vocabulary level. 
(2) sensitivity to a wide range of personality variables. 
(3) sufficient brevity to reduce fatigue effects which may occur 
in an aged population; and 
(4) the extensive use of the cattell Personality Test (cattell & 
Stice, 1954; Davol, 1958; Karson, 1959) with test-retest reliabilities 
reported (Cattell, 1956). 









Aloof (Schizothymia) vs. Outgoing (Cylothymia). 
Eirotional (General Instability) vs. Mature (F.go Strength). 
Sul:inissive (Submission) vs. Dcminant (Daninance). 
Timid (withdrawn Schizothymia) vs. Adventurous (Adventurous 
Cyclothymia) • 
Trustful (Lack of Paranoid Tendency) vs. Suspecting 
(Paranoid Tendency) • 
Conventional (Practical Concemedness) vs. Eccentric 
(Bohemian Unconcern) • 
Si.rrple (Naive Si.rrplicity) vs. Sophisticated (Sophistication). 
Confident (Freedcrn fran Anxiety) vs. Insecure (Anxious 
Insecurity) • 
F.ACI'OR Q1 Conservative (Conservatism) vs. Experinenting (Radicalism). 
FACTOR Q2 : Dependency (Group Dependency) vs. Self-Sufficient (Self-
Sufficiency). 
FACI'OR Q3 Uncontrolled (Poor Self-Sentim:mt) vs. Self-Controlled 
(High Self-Sentinent) • 
FACI'OR Q4 Stable (Relaxation) vs. Tense (5anatic Anxiety). 
Each of the above personality factors are based on six items. 
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"Yes" or "No" response categories were used. The test was given orally 
with the examiner marking S's responses on an answer sheet. The 
scoring is on a 0-6 point scale (6 being high). (See Appendix 1 M). 
Correlates of each Factor with enphasis on the high score pole 
are as f ollCMS : 
F.AcroR A Wann, Outgoing (Cyclothymia). 
Success in "dealing with people". (Kelley and Fiske, 1951). 
More readily fran active groups; nore generous in personality 
relationships; less afraid of criticism; proneness to manic-
depressive disorders (cattell, 1957). Evidence of substantial 
hereditary deteII!linatian of this Factor, i.e., it is a terrpera-
rrental tendency (cattell, Blewett, and Beloff, 1955). 
FACIQR C Mature (Ego Strength) • 
Associated with resistance to errotional stress. High C 
persons do significantly better on various kinds of endurance 
tests (Cattell, 1957). In questionnaire, C person easily 
annoyed by things and people, is dissatisfied with the world 
situation, his family, the restrictions of life, and his own 
health (Cattell, 1957). In neurotics, lCM C pattern associated 
with poor muscle· tone and posture, with a history of syrrptans 
of neurotic behaviour in childhood, and with increase of neurotic 
syrrptams when away fran hane or other stress (cattell, 1957; 
Eysenck, 1953). 
FACTOR E Daninant (Daninance). 
Less prone to practice true projection in misperception 
situations (Wenig, 1952, as quoted by Cattell, 1957). Associated 
with boldness, courage, task oriented contributions, criticism 
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of leaders and others (cattell, 1957). 
FAC'IOR G Conscientious (Super Ego Strength) 
Involves success in a variety of perfonnances requiring 
persistence, freedan fron oscillation, and good organization of 
thinking (cattell, 1941). Associated with correctness of 
manners and m::>rals, planfulness, caution, and preference for 
efficient people to other oarpanions. IDw in pathological 
syndrares (cattell, 1957). 
FACIOR H Adventurous (Adventurous Cyclothymia) • 
Associated with exhuberance, tendency to recall em::>tional 
rather than non-enotional material, freed.an fran fatigue on 
repeated stimulation, and other measures of a general dynamic 
vigour and spontaneity. Clinically high in manic depressives 
and lON in neurotics (Cattell, 1957). 
FAC'IOR L Suspecting (Paranoid Tendency) 
High inner tension as measured by the general anxiety 
factor. Anxiety, which takes the fo:r::m of a feeling of social 
insecurity, together with cx:rcpensato:ry behaviour and projection. 
Clinically showing paranoid disorder (Cattell, 1957). 
FAC'IOR M Eccentric (Bohemian Unconcern) • 
Associated with creativity, autonaTI¥ and self-absorbed 
relaxation; subjectivity of a strong inner life versus constant 
responsiveness to the environrcent. Disregard for rules of 
procedure, m::>re accident-proneness (Cattell, 1957). 
FAC'IOR N Sophisticated (Sophistication). 
Associated with a generalized mental alertness, health, and 
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efficiency; quite well matched with objective test factors 
showing an alertness to social success and survival, and expedient 
rashness in solving problerns, and realistic self-criticism 
(cattell, 1957). 
FACI'OR 0 Insecure (Anxious Insecurity) 
One of the largest factors in anxiety. Associated With 
tendency to phantasy (Wenig, 1952, as quoted by cattell, 1957). 
Appears centrally in the depressive, anxiety syndrane and tends 
to be high in neurotics and many psychotics. Most distinguishes 
those who "act out" their maladjustment fran those who suffer 
it as an intemal conflict. Select f&N peers as friends; 
do not feel accepted in groups. 
FACTOR Q1: Experinenting (Radicalisn) 
Associated with quickness of reaction time and general 
j udgerrent as well as low cardiac response. Factor same as 
Thurstone's Radical-Conservatism factor found in attitudes and 
interests (Cattell, 1957). 
Self-Sufficient (Self-Sufficiency). 
Maned correlations with other "introvert factors; 
tends to be rejected in groups; solves problems for self; 
apparently no change with age (Cattell, 1957). 
FACTOR Q3 : Self Controlled (High Self-Sentirrent) 
Q3 person shows socially approved character responses, 
self control, persistence, foresight, considerateness of others, 
conscientiousness, and "self respect" (cattell, 1957). 
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FACTOR 04 : Tense (Sanatic Anxiety). 
One of the three highest factors in general anxiety. 
Abnonnally high in manic-depressives and in psychopathic 
personalities (Cattell, 1957). 
According to Cattell (1957), two major second order factors have 
been found in the 16PF - Anxiety and Introversion. Anxiety seems 
to be a product of Excitability (04), Insecurity (O), Constitutional 
Timidity (H-), poor Self-Sentilrent Developnent (03-), Ego Weakness 
(C-), and Suspicion, Jealousy (L-). 
The general Introversion factor includes loadings of wann/cold 
(A-) , Enthusiasm/Glum (F-) , Adventurous/Timid (H-) , Eccentric/Conventional 
(M), and Self-Sufficient/Dependent (0). 
two second order factors is as follows : 
Anxiety Score : 
The weighting of these 
High score means nore anxiety and this total may range f ran 
0-54 points. 
04 (+Score) x 2 
0 (+Score) x 2 
L+ (+Score) x 1. 
c- (6-Score) x 2 
03 (6-Score) x 2 
Introversion-Extroversion Score 
. High scores rrean nore introversion and may range from 
0-48 points. 
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A- ( 6-Score) x 2 
F- (6-Score) x 2 
H- (6-Score) x 2 
M+ (+Score) x 1 
02 (+Score) x 1 
The version of the 16PF used (see Appendix 1 M) is not identical 
with any of the three published fonns of the instrurrent but it bears 
the greatest resanblance to Cattell's "Form C" which is characterised 
by its brevity (six items per factor) and its relatively s.inple 
vocabulary. 
Using a format that has been standardized on a Geriatric 
-
Population (Prock, 1965) we felt it would reflect the nost valid 
appraisal of personality in an aged population. 
6.5.3. SOCIO-ECX)NOMIC/SOCIAL VARIA'rES (7 SCALES) 
(1) Marital Status : 
(a) Single, Divorced, WidCMed. 
(b) If widCMed, no. of years widowhood, (1) less than 2 years, 
(2) 2-5 years, (3) 6-10 years, (4) 11-20 years, (5) 21-30 years 
(6) 30 years and over. 
(2) Educational Status : 
This is operationally defined as the degree of education a person 
has attained. The range of standards are : (a) 2-5; (b) 6-7; 
(c) 8-10; (d) Technical college, (e) University (see Appendix 1 N). 
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(3) Occupation : 
This is operationally defined as a neans of filling one's tine, 
in regular enploynent. It includes the highest possible position 
the resident has held, even if not working presently. The categories 
range f i::am : 
(a) Professional/Managerial : requiring University cartificate, e.g., 
doctors, lawyers, engineers, teachers, accountants. 
(b) Technical : i.e., requiring a certain amount of professional 
training not at a university, e.g. , camercial clerk, proof reader, 
bank clerk, draughtsman. 
( c) Artisan skilled - e.g. , shoanaker, boiler-maker, dressmaker, 
ticket inspector. 
(d) Semi-skilled/Unskilled - i.e., no specific training required, . 
e.g. , housekeeper, shop assistant. 
(e) Never worked (See Appendix 1 O) • 
( 4) Financial Status 
This is a measure of what the person earns, receives per 
year. Money is accrued either by salacy, pension, or any other 
investnents. The categories are : 
(a) RO - R999 
(b) Rl coo - Rl 999. 
(c) R2 000 - R2 999 
(d) R3 coo - R3 999 
(e) R4 000 - R4 999. 
(f) over RS coo 
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(5) Ratings of the Attitudes of Significant Caring Person : 
This was assessed on a ten-point scale, where high scores 
indicated a caring, supportive role, and low scores revealed non-
support and. a rejecting attitude. 
An individual was judged to be strongly supportive wheFi the 
interaction between the two people in question was seen to daronstrate 
values of respect, care, concem, and reassurance. Persons falling 
into the upper range had made every attarpt to meet the needs of the 
aged individual with respect to health, finance, aca::mrodation and 
enotional wannth. Individuals whose attitudes were judged to be 
mildly supportive (mid range of .scale} were seen as being concemed 
but to a limited degree. Non-supportive caretakers were seen as 
rejecting, disinterested, and unconcerned. 
(6) Ratings of Family Involverrent : 
Family involverrent is defined in tenns of frequency of oontact, 
depth and intensity, as well as meaning and value that the elderly 
person attaches to interaction with his/her spouse, children and/or 
blood relatives. Once again the assessment is rated in tenns of 
a ten-point scale, where high soores reveal deep invol vanent and 
low soores suggest non-involvanent. The deeply involved group was 
seen to include individuals who regarded the elderly as an inportant 
part of their family. Such an attitude would therefore include 
regular visits (at least twice a week} , taking the person on 
regular outings, affording deference to their aged and, if necessary, 
financial support. The uninvolved were seen as rejecting, disint-
erested, with little or no oontact. To all intents and purposes 
they absolved any responsibility for their aged relative and placed 
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total care and concern on to the professionals and nursing staff 
in the particular institution. 
(7) Conmunity Involvement : 
The resident's current level of continued social functioning in 
the ccmnunity was assessed on a ten-point scale. High scores 
suggest social integration, whereas la'/ scores are indicative of 
isolation. A well integrated person was judged to be one who could 
make use of social se:rvices, visit and receive visitors, do their 
CMn shopping, and generally care for themselves in a healthy fashion. 
Isolated individuals were seen to be withdrawn, apathetic, unable 
or unrroti vated to make social contact, and who ma.de no use of 
social se:rvices. 
These co:rrplex ratings included such operations as (a) interviews with 
the resident (b) inte:rviews with the relatives and significant others, 
(c) inte:rviews with referring agencies and other cx:mnun.ity workers, 
(d) collection of infonnation from agencies and .other relevant infonnan.ts, 
and (e; obse:rvations of repeated interactions between the resident and 
his/her relative and/or significant others. 
Prior to cx::mroencing final testing, an inter-rater reliability for 
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FOLLOW-UP 
Assessment of residents after 
their third month in the home. 
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In an attenpt to establish whether the treatrcent groups have been 
effective in minimizing the adjustrcent reaction experienced by aged 
residents upon admission to what is their la5t harre, the design presented 
above was enployed. It is a within subject and between group pre-test 
post-test follow up design which attenpts to answer the hypothesis outlined 
previously. One of the crucial questions raised by this study inquires 
whether treatrcent A has a different effect frcrn treatrrent B. It has 
been arg-Uad (Goldianond and Dyrud, 1968) that aspects of therapeutic 
techniques can be studied over the course of treatrcent of each patient; 
conparisons of the patient's behaviour can be made between periods 
associated with the application of the techni~ and other periods. 
Studies of this kind are possible and may be useful in behaviour therapy. 
To all intents and purposes, the design used in this study draws heavily 
in part, on the above nentioned rationale. 
The design contains three groups, two experimmtal groups A and B 
who receive treatrcent 'i.nnediately after the initial psychonetric invest-
igation, and a control group c, who receive no treatrcent. The length of 
the treatrcent is 5 weeks and is determined by the rationale of Crisis 
Theory which states that the active crisis period experienced after 
any major disequilibrium approximates this interval of tirce. A post-
test reassessrrent is carried out at the canrencenent of each person's 
sixth week in the hone to assess the changes that have taken place after 
the termination of treatrcent. For the next six week period no group 
receives treatrcent, and then at the camencenent of the resident's 
third rconth in his/her new hare a follcw--up assessrrent is carried out 
primarily to assess two basic issues. Firstly, to ascertain whether 
therapy has produced any long lasting characteristic changes in behaviour 
and secondly, to assess the state of the person's overall adjustrcent at 
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three m:mths post admission. Certain studies, e.g., Tum.er et al (1972). 
have examined adaptaticn one year after institutionalization has taken 
place. Designs such as these are usually plagued by a:xrpotmding rrethod-
ological problems. Death, inability to c.:cnplete testing due to the 
effects of chronic disease as well as confotmding variables resulting 
fran a change in sanple harogeneity suggest that these designs are not 
suitable for assessing the outcare of treatrrent procedures over an 
extended period. If one wants to assess whether there are any protracted 
benefits fran intervention a foll<:M-up must be carried out fairly early 
so as to avoid the confotmding issues outlined above. 
The narres and ages of individuals being admitted to the aged hares 
were obtained fran the admission officer of each hare. All potential 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three groups before any 
contact was made with them in the follCMing fashion : 
ABC, BAC, CAB 
ACB, BCA, CBA 
This procedure took place concurrently in each institution being used. 
Step one in the procedure was to conduct an intensive psychorretric 
investigation of all potential subjects. The test administrator was a 
full-tine registered clinical psychologist who had no prior knCMledge of 
the subjects' irembership in either the treatrrent or control group. 
The first test administered in the psychorretric batte:ry was the Mental 
Status Questionnaire and if the particular subject failed to rreet the 
specified criterion on this test, he/she was irrrrediately excluded fran 
the sanple. All testing and interviewing was done in English. Because 
of the lengthy nature of the batte:ry being used, testing was broken up 
into two sessions and occurred within the first forty-eight hours after 
the resident was admitted to the hare. Where necessa:ry, staff and nursing 
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notes were oonsulted for infonnation as to the residen's current physica~ 
and m:mtal level of functioning. A careful check was made to see that 
all subjects fulfilled the criteria specified to participate in this study. 
Each subject was told that the research program was designed to learn 
more about how people felt when going to an aged hone for the first 
tine and what their feelings we:re when they had been there a short while. 
It was explained that the present study might be of help to them during 
what nonnally is an extremely difficult period and, furthenrore, it might 
be of help to elderly people in the future who would be going through 
the sarre experience that they were currently undergoing. All subjects 
were assured of confidentiality in all phases of the program. 
Step two in the program was set into notion a day after the initial 
battery of tests had been carpleted. The respective therapist introduced 
herself to the aged person in question explaining that she was also 
part of the research team designed to learn nore about ha..v people felt when 
corning into an aged hare. She outlined what her role was to be and drew 
up a contract specifying the limits and duration of her participation in 
the study. The treatnent in both cases was carried out for five weeks 
after which the test administrator returned to CXX11?lete his post-test 
investigation. This corresponded to the cx:mnenoenent of the resident's 
sixth week in the hare. Testing was once again broken up into a two-
day period and upon carpletion, subjects were told that the test administrator 
would be in to see them in six weeks tine when a f olla..v-up battery would 
be carried out. 
At the cx:mnencenent of the third nonth of residency the third and final 
stage of the procedure was enacted when a folla..v-up battery was carried out. 
The sane tests that were used in the previous assessrrents were administered 
once again. After the experim:mt had been carpleted and if residents 
then required any further·intervention their future managerrent was 




Results. Statistical Analysis! 
7.1 Introduction 
An experirrent was conducted to observe the effect of two external 
treatrrents on the adjustnent of White South African Geriatric residents, 
fluent in the English language, to living in residential old age homes 
in the Western Cape area of South Africa. 
Measurerrents were made on biological, social and psychological 
aspects on a sarrple from this population during the first three nonths of 
their residence in one of nine randomly selected institutions. 
All variates were subjected to analysis using the technique of 
Analysis of Variance, and the psychological variates were also analysed 
under Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Discriminant Function Analysis. 
The two treatrrents, Crisis Intervention (CI) and Social Activity (SA) 
were found to have an effect on adjustrrent different to that of a control 
group. The CI group, in carparison with the Control Group was nost 
markedly different, causing opposite trends in nost of the variates. 
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7.2 The Data 
The data consist of neasurenents nade on 90 subjects from nine 
hares (Table 7. 2 .1) • The subjects were divided into nine groups, three 
for each hare, with equa.l nurrbers in each group for each hare. This 
division did not regard sex or age in any way. 
A group f ran each harre was assi<;ned to each of three treatrrent 
groups (Table 7.2.2). 
There are 92 variates and factors in the data set. These have been 
given IIUlerronics for the analysis, and a list of these, together with their 
corresponding variates~ is given in Appendix 1. 
Harre Subjects 
1. Hare A 9 
2. Hare B 15 
3. Hare C 6 
4. Harre D 9 
5. Horre E 6 
6. Harre F 18 
7. Hare G 6 
8. Hone H 15 
9. Hone I 6 
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Treatrrent Females Males Ave. Age 
1. Control 25 5 75.7 
2. Crisis Intervention 25 5 75.9 
3. Social Activity 23 7 76.7 
SE 1.10 
Data f rcm psychological experircents should ~ f ran a nonral 
distribution, however, the neasurerrent of these variates is often very 
ooarse, rrore a classification than neasw:errent, and this gives these 
variates a discrete .distribution character. Problems will be enoountered 
if the classification is so broad that there is little or no variation 
in sare of the cells of the design. This has occurred in several of 
the variates in this study and these must be largely discarded. 
variates are : BLM3; BI.M4; P~7 and PR12. 
These 
With the other variates their discrete nature means that the F value 
in analysis of variance may not be distributed exactly acoording to the 
F distribution. However, the F test is knCMil to be robust, and we need 
only worry about borderline significance. Fortunately, in this study 
effects seen to be rrostly clearly significant or not at all. 
Seven factors BP.GE, BSEX, SMST, S~, SEDL, SCOP and Sl!'IN have been 
rreasured although they are not part of the design of the experinent. 
Analysis shows that these factors are associated with nany of the variates 
in the experirrent but it is not possible to detennine their effect on 
adjustrrent due to non-orthogonality with treatnent and assessnent. 
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Several of these factors are also oorrelated with Hare and cannot 
be distinguished fran that effect. 
These factors should not affect the results of the e:tq;>erilrent since 
they were not regarded in the allocation of subjects to cells and so should 
be equally represented in each cell. 
7. 3. Method of Analysis 
'11he variates in the data set have been divided into five classes, 
each being analysed separately although in sare cases with the sane m:Xiel. 
The classes are : 
(i) Social variates rreasured only prior to connencenent of treat:nent. 
(ii) Character profile variates. 
(iii) Biological variates. 
(iv) Social variates rreasured at each assessrrent. 
(v) Psychological variates. 
All variates were analysed by the analyses of variance technique, 
and then the psychological variates were analysed as a group, using multi-
variate analysis of variance and Discriminant Function Analysis. 
Underlying both rrethods of analysis is the fitting of a linear m:Xiel 
to the data and Scheffe (1959) provides a general reference. 
7.3.1 Model for Analysis of Variates Measured .?rior to Comrence.;. 
mant of 'l'reat:nent_ only~ 
This rrodel was used to analyse variates in Classes (i) and (ii) above. 
There are two factors in the design for these variates, Treat:nent and 
Harre. 
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Treatment is a fixed effect because the treatnents were chosen for 
cheapness, convenience, unskilled administration and.lack of side effects 
so that they are not a randan choice reprE!Sentati ve of scrre class of treat-
rrents available. This applies to all nodels in the analysis and means 
that conclusions reached in the analysis are only applicable to the chosen 
treatments. 
The Hare factor is rand.an because the hares used in the experiment 
were randanly chosen fran those in the Western Cape area admitting English 
speaking resid~ts. Thus conclusions ma.y be considered to represent 
this type of hare. 
The subjects in the analysis are also a randan factor, being a rand.an 
sarrq;>le fran old age people able to speak English and take up residency 
in the class of hares considered. The class they represent is also 
restricted by certain medication limitations, and reasoning ability. 
The nodel for this analysis is : 
X(ijk) = M + T(i) + H(j) + TH(ij) + E(ijk) ••• (7.3.1) 
Where : X(ijk} is the value of a variate.measured on the kth 
subject in the ith treatment group, and jth hare. 
M is the rrean value of the variate. 
T(i} is a conponent due to the ith treatment. 
H(j) is a component due to the jth hare. 
, TH (ij) is a carnponent due to interaction between the 
ith treatment and jth hare. 
E(ijk) is the residual error effect. 
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Source D.F. Expected Mean Square 
Treatnent · 2 270 V(T) + 30 V(TH) + V(E) 
Harre 8 90 V(H) + V(E) 
Treat. x Hare 16 30 V(TH) + V(E) 
Residual 63 V(E) 
Total 89 
Mean 1 
V(x) is the variance of the effect paraneter x. 
The derivation of the model, degrees of freedan and Expe~ Mean 
squares is explained in Scheffe (1959, pp.282-289). 
The error effect to test the hypothesis that there is no difference 
between treatnent groups with respect to these variates is the treatnent 
x hare interaction. 
The Residual effect is used to test the hypotheses that there is no 
difference between hares, and that any differences between treatnents 
are the sane for each hare. 
7.3.2 Model for Analysis of Variates measured at each Assessment 
(a) Analysis for each assessment separately. 
The model(7.3.l)was used on the data at each assessment to check 
treatnent differences at each stage of assessment. 
(b) Analysis for each treatment separately • 
. Within each treatnent group we have two factors, Assessment and Harre. 
The Hane factor was discussed in 7. 3 .1. 
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The Assessnent factor is arrbiguous as to its status of fixed or 
randan. In this rrodel, however, it will make no d:Lfference to the tests 
involved, only to the applicability of the oonclusions. This problem 
will be discussed further in the next section. 
The rrodel is : 
X(ijk) = M + A(i) + H(j) +AH(ij) + E(ijk) •• 7.3.2. 
A(i) is a carrponent due to the ith assessnent 
AH(ij) is a carponent due to the interaction of assessnent 
with hone. 
The other paraneteis hold the sarre definitions as in 7. 3 .1. 
except the i applies to assessnent. 
The Analysis of Variance table is exactly as Table 7. 3 .1. with 
Treatnent and T replaced by Assessnent and A respectively. 
The hypothesis that within each treatnent there is no change fran 
one assessnent to the next is tested against the interaction. 
(c) Analysis over treatnent and assessnent. 
Model : 
X(ijkl) = M + T(i) + A(j) + TA(ij) 
+ H(k) + TH(ik) + AH(jk) + TAH(ijk) 
+ S(l(ik) + E(ijkl) ••••••••••••••••••• (7.3.3.) 
All_pararreters have the sane definitions as in 7.3.1 and 7.3.2. 
S(l(ik)) is a carponent due to being the 1th subject within the 
i, k th treatnent - horre cell. (Nested) 
This is not an interesting carponent because there is no doubt 
that the treatnent - hone cells will differ with respect to 
subject because they contain different people. However, it is 
a block effect and will renove considerable variation from scree of 
the error tenns. 
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The factor represented by 'S' is the difference between subjects 
and is randan as discussed in 7. 3 .1. 
The Assessrrent factor as discussed earlier can be regarded 
as fixed or randan. 
Strictly speaking it is fixed, because the tine and nurrber of 
assessrrents were not picked randanly but to be convenient. 
However, we are interested in the state of adjustnent at 
other tines ~91'1 " those used and so the randan effects nodel 
will be oonsidered as well as the fixed effect nodel which is 
the statistically oorrect one (Rayner, 1967, pp.200). 
Source D.F. Expected Mean Squares 
Treatrcent 2 810 V(T) + 90 V(TH) + 3 V(S) + V(E) 
Assessmant 2 810 V(A) + 90 V(AH) + V(E) 
Treat. x Assrn. 4 270 V(TA) + 30 V(TAH) + V(E) 
Hare 8 270 V(H) + 3 V(S) + V(E) 
Treat x Hare. 16 90 V(TH) + 3 V(S) + V(E) 
Assrn. x Hare 16 90 V(AH) + V(E) 
, 
Treat x Assrn x Hare 32 30 V(TAH) + V(E) 
Subj.in Treat x Hare 63 3 V(S) + V(E) 




Treatment is tested against (Treatment x Hooe); Assessrrent against 
(Assessrrent x Hone); (Treatrrent x Assessnent) agairist (Treatrrent x Assess-
:rrent x Hooe); Hone against Subject, (treatment x Hooe) against Subject 
and (Assessrrent x Hone) and (treatrrent x Assessrrent x Hone) against 
Residual. 
There are several special cx:rcparisons which can be made on the 
present data set. Testing these cx:rcparisons involves fonni.ng linear 
functions of the data means and dividing the analysis of variance of Table 
7. 3. 2 further. .The procedure for this part of the analysis is discussed 
in Rayner (1967, <llap.11) • The sums of squares and degrees of freeacm 
are orthogonally partitioned so as to test the special hypotheses. 
The Treatm:mt groups ccnprise a rontrol and two treatrrents so the 
two degrees of freedom are used to test firstly is there is any 
difference between the control and the two treatrrents together and 
serondly, if there is any difference between the two treatrrent.S themselves, 
i.e., Crisis Intervention (CI) and Social Activity (SA). 
The two degrees of freed.an for Assessrrent can be partitioned to 
test firstly if there is any difference between Assessrrent 2, at the end 
of treatnent, and Assessrrents 1 and 3. In other words, do the variates 
revert to pre-treatnent state after Assessrrent 2. Secondly, is there a 
difference between Assessrrent 1 and 3. 
The four degrees of freedan for Treatnent x Assessrrent can be confo:r:m-
ably partitioned into effects : 
Assessrrent 2 vs. 1 and 3 Control vs. Treatrrents. 
Between Assessrrents 1 and 3 x Control vs. Treatnents. 
Assessrrent 2 vs. 1 and 3 x Between Treatrrents. 
Between Assessrrents 1 and 3 x Between Treatnents. 
The hypotheses tested by.these ronparisons are discussed in 





Treat x Assm 4 
Hare 8 
Treat x Harre 16 
Assm x Harre 16 
Treat x Assm x Hare 32 






Expected Mean Squares 
810 V(T) + 270 V(AT) + 90 V(TH) 
+ 30 V(TAH) + 3 V(S) + V(E) 
810 V{A) + 90 V(AH) + V{E) 
270 V(AT) + 30 V{TAH) + V{E) 
270 V(H) + 90 V(AH) + 3 V(S) + V{E) 
90 V(TH) + 30 V{TAH) + 3 V(S) + V{E) 
90 V(AH) + V(E) 
30 V(TAH) + V(E) 
3 V{S) + V(E) 
V(E) 
I 
In the P..nalysis with Assessnent randcm, Table 7.3.3 it is seen that 
the effects Treatnent, Hare and (Treatment x Harre) have no natural error 
teDilS. In this case ,only an approximate F test can be made by poolir.g 
teDilS to foDU an error. For treatment, (Treatment x Assessnent) + 
(Treatment x Harre) - (Treatment x Assessrrent x Hare) foDilS an error. 
For Harre, (Assessnent x Hare) + (Subject) - (Residual) foDilS an 
error. 
For (Treatment x Harre) , (Treatment x Assessnent x Hare) + (Subject) 
- (Residual) fonrs an error. 
The error degrees of-freedom will also change as explained in 




'!his analysis was used to get a cx:nparison with the fixed effect 
case. '!he partitioning of the degrees of freed.an to test specific 
hypotheses was not carried out in this case. 
7.3.3. Multivariate Analysis of Variance on the Psychological Variates. 
In order to detennine the effect of the factors over all psycholog-
ical variates, viewed simultaneously, a multi variate analysis of variance 
was undertaken on a sirrpler fo:rm of nod.el 'c 7. 3. 3) and table ( 7. 3. 2) • 
Multivariate analysis of variance fits exactly the.same kind of 
nod.el as the single variate case tut the test statistic involves the 
ratio of the determinant of the error sum of squares and cross products 
matrix (E) to the detenninant of the sum of E and the ef feet SSCP matrix (H) • 
Lambda = lEl/lE + Hl 
(Tatsuoka, 1971, chaps. 4 & 7). 
H in our case will only have rank equal to the degrees of freedan 
of the effect and so will be singular, thus to get a non-zero dete:rminant 
in the denaninator E must be non-singular. In general E will have to 
have more degrees of f reedan than the number of variates under test 
for this to be possible. In our exarrple this will require pooling of 
sane of the interaction effects involving Hane. '!his will be quite 
valid provided we can assume these effects zero, and this will be tested 
in the univariate analysis. 
'!he nodel for the analysis will be 
X(ijkl) = M + T(i) + A(j) + TA(ij) 
+ H(k) + S(l(ik)) + E(ijkl) ••• (7.3.4) 
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The Analysis of Variance Table for Model (7. 3. 4) will be the 
sane as Table7.3.2 with the 5,6 and 7th rCJNs deleted; all 
variance tenns in the expected rrean squares ooh.nm involving 
TH, AH and TAH a.re zero and the degrees of freedan for 
subject and residual becare 79 and 17 4 respectively. The 
'V's nCJN represent covariance matrices. 
The error tenn for Treatment becares Subject (79 degrees of 
freed.an for 48 variates) and sirnila.rly for Hare, while the 
other effects a.re tested against Residual (174 D.F). 
7.3.4 Discrirninant Function Analysis on the Psychological Variates 
7. 4. 
7.4.1 
When in the Multivariate Analysis of Variance an effect is found 
significant it is possible to calculate the coefficients of a linear 
function of all the variates which will discriminate rrost between 
the different levels of the effect. 
(Cooley and Lohnes, 1971, Chap. 9., and Tatsuoka, 1971, Chap. 6). 
Results 
Social Variates Measured only prior to Camrencerrent of Treatrrent 
There is no significant difference between the three treatrrent 
groups with respect to marital status, years widc:Mhood, educational level, 
occupation,, and financial status. 
In the case of the last three factors, this lack of significance is 
probably due to their high correlation with choice of hone which was a 
factor in the experiment and is thus totally confounded with these effects. 
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-' 
·The effect of years widowhood and marital status on the adjustment 
of the subjects is not ~ssible to assess since these factors were not 
a criterion in the experirrental design and so are not orthogonal to the 
other factors, Treatment, Assessnent and Hone. 
7.4.2 Character Profile Variates 
There io/no significant difference between the three treatnent 
groups with respect to any of the Character Profile Variates. 
Twelve of these variates are significantly different anongst the 
hanes (Table 7. 4 .1) • This rreans that it is not ~ssible to examine 
adjustnent in the light of character variates independently of the choice 
of hane. 
'!:a£1~ 2·-1·± - !:eye± 9f_S~CJ!!i~ifCJ!!~ 9f _ClJ.3£aft~r 
~r9f!l~ Y.3£iet~s-~t~e~-H~s-
Variate Significance % 
c p 0 1 5 
c p 0 2 1 
c p 0 3 
5 c p 0 4 
c p 0 5 
c p 0 6 
c p 0 7. 
c p 0 8 0.5 
c p 0 9 5 
CPlO 
c p 1 1 0.5 
c p 1 2 0.5 
c p 1 3 0.5 
c p 1 4 0.5 
c p 1 5 0.5 
c p 1 6 0.5 
c p 1 7 5 
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7.4.3 Biological Variates o 
The biological variates show strong discrete variate characteristics 
and will thus tend not to be nonnally distributed so that the F values 
in the analysis of variance m::x:lel (7. 3. 3) will not have true F distribution. 
As a result of this the probability statercents attadled to these values 
are in doubt and will only provide an indication of where differences 
lie within the data. 
Variates BIM3 and BIM4 shcmed so little variation that they are 
excluded frcm the analysis. 
(a) Treatrcent 
There is no significant difference between treatrcent groups with 
respect to any of the biological variates at any single level of assessrrent 
nor over all levels of assessrrent. 
There is no significant difference between the control and the other 
two treatment groups nor between the two treatrcent groups - Crisis Inter-
vention and Social Activity, with respect to any biological variate. 
(b} Assessrrent. 
With respect to biological variates, there is again no significant 
difference between assessrcents at any single level of treatrcent, or over 
all treatirents, there is also no significant difference between Assessrrent 
2 (at the end of treatment) and Assessrcents 1 and 3 nor is there any 
difference between Assessrrents 1 and 3. 
(c} Treatment x Assessrrent 
With respect to the biological variates, there was no significant 
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difference in the way values changed with assessment fran one treatrrent 
to another. 
All the single linear function cx::nparisons were also non significant 
except in one case. 
Variate BIMl, the Lefevre Mo:rbidity Pain Scale shc:Med a significant 
difference at the o. 5% level for one particular conparison. '!he CI group 
shCM a decrease in BIM1 fran assessment 1 to 3 while the SA group increase. 
The oontrol group decrease slightly although this cx:nparison is not 
significant (Table 7. 4. 2) • 









SE of a rrean in the table .030 







This difference, hc:Mever, was achieved by one subject in the oontrol 
group changing fran a value of 3 to 2, one in the CI group changing fran 
3 to.land three in the SA group changing fran 1 to 3, 3 to 2, and Oto 1. 
(d) Hane 
Six of the biological ~ariates are significantly different between 
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different hares (Table 7. 4. 3) •. 
This inplies that the residents in hares differ with respect to 
characteristics such as rrorbidity, self dependence and physical infi:r:nr 
ness .• This may be due to choice of applicants by the administration 
of the hares. 
!a!?l~ 1·!·~ - ~~lys!s_o; Yafi~~-~s~~s_f9r 
[aft9r_H~ Qn_t;he_B!oJ:ogifaJ: .Yafi~t~s:.. 










7.44 Social Variates Measured at each Assessrrent 
(a) Treatrrent 
There is no significant difference between the three treatrrent 
groups with respect to significant caring (SSCA) , family involvercent (SFAI) 
and cx:mnunity involvenent (SCOl) at one single level of assessrrent or over-
all assessrrents. 
There is no significant difference in any of these variates between 
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the control group and the treatJnent groups together. 
The ccmnunity involverrent variate SCOI, shows a difference, significant 
at the sst; level between the CI group and the SA group. The CI group 
,. 
is the nost extreme of the three groups (Table 7. 4. 4). 






Means of 90 values SE - 0.256 
(b) Assessrrent 
Cons,idering the assessrrent rreans for each treatrrent group separately 
we find that ccmnunity involvement (SCOI) shows significant differences 
at the 0.5% level in the control and CI groups. The rreans for earn group 
are plotted in Appendix 2 and it can be seen that the control group 
decreases with respect to this variate while the CI group increases over 
assessrrents. 
The significant caring variate (SSCA) differs significantly at the 
5% level between assessrrents in the CI group. The rrean changes fran 4.90 
at Assessrrent 1 to 5.20 at Issessnent 3 (S.E. 0.076). 
Considered over all treatrrent groups, there is no significant 
difference between assessrrents in these variates. 
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There is no significant difference between Assessrrent 2 and Assess-
rrents 1 and 3 nor between Assessrrents 1 and 3 for any of these variates. 
( c) Treatnent x Assessrrents 
All three variates show a significant interaction between treatnent 
and assessrrent (SSCA and SFAI at 5%, SCC>I at 0.5%). The interactions 
are plotted for each variate in Appendix 2. 
The nature of the interaction is clarified by considering the special 
carparisons in all three variates - the carparison (between Assessrrent 1 
and 3) x (between treatnents) is significant. 5% for SSCA and SCOI, 0.5% 
for SFAI. This rreans that the difference in trend frcm Assessrrent 1 to 3 
was not the sane in the CI group as the SA group. Again this is shown 
in the· graphs of Appendix 2. 
In the case of SCOI the carparison (between Assessrrent 1 and 3) x 
(Control vs Treatnents) is also significant at the o. 5% level. Thus 
for this variate the trend over l\ssessrrents is different in the control 
group to that in the treatnent groups. 
The lack of significance in the other effects indicates that the 
trends over assessrrent are consistent fran Assessrrent 1 to 2 and 2 to 3 
and do not change direction significantly. 
(d) Hare 
Only the camrunity involverrent score, SCOI is significantly different 
(0.5%) between hares (Table 7.4.5). 
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Hone No. Mean S.E. Values 
A 54 4.33 0.038 
B 18 5.17 0.066 
c 18 6.17 0.066 
D 18 5.78 0.066 
E 45 3.91 0.042 
F 27 3.07 0.054 
G 45 4.29 0.042 
H 27 5.11 0.054 
I 18 2.67 0.066 
7.4.5 Psychological Variates 
These variates show considerably more variation and continuous 
nature than the biological or social variates. 
The variate PR12 was constant over all classes of the design and 
P~7 was constant over assessnent in all treatrcent groups. These 
variates were excluded fran the anc.lysis. 
7.4.5.1 Multivariate Analysis of Variance and Discriminant li\lnction 
Analysis. 
Because of the greater variability and more continuous nature of the 
psychological variates a multivariate analysis of variance using the m::>del 
(7. 3. 4) was perfonned. The significant effects from this analysis were sub-
jected to Discriminant Function Analysis to produce an overall measure of· 
psychological adjustment in the fonn of the significant discriminant functions. 
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As discussed in Section 7.3.3 the interactions of lvbdel 7.3.3 had 
to be pooled with subject and residual in order to provide non-singular 
error matrices. The validity of this is discussed in 4.5.2 (e). 
'Ihe results for the multivariate analysis of variance are given in 
Table 7.4.6. 
(a) Treatm:mt 
There is no significant difference between the treatnent groups 
over all assessments with respect to the whole group of psychological 
variates. 
!a£1~ 1·~·§ - !3e§u!t§ !Of ~uJ:t!V~!a!e_Aga!Y§i§ 9f_ 
Yc3fi~~-o! ~~ ~siC!}o!ogifa! Yc3fi~t~s 
Effect Wilks Effect Error F Numerator Denominator 
Lamia D.F. D.F. Value D.F. D.F. 
Treatment 0.194 2 79 0.84 96 64 
Assessment 0.150 2 174 4.19 96 254 
Treat x Assm 0.161 4 174 1.54 192 509 
HOIIE 0.001 8 79 0.97 384 271 
Subject 0.000 79 174 14.82 1000 5860 
(b) AssesSIIEnt 
From Table 7.4.6 the assessment effect is significant at better than 
the 0.5~. In other words, the psychological variates d1ange over assesSIIEnt 
over all treat.Trent groups. 
0.5%. 
Only the first discriminant function is statistically significant at 
This function accounts for 93% of the discriminating pcMer of 
the sarrple (This is IIEasured by the ratio of the eigen value of (E inverse * H) 
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corresponding to the discriminant function to the trace of that matrix. 
E and Has defined in 7.3.3(Cooley and Lognes, 1971, pp.253). 
The values of the standardised discriminant function of ~ans for 
each assess~t are : 
Assessrrent 1 2.21. 
Assessrrent 2 - 0.61. 
Assessrrent 3 - 1,61 
Assessrrent coinciding with the end of trea~t shews the rrost 
extrerre value. 
(c) Trea~t x Assessrrent 
There is significant difference at the o.5% level for the trea~t 
x assessrrent interaction. In other words, the change over assessrrents 
in the psychological variates is not the sane for all trea~nt groups. 
Only the first of the four discriminant functions is significant 0.5%. 
Thus discriminant function accounts for 55% of the discriminating 
paver of the sarrple and provides the most sensitive ~asure of change 
between assessrrent for each trea~t in the psychological variates. 
This interaction is shewn in fig. 1 where the trea~nt by assess~t group 
~an standardised discriminant function values are plotted. 
It is quite clear that the CI group shews the markedly different 
trend. The psychological index value drops over assessrrent, while 
in the control group, it rises. 
It is not possible to decide whether this index indicates good 
or bad psychological adjus~t in the CI group, only that it is different. 




The psychological variates as a group are not significantly different 
between different hares. 
(e) Subject within treatrrent by harre 
This effect measures the difference between subjects from one 
treatrrent-harre cell to another. As expected this effect is very highly 
significant and so it a useful block effect in the design m:xiels (7. 3. 3) 
and ( 7 • 3 • 4 ) • 
It is also interesting to note that in the Discriminant Function 
Analysis 43 discriminant functions are significant Thus in the 48 
variates analysed only 5 statistical di.Irensions were duplicated. 
7. 4. 5. 2 Univariate Analysis of Psychological Variates using Model (7. 3. 3) 
with Effects Treatrrent and Assessrrent Fixed, Hone and Subject Randan 
(a) 'l'reat:Irent 
No variate is significant between treatrrents as Assessment 1. This 
indicates that the treatrrent groups were nnifonn with respect to the 
psychological variates before treat:Irent was applied. 
At Assessrrent 2, 10 variates are significant at the 5% level, and 
4 at 1%. 
At Assessrrent 3, 6 variates are significant at the 5% level, 3 at 1% 
and 9 at 0.5%. Thus the treatrrent groups diverged consistently after 
Assessrrent 1. 
over all assessrrents 6 variates are significant at the 5% level, 1 
at 1% and 1 at 0.5%. 
These results are shONn in Table 7.4.7. The rreans of the psychological 
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variates for each treatrrent are given in Appendix 3. 
Considering the linear carparisons, control versus CI and SA groups 
and between CI and SA groups, we find fran Table 7. 4. 7 that in each case 
5 variates were significant at the 5% level and 1 at the O. 5% level. 
(b} Assessment 
Significance levels for assessment in each of the treatrrent groups 
are shCMn in Table 7. 4. 8. It is interesting to note that in the control 
group 15 variates were significant, in the CI group 32 were significant 
and in the SA group 7. '!his coincides with the conclusions fran the 
multivariate studies that the CI group sho.vs rrost response to the treatrrent. 
'!his will be considered further in the next section. 
Over all treatrrents 28 variates show significance, 20 at the 0.5% lvel 
1 at the 1% and 7 at 5%. '!here is clearly considerable change in the 
psychological variates fran one assessment to another. 
SEs for assessment are shCMn in Appendix 4. 
The rreans and 
In the conparison of Assessment 2 and Assessments 1 and 3, 11 variates 
are significant while in the conparison between Assessments 1 and 3, 30 
are significant which indicates that trends in the variates tend to 
continue with assessment and do not revert back to.vards the l\ssessment 1 
levels during the tirre between Assessrrents 2 and 3. These results are 
shCMn in Table?. 4. 8 and can be seen clearly in the assessment rreans in 
Appendix 4 where 35 variates of the 48 have values at Assesssment 2 
between those of Assessments 1 and 3. 
The psychological significance of this effect lies in checking 
whether the trends in n:ost variates are to.vards better or worse adjustrrent. 
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!a!?l~ 1·1·1 - ~ye! 9f_S!9!!i!i9C3f!C§ !of !r~a~~ ~f!eft_o~ ~~ 
gsycgo!ogi9a! ya;:i~t~s 
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11 5 0.5 5 5 
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P 0 SE 
PI B 1 5 5 
2 1 1 5 5 
3 1 0.5 5 5 
4 5 0.5 0.5 5 0.5 
5 1 5 5 5 
PS AC 
PP Ml 5 1 5 5 
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PT Al 1 0.5 1 0.5 
2 5 1 
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~a!?l~ 1·~·§ - §ign!f!c~2E!_l~~l_f9r_~s~s~! ~ffe£t§-
2~_-t!}e_P~fh2199"!c~l_V~!a!e§. 
Assrn at Assrn at Assm at 
Assrn Assrn 2 
Variate over all Treat 1 Treat 2 'I'reat 3 Treats 




PBDE 0.5 5 
PL SA 1 
PSRA 0.5 0.5 
PR¢1 0.5 
2 0.5 5 0.5 5 
3 
4 0.5 5 
5 5 0.5 0.5 
6 0.5 5 
8 
9 0.5 5 0.5 5 
10 5 0.5 
11 0.5 0.5 
13 0.5 0~5 
14 5 
15 0.5 0.5 
16 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 
17 5 0.5 
18 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
P 0 SE 0.5 0.5 
P I B I 0.5 o.5 
2 0.5 0.5 0.5 
3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
4 0.5 0.5 1 
5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
PSAC 0.5 0.5 
PPM 1 0.5 5 5 
2 0.5 5 
3 0.5 0.5 
4 
5 1 0.5 
6 0.5 
7 5 1 
8 5 0.5 
PL 0 1 5 1 






8 5 0.5 
9 
10 
P 'I' A 1 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 
2 0.5 0.5 0.5 
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(c) Treatrrent by Assessrcent Interaction 
This is psychologically the rrost inportant effect in the 
design because it carpares the way in which adjustnent changes with 
assessrcent in each treatrrent group. 
As pointed out in the multivariate study, the effect is highly 
significant. The significance levels for the univariate case are 
in Table 7.4.9 for the overall effect and the specific conparisons 
in the design. 
Overall 32 variates shew significance, 25, at the 0.5% level. 
All these effects are graphically represented in Appendix 2. 23 
variates shew the CI group adjustrrent in the opposite direction to the 
control group while in the SA group 13 shew this trait. This 
indicates the CI treatrrent has had a marked effect on adjustnent and 
it remains to examine ,the direction of this change to see if it has 
had a psychologically desirable or undesirable effect. 
We can examine this effect rrore clearly through the linear 
canparison effects of the rrodel, the results of which are shown in 
Table 7.4.9. 
The null hypothesis tested by the carrparison (Assessrrent 2 vs. 
l and 3) x (control vs. treatnents) is that the carrparison between 
the Assessrrent 2 values and the Assessrrent 1 and 3 values is the sane 
in the control group as in the other two groups. Practically in this 
experiment this tests whether the trend in adjustnent over assessrrent 
has been consistent both in the control group and in the two treatnent 
groups. Note it does not test whether it has been in the same direction, 
only whether it has changed direction within either group. 
This null hypothesis is accepted in all but seven cases which ties 
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in with earlier observation that the Assessment 2 rrean is nearly always 
between the Assessment 1 and 3 means. 
The catparison (between Assessment 1 and 3) x (ccntrol versus 
treatrrents) tests the null hypothesis that the trend between Assessment 
1 and 3 is the sane in the control and treatrrent groups. This hypo-
thesis is strongly rejected, 26 variates significant at the 0.5%; 
3 at the 1% and 4 at the 5% level. This supports the earlier obser-
vation that the CI and SA adjustrrent direction were different to that 
in the control group. 
The corrpariscn (assessment) x (control versus treatrrents) corrbines 
the previous two hypotheses and derives its significance or otherwise 
fran the results of those hypotheses. 
The carparison (assessment 2 versus 1 and 3) x (between treatrrents) 
tests the null hypothesis that the directicn of adjustrrent in the CI and 
SA groups does not change. 
Note : not that the directicn is the sane in the two groups. 
Once again this hypothesis is largely accepted, only one variate, 
PI'Al shaving significance at the 5% level. 
The oonparison (between Assessrrent 1 and 3) x (between treatrrents) 
tests the null hypothesis that the direction or slope of adjustrrent 
between Assessrrent 1 and 3 is the sane in the CI and SA groups. This 
hypothesis is rejected in 24 variates at the 0.5% level, 1 at the 1st> 
and 6 at the 5% level. This indicates strongly that the treatrrents 
differ in their effect on adjustment and observing that the SA group 
agrees in direction with control rrore often than the CI group; this fact 
indicates that the CI treatrrent is the outstanding one. Again the 
direction with respect to each variate must be exarrd.ned to see if the 
treatrrent has had a desirable or detrinental effect. 
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The oonparison (assessrrent) x (bei:.ween treatnents) combines the 
previous two hypotheses and derives any significance from them. 
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Assessrrent Interaction effect on the 
Ass 2 vs B Ass l Ass x Ass 2 vs B ass l Ass x 
Assm 1 & 3 & 3 c vs 1 & 3 & 3 B 
Variate x x c vs x c vs Treat xB xB Treats 
Treat Treat· Treat Treats Treats 
PGMS 1 5 
PBGE 
PBDE 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
PL SA 5 0.5 5 
PSRA 0~5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
PR~l 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
2 0.5 o.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
3 5 
4 
5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
6 0.5 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
8 5 
9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
10 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 
11 0.5 0.5 o.5 0.5 1 
13 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
14 5 0.5 1 
15 5 1 5 
16 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 
17 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 
18 5 5 
POSE 5 0.5 5 
P I B 1 1 5 5 5 5 
2 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 5 5 
3 0.5 1 o.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
4 5 1 5 
5 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
PSAC 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
PP Ml 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 
2 0.5 0.5 1 1 5 -, 
3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
4 5 
5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 
6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 5 
7 1 5 0.5 1 











PT Al 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 5 0.5 0.5 202. 
2 0.5 0.5 o.5 o.5 0.5 
(d) Hare 
There is considerable difference between subjects in particular hones 
with respect to several psychological variates. 
These are listed with their level of significance in Table 7.4.10. 
The neans are presented in Appendix 5. 
Table 7. 4.10 - Level of Significance for Effect - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Variate Significance % Variate Significance % 
PGMS 0.5 P I B 3 0.5 
PGBE 0.5 P I B 4 5 
PBDE 0.5 P I B 5 
PLSA 0.5 PSAC 1 
PSRA 0.5 PPM 1 0.5 
P R 9J 1 PPM 2 1 
PR¢2 5 PPM3 5 
PR¢3 PPM 4 5 
PR¢4 PPM5 0.5 
PR¢5 PPM 6 
PR¢ 6 PPM7 0.5 
PR¢8 PPM 8 0.5 
PR¢9 0.5 PL¢ 1 
PR 100 0.5 PL¢ 2 
P R 1 1 0.5 PL¢ 3 
PR l 3 5 PL¢ 4 5 
PR 1 4 PL¢ 5 
PR 1 5 PL¢ 6 
PR 1 6 PL¢ 7 5 
PR 1 7 PL¢ 8 
PR 1 8 5 PL¢ 9 
POSE 0.5 P L 1: ·o 
P I B I 0.5 PT Al 5 
P I B 2 5 PT A 2 5 
(e) Interactions of Hare with Treatment and Assessment 
There is no significant interaction between Hone and treatment or 
between Hone and assessment. Hcwever, three variates, PLSA, PIB2 and PIB4 
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sh<JN significant interactions between treatrrent by assessrrent at harre at 
the 5% level. The difficulty in ascribing any rreaning to this interaction 
and the l<JN level of significance suggests that it can be ignored. 
Over all these interactions the lack of significance indicates that 
it is acceptable to pool them with the subject within (harre x treatrrent) 
effect and residual 'Which are then the error te:rms for the experiment. 
This pooling was discussed with respect to the rmlltivariate analysis in 
Sections 7.3.3. and 7.4.5.1. 
7.4.5.3 Univariate Analysis of Psychological Variates using Model 
(7. 3. 3) with effect Treatrrent fixed and Assessment, Harre and 
Subject Randan. 
As discussed in Section 7.3.2 {c) this rrodel is not statistically 
correct but it is interesting to observe any differences in results if 
this rrodel is assumed. 
CCITiparing Tables 7.3.2 and 7.3.3 we see that only the calculation 
of the F values for effects Treatrrent, Harre and Treatrrent x Hare changes. 
Thus for all other effects the results are identical. 
For the effects, Harre and Treatrrent by harre no single variate 
changed in significance level so the results are identical here. 
For the effect Treatrrent, all 8 significant variates under the 
first rrodel became non significant under this one. In other words, 
there was no significant difference beh.reen the treatrrent groups. 
The nost inportant effect in.the experirrent is the Treatrrent x 
Assessment effect and as stated earlier the results are identical for 
both rrodels. 
It must be noted, hONever, that although the results change little, 
the interpretation changes. Under the correct rrOdel we can only consider 
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results to pertain to the exact situation of the experi.lrent; in 
other words, adjustrcent over a six week period of treatrrent with a 
foll<M up rreasure of adjustrcent at three rronths. 
7.5 Summary of Results 
The character profiles and social status of each treatrcent group 
as rreasured before camencerrent of treatnent were the sane. 
The Biological Variates rreasured at each assessrrent shCM too 
little variability between design cells to be of use in evaluating 
the differing treatnent rrethods. 
The Social Variates rreasured at each assessrrent and the Psychological 
Variates indicate clearly that the three treatnent groups adjusted in 
different fashion. 
,!he Crisis Intervention Group appears to differ rrore fran the Control 
Group than the Sbcial Activity Group. In many variates it shCMs reverse 
trends opposite those of the Control Group. 
In all treatrcents, the initial variate rreans were not different 
but diverged. consistently fran Assessrrent 1 to 2 and 2 to 3. MJre 
variates continued to diverge fran Assessrrents 2 to 3 than reverted 
back tCMards Assessrrent 1 levels. 
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b'TATS Appendix 1 
Ml.IDDNICS USED FOR VARIATES AND FACTORS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.MNEM)NIC VARIATE OR FACIDR MNEMJNIC \lARIATE OR FACTOR 
1. TRE.'T Treatrrent 47. PSAC Bells Social Involvercent 
2. ASSM Assessrrent 48. PPMl Mental Scales of PAMIE 
3. SUBJ Subject 49. PPM2 II 
4. HOME Hare 50. PPM3 II 
5. BA.GE Age 51. PPM4 II 
6. BSEX Sex 52. PPM5 II 
7. BLMl Lefevre Morbidity P 53. PPM6 II 
8. BLM2 II II D 54. PPM7 II 
9. BLM3 II II 55. PPM8 II 
10. BLM4 II II 56. PI.Qjl Liebennan Self Sort 
11. BLM5 II II 57. PI.Qj2 I 
12. BLM6 II II 58. PI.Qj3 
13. BPSM Physical Self Maintenance 59. PU2)4 
14. BPSl Self Care Dependence 60. PI.Qj5 
15. BPS2 Bedfast Moribundness 61. PI.Qj6 
16. BJ;>S3 Sensory Motor Irrpai:rrcent 62. PI.Qj7 
17. BPS4 Physical InfiDmless 63. PI.Qj8 
18. PGMS Goldf ams Mental Stat\ls 64. PI.Qj9 
19. PBGE Bender Gestalt 65. PLlO 
20. PBDE Becks Depression Inventory 66. PI'Al TAT Affective Responsiveness 
21. PLSA Life Satisfaction Index 67. PTA2 
Subjective Adjustrrent Rating II , II 22. PSRA 68. 0?01 Cattell Personality Factor 
23. PF¢1 Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale 69. CP¢2 II II 
24. PF¢2 II 70. CP¢3 II II 
25. PF¢3 II 71. CP¢4 II II 
26. PF¢4 I 72. CP¢5 II II 
27. PF¢5 73. CP¢6 II II 
28. PF¢6 74. CP¢7 II II 
29. P~7 75. CP¢8 II 
30. PF¢8 76. CP¢9 I 
31. PF¢9 77. CPlO 
32. PRlO 78. CPll 
33. PPJ..l 79. CP12 
34. PR12 80. CP13 
35. PR13 81. CP14 
36. PR14 82. CP15 II 
37. PR15 83. CP16 II 
38. PR16 84. CP17 II 
39. PR17 85. SMST Marital Status 
40. PR18 86. SYRW Years Widowhood 
41. POSE Osgood Self Evaluation 87. SEDL Education Level 
42. PIBl Interpersonal Behaviour 88. SOCP Occupational Status 
43. PIB2 II II 89. SFIN Financial Status 
44. PIB3 II II 90. SSCA Significant Caring 
45. PIB4 II II 91. SFAI Family Involverrent 
46. PIB5 II II 92. SCOI Cornnunity Involvenent 
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Results. Graphic Interpretation. 
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Fi~ 3 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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Fi~ 7 PLOT G' ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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Fi~ 8 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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FiQ-17 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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R~.19 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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Fi~ 22 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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R~26 PLOT OF ASSESSMENT X TREATMENT 
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'Do not go gentle into that good night. 
old age should burn and rave 




Discussion. General Discussion. 
Before discussing the effects of the research study on the 
adjustnent of White South African residents, fluent in the English 
language, to living in residential old age hares in the Greater cape 
Town Area, we must ask ourselves the following question: Were the 
three groups approximately the sane to start out with? (See Hypothesis 1). 
Considering the social variates neasured prior to conmencerrent 
of treatnent, it was found that there was no significant difference 
between the three treatrrent groups with respect to marital status, 
years widowhood, educational level, occupation and financial status. 
The null hypothesis is therefore accepted, without which one could 
not proceed with the rest of the research. In the case of the last 
three factors, this lack of significance is probably due to their 
high correlation with choice of hare which was a factor in the 
experinent and is thus totally confounded with these effects. 
Possible inplications of these findings suggest that persons of 
a certain socio-eoonornic class are only going to apply for admission 
to those hOires which they can afford to get into in the first place. 
Admission policies of the hares in question are in part detennined by 
one's financial status. The wealthier one is, the rrore likely one 
is to gain access to a so-called 'better hone' • Because one is 
paying rrore, perhaps one can demand rrore attention than those people 
who are sirrply existing on the charity of others. It is therefore 
not unfair to presume that one's financial oondition affects one's 
self-image and the status accorded to one by others. Furtherrrore, it 
limits the capacity of one to pursue leisure activities or to seek 
help when in trouble. Herbert (1969) in a study neasliring institutional 
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adjustrrent of the geriatric population in hares for the aged in Texas, 
U.S.A. found a relationship to exist between social class and personal 
adjustment, and social class and social adjustrrent as well as social 
class and group participation. 
In surrmru:y, it appears that there is a strong argurrent to suggest 
that the adjustrrent of aged persons to the institutional milieu is 
affected by their social class background. However, in this particular 
study, hare was a factor which confounded the author from being able 
to dete.rmine the extent to which one's socio-economic status affected 
the final result. It must be bome in mind that the design of the 
study did not specifically atterrpt to answer this particular question. 
Personality factors of aged newcomers to residential settings 
were questioned as a source of confounding in the experiment conducted. 
One's 'personality' can be described in terms of the consistencies 
and regularities which 'characterise' one's behaviour in.a wide range 
of situations and over a reasonably long period of life. HCMever, 
one's personality can also be described by any general fact that identifies 
one and distinguishes one from any other person. One's 'personality 
type' is defined by a fairly arbitrary characteristic or set of charac-
teristics which one shares with others of the same class or type, 
the possession of which distinguishes one from those who do not have 
that characteristic or set of characteristics, e.g., 'extraverted'. 
'schizoid', 'authoritarian'. 
The so called intrinsic and pathological effects of physical 
aging on personality are saretirres difficult to distinguish from those 
effects which may arise as a consequence of disuse of functions, e.g., 




There appears to be no evidence that the nonnal processes of aging 
produce sudden or substantial changes in personality, i.e., in the 
individual's identity, traits, values and so on. 'Ihere are, of oourse, 
many gradual and cumulative effects, e.g., changes in intelligence, 
shifts of interest, alterations in appearance and in physical health 
and nobility. 'Iheir relevance to personality study lies in the 
alterations they bring about in the relationships between the person 
and his envirornrent. Cllanges in vision and physical stamina, for 
exarrple, lead to changes in occupational activities and leisure pursuits; 
changes in material assets and social roles (associated with living 
arrangenents and marital status) lead to changes in the activities of 
daily living and to the adoption of age-appropriate values and attitudes. 
'Ihe tenn personality can be used to refer to those stable patterns 
of adjustrrent which make up the individual's long tenn strategic 
adaptations. 'Ihus in a classical study by Reichard (1962), five 
fairly distinct strategies of adjustrrent were identified, making it 
possible to classify aged people acoording to their personality types 
as constructive, dependent, hostile, self-hating or defensive. 
The tenn personality can also be used to refer to the person's basic 
psychophysiological dispositions, e.g., his outgoingness, aggressiveness, 
and quickness, which seem to direct and limit his behaviour, and to 
enable him, with experience, to aa:juire adaptive skills and routines. 
Personal adjustnent, in the sense of evolving an effective long-
tenn adaptation to one's environrrent seems to demand at least three 
basic achievements the resolution of conflicts (both within the 
person, and between him and his environrrent), the fulfilrrent of his 
potential and the elimination of inconsistencies and oontradictions 
in his behaviour and experience. Personal adjustrrent in adult life 
sorretines calls for tactical adjustments to unforseen circumstances, 
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i.e. , adjustments which carmot be m.3.de by recourse to familiar and 
habitual reactions. The main point of a strategy of adjustment is to 
minimise unforseen problems and to facilitate the achieverrent and 
maintenance of long te:rm rewards by means of actions designed to 
prevent, to circumvent, or to cope with the various problems and obstacles 
that are expected to arise. 
Among the rrore irrportant sorts of tactical adjustment in adult 
life, are those associated with what have been called 'psychosocial 
transitions' (Neugarten, 1970; Parkes, 1971) e.g., bereaverrent, 
illness, retirement. One of the rrost striking features of adulthood 
and old age is the unpredictability of life events. Whereas the 
juvenile period is characterised by a relatively orderly and systematic 
programrre of develop:nental stages, carefully nurtured in a regular 
sequence of darestic, educational, and social settings, the adult 
period is characterised by a relatively disorderly and unsystematic 
series of breakdCMnS which interact to produce diverse and cumulative 
inpainrents of functional capacity, often in the absence of remedial 
and supportive settings. Consider, for exanple, physical disability 
and isolation, depression and suicide. 
An adult's environment is no:rmally arranged in such a way as 
to minimise stresses and to avoid pushing the individual close 
to the limits of his functional capacity. Ho.vever, other people 
fonn a major part of the indivicl.ual's personal habitat so that, 
in later life particularly, there are unpredictable changes in 
his physical and psychological capacities brought about by 
disease and damage, and equally unpredictable changes in the 
physical and psychological capacities of other people upon whom 
his personal adjustment depends. Thus, the aging individual is 
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constantly having to readjust his changing capacities and inclinations 
to dlanges in his environrrent, especially his social environnent. 
These readjustments are initially 'tactical adjustments', in 
the sense that the individual cannot put into operation an 
effective pre-arranged course of action (having had little or 
no experience of such problems); so he has to resort to short tenn 
rreasures which reflect his basic psychological resources, e.g., 
optimism, intelligence, confidence in people, and his weaknesses, 
e.g., dependency, jealousy, and casualness. 
(Bromley, 1978, pp.33-34). 
FollCMing this rationale, one may argue that adjustment to an 
aged hare is largely influenced by personality factors (character 
profile). The assunption is that those aged with pre-institutional 
traits that are congruent with the specific dem:mds of the relocation 
environrrent will experience a minimum of distress due to relocation. 
Such congruent personality traits may facilitate adaptation because 
the inpact of relocation is lessened when there is a relationship between 
traits and specific demands of the environnent. An environnent 
that rewards hostility, for exanple, may be a facilitating one for 
the hostile, and even paranoid person. 
To establish whether such a relationship existed in the present 
study, the character profiles of the three groups were examined for 
statistical significant difference on the 16PF. Results suggested 
that the null hypothesis should be accepted (hypothesis 2). That is 
to say, there was no difference between the three groups. 
Twelve of these variates were significantly different arrongst 
the hares, narrely : 
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Aloof (schizothymia) ~· Wann, Outgoing (Cyclothymia) 
Enotional (General Instability) ~· Mature (Ego Strength). 
Happy-go-lucky vs. Lively. 
Trustful (Lack of Paranoid Tendency) ~· Suspecting (Paranoid Tendency) 
Conventional (practical concemedness) ~. Eccentric (Bohemian Unconcern) 
Confident (free fran anxiety) ~· Insecure (Anxious Insecurity). 
Conservative (Conservatism) ~. experinenting (Radicalism) 
Dependent (Group Dependency)~· Self-Sufficient (Self Sufficiency). 
Uncontrolled (Poor self-sentinent) ~· Self Controlled (Somatic Anxiety). 
Anxiety and Introversion (Two second-order factors) 
This rreans that it was not possible to examine adjustrrent in the 
light of character variates independently of the choice of hone. 
The i.nplication of this finding once again suggests that the admission 
criteria of the various hares in question are likely to influence 
where the newcomer goes. Harres which cater for the socio-eoonanically 
better-off individual are likely to require that the individual 
derronstrate the no re positive personality profiles, whereas those 
harres which cater for the poorer type of resident a.o· not expect much in 
terms of character profiles and, rrore often than not, these residents 
are expected to be nore eccentric and less integrated. Thus to 
all intents and purposes we find that there is a link between social 
variates and harres and character profiles and harres. 
The literature points out that social class not only affects where 
the patient or resident is admitted to, but also the kind of treatrrent 
they receive. Hollingshead and Redlich (1958) disoovered that people 
who had rrore noney tended to be diagnosed as having less serious 
difficulties. One might conclude fran this study that the envirornrents 
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of upper class patients and rich people make their psychological 
difficulties less serious than those of less affluent individuals. 
Or it has been suggested that, because they are similar in social 
class and appearance to the 'helpers' who treat them, rich people 
are less likely to be seen as seriously disturbed than people fram the 
lCMer classes, whose different habits and manners might be interpreted 
as destructive by a helper who did not understand them. 
This notion has created the idea that in the case of the educationally 
and financially better-off individual, there is a greater sense of 
personal security. 
We do not expect older people from this background to derronstrate 
lCM productivity or little drive nor present with decreased ercotional 
responsiveness. HCMever, in the main, we do expect those older 
residents who have care from 'good backgrounds' to have rrore integrated 
personality profiles and so adjust rrore quickly to changed life 
circumstances. In fact, as Lc:Menthal and Chiriboga (1973) have 
derronstrated, many of the maladjustments that occur in old age arise 
as a consequence of relatively nonnal psychophysiological irrpainrents 
and carm:m sorts of environrrental stress. Implicit in their research 
is the fact that one's personality profile is the intervening 
variable that detennines the outcorre of the precipitated conflict. 
Unfortunately, the nature of the present research design does 
not allCM the full benefit of this hypothesis to be explored rrore 
fully and therefore the inferences drawn remain merely tentative, 
until conf innato:ry evidence is produced. 
indicated in this area. 
M:>re research is therefore 
It must be rerrembered that the problem posed by this research 
is of a twofold nature : (a) which treatment alternative is likely 
to be ITDre successful in minimising the adjustment reaction of aged 
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residents, and (b) Is the outcare of one's adjustrcent reaction likely 
to depend purely on the treatrrent alternative applied or do confounding 
variables such as personality profiles (dlaracter profiles), effects of 
the hare, and socio-econanic criteria affect the results. 
It has been found that several factors are correlated with horre 
and cannot be distinguished from that effect. However, these factors 
should not affect the results of the experirrent since they were not 
regarded in the allocation of subjects to cells and so should be equally 
represented in each cell. That is to say, these variables are 
equally distributed between the three groups and the three groups 
are therefore carparable. 
The broad objectives of the study were then to look at the effects 
of treatrrent on biological, sociological and psychological/psychiatric 
par~ters at the various levels of assessrrent. The data was 
subjected to a multi-variate statistical analysis in order to ascertain 
'Which treatrrent alternative was likely to be rrost successful in mini-
mising the adjustrcent reaction that aged folks experience upon being 
institutionalized in a residential setting. 
With respect to biological variates, 'When we think about old 
age, we are virtually socialised into imagining a deteriorated, 
lethargic, bedridden person living out his last days in the sterile 
isolation of an aged horre or other total care institution. The 
physical plight of many of the older persons living in caretaker 
institutions is often quite serious and one expects elderly residents 
to present with a great many physical syrcptams. Self reports of 
dizziness, weakness of limbs, shortness of breath, pain, headaches, 
nausea and other general malaise, are extrerrely cormon. That is to 
say, a great proporticn of the population who 'land up' in aged horres 
often present with multiple inpairrrents, n~ly, sight, hearing, 
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ambulation, nentation and self-care ability. In many cases one 
finds that it is these ve:ry factors which have precipitated the admission 
to the hare in the first place. 
Do these variates change during a resident's first three m::>nths 
in an aged hare? Are they influenced by the type of treat:Irent errployed? 
And if so, are biological changes linked to changes in one's psycho-
logical state? The last question opens up the issue of psychosanatic 
precepts. Psychosomatic rredicine is a rrodem, if not entirely new, 
concept - a general approach to the science of healing which aims at 
stressing the significance of psychic factors in the fo:rmation of the 
diseases and, in particular, their inportance in the structuring of 
therapy. 
Acoording to the neurophysiologists, all stress situations lead 
to an activation of the hypothalamus, which inmediately sets protection 
and defence rrechanisms in train along rrotor, visceral and neuro-
honronal pathways. At the sane tine signals are transmi. tted to the 
cerebral oortex so that the errotion is perceived and recognized. If 
the threat to the organism continues, the forces maintaining the 
internal equilibrium must remain active longer. This can lead to 
peripheral, functional or even organic disturbances in the systems 
affected. 1".bdem anthropology and psychology, which look at man in 
tenns of his social and interpersonal relationships, errphasise the 
oonflicts arising out of these relationships and stress their inportance 
as a factor in the causation of psychosanatic disorders. Thus, for 
example, retirenent from an active, and highly satisfying occupation can 
lead to a sudden deterioration in a person's health. Coupled with 
this fact may be an associated drop in status as well as a depreciation 
of his capital invest:Irent. The crippling effect of all these stresses 
on mind and body leads not infrequently to psychosanatic syrrptoms being 
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presented. The syrrptams are directed to nostly the organs of ingestion, 
digesticn, and evacuation; that is, to the gastrointestinal tract and 
to the heart and circulatory system. This does not irean that the 
reproductive system and the muscles, bones and joints are excluded 
fran attention. The over-concem that the patient pays to his synptans 
is an expression of the desire to be taken care of. By his unconscious 
use of the resulting physical syrrptams, the older person often atterrpts 
to regain the attention, affection and domination that he/she one held. 
Looking at the results obtained from this study, we find that the 
first biological (null) hypothesis is accepted. That is to say, there 
is no significant difference between treatment groups with respect to 
any of the biological variates at any single level of assessirent nor over 
all levels of assessirent. 
Furthenrore, there is no significant difference between the control 
and the other two treatrrent groups nor between the two treatment groups -
Crisis Intervention and Social Activity, with respect to any biological 
variate. With respect to biological variates, there is again no 
significant difference between assessirents at any single level of treatnent, 
or over all treatments. There is also no significant difference between 
Assessirent 2 (at the end of treatirent) and Assessirents 1 and 3, nor 
is there any difference between Assessirents 1 and 3 
It was also found that with respect to· biological variates, there 
was no significant difference in the way values changed with assessirent 
fran one treatment to another, except in one case. The Lefevre 
Morbidity Pain Scale showed a significant difference at the 0.5% level 
for one particular cx:rnparison. The CI group showed a decrease in pain 
from Assessirent 1 to 3, while the SA group increased. The control 
group decreased slightly although this corrparison is not significant. 
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Let is t:ry to understand the neaning of such a finding. 
A 00111lon feature of old age which begins in the middle years 
is 'body rronitoring' - the need to concern oneself with the care of 
one's body and its functions in a rro:re concerted way than before. 
As an adjunct to this, pain is another frequent pre-occupation for the 
aged. The periodic aches and pains of rheumatism, the throbbing 
:relentless pains of arthritis and the sharp distress of angina pector.iS 
are all exanples. Older people, aware of discanfort, are often 
unable to isolate its source. In a sense, one's :reporting of the 
'pain sensation' can have four purposes. Firstly, it may be the body's 
way of signalling and :registering the beginnings of sare life threatening 
illness; secondly, it may :reflect the oonsequences of actual organic 
dysfunction; thirdly, it may be hypochondriacal, i.e., a neans of drawing 
attention to oneself, a ticket to interaction with caretakers - doctors, 
nurses, etc., and, finally, it may be associated with depressive feelings. 
Lu.ban Plozza and Poldiner (1974) suggest that the pain syndrone is one 
of the scmatic synptarns of prolonged errotional strain. Unfortunately, 
the rather crude instrurrent of which the pararreter is a part, does not 
allow us to ascertain which alternative is being expressed. As we 
have, however, noticed, this variate changes after crisis psychotherapy 
which may suggest, to all intents and purposes, that alternatives 
three and four are the rcore operative aspects in the continuum. That 
is to say, the abaterrent of pain may be associated with the fact that 
depressive synptomatology subsides in the group which is exposed to 
crisis intervention. Perhaps members within this group no longer feel 
the need to draw attention to themselves, having :resolved their feelings 
about being institutionalized. 
It must be stated that this interpretation is tenuous and may s.inply 
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reflect an artefact of the experimental design. As had been pointed 
out in the statistical analysis, the result obtained was achieved by 
one subject in the control group changing from a value of 3 to 2, 
one in the CI group changing from 3 to 1, and three in the SA group 
changing fran 1 to 3, 3 to 2, and O to 1. 
It was found that six of the biological variates -were significantly 




4. physical self-maintenance. 
5. self-care dependency 
6. physical infilllUl.ess (see Table 7.4.3). 
This inplies that the residents in the various hooes differ with 
respect to characteristics such as rrorbidity, self-dependence and physical 
infilllUl.ess. In other words, admission criteria detennine whether 
a person with a particular sort of physical profile will be admitted 
to the hare in questicn or not. Sare horres are geared to containing 
individuals whose physical functioning is markedly deteriorating, 
others are not. 
In the final analysis, the author concedes that the biological 
variates rreasured at each assessnent show too little variability between 
design cells to be of use in evaluating the different treatnent rrethods. 
Perhaps the questionnaires being used to assess these changes are too 
crude. Sirron, Lowenthal and Epstein (1970) have included four indicators 
of physical status; narrely, number of hospitalizations preceeding 
admission, physical oonplaints, physical diagnoses and physical iropai;rroent. 
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MJre sophistication in data gathering tedmiques is therefore suggested 
if we are to maximise the chances of ·noting biological changes that 
occur within the first few rronths of the aged newoorrer's life in a 
residential setting. 
Using a dialectical f rarrework which believes that there is a 
definite interacticn between individual psychological developnent, 
physical status and the social oonditions by which we live, one would 
expect that significant changes in one dirrension produce oonccmnitant 
changes in other areas. The findings of this research have yielded 
significant changes in both psychological and social variates in 
residents who have been treated with crisis therapy and one would 
have expected certain gains in their physical status which was 
not actually forthcaning. Likewise, one would expect depreciation 
in the oontrol group's physical status. The fact that no supportive 
evidence of this nature was indicated does not point to a weakness 
in the theo:ry but, rrore likely, to inadequate application of data 
gathering instruments to assess changes which may, in the final analysis, 
be difficult to reoord anyway. Possible further explorations of 
refined physical changes on EEG, ECG and blood pressure readings 
may be indicated to highlight this interactive effect. 
We have previously intimated that the aging process poses many social 
problems and it is often perceived as a period of social withdrawal 
with a:ma:mnitant deprivaticn. It is the stage of developrrent when 
losses are rrost pronounced and these affect the social status of the 
person more seriously than do similar losses earlier in one's life. 
The camonly held beliefs regard the elderly to be isolated and rejected 
by their families. Adages such as "one rrother can raise ten children 
but ten children cannot care for one old rrother" are solermly cited 
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as being typical of the attitudes expressed. The urban, industrial-
ised society which, thus far, has placed little value on the virtues 
of old age, has been singled out as the annihilator of the extended 
family and its network of mutual assistance. The question must be 
raised as to whether research evidence supports this contention. 
The energing evidence is conflicting. Butler (1977) claims that 
despite the different patterns of family life in which extended kin 
live in separate households, strong, vi.able and supportive relation-
ships are maintained. Aid to the elderly takes the fonn of economic 
help, living arrangenents with families when this is i.nperative, and 
affection and c:onpanianship. When families do not offer help to 
their aged, a whole range of personal, social, and econanic forces are · 
usually at work, rather than a sinple attitude of neglect. 
Shanas (1968) suggests that many old people manage to maintain both 
their own hanes and involvement with kin - a pattern aptly characterised 
as intimacy at a distance. In a study done by Shanas, 90% of respon-
dents aged 65 and over reported having seen one of their children in 
the last m::>nth. This reflects the accessibility of kin, with three-
quarters of older people having a child who lives less than thirty 
minutes CMay. She goes on to argue that the rejecting attitude of 
younger irembers of the family in their approach to their aged is a 
Iey'th which has been perpetrated by two groups. : 
(1) Professional workers in the field of aging who deal with a 
biased sarrple of those elderly who do not have nonnal support. 
(2) There are the childless old people who are likely to believe 
that the aged are neglected by their children. This group constitutes 
one fifth of all elderly people. 
Peterson (1970) in reviewing all the evidence an contenporacy 
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kin relationships, finds considerable support for the thesis that 
family relat;Lonships do not of fer substantial intimacy or errotional 
support to aging persons. The elderly regard their rontact with kin 
as being too infiequent to provide cxnpanionship. If noney and services 
are provided it takes place with minilllal affect and interaction. 
Vickery (1978) suggests that there is roncem in our society 
that a growing irresponsibility and lack of respect exists on the part 
of too many adult children for their aging parents. Errotional closeness 
between parents and children is not sarething that we take for 
granted. HON close this relationship is in old age is detennined by 
the quality of relationship during earlier life periods 
A grown dlild nay love his parents but still harbour resentm=nt 
and hostility fran childhood injustices, real or imagined. If 
there were open ronflicts and misunderstandings then, the hurts 
will still be deeply felt by both parents and children. 
Parents nay both love and resent adult children - resent because 
they no longer control their children, and because their roles 
are nCM in fact reversed. Adult children too often try to take 
over and make decisions for thier parents. They rrean well but 
often manage too much! (p. 63) 
In the case of illness or other crises, aged parents depend nore on 
their children and their needs place a greater demand on their childrens' 
financial and enotional resources which often induces enotional distur-
bances in the adult children. Sainsbury (.1960) found that at the 
tine when patients aged 65 and over, first cane to a psychiatrist 
for help, over three quarters of their family were suffering from 
synptoms of emotional disturbance such as insomnia, headaches, irri-
tability and depression. Social and leisure activities were restricted 
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in half of the families, and the physical health of the closest relative 
was affected in the third. In sare cases, the darestic routine of the 
hare, housework, shopping etc. was upset. 
The inability of the family to care for their aged relative(s) 
is one of the forercost reasons for admission to an aged horre (TcM.nsend, 
196;a). When mmerous difficulties are createdby 'three generations 
living', Grollman and Grollman (1978) claim the oonnon attitude 
expressed is : 
"If lT!Y parents stay in lT!Y house for one nore day, 
I think I'll have a nervous breakdown 
But they can't manage alone 
Is an aged horre the only solution?" (p.106) 
11 Oh lT!Y God, how can I do this to them?" 
Fran the above, we clearly see that the ambivalence in family 
rrernbers is marked, both because of the negative reputation of instit-
utional care and because of their own feelings of failing or abandoning 
the aged person. Sorre experience a sense of relief, about which 
they later feel guilty, Families who care often experience a grief 
reaction on admission as though the person had already died. This 
"death" may be nore traumatic than the actual death of the older 
person later one. In sane cases, family rrernbers may actually stop 
visiting the person because of an inability to tolerate their own guilt, 
grief and ambivalence. It is therefore clear that the.decision to 
institutionalize a loved one is anong the nost difficult anyone is 
ever required to make. Aged folk regard the hare as the last stop, 
a kind of purgato:cy, halfway between society and the cercete:cy. No 
doubt, the decision to place aged folk into a new envirornrent evokes 
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marked feelings of anger, hostility and rejection in them ••• 
You are blarred for 
the irreversible deterioration of their bodies 
their inability to take care of themselves 
Your seeming unwillingness to care for their needs 
(ibid, p.116). 
In surnnary we see that institutionalization has a marked effect on. 
both the newcamer as well as his/her family and we are therefore 
particularly interested to note whether psychotherapy can aleviate 
sorre of this aninosity. If this is the case, one may then hypothesise 
that there is less likely to be a disturbance of continued relating during 
the resident's stay in a new enviromrent. In other words, if the 
therapist can contain same of the anger which is directed toward the 
family and allow the newconer the opportunity of expressing and working 
through the hostility experienced, he/she is less likely to continue 
making close relatives feel guilty, which in turn allows them to adopt 
customa:ry supportive roles. 
Towsend (1962) highlights the lack of ccmnunity involvenent with its 
accorrpanying loneliness as being irrportant factors which precipitate 
admission to an aged home. 
admission has taken place. 
The situation is likely to worsen once 
Relocating can be destructive to the 
resident's ability to functicn in the new environrrent in that it often 
involves separation from friends, possessions, hame and familiar 
surroundings. A new resident is faced with a loss of continuity with 
his/her fonrer life patterns. Excluded in part from the comnunity, 
econanically dependent, and no longer productive, he/she is confronted 
with being transfonred into a societal reject, New residents have to 
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unlearn much of their fonrer life style so that they can tolerate 
congregate living and cope with a loss of privacy and individuality. 
Life in a horre often actually rreans becoming disengaged, enotionally 
flat, without notivation and rrentally withdrawn. One of the questions 
that the present research raises is whether carrmunity re-engagernent can 
at all be facilitated by psychotherapy, once admission to the horre 
has taken place. 
Results indicate that there is no significant difference between 
the three treatnent groups with respect to significant caring, family 
involvement, and cxmnunity involvenent at one single level of assessrrent 
or over all assessrrents. That is to say the null hypothesis is accepted. 
Furthenrore, it was found that there is no significant difference 
in any of these variates between the control group and the treatment 
groups together. However, the cxmnunity involvernent variate SCOI shows 
a difference, significant at the 5% level between the CI group and the 
SA group. The CI group is the nost extreme of the three groups 
(Table 7. 4. 4). 
Considering the assessrrent rreans for each treatment group separately 
we find that cxmnunity involvement (SCOI) shows significant differences 
at the o.5% level in the control group and CI groups. The rreans 
for each group are plotted in the graphic inte:rpretation of results 
(graph 4) and it can be seen that the control group decreases with respect · 
to this variate while the CI group increases over assessrrent. That 
is to say, it appears that the control group deteriorate and beccrne nore 
isolated, withdrawn, and apathetic. They are unable to engage in 
social contact and hence make little use of social or carrmunity 
services. Alternatively, these aged residents who have been exposed 
to a crisis intervention program, becorre nore socially integrated over 
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the first three-nonth period in a residential setting. These people 
are able to avail themselves of social services and therefore maintain 
links to mainstream ccmrruni ty life. 
It is interesting to note that the significant caring variate 
(SSAC) differs significantly at the 5% level between assessnents in the 
CI group. The nean changes from 4, 90 at Assessnent 1 to 5, 20 at 
Assessnent 3. That is to say, the attitude of the significant person 
to his aged relative changes from being less supportive to being nore 
supportive. After therapy had taken place, the interaction between 
these two people changed to one of nore respect, care, and ooncem. 
The previous responsible caretaker seemed able to get closer to his/ 
her aged relative. In attenpting to understand this shift in attitude, 
the present author would like to offer the following interpretation. 
One of the specific goals in the therapeutic situation was to enoourage 
the expression of relevant affects. Feelings of anger and rejection 
at having been abandoned by the closest blood relative were close to 
awareness in the aged person's experience. The worker picked up on 
these cues and was able to take the projections of hostility and deal 
with them therapeutically, thereby allowing the opportunity of a oontinued 
relationship to operate in two persons who were previously locked in 
a conflict-ridden situation. In other words, perhaps the m::>venent in 
a positive direction occurred because of the resident's ability to dis-
pense with feelings of hostility and rejection post-therapeutically. 
All three variates show a significant interaction between treatnent 
and assessnent (SSCA + SFAI at 5% and SCX)I at o. 5%) • See graphical 
interpretatirn of results (Nos. 2-4). The nature of the interaction is 
clarified~by considering the special a:nparisons in allthree variates 
the carparison (between Assessnents 1 and 3) x (between treat:rcents) 
is significant. This means that the difference in.trend fran 
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Assessm=nt 1 to 3 was not the same in the CI group as the SA group. 
To surmarize the findings as regards social variates, it appears 
that exposure to crisis intervention has enhanced the resident's 
ability to relate to their families. Arrongst this group, links to 
the outside world have remained intact and in nost cases they have 
been strengthened. The control group appeared to deteriorate whereas 
little or no change was evident in the social attachment and activity 
group. Social adjustnent is therefore enhanced in a treatnent group 
that has specific goals to rerrotivate, resocialize and explicitly 
diminish the potent effects of institutionalization. Viewing instit-
utions in tenns of barriers created to social interchange with the outside 
world, Goffman suggests that the nore total the institution, the greater 
the depersonalizing effect. Therefore it seems irrportant to provide 
aged residents with the techniques to break down the barriers, not 
only with regard to the eXternal world, but in the internal system of 
the institution. For the newcarrer entering the institution, the issue 
is to reduce the chasm between the old and familiar and the new and 
the strange. In the past, ad hoc, theoretical resocialization 
programs have been instituted with varied success; however, few 
studies have provided residents with a conceptual framework with which to 
view their plight. The seemingly appropriate direction given to the 
aged resident by the worker has definitely enhanced social adjustm:mt. 
Examining the psychological variates, we find nore consistent changes 
in these parameters when cacparing them to both biological and social 
variates. Results have indicated that there were statistically 
significant psychological changes between the three groups at each 
level of assessrrent. Bearing this in mind, it was inportant to discern 
whether there was any significant psychological changes between·: the 
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oontrol group and the two treatrrent groups at each level of assessrrent, 
which there was. Looking at the two treatrceiit groups to see which has 
oontributed to the majority of changes, we find that the crisis inte~ 
vention group has made major changes with respect to psychological 
variates at each level of assessrrent (see Figure 1). 
The above result reflects the conglareration of all psychological 
parazreters. In the following section however, we shall look at individual 
variates and examine how they change for aged newcarers within their 
first three m::>I+ths of residency. 
Looking at the result obtained from the Becks Depression Inventory 
which is a psycharetric neasure of both the biological ccncanmitants 
as well as the cognitive features of depressive synptomatology, the 
following trends were obtained (figure 5). There is a significant difference 
between the Crisis Intervention group and the other two groups at each 
level of assessrrent with respect to this neasure. At admission to the 
various aged hares, all three groups appeared to start out with similar 
scores of depression. That is to say, they all had similar feelings 
of worthlessness, were without significant goals in life, and without 
a neaningful program for the future; furthei:nore, they denonstrated 
a lack of optimism and hope and were frequently pre-occupied with their 
health. Behaviourally, these individuals showed similar features of 
psycharotor retardation in speech, gait and thinking; lack of appetite 
' and weight gain, fatigue, feelings of exhaustion, etc., etc. The 
exact etiology of these synptans is unclear,_ but the following aspects 
canbine in various forms to produce the above nentioned picture 
(a), deterioration in physical health 
(b) loss of social status and prestige. 
(c) loss of significant caring and supportive relationships. 
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(d) loss of independence. 
(e) isolation and renoval f'ran mainstream conmunity life 
( f) fear of dying in an aged hare, errotionally uncared for. 
FollCMing the specification of the design, two fo:rms of 
intervention were applied to two groups imrediately after the pretest 
had been carpleted and this was then carpared to a group who had received 
no treatnent during the sane time period. Scores after the post-test 
revealed the follCMing result. The Crisis Intervention group had 
dropped in their level of depression, as had the social attachrrent and 
activity group, but not to the sane degree. Scores in the control 
were seen to have increased, which inplied that nenbers within this group 
had becare nore depressed. 
At Assessrrent 3 (the follCM-up), scores in the CI group continued to 
drop whereas the SA group scores increased and approximated the direction 
of the control. The control group scores had risen continuously over 
the initial three nonth period which suggests that aged persons who are 
not exposed to sone form of intervention are likely to deteriorate 
markedly with respect to depression. 
By a process of deduction, it therefore appears that exposure to a 
Crisis Intervention program in the first five week period post admission 
has arrested the negative and pessimistic feelings associated with 
being institutionalized andhas enhanced the :resident's ability to see 
the envirorurent in a nore favourable light. This is borne out by the 
fact that i.rmediate gains which have been ao:;ruired through intervention 
seem to have been internalized and carried fo:rward allCMing the person 
to continue making good progress (see Assessnent 3). 
What is it about Crisis Intervention per se that enhances the 
therapist's ability to make such a dramatic breakthrough with regard to 
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the variate of depression in a group of old persons having been placed 
in what appears to be their last hare? Possibly the depression associated 
with placerrent into an aged hone relates to the loss of self-esteem which 
in tum results from the aged individual's inability to supply his 
needs or drives (loss of narcissitic supplies) or to defend himself 
against the threats to his security. Therapeutically it beoones i.nportant 
for the resident to feel able to express the many negative feelings 
associated with institutionalization. The Crisis Intervenor encourages 
the feelings of rage, anger, fear, grief and anxiety to be expressed, 
and by not responding antagonistically to them, newooners learn that 
affective expression does not dama.ge its recipients. Any issues troubling 
the newcarer can therefore be dealt with safely, giving the resident a 
feeling of being contained. M::>ving <May from a position of sirrple 
catharsis, the therapist then encourages reflection on events that led 
to the decision to apply for residency in the first place ·with the aim 
being to provide the newooner with an intellectual understanding of the 
crisis situation. Previous coping rrechanisms are scrutinized and the 
less functional ones are actively discouraged. Ultimately, the resident 
is rrade aware of the situation that he/she faces with respect to future 
existence in a residential setting. That is to say, the newooner is 
encouraged to take control and responsibility for his/her actions in the 
new environrrent. This has a definite paradoxical intention since many 
institutional systems are all too often insensitive of their inhabitants' 
need for control. 
Let us tcy to understand why the control group do so badly with 
respect to depression. Undoubtedly, they view the situation nore 
pessimistically, are less notivated to continue living and generally 
feel helpless about their life situation. Perhaps by regarding depression 
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as a function of helplessness it makes the issue a little clearer. 
Reflecting on the etiology of depression, Bibring (1953) ccmrented 
What has been described as the basic rrechanism of depression, 
the ego's shocking awareness of its helplessness in regard to its 
aspirations, is assurred to represent the core of nonnal, neurotic 
and psychotic depression. 
F.T • .Melges and J. BCMlby (1969) see the cause of depression in the 
folla.ving light ••• 
Our thesis is that while a depressed patient's goals remain 
relatively unchanged, his estimates of the likelihood of achieving 
them and his confidence in the efficacy of his a.vn skilled 
actions are both diminished ••• the depressed person believes that 
his plans of action are no longer effective in reaching his continued 
and long-range goals • • • • Fram this state of mind is derived, we 
believe, much depressive syrrptanatology including indecisiveness, 
inability to act, making increased demands on others and feelings 
of worthlessness and guilt about not discharging duties (p.691). 
vJhat causes a situation of helplessness to prevail in the aged hone? 
Bennett (1963) has been able to shed sone light on the issue by looking 
at sone of the resident nonns ••• 
(1) a resident should neither criticize nor carrplain about issues 
with respect to the hone. 
(2) Not only should he not criticize the hone, he should praise it 
and cone to accept it as his hone. 
( 3) Argurrents should not occur with other residents and, in a sense 
intimate contact should be avoided. 
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Goffman (1961<} suggests that withdrawal is forced upon newcarers 
by a system which continuously enphasises ·ritualisation and standardization, 
rigidity and inflexibility as well as role depri vatiai. Residents often 
feel anxious, vulnerable and afraid of the staff and the rrost conrcon 
defense is to becare depersonalized denying one's recognition of 
individuality or wholeness. To all intents and purposes one is forced 
into a helpless positiai, where there can be little or no expression of 
feeling without risk of social sanctioning. 
Seligman (1975) has denonstrated the relationship between help-
lessness and depression. He is a learning theorist who sees depression 
as a result of a loss of reinforcers. The rrodel he advocates suggests 
that the cause of depression is the belief that one's action is futile. 
An initial attenpt to hide fran the world beoones habitual and is made 
rrore rig,id by the ovei::protection of those in responsible, controlling 
positions. The above fonnulation so aptly characterises the situation 
that an aged newcc.mar faces upon admission to a residential setting. 
In view of the findings obtained, the author would like to offer 
the follCMing intei::pretation. Old age has been described as a "season 
of loss", and depressive reactions are responses to losses. The theme 
of loss is cited by a nurrber of authors (Pfeiffer and Busse, 1973; Shock, 
1962; Kreps, 1969) to include inevitable declines in a physical vigour, 
m:mtal agility, incc.ma, loss of loved one, and finally, one's CMn 
i.rrpending demise. The ubiquitous nature of loss in this tine of life 
may be a factor to explain the high frequency of depression. 
Depression with its biological conoonmitants nay in turn be a 
precipitant for admission to aged hares in residents who do not have the 
familial, ccmnunial, or social support to sustain themselves. That is 
to say, its social inplicatiaru: and ramifications often force caretakers 
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of the aged person to oonsider institutionalization as the only 
,EX)Ssible alternative. Depressed persons are often exceptionally 
demanding and their acoonpanying dependency in nost instances evokes 
hostility in those people around them. Unless the i.nplied demands 
for nurturance and emotional sup_EX)rt are perceived, these become even 
stronger and more irrational. The resultant anger is projected onto 
the caretaker who is not able to oontain it and in tum reacts angrily 
withdrawing sup_EX)rt. To all intents and purposes, an environrrerit 
exists in which there is no cantainrrent for the aged relative on the 
one hand,whereas for the relative in question, the intrusion of having 
to care proves to be unbearable. Admission to a residential setting 
seems the only way out of this bind. The aged person feels rejected 
and sees the entrance to a hc:me as a further obstacle to having his/her 
needs net. A period of quite severe disorganization ensues wherein 
custana.ry nethods or problem solving are no longer functional. 
Unfortunately, in nost instances, the institutional climate 
cannot contain the enotional crisis experienced by the new resident and 
he/she is forced to with-hold any negative emotional self-expression 
which ultimately induces a helpless ,EX)sition. Taking Seligman's (1975) 
rrodel of depression into account, it is not sw:prising to find that 
behavioural res_EX)nses are no longer made. However, the new resident 
has an enonnous arrount of hostility and we have to ask ourselves the 
questicn, what does he/she do with it. 
Freud's (1917) paper an Mourning and Melancholia gives us the 
answer. Here he outlines sorre distinctions between grief and nelancholia. 
M:lancholia is ooncemed with unoonscious loss or a loss of self-esteem : 
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grief involves the loss of an extemal object. Melancholic depression 
includes such affective states as being hurt, neglected, rejected or 
disappointed, and extends beyond a sinple grief reaction at the loss of 
a libidinal object by leading to intense ambivalence. 
Dynamic theorists assurre that intemalized hostility plays an 
inportant role in the developnent of depression. In the absence of 
a love object, or in the presence of intense ambivalence toward the 
object, aggression and hostility are redirected inwards by an individual. 
This results in feelings of guilt, self-hate, suicidal wishes, and an 
outward manifestation of passivity. 
Retuming to the aged newcacer,, the author would like to postulate 
that what was once a possible precipitato:ry cause for admission to 
an aged institution later becorres a serious effect associated with 
residential living. It appears, therefore, that there might be a 
change in the endo-reactive continuum of depression so that in the 
absence of treatnent, residents newly admitted to an aged horre face 
stronger chances of beccming endogenously depressed. Following this 
rationale, the control group in this study are therefore at greater 
risk of affective disturbance. 
The results which have just been discussed with respect to the 
variate of depression were obtained from the Becks Depression Inventory. 
This is both a reliable and valid psychorretric rreasure. It is pleasing 
to note that these trends have been validated by the depression scale on 
the Brief Psychiatric Scale (see figure 12). Guilt, another synptom 
of depression, neasured on the B.P.R.S. _(see figure 10) approximated 
the sane direction of the previous two results. 
EXairining the concept of affective responsiveness in te:r:ms of 
affect range and willingness to introspect we find the follaving results. 
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With respect to the variate of affect range (figure 34) a 
significant difference between the CI group and.the other two groups 
at each level of assessnent is found. Those residents who are exposed 
to crisis therapy are rrore in touch with a wider range of affects 
when carrparing them to .rrernbers of the other two groups. This is because--
the therapist actively encouraged the expression of feeling be it 
hostility, unhappiness, dislike, joy, interest, etc. 
With respect to the variate of willingness to introspect, let 
us first consider its theoretical irrplications. Self disclosure, or 
the verbal ccmnunication of personal infonnation about oneself and one' s 
experiences, has been the subject of a considerable body of research. 
The initial stimulus to the investigation of the concept was provided 
by Jourard (1964). His early work consisted of discussing the paraneters 
for psychological adjustnent. It was his contention that healthy 
personality functioning necessitated self-knowledge and an adequate 
"real self being". From research into the process of the presentation 
of such a "real self" to others, Jourardconcluded that self-knowledge 
was paralleled by the willingness of an individual to communicate 
personal information to significant others in his life. He notes that 
Full disclosure of the self to at least one other significant 
human being appears to be one ItEans by which a person discovers not 
only the breadth and depth of his needs and feelings, but also 
the nature of his own self-affi:rned values Jourard, 1968, p.427). 
Conversely, it is held that 
neurosis is related to the inability to knCM one's "real 
self" and to wake it known to others Jourard., 1971, p.92). 
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On this basis it would seem likely, therefore, that rreasures of 
self disclosure would be positively related to indicants of adjustrcent 
and negatively related to rreasures of maladjust.rcent and psychopathology. 
It could thus be expected that depression would covary with self-
disclosure, with lesser self-disclosure associated with greater 
depression. 
Taylor and Oberlander '(1969) camented that, in oonparison of 
reported low and high self-disclosers, low self-disclosers were 
significantly less able to discenl and respond to interpersonal stimuli, 
such as incx::nplete faces, in a tachistoscopic presentation. While 
the authors suggest that these differences are a consequence of greater 
sensitivity to interpersonal cues on the part of high disclosers, these 
findings are also consistent with those of Cohen, Baker, Cohen, (1954) 
FrarmrReichmann and Weigart (1954) and Ekman and Friesen (1974) in 
:research on depression. 
Examining our findings (see figure 35) the crisis intervention 
group derconstrate significantly rrore willingness to introspect at each 
level of assessnent than the other two groups. The SA group show 
an increased desire to engage in self-disclosure after the cessation 
of t:reatrcent but made no further inproverrents at the follow-up assessnent. 
The control group make little or no change at each level of assessnent 
with respect to this variate. 
Perhaps the crisis intervention group's high score can be seen 
to represent an indication of healthy adjustrcent whereas the control 
group's inability to make headWay suggests the evidence of psychopathology. 
It will be renerribered that this group show greater scores of depression 
which leads the author to hypothesize that depressed :residents are likely 
to emit less self-disclosing behaviours than non-depressed persons. This 
finding is consistent with those of Hinchcliffe, Lancashire and Roberts 
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(1971), Shafter and Lewinsohn (1971) and Libet and Lewinsohn (1973) 
in investigations oontrasting the verbal performance of depressed persons 
with oontrol subjects. 
Anxiety plays a central role in nost theoretical systems in 
psychiatry. It is generally viewed as the result of intrapersonal 
conflict, or interpersonal oonflict, or both, or as the result of threat-
ening external circumstances. Anxiety is a oorrplicated psychophysio-
logical response. It may be defined as a subjectively experienced 
state of dread anticipation in which the object of one's dread is 
only vaguely defined. The tenn anxiety also includes the bodily mani-
festation of this uneasy mental state i muscular tenseness, restless-
ness, rapid heart rate, excessive sweating - all signs of preparedness 
for fight or flight. 
Anxiety is a cxmron synptan in old age. It may be present inter-
mittently in response to a specific stress situation; it may be present 
chronically in sare people; or it may be a ccncanitant of other psychiatric 
disorders. Neurotic disorder in old age, whether it arises de novo 
or whether it be an exacerbation of a longstanding oondition, has 
always to be seen as a combinaticn of personal predisposition, life 
experience and the stresses net in later life. Those elderly 
persons who have weathered the stresses of earlier life successfully 
may yet succumb to what in sorre cases, must seem an ovei:whelming 
collection of losses. The loss of social status, econanic security, 
close ties of blood and friendship, physical health and bodily integrity. 
Anxiety about ending up in a long tenn care institution is a 
cannon worry for older people. Twente (1970} argues that of all the noves 
to other housing the nost dreaded is that of renoval to an institution. 
Shanas (1962} suggests "alnost all older people view the nove to a hone 
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for the aged or to a nursing home with fear and hostility •••• 
All old people without exception believe that the nove to an 
institution is the prelude to death" ,(p.102}. "An elderly wanan 
recently came to our attention because she kept an arsenal of guns at 
hame to use on herself or others if someone cane to take her to a 
nursing home" (Butler and Lewis, 1977, p.236}. These fears are 
realistic since entering a residential setting is definitely a time of 
major stress for the newooner. Fear sometimes to the point of panic, 
perplexity, errotional lability, tearfulness, and feelings of helpless-
ness daninate the psychological symptomatology. 
One of the issues that this research attercpts to explore is 
whether these syrrptans abate after entrance to an aged residential 
setting. Do aged persons, without any fonn of active intervention have 
the resiliance and detennination to make a satisf acto:ry adjustnent? 
!bes nnving to a new envirornrent irrprove their norale? 
Considering the anxiety variate on the BPRS, (a rceasure of wor:ry, 
fear and overconcem based solely on the basis of the vemal report 
of the resident's own subjective experiences} we find the following 
results (see Figure 9}. There is a significant difference between 
the crisis intervention group and the other two groups at each level of 
assessrcent with respect to this rceasure. At admission to the variO\lS 
aged homes, all three groups appeared to start out with similar scores 
of anxiety. 
However, after the cessation of treatnent the CI and SA groups 
appear to be less concerned about their future whereas little or no 
change is reported by IlEillbers of the control. It is during the next 
period, a gap of 6 weeks, that interesting changes occur. The CI group 
continue to make significant irrprovercents as evidenced by their drop 
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in scores. On the otlier hand, the control group appear to beca:re 
more anxious whereas the anxiety within the SA group increases slightly 
but _i$ still below the original admission score. 
With respect to the physical and motor manifestations of tension, 
'nervousness' and heightened activation level - namly the psycho-
physiological variate of anxiety on the BPRS - we find similar results 
(see figure 11) • 
When analysing the variate of excitem=nt, we find significant diff-
erences between the CI group and the other two groups at each level of 
assessment. That is to say, the crisis intervention group have appeared 
to becone less agitated during their three month stay in a residential 
setting whereas the control group have becorre significantly more reactive 
and display a heightened errotional tone. The SA group have not changed 
with respect to this pararreter (see figure 19). 
Considering the pararreter of somatic concern, a rreasure of hypo-
chondriasis (on the BPRS), we find yet again that there is a significant 
difference between the crisis intervention group and the other two 
groups at each level of assessment. The control group appear to 
denonstrate more over concern with present bodily health during their 
first three months of residency, i.e. , the change from Assessments ( 1-3) 
is substantial. (see Figure 8). The syndrorre of hypochondriasis can 
best be understood as a psychiatric naladaptation dete:rmined by the 
patient's unwillingness or inability to acknowledge psychological 
distress. Being physically ill is a highly acceptable excuse for non-
perfonnance in our society. Non-perfonnance as a result of ercotional 
difficulties is far less acceptable or not acceptable at all by sare 
individuals. It is fair to say that society regards the person who 
beca:res em::>tionally ill with much greater ambivalence. While gross 
psychosis may be acceptable as an excuse. for non-perfonnance, more minor, 
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so-called neurotic cc::atplaints are often seen by the society and by many 
patients themselves as an unacceptable admission of personal failure. 
Excape from personal failure into the sick role is available at all 
ages but seems to be particularly frequently used by the elderly. 
The hypochondrical patient has made an unconscious choice to present 
himself as physically ill. Three psychological rrechanisms play a najor 
role in the dynamics of hypochondriasis : 
(1) a withdrawal of psychic interest from other persons or objects 
and centreing of this interest on oneself, one's own body and its functioning. 
(2) a shift of anxiety from a specific psychic area to a less threat-
ening ooncem with bodily disease, and 
( 3) the use of physical synptons as a rreans of self-punishnent and 
atonerrent for unacceptable hostile or vengeful feelings toward those 
close to the person. 
To minimise the effects of hypochondriasis, it would appear that 
nembers within the oont:rol require psychotherapy to adopt a less poor 
idea of themselves and to gain support in reviewing their lives and 
sharing with the therapist a rrore optimistic, kindly and positive 
view of their a~everrents and abilities. The CI group seem 
to be less troubled by this nalaise since there is no need to 
sanatize their errotional problems having hcrl. the opportunity to work 
through them. At the follow-up assessrrent, on the other hand, the 
SA group appear to be noving in the direction of the control since rrore 
hypochondriacal behaviour is evidenced by nembers within this group. 
Fran the oollection of all syrrptans pertaining to anxiety discussed 
so far, do we conclude that nembers of the oontrol group show rrore 
features of psychoneuroses? Do we in fact define these synptans as 
being characteristic of a typical neurotic oondition or do they 
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pertain to the effects of a severe adjust:nent reaction? Alternatively, 
do they reflect features of what Barton has called the institutional 
neurosis? On the basis of evidence aCXifilred, the author believes 
that it is inpossible to make a definite statement but rather he choses 
to adopt an interactive position whereby aspects of all three diagnostic 
options are seen to produce the clinical picture that we have been presented 
with. Despite the lack of diagnostic clarity, crisis psychotherapy has 
aided the individual in roping with stresses and anxiety associated with 
becaning a resident in an institutional setting. 
Folla,,.,ing depressive reactions, paranoid reactions are probably the 
rrost cx::mron psychiatric disturbance in old age. Paranoid patients are 
suspicious of persons and events around them and they often OJ.nStruct 
faulty, that is, unrealistic explanation5 of events which happen to them. 
Co people who have been placed in an aged hare in the absence of treatrcent 
becare suspicious? 
Fran the results of this study, it would appear that the answer is 
yes (see figure 14). The control group becarce more suspicious at 
each subsequent level of assessnent, whereas in the er· group, the direct 
opposite prevailed. While intervention is applied, the SA group make 
:inproverrents with regard to the pararreter of suspiciousness. HONever, 
the effects of treatrcent are not long lasting since nembers in this group 
do not seem able to withstand the pressures fran the enviromrent as at 
the end of the third nonth of residency, there is a strong resurgence 
of suspicious behaviour. Scores on the BPRS and corresponding PAMIE 
variate (figure 30) yield sllni.lar results. 
Factors comronly found in the life situations of the aging that 
may contribute to the developrrent of paranoid thinking include social 
isolation, insecurity and sensory losses. HONever, the onset of 
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symptoms nay also follow acute stress such as the effects of institution-
alization. In sare instances it simply represents an intensification 
of a life-long pattem of hostility or suspiciousness (Post, 1965). 
A certain anount of suspiciousness nay actually be adaptive in 
the face of a treacherous environrcent. There is no doubt that the aged 
encounter rrore hostility and fewer q>IX)rtunities in their institutional 
environrcent than do elderly people living in the cormn.m.ity. Paranoid 
behaviour, like hypochondriasis, can provide an excuse for failure. 
The person can sey that the fault lies not with himself but with "them". 
They are trying to harm him, are taking away his powers, and are 
trying to make him look ridiculous. Frequent as paranoid syrrptans are 
in old age, it should be ma.de clear that they do not have the ominous 
significance that such ideas have in younger persons. 
It is thought that paranoid ideas give rise to hostility and un-
co-operativeness. If this is true in the absence of intervention, one 
would expect to find an increased score on measures of these variates. 
Confinnatm:y evidence was gleaned from the control since rcembers of 
this group present with increasing scores of hostility and uncooperativeness 
at post-test and follow-up assessments. The CI group, on the other hand, 
wade positive changes with respect to the paraxreters under investigation 
(see figures 13 and 14). 
The discussion thus far ha.S indicated that there are definite 
affective changes whidl take place during the resident's first three 
rronths of admission. Do our findings simply reflect the trauma 
initiated by pennanent institutionalization? Are they simply part of 
what psychiatry tenns an adjustrcent reaction or do they reflect an 
institutional neurosis which is to all intents and purposes rrore serious 
in nature? Irrespective of which diagnostic label one ultimately 
choses, the need for psychotherapy is strongly indicated for patients 
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who are in the midst of adjusting to a new environment. Many professionals 
working in aged hones, may not be aware of the severity of such affective 
disturbances in residents, and as Slater and Roth (1969) point out, delay 
in such rea::>gnition hinders ensuring a positive outcare for newcorrers 
to residential settings. In support of this staterrent, the writer 
refers the reader to review the profile of control group sUbjects. 
What happens with respect to the cognitive variables? The author 
has argued throughout that the severe stress of institutionalization 
occurs in its rrost extreme fonn just after entering the hare. There 
is a disequilibrium period in which rrental disorganization ensues 
and for sorre residents it takes the fonn of almost total disorientation 
in tine and place. IX> these syrcptoms abate or do they berome part 
and parcel of an insidious derrentia? The tenn derrentia inplies a 
progressive and generally irreversible global deterioration of mental 
functioning and behaviour due to a destructive organic process. Looking 
at the syrcptoms of rrental disorganization (a psychological rreasure 
on the PAMIE) which reflects the resident's level of oonfusion, we 
find a significant difference between the crisis intervention group 
and the other two groups at post-test and follow-up assessrrents (see 
figure 28). That is to say the residents within the CI group beoorre 
less confused and are rrore able to make sense of their environment in 
ccrcparison to mambers wtihin the SA and control groups. In the latter 
groups general confusion prevails and the synptoms tend to get worse, 
with the oontrol showing the greatest degree of oonfusion at the end 
of the third rronth of residency. 
In crisis intervention, confusion is regarded as being antipathetic 
to healthy functioning and it is discouraged inurediately. By making 
the resident focus on what happened in the recent past, the therapist 
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tries to help hin\lher gain cognitive aW'areness of the imrcediate 
situation through verbalization and ordering of all the aspects, 
including bringing into full consciousness those elerrents which may have 
been repressed or denied. By trying to get a ooherent picture of 
what has been going on and is still happening, one's thought processes 
are made clearer. 
In the SA and oontrol groups no fonnal procedures were adopted to 
enhance cognitive functioning and perhaps the fact that this was not 
done explains the oonoomni.tant rise of confusion. It leads us to 
raise an i.nportant question as to whether a conglorreration of traumatic 
experiences can speed up an underlying predisposition towards derrentia. 
There are many changes occuring in the organism at the tirre of old age. 
Busse (1969) has advanced two ooncepts to explain how one ages. 
The first, biological aging, refers to those genetic processes which are 
tirre-related but independent of stress, traurna and disease. His 
other category, seoonciary aging; refers to the effects fran trauma 
and chronic illness, and it is to this alternative that we direct our 
attention. 
Biological theorists studying aging at the cellular and sub-
cellular level, propose that cumulative effects of trauma to individual 
cells eventually result in organismic dysfunction. CUrtis (1966) 
claims that there is increasing prevalence towards long-tenn chronic 
disease, the etiology of which arises from cumulated insults to the 
organism. 
The nature of the relationship between the psychological and 
pathological changes in cases of senile derrentia and those found in 
nonnal elderly subjects has been recently investigated in the oourse 
of an enquiry in whidl a large number of psychiatrically ill subjects 
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and persons admitted to hospital on acoount of physical illness alone were 
tested with the aid of two psychological rreasu:res.designed to describe 
their level of intellectual functioning and their corcpetence in everyday 
activities in quantitative tenns (Ibth et al, 1967). A high proportion 
of those admitted with physical disease showed neither psychiatric 
disorder nor any obvious psychological deficit on climcal examination. 
In those patients who cane to post-rrortem, detailed pathological studies 
were carried out and this included a rrean plague oount carputed in 
' 
each case from a total of 60 microsoopic fields sanpled from 12 
sections of cerebral grey matter. The results suggest that the 
occurrence of senile plagues in patients with a wide range of psychiatric 
disorders and nonnal elderly subjects alike, arises from the fact 
that the cerebral degenerative process the plague represents is closely 
related to a psychological change that cuts across diagnostic 
distinctions to sare extent. It seems likely that the differences 
between well-preserved, mildly inpaired and unequivocally derrented 
subjects are of a quantitative nature, though the possibility that 
senile derrents are qualitatively apart in respect of sone pathological 
change that remains to be disoovered cannot be excluded. In other 
words, the clinical picture of senile derrentia may becorre manifest 
when a certain threshold is passed by the degenerative process. 
All pathological changes described in association with senile 
dementia - plagues, neurofibrillary change and granulovacuola degeneration -
have been found to a limited extent in well-preserved old people. 
What causes these underlying factors to take on clinical significance 
still remains a If!YStery. Perhaps accumulated life stresses and their 
effect on the biological system of old people require but one catalyst 
to set the degenerative process into rrotian. The effects of 
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institutionalization may be the stimuli which trigger off active 
denentia in the sanple of people under investigation. If irental 
disorganization, . (a synptom that results from entrance to an aged 
institution) is not adequately dealt with, global cognitive deter-
ioration may ensue. 
Psychological deterioration, a secx:>nd order factor on the PAMIE 
scale conprising of the following first order factors 
(a) Mentally Disorganized/confused 
(b) Withdrawn/apathetic 
(c) Behaviourally deteriorated 
(d) Self-care dependent 
( e) Bedfast, noribund 
was rreasured in accordance with the specifications laid down by the 
design. Results indicated that there was a significant difference 
between the CI group and the other two groups at each level of assessirent. 
At post-test and follow-up assessirents the SA and Control groups were 
nore psychologically deteriorated whereas the CI group had made an 
adequate adjustrrent. 
We shall now go on to discuss the social psychological findings 
of this study. Examining the variate of life satisfaction we find 
the following trends. There is a significant difference between the 
crisis intervention group and the other two groups at each level of 
assessirent with respect to .this rreasure (see figure 6). At admission 
to the various hones all three groups appeared to start out with sirclilar 
scores of life satisfaction. At Assessirent 2, ooth the CI and the SA 
group scores had risen, whereas the cx:>ntrol score had dropped quite 
considerably. That is to say.;. lx>th therapeutic groups derronstrated increased 
life satisfaction .imrediately after the cessation of treatrrent whereas 
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the control group dem:>nstrated a lack of life satisfaction during the 
sarre tirre period. Sinply-renoving the aged person fran a stressful 
situation that he/she faced prior to institutionalization does not 
seem to help. Therapeutic intervention appears essential to facilitate 
a snooth passage into the institutional corridors.· 
At a follCM-up assessrrent sace six weeks later,.the control group 
had depreciated nore markedly whereas those members within the crisis 
intervention group had increased their life satisfaction steadily. There 
was little or no change at this assessrrent for nembers within the 
social attachnent and activity group. They had maintained a position 
of positive norale which was nore favourable than at the outset of 
the study. This was an unexpected finding since it will be remembered 
that this group approximated the direction of the control with respect 
to depression, i.e. , they becane nore miserable and one would have 
expected a similar trend with respect to life satisfaction. 
Chown (1977) defines norale as follows ••• 
M:>rale is the enotional a::mponent of a person's attitude 
tCMard his own life and may be defined as a reflection of his 
feelings· about his past, present, and future. When such a broad 
view of norale is take, it becorres synonyrrous with degree of 
satisfaction of life. It seems likely that norale will be related 
to the individual's assessrrent both of his own potential and of 
his career to date and that it will reflect the degree of 
concordance between his original hopes and aims .and his achieve-
rrents (p.672). 
For many years it was accepted that activity represented adjust-
rrent (Havighurst and Albrecht, 1953). Many investigators have indeed 
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found thatcontinued activity and high norale are correlated (Anderson, 
1967; Kutner, 1956; Lii;.rnan and Smith, 1968; Maddox, 1965; Phillips, 
1969; Tobin and Neugarten, 1961; Zborowski and Eyde, 1962), although 
Maddox (1965) did find that over a 7-year period there was sorre decrease 
in activity for rrost elderly people. 
In contrast, disengagemant theory suggests that aging people like 
to becare less involved with the world and with social nonns, and to 
be rrore interested and preoccupied with their own standards and 
philosophy of life. Sir John Hoby (1561) a tudor translator expresses 
the position with elegant rrelancholy ••• 
Therefore (rre thinke) old rren be like unto them, that sayling 
out of an Heaven, behould the ground with their eyes, and 
the vessel! to their seeminge standeth styll and the Shore goeth: 
and yet is cleane contrary - for the heaven, and likewise the tine 
and pleasures, continue still in their estate, and we with the 
vessel! of rrortalitye flying CJNa.y, go one after another through 
the tenpestuous sea that swaloweth up and devoureth all Thinges, 
neither is it granted us at any tine to care on shore again, 
but alwaies between with contrary windes, at the end we breake 
our vessel! at sorre Rock (in Comfort, 1976, p.65). 
Disengagem:-..nt - a concept fraught with conflict, is neither 
sinple nor an all or none affair. It is not entirely voluntary and 
in nost cases the author would argue that the envi:rornrent plays a 
considerable part in detennining social withdrawal. There is now 
good evidence to suggest that voluntary disengagemant is not hannful 
to norale, but that forced disengagerrent whether due to poor health, 
disability, widowhood, retirerre:nt or lCM incare, does affect not only 
social interaction but also norale (Lowenthal and Boler,1965; 
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Tallmar and Kutner, 1969). Following the irrplications of this argurrent, 
aged persons entering scree fo:rm of institutional living whether they 
choose to or not, are in a process of forced disengagerrent. There-
fore we would expect institutional residents to have lower self-esteem 
than people living independently (Pollack,.Karp,.Kahn and Goldfarb, 
1962). The decision to enter such a hone, entailing as it does the 
threat of loss of functional independence and admission of helplessness 
is the critical point. 
The present study, in part, was designed to examine whether sorre 
intervention could retard the effects of forced disengagerrent thereby 
altering the e:xpectation of increasingly poorer life.satisfaction as one 
noves along the institutional path. Results of this study indicate 
that in ooth treat:nent groups this seems possible, with the therapeutic 
group, namely crisis intervention, continuing to make significant 
changes right up until the third nonth of residency. Perhaps the 
expected disengaged position, so typical within the institutional 
setting, need not be a foregone conclusion. In a stimulating or 
enriching environnent there would be no need for it to occur and, 
furthenrore, the author believes that rrost residents would not naturally 
choose this p::>siticn as their first alternative. He is in agreerrent 
with Comfort's ( 19 76) view of disengagerrent which states that ••• 
Disengagenent ip. our culture is often, alas, sludge language for 
being ejected, excluded or deneaned, and liking it - an attribute 
wished an the newly created old to plaster our guilt and provide 
a piece of jargon to excuse our conduct. Age-proof people will 
have none of it. 
If "disengagenent" were real, it would have to be optional. 
In that case it would not be necessary to define it with a special 
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narre - at any age you can opt out of what you have been doing, 
often because it is seen to be not worthwhile (p.65). 
Because none of the hemes under investigation had a specific 
reorientation program for its new residents, those elderly who were not 
given crisis therapy nor exposed to a social attachrrent and activity 
program were forced into the disengaged position. It was not surpri,sing 
therefore to find that this group had the la.vest soore with respect to 
life satisfaction. The process of disengagenent can be understood 
as being based on a simultaneous devaluation of attachrrents, so that the 
older person and his social milieu withdraw from each other in tenns of 
the nurrber of contacts and the strengths of attachrrent bonds. 
The present research study has atterrpted to re-develop an attachrrent 
to a psychotherapist or volunteer so as to enhance the resident's 
ability to control and master the erivirorurent. Control gives the 
resident a sense of relief fran the pervasive feeling of helplessness 
which has been created by the process of institutionalization. 
Ultimately, with the renoval of helplessness, depression subsides and 
there is a conoonmitant rise in life satisfaction. In the final instance, 
it appears th.at the crisis intervention group is able to totally neet 
these objectives. The SA group inproves slightly but there is sone 
query as to whether these changes are long lasting. 
Let us consider the results with respect to a neasure of self-
ooncept, narrely the Osgood Self Evaluation Scale (see figure 20). 
the self-concept is the i.rcage the individual has of himself; it 
reflects his actual experiences and the way he inte:rprets these experiences, 
his actual self and the way he inte:rprets this self. 
Given the stresses and losses that CXlire with entrance to an 
institution, given the lack of respect shONn to the elderly, given 
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their diminishing physical capacities and saneti.nes their diminishing 
cognitive capacities, it is only cormon sense to believe that in 
the absence of treatnent, a resident's self-esteem should drop drastically 
during his/her stay in an aged hone. 
This hypothesis is not borne out by the research data. We 
find at the end of Assessrrent two, the control group derconstrated a 
slight rise in the score. This gain in self-concept sustained itself 
throughout the duration of the study. Despite the control group 
derconstrating the lc:Mest score with respect to the variate of self-
concept, it was nevertheless positive and against the cormon sense 
prediction. HCM ·do we explain this result? Bennett (1963) claims 
that the new resident is socialized into accepting the nonns and values 
of his/her new environrrent. Inplicit nonns are that the hone is 
inm.me frcm criticism and that the resident should present himself/ 
herself in the best possible light so as not to offend others. Perhaps 
in attenpting to do just this, the newo:>rrer adopts a false self-concept. 
That is to say, there is a possibility that nenbers within the control 
are indeed denying their ONn feelings of lc:Mer self-esteem, but that 
such denial is an appropriate and effective rrechanism for adaptation 
at.this point in their lives. Defence rrechanisrn.s perf onn an inportant 
function in penni. tting people, at any age, to naintain an adequate 
self-concept. At present, we have no sound basis for this belief 
and it can only remain a tentative hypothesis. 
The crisis intervention group, however, derconstrated a consistent 
rise in self-concept which reflected the positive gains from psycho-
therapy. The SA group on the other hand, indicated that there was a 
rise in self-concept which, however, did not sustain itself, for at the 
end of the third assessrrent, there was a definite drop in self-evaluation. 
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Before camenting on the inte.rpersonal behaviour of aged residents 
let us briefly review the literature with respect to interpersonal 
distance. The concept of personal space as an area or distance 
that a person ordinarily places between himself and other persons 
(Sarmer, 1959) made its initial appearance in the 1930's, Since 
that tine, however, it has received only sporadic attention and recent 
interest and research into interpersonal distance derives largely from 
investigations into territoriality and spacing patteD'lS in infra human 
species (e.g. Ardrey, 1966; King, 1965). 
Early conceptualizations of interpersonal distance in man directly 
paralleled those deriving fran non-human species : personal space was 
defined as a stationa:cy area surrounding an individual, having a regular 
fonnat and boundaries (HorCMitz, 1968). 
Hall (1964) theorized that interpersonal distance of humans consisted 
of a series of concentric circles surrounding an individual. He 
proposed that the degree of intimacy and the particular function of 
relationships detennined the zone in which types of interactions took 
place. Four zones were designated intimate, casual-personal, social-
consultati ve and public. 
Sonner (1961) distinguished human territo:cy fran animal territo:cy 
in that human personal space has : •••• "no fixed geographic reference 
points, noves about with the individual, and expands and constructs 
under varying conditions (p.247). 
He denonstrated that such territories exist and va:cy on the basis 
of interpersonal stimuli and situational constraints (Felipe and Somrrer, 
1966). Similarly, Little (1965) regarded the distance an individual 
placed bebt.een himself and others as being nore accurately represented 
by a set of "non-concentric, fluctuating globes" (Duke and NCMicke, 1972). 
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Ho:ro.vitz (1968) identified two facets to the interpersonal distance 
phenarenon : stationary space, with a relatively fixed boundary, and 
"i;x:>rtable space, which was seen as surrounding and noving about with the 
individual. This nobile area was labelled the "body-buffer zone" 
and was seen as deriving from the externalization of body ooncepts 
and feelings. The function of the "body buffer zone" was to protect 
an individual against personal threats to his enotional well being 
and to deal with the type of intrapsychic factors which Fisher and 
Cleveland (1958) soore as "boundary", "barrier", and "penetration" on 
the Rorschach and Holtzman inkblots. 
What happens within aged residential settings? IX> newc:oners 
actually put up barriers around themselves to limit interpersonal 
relationships from developing? Is there less friendliness and nore 
hostility toward others? Results arising from the present sttrly 
indicate the following. We find a significant difference between 
the crisis intervention group and the other two groups with respect 
to the variates of depth, warmth, noti vation, oo-operation and si;x:>ntanei ty 
at each level of assessrrent. (see figures 21-25). The three groups 
started out with similar soores which however changed rather drarna.tically 
after the cessation of treatnent. Both the CI and SA groups derconstrated 
an increase in interpersonal relationships with, once again, the CI 
group shLMing the greatest inprovenent. 
The degree of acquaintanee between individuals influences inter-
personal distance resi;x:>nding. A oonsistent relationship between inter-
personal distance and liking has been established by a number of researchers 
(King, 1966; Lett, Clark and Altman, 1969). Exposure to both fonns 
of treatnent therefore is likely to reduce one's social barriers and 
encourage outward responses of self-expression. 
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In contrast, when individuals are fearful of, or experience, negative 
contingencies in interactions, this generally leads to an increase in 
inter-personal distance (Horowitz, 1968). Data on eye contact and 
gaze avoidance parallel these findings (Mahrabian and Friar, 1969) • 
Exline and Winters (1965) found that when subjects·were negatively 
evaluated by a hostile interviewer they avoided looking at the experi -
reenter nore than a control group of subjects who were not negatively 
evaluated. 
Looking at the central group at Assessment two, in certain instances 
there was a reduction in interpersonal behaviour supporting the above 
argurrent. Hcwever, there were occasions where little or no change 
was evidenced. At the follcw-up assessment, the CI group had continued 
to make significant inprovenents whereas the SA group dem::>nstrated a 
marked decline in interpersonal functioning and had tended to increase 
their social distance. Perhaps this was linked to an increase in the 
depressive syrrptamatology reported. One may hypothesize that depressed 
individuals will exhibit a greater interpersonal distance towards 
others than non-depressed persons. Data on investigations of inter-
personal distance and locus of control suggests additionally that 
differences between depressed and non-depressed persons will be nost 
evident in interactions with unfamiliar stimuli. Duke and Nowicki 
(1972) provide evidence for a positive correlation between interpersonal 
distance towards a stranger and increasing depression. 
Not much fluctuation is seen with respect to interpersonal behaviour 
in the control <::JrOup at Assessnent. 3. ~t of the scores have remairied 
the sane with the exception of one or two variates. No supportive 
evidence with respect to social distance and depression was_forthcxming 
in this group, since one would have expected the control to derronstrate 
the greatest level of interpersonal distance since participants in this 
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group were the most depressed at this stage of the proceedings. 
Bennett and Nahem::M (1965) define social adjustnent as 
••• "fitting oneself into an ongoing social situation" including 
"social integration", which refers to "participation in activities; 
"evaluation" which includes" ••• the concept of morale insofar as 
it reflects an evaluation of the social enviromrent"; "confonnity" 
which is ••• behaviour enacted in accordance with social nonns" 
(p.47). 
It is their belief that residents of hOITEs are expected to participate 
in activities, develop info:rroal relationships, obey rules and do ve.ry 
little complaining. Social integration as indicated by participation 
in fo:rroal and info:rroal activities is generally the major criterion of 
adjustrrent. 
The present research focused on the developnent and evaluation of 
two treatnent programs for new residents in order to facilitate the 
adjustnent process. Looking at how successful it has been, with 
respect to the variate of social involverrent, (see figure 26), we find 
that there is a significant difference between the crisis intervention 
group and the other two groups, at each level of assessnent. Initially 
both e:xperinental groups becOITE more socially involved after the cessation 
of treatnent. At the follow-up assessnent, once again the crisis 
intervention grouphave made substantial gains whereas the social attach-
nent and activity grouphave becorre less involved and scores moved in the 
direction of the control. Not having been exposed to any fonn of 
intervention seems to be detrirrental for residents since they do not 
socialize adequately and tend to adopt an isolated position (see control 
group result). Social isolation is defined by Tee and Granick (1960) 
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as "absence of specified_role relationships which are generally activated 
and sustained through personal interaction". The rrore isolated one 
is, the less attachrrents one makes, and as we have already demonstrated, 
unless one gains rreanir;.gful feedback from social interactions one can 
effect no personal change. A helpless position ensl.Es, and concamittant 
depression results. 
In cxmcluding the discussion with respect to the psychological 
variates under investigation, it has becorre painstakingly clear that the 
three treat:Irent groups adjusted in different fashions. The crisis 
interventioo group appears to differ rrore fran the control group 
than the social activity group. In many variates, it sho.vs reverse 
trends opposite to that of the cxmtrol. As we have sh0tm throughout 
the preceding discussion, these directional trends in all instances point 
to the positive pole in the adjustrrent-maladjust:Irent continuum 
In all treatments, the initial variate rreans were not different 
but diverged cxmsistently from Assrrent 1 to 2 and 2 to 3. More variates 
continued to di verge from Assessrrents 2 to 3 than reverted back to.vards 
Assessrrent 1 levels. 
The irrplications of these findings will be discussed at great 
length in a later chapter. 
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8.2 Discussion of the Suitability of a Dialectial Analysis with 
Respect to the Present Study 
In the intrcxluction, the author raises the question as to whether 
it is possible to examine adjustrcent to an aged hare in tenns of a 
dialectical rrodel. Biological, psychological, socio-economic, social 
and envirorurental factors play a leading role in detenn:ining how one 
ages. Those people who are forced to decide upon institutionalization 
as their last alternative experience disequilibrium with :respect to 
sone of the above-nentioned variates. The decision to go into a 
hare marks the beginnings of what is known in dialectical tenns as the 
thesis. 
Upon acquiring institutional status, the :resident faces :i.nnediately 
both explicit and inplicit demands to adjust to the nonns, values and 
expectations of the particular hone in question. In nost cases, the 
resident is unable to neet all of these, and a state of conflict is 
created, whereby both the hare as well as the newcorrer struggle to 
accarodate to each others needs. This conflict often creates an 
adjustirent react,icn characterised by affective disturbance, psycho-
social withdrawal, and in certain instances, cognitive disturbance 
exists as well. This characterises the anti thesis. Sorre of the 
needs of the hare are that nernbers obey rules, co-operate with staff and 
in general accept the nonns and values associated with oo:rporate living. 
Bennett (1963) claims that the following are explicit statenents 
of sone irrplicit :resident nonns. 
(1) A resident should neither criticise The Harre nor oonplain about it. 
(2) Not only should he not criticise The Hone, he should praise it 
and corre to accept it as his hone. 
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( 3) A resident should keep active and busy. 
( 4) A resident should not argue with others in The Hone.• If 
possible he should avoid intimate contact with others and only 
observe fonnalities, which consist mainly of saying "good rroming" 
or "good evening" (p.22). 
According to one administrator, 
Residents are expected to behave as ladies or gentlerren, They 
are ~cted to be courteous and say 'hallo' to all, including 
staff rrenbers. They should be clean and dress nicely ••• 
The well adjusted individual is part of the group. He is neat 
in appearance, because the others will be critical of sloppy 
people (ibid, p.121). 
For acceeding to these demands the hare provides shelter, care, 
and attention, and a refuge fran stress factors which have lead to the 
resident's application for admission in the first place. 
There is continuous dialogue between the two parties in an 
attenpt to resolve the specific demands on either side. Unless the 
resident makes ·a series of adaptations in the biological, psychological 
and socio-cultural arenas, his/her stay in an aged hare.is bound to 
be plagued with increasing levels of conflict, which in the final analysis 
produces maladaptation. The synthesis characterises the struggle 
by both parties to accept the predicarrent that they face thereby 
creating the climate for adjustnent to ensue. Synthesis can be defined 
as the conposi ti an of oppositional parts into a rrore carp lex whole. 
It is not rrerely the choice of one oppositional demand over the other, 
but the dialectical combination of thesis and antithesis into a higher 
stage of truth. 
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Dialectical psydlology is OJimlitted to the study of actions and 
changes and is primarily ooncemed with hCM individuals and groups 
overcarre intemal and extemal conflicts created by crises. Consequently 
it reinterprets crises and contradictions in positive telJllS. For 
dialectical psychology it is irrportant to find OlJthCM challenges 
are recognized and hCM questions are asked rather than hCM problems 
are solved and hCM answers are given. In errphasizing the social basis 
of human beings, the interaction between two persons in the fonn of 
dialogues provides the prototypical exanple for such explorations. 
Riegel (1976) has outlined the pre-requisites of a dialectical 
psychology. Firstly, he claims that a dialogue has tenporal structure. 
The speakers altemate in their presentations and each successive statenent 
has to reflect the one imrediately preceding it. Each utterance must 
be consistent with the proponent's CM1 views and must represent equally 
consistent or systematically rrodified reactions to all statenents made 
by the opponent. M:>reover, each utterance should reflect issues of 
the topic or theme which are pre-supposed but not necessarily openly 
expressed in the dialogue. The relationship between the aged newcarrer 
and the representative of authority in the harce, be it a nurse, social 
worker or administrator characterises the continuous nature of dialogue. 
Dialogues also exist with other residents, and both ultinately have the 
function of providing the new resident with acceptable guidelines for 
adjustrcent into a foreign environnent. 
If such a reflective co-ordination did not take place, the dialogue 
would degenerate into altemative rronologues in which each speaker 
would ~rely follow up on his/her earlier statements without reacting to 
the opponent's elaborations. 
could take place. 
If this were the case, no socialization 
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How does socialization in fact occur? According to Riegel (1976) 
the language between the participants couches the values and nonns 
which outline the direction of interaction and ultimately the pre-
requisite for adjust.Irent. The two speakers might :represent quite 
different social groups with ver:y different orientations, preferences and 
goals. camtunication between them is possible only because the 
groups to which the speakers belong are part of the sarre society and thus 
share many properties of a :rro:re fundarrental conmunication system. 
In the relationship between the :representative of authority 
in the hOire and the aged newccmer, corrplicated transactions occur. The 
caretaker has to speak, direct and prevent hann from caning to the 
resident, but he/she has to also listen and change his/her activities 
according to the demmds of the newcx::mer. The synchronization of these 
two tirre sequences, that is, the changes and developnent of the resident, 
and the changes and developrrent of the caretaker is of central inportance 
in _their dialogue and ultimately :reflects whether healthy adjust.Irent ensues. 
By their ver:y nature, these two systems, i.e. , the staff system and resident 
system are out of phase with each other, which in tum creates tension 
and conflict. Acoording to Riegel, Datan and Reese (1977), this 
leads to developnent. A dialectical theor:y of human developnent focuses 
an the simultaneous :rroverrents along at least the following four 
dirrensions, (1) inner-biological (2) individual-psychological (3) 
cultural-sociological, and (4) outer-physical. The progressions within 
one particular and two different dirrensions are not always synchronized. 
Whenever two sequences are out of step it is said to create a crisis. 
However, crises should never be exclusively negatively evaluated. Many 
crises :represent constructive· confrontations leading ton~ developrent. 
While the author accepts this point of view for earlier stages of 
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developnent, there is sare doubt as to whether one can sinply leave 
elderly people who have entered their last hare to sinply negotiate 
this life crisis successfully. Looking at the control group at post-
test and follow-up assessrrents, this study reveals that unresolved 
crises create deterioration in psychological and social variates 
which is no longer functional. No significant changes were reported 
with respect to biological variates. However, this may sinply be 
a result of unsuitable neasures that were insensitive to small changes. 
Without active intervention - a position of helplessness exists 
which could lead to prercature death. N.A. Ferrari (1962) found the 
following in a doctoral thesis carried out in the United States. Fifty-
five females, over 65 years old and with an average age of 82 applied 
for admission to an old age horre in the Midwest. Ferrari asked them 
upon admission how much freedan of choice they had felt in noving to 
the hama, how many other possibilities had been open to them, and.how 
much pressure their relatives had applied to them to enter the hare. 
Of the seventeen women who said they had no alternative but to nove to 
the hone, 8 died after four weeks in residence and 16 were dead in 10 
weeks. Apparently only one person of the 38 who SCM an alternative 
died in the initial period. 
Although no supportive evidence was found in the present study, 
many of those people left to negotiate the crisis of institutionalization 
unaided were virtually psychologically dead, at three nonths after 
admission. 
It is interesting to note that this position is recognized within 
dialectical theory itself ••••• 
Crises originating along the inner-biological dinension~ such as 
illness, incapacitation, or death are nearly synchronized with 
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individual-psychological events and therefore create critical 
problems for the persons affected. Nevertheless, successful 
synchronization constitutes the goal in these and many sinpler 
situations, and whenever a crisis is resolved, a synchronizing 
reinterpretation has taken place. Crises rould be prevented 
if synchronization oould be achieved prospectively. 
(Riegel, 1976, p.6931. 
Inplicit in this quotation, is the idea of enhancing synchronization. 
Although actual death for these theorists is rreaningful, there is a 
definite realization that tmless sane kind of active intervention is 
applied to prevent arrested development - helplessness and "psychological 
death" are strong possibilities. In the present study, we fotmd that 
through the use of crisis intervention strategies we were able to reverse 
the helpless position and enhance further developrrent. 
The attraction of the dialectic rrethod with respect to this study 
is its corrprehensive assessrrent of adjustnent variates. It not only 
oonsiders the aged person on a psychological basis, but looks equally at 
biological and socio-cultural criteria. By so doing it places the 
newoorrer in the context of the real life situation. Each subject has 
been assessed in tenns of strengths and weaknesses, with the rreasure 
of biological, psychological and social function being of crucial 
significance. 
On hypothesizes that a change in one area produces ooncarrl'nitant 
changes in other areas. Taking those residents within the crisis 
intervention group, it was fotmd that inproving their psychological 
state had positive 'spill over' effects in tenns of certain social 
paraneters, namely corrmunity and family involvement. Ha.vever, no 
change was fotmd with respect to biological variates._ Possible 
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reasons were that the neasures errployed were too unsophisticated to 
register small biological changes that occurred. ALternatively the 
tine span·errployed within the present research design possesses severe 
limitations for a dialectical analysis. In three rronths, perhaps 
even with sophisticated instrurrents, it is not possible to depict 
changes within physical variates. A follow-up carried out after one 
year would give rrore neaningful results. 
Dialectical contributions to ge:rontology are still in their 
infancy and in the final analysis, a dialectical interpretation of 
human develcpment viz a viz aging remains a goal to be fulfilled. Much 
work has to be done in theory.nethodology, and, last but not least, 
in the application of dialectical thinking to research, education and 
social praxis. 
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8.2 Discussion of Therapeutic Outoorre - With Respect to Present Study 
In broadest te:rrns, the enterprise called "psychotherapy"encarpasses 
a person who has reoognized that he is in need of help, an eJ<pert who 
has agreed to provide that help, and a series of human interactions, 
frequently of highly intricate, subtle, and prolonged character, 
designed to bring about beneficial changes in the patient's feelings 
and behaviour that the participants and society at large will view as 
therapeutic. 
Strupp (1973) clailns that, as a scientific discipline, rrodem 
psychotherapy must insist on a public or intersubjectively verifiable 
outcorre ••• 
• • there must be scree way of docurrenting the occurence of change, 
difficult and fallible as such a derronstration may turn out to 
be. There is no need to define change in restrictive terms, 
as behaviourists have done, but it is necessary to stipulate that 
(1) change must be derronstrable; 
(2) it must be relatively pennanent; and 
( 3) it must be attributable to the interpersonal transactions 
between patient and therapist. 
(p. 263). 
Although these pre-requisites are relatively straightfo:rward, vecy 
few people have actually managed to put them into practice, and the 
failure to do so has been a major factor for the continuing controversy 
concerning the effectiveness of psychotherapy as a treatnent rrodality. 
The field has been plagued by prolonged and fruitless controversy as to 
whether psychotherapy "works", is "effective" or does any good. 
Only during the last two decades have there been systematic attenpts 
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to firstly assess patient changes over tirre, and seoondly, link these 
changes to particular therapeutic operations. Because of the enorrrous 
clinical, technical, and rrethodological difficulties inherent in these 
tasks, progress has been slow, and there are as yet few if any studies 
that are irrmune from criticisms, usually on numerous grounds. 
It seems to all intents and purposes that enpirical research must 
be the final arbiter of the controversies besetting this area of invest-
igation. Apart from the problem of assessing changes in the patient 
and detennining whether a change has been for better or worse, there is no 
task equal in irrportance to an analysis of what the therapist does. 
It is obvious that the therapist attenpts to change behaviour; influence 
one's thoughts about oneself and others, or set into notion processes that 
nay result in change. He becares effective through his personal inter-
action with another individual who at least on scree level desires change 
and is rrotivated to seek it. To corrplicate this issue even further, 
it becaces necessary to make a distinction between the therapist's 
personality and his actions, between what he is and what he does. In 
practice, the two sets of variables necessarily fuse and it becares extra-
ordinarily difficult to disentangle their respective oontributions to 
process and outcare. 
Is change produced by a set of tedmiques (namely crisis inter-
vention) so that it makes little difference who administers them providing 
one follows the specified guidelines? Alternatively, are tedmiques 
inoonsequential? Is not change sirrply produced by a healer who exerts 
a powerful charismatic effect on individuals who seek his help? 
According to Strupp, 1973; Garfield and Bergin, 1971 and Gw:man and 
Razin, 1977, nost therapeutic procedures fall between these two poles 
they are neither totally independent nor totally dependent on the person 
using them. They are in all likelihood potentiated or diminished by 
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the therapist's personality as well as tbe situational oontext in which 
the transaction occurs. 
Fran this brief introductim is it hardly surprising to find that 
confusion continues to flourish at all levels. The fundamental problem 
which has proved so utterly refractory is that we are trying to assess 
the outoorre of exceedingly carplex human interactions.. To try and 
make a scientific exercise out of this task we ask ourselves : 
Does a set of specifiable operations have a specifiable outoorre? In 
other words, we try to ascertain whether the therapist's interventions 
have produced a measurable effect on the patient with the proviso that 
the changes must be relatively pennanent and stable. 
Changes resulting from psychotherapy are usually classified under 
two main rubrics (1) feelings and cognitive changes, and (2) 
behaviour. The fonner are generally assessed by standardized self-
report measures; the latter by ratings of the therapist, sanetines 
canplenented by extemal judges such as independent clinicians, roan-mates, 
spouses, etc. Because of the lack of agreenent on criteria of out-
oorre and the inevitable intrusion of value judgenents, the assessment 
of therapeutic outcx:mas has remained one of the major obstacles to 
progress. 
There are the changes that have nothing to do with the therapy 
per se but sinply reflect that of a placebo. Shapiro (1971) has 
derconstrated that placebo effects are by no means restricted to drugs 
but are a pervasive phenanenon in fields as disparate as medicine and 
psychoanalysis. Eysenck (1952, 1965) has tenned it spontaneous 
remission. 
After 25 years and much debate, it is disheartening to_ find that there 
is still oonsiderable controversy over the rate of irrprovement in neurotic 
disorders in tbe absence of fonnal treatirent. The . issue oontinues to 
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be of major interest because spontaneous i.nproverrent is presumed to 
confound the success rates that are attributed to participation in 
psychotherapy. Eys$lck reasoned that any fonn of psychotherapy worth 
its salt must exceed the baseline defined by "spontaneous remission"· or 
face a verdict of 
In surrmary, we see that the evaluation of psychotherapy is by no 
~ans an easy task and is nost cases it is plagued with inconsistencies, 
fruitless polemics and a lack of adequate k:nc:Mledge. HCMever, the 
search for greater awareness and nore satisfactory ~asures of outcorce 
proceeds in many areas. Of late, geriatric psychiatry is beginning 
to take stock of what is useful,.and evaluation of psychological nental 
health programs for the aged are being made nore often. In the section 
that follc:Ms we shall be looking at an evaluation of therapeutic 
atterrpts in custodial settings paying particular a:rphasis to the present 
study. 
To reiterate, the aim of the study was to develop and then test 
two treatmmt programs to see whether they supplied the aged newcarer 
with the ~ans to minimise the adjustmmt reaction experienced upon being 
institutionalized in residential setting. The two treatrrents were 
Crisis Intervention and Social Attachnent and Activity. 
In response to adverse circumstances or to specific 
traumatic events such as an unforseen change in living arrangerrents, 
many older individuals experience transient or nore enduring adjustrrent 
reactions characterised by a variety of enotional and physical disturbances 
the nost praninent of which is anxiety, with all its psychological and 
physiological conponents. Fear saret~s to the point of panic, perplexity, 
enotional lability, tearfulness, feelings of helplessness and depression 
dominates the psychological synptornatology. Tremulousness, muscular 
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tension, a rapid heart rate, subjective feelings of shortness of 
breath, epigastric discanfort and disturbed sleep characterise the 
physical side of the syndrome. 
Thus, to all intents and purpo~es, it was our specific objective 
to t:ry and minimise these synptans so as to enhance healthy functioning. 
A pre-test post-test follCM-up design was errployed to detennine whether 
synptc:ms abated innediately after the cessation of treat:Irent (lasting 
five weeks) and whether these changes were of a pemianent origin. 
The two treat:Irents, CI and SA, were found to have an effect on 
adjust:Irent different to a control group. The CI group being nost 
markedly different, causing opposite trends in nost of the variates 
in ccnparison with the control group. 
Those individuals eJqX>sed to crisis intervention techniques in this 
study showed the greatest reduction of syn:ptorns associated with the 
adjust:Irent reaction and were ooping well at three nonths post-admission. 
Short-tenn psychotherapy, nanely crisis intervention, was chosen 
specifically because of its close theoretical links with the psychiatric 
concept of transient situational distw:bances (nCM knc:Mn as an adjustrcent 
reaction). It will be remembered that crisis is an upset in a steady 
state. Certain events may pose an actual or potential threat to 
fundarrental need satisfactions and upset the equilibrium. Events that 
threaten these needed satisfactions are defined as emotional hazards. 
They may relate to changes in the physical surroundings, social sphere, 
or biological function of an individual. Whether or not a given event 
constitutes a hazard depends both on the event and on its rreaning to 
the individual. 
caning into an aged home is the enotional hazard which triggers 
off a crisis •••• 
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It is provoked when a person faces an obstacle to irrportant 
life goals that is for a time insunrountable through the utilization 
of customary rrethods of problem solving. A period of disorganiza tion 
ensues, a period of upset, during which many different abortive 
attenq:>ts at solution are made. Eventually sare kind of adaptation 
is achieved, which may or may not be in the best ·interests of that 
person or his fellows (Caplan, 1961). 
caplan (1964) described four stages of crisis : (1) an initial rise 
in tension calling for the habitual problem solving responses, 
(2) a further rise in tension and a condition of ineffectiveness; 
(3) a still further rise in tension accorrpanied by rrobilization of 
external and internal resources; and (4) if all fails, a last stage 
of a major breaking point with disorganization of the personality. The 
latter stages are characterised by rrounting anxiety and depression and 
by a sense of helplessness (being trapped) and hopelessness. Most 
authors agree that the acute stage of crisis lasts no longer than four 
to six weeks after onset. 
Perhaps the success of our results can be attributed to bridging 
the hiatus between theory and technique. Alternatively, one may 
hypothesize that the anenability to change is produced by heightened 
errotional arousal. The directive nature of brief therapy often 
provokes strong feelings in the patient. Furthennore, the tine limit-
ation on the therapv keeps the sessions at a higher pitch. An area 
of research i.rrportant to the understanding of brief psychotherapy 
involves the study of attitude change under heightened errotional arousal. 
Saltzman et al (1976) found that individuals who drop out of 
therapy in the early sessions are those who experience relatively lcwer 
levels of anxiety. In their review of the relationship between affect 
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and change in therapy, Luborsky et al (1971) concluded that aJ.nost any 
affect is better than no affect and patients who are anxious and depressed 
at the beginning of therapy are the ones more likely to benefit fran 
therapy. The heightened state of arousal resulting from the patient 
having just recently experienced an ercotianal crisis may make the 
patient particularly anenable to directive intervention. 
Sorre of the most ambitious intrainstitutional intervention 
programs have been designed just to overcone the discrepancy between 
potential and actual functioning in aged citizens. Such an atterrpt 
to rehabilitate long-tenn nursing patients was undertaken by a co-operative 
group of leaders in rehabilitation nedicine and public health in New 
York City (Kelman, 1962). Matched sanples of randomly assigned aged 
patients were crnpared before and after one year of intervention, with 
change criteria consisting of levels of function in ambulation, 
dressing, feeding, care of toilet needs and transfer skills. An 
individually planned therapeutic program for each patient was devised 
with one experirrental group treated by a carprehensive rehabilitation team 
in the nursing hare and the other transferred to an established rehabil-
itation hospital. Their results showed no difference between the 
experinental and control groups and no significant change with any group. 
Despite enploying unusually extensive and capable resources, the :rrodest 
goals were not realised. 
Another steni effort to overcare excess disability was undertaken 
in a horre for the aged (Brody et a:L, 1971; Kleban and Brody, 1972; 
Kleban et al, 1971; Brody et al, 1974). Thirty-two pairs of wonen 
residents in their eighties were evaluated for individual areas of 
excess disability such as nobility, personal self-care, and social and 
family relationships. Specific goals for each person were detennined 
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by an extensive interdisciplinary team on the basis of histo:ry, 
observation and neeting with the family. The staff worked intensively 
with the experinental group, while the control group received the usual 
institutional care. Evaluations of change were nade after one year by 
staff and personnel and outside observers who dePended on their infor-
mation from chart and other staff notes. Inproverrehts were noted in 
both groups but scmawhat nore in experinental subjects. Nine nonths 
later, however, the groups were no longer distinguishable and both 
showed decline, despite the fact that they" ••• continued to receive 
the no.rmal high level of care of the sponsoring institution". 
Will this happen to rrombers of the present study? Only ti.Ire 
can tell. It certainly is a possibility. However, it is painstakingly 
clear from the results that subjects who enter aged residential settings 
do benefit significantly fran crisis interventicn in that it reduces 
the affective, oognitive, social and behavioural disturbances precipitated 
by admission. Furthenrore it encourages individuals to make a strong 
atterrpt.to re-introduce themselves to rrainstream a::mnunity life and, 
at the sane tine, it ircproves family relationships. Innedi.ate gains 
from treatnent seem to be internalized adequately as this group continue 
to make significant inprovements in all areas at three rconths post-admission. 
A serious nethodological problem in outcorre studies of crisis inter-
vention is the nobility of the population resulting in loss of sanple. 
l£Mry, Wintrob, Bo:rwich, Gannaise and King (1971) reported that nearly 
half of their follow-up study could not be fully interviewed because 
they died, noved, or had given false narres. A second factor affecting 
adversely influencing sound outccne research in crisis therapy is the 
difficulty of sanple specificaticn. Crisis intervention techniques are 
recormended for any client in crisis, regardless of his or her typical 
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adjustment and situational pressures. 
OUtcone research in crisis-oriented psychotherapy is one of the 
rrost difficult undertakings. The patients receiving treatment in crisis 
settings are extrenely heterogeneous and defy classification into 
neat research designs. In ad.di ticn, this population as a whole 
tends to be quite transient and difficult to locate in follo.v-up. 
Consequently, the literature is scarce and generally flawed. Studies 
of .outcare of crisis intervention therapy, of course, also suffer from 
the same.problem inherent in other outcone studies (e.g. differential 
results depending on the type of patients used and outcone measures enployed. 
With respect to the outcare of results in the social attachnent 
and activity group we find the follCMing : irmediately after the cessation 
of treatment, that is to say at the post-test assessment, there was a 
general i.nprovenent in the resident's level of functioning. Soores 
on measures of depression, somatic concern, anxiety, guilt feelings, 
hostility and life satisfaction all i.nprove. Ho.vever, this i.nproverrent 
is short-lived. 
The a:nparison (between Assessment 1 and 3) x (between treatments) 
tests the null hypothesis that the direction or slope of adjustment 
between Assessment 1 and 3 is the same in the CI and SA groups. This 
hypothesis is rejected in 24 variates at the 0.5% level, 1 at the 1% 
and 6 at the 5% level. This indicates strongly that the treatments 
differ in their effect on adjustnent and observing that the SA group 
agrees in direction with the control, the CI treatment is the outstanding 
one. 
In reviewing intervention programs within institutions, Liebennan 
(1969) feels that any change introduced will lead to sorre sort of nominal 
i.nproverrent because of a "Hawthorne" effect in which any alteration in a 
boring and repetitive situation may lead to increased behavioural output. 
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A breakdCMn in the heating system of a particularly bad nursing hare has 
been observed to lead the usually withdrawn and isolated patients to 
huddle together for warmth, and thus to a general increase in "social 
interaction" (Kahn and Zarit, 1974). In this instance, an additional 
negative stimulus resulted in the sane kind of "'inprovenent" 
reported with rrore benevolent planned changed. 
The Hawthorne effect has produced a rash of faddish treatnents 
exenplified by such nan:es as "re-rrotivatian", "reality orientation" 
and "reality therapy" (Barnes, Sack and Shore, 1973). These programs 
are characterised by increasing the stimulation and attention paid 
to patients and may produce sane nan-specific trivial Hawthorne effect 
response. Staff are likely to feel much better about administering 
these programs because they are at least doing sarrething, but fran 
the patient's viewpoint, they do not appear to have any substantial 
effect.· 
Do we regard the results of the social attachrcent and activity 
program employed within this study in a similar light? Methodologically 
speaking it is possible to argue that irrprovenent has nothing to do with 
the content of the therapy per se, but sircply reflects the developrrent 
of a relationship involving social attachrcent between client and therapist, 
at a tine in the aged resident's life when he/she is rrost needy. Inter-
personal relationship replaces the set of techniques which were previously 
held responsible for growth with qualities of the therapist's personality 
being inportant,~ The problem of analysing the corcpanents of the inter-
personal relationship is as urgent (as well as difficult) as that of 
specifying the influence of particular techniques. 
There is anple evidence (Truax & carkhuff, 1967) that any "good" 
human relationship - i.e. an interaction characterised by l..IDderstanding, 
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acceptance, respect, trust, enpathy, and ·wanrcth - is helpful and oonstruc-
ti ve. If such a relationship is provided by one person (vol1mteer) for 
another (resident) who is tmhappy, denoralised( defeated, and suffering 
f ran the kinds of problems which our society has diagnosed as requiring 
the services of a specialist in nental health, the .outoorre will generally 
be therapeutic, provided the recipient is able to respond to, or take 
advantage of, what the therapist has to offer. Bergin (1971) believes 
that psychotherapy begins precisely at the point where a patient cannot 
profit fran a good human relationship, and the professional is needed 
specifically to help engineer one. 
The above exanple typified the oondition of the aged resident at the 
tirre of admission, How-ever, it appears from the results of the present 
study that although a pre-requisite for positive outoorre, the inter-
personal relationship as a therapeutic force is not sufficient and it 
-would appear that without the therapist's technical intervention positive 
gains that are made cannot withstand the pressures of the envirorment once 
support is rercoved (see results of SA group at Assessment 3) • The author 
believes that the results from this ~rinent have irrportant ramifications 
for the theo:cy of attachrrent to aged newcarers. We stated earlier that 
the only way to rreaningfully rehabilitate an aged newa::>rrer to a 
residential hate is to facilitate a process whereby strong affective 
reinvolverrents are eiihanced. Sinply doing this on a one to one relation-
ship, by being supportive, wann and understanding seems doated to failure. 
It appears that one is required to involve oneself directly with negative 
feelings associated with institutionalization as well as to actively. 
plan ongoing strategies to enhance developnent. Active therapeutic 
involverrent therefore appears to be the crucial variate that produces 
significant changes in aged residents. 
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Finally one may argue that personality variables of the therapist 
influence the final outcx:me. Therapists, like patients, obviously 
differ on as many dllrensians as one cares to rrention - age, sex, cultural 
background, ethnic factors, level of professional experience, psycho-
logical sophisticaticn, errpathy, tact, social values, to nane but a f&11. 
Arrong the therapist variables that have been subjected to quantit-
ative research are : the therapist's personal adjustnent (often neasured 
by a standard personality test); "the facilitative oonditions" already 
rrentioned, (wannth, errpathy and genuineness); the therapist's professional 
status (professionals versus nan-professionals or paraprofessionals); 
sex, age, socio-econond..c status, ethnicity; and the therapist's social 
and cultural values. 
It has frequently been rrentioned that the effective therapist must 
be able to instill trust, oonfidence, hope and to strengthen the patient's 
oonvictions in his or her own strength. Yet real as these variables 
undoubtedly are, they lik.&11ise have eluded quantification. It is 
becaning increasingly clear that single therapist variables, except 
perhaps for glaring defects in the therapist's personality, are not likely 
to provide the answers sought by researchers and clinicians; instead 
a combination of therapist attributes appears to f onn an integrated 
Gestalt, to which the patient, others things being equal, responds positively 
negatively, or neutrally. 
In surrmru:y, to produce positive outcx:me in strategies devised to 
aid in the adjustnent of n&11cx:mers to residential settings, it appears 
that one requires active involvenent on the part of the therapist. The 
application of effective techniques in dealing with hostile projections 
together with direct planning for possible future setbacks is crucial. 
The use of oneself in a neaningful relationship to provide feedback to the 
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resident seems highly appropriate. To have a therapeutic inpact on the 
patient, the therapist's personality must have distinctive stimulus value 
or salience - he or she can never be an inpersonal technician nor can 
he or she apply therapeutic techniques in a vacuum. Ultimately, enpirical 
verification of one's claims of success IlUlSt of necessity be 'the final 
arbitrator if we are to avoid the Hawthorne effect. In oonclusion, we 
oontinue to be optimistic that research will lead us to be rrore and rrore 
helpful to the many suffering aged newoo:rrers who seek relief from 
psychological distress associated with the institutional plight. 
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8.3 Discussion of Results with Respect to the Control 
Undoubtedly of the three groups under investigation, this group 
does the worst. Between Assessnents 1 and 3, there is a marked 
deterioration in m::>st variates (see Graphical Inte:rpretation of Results). 
It is reputed that once the older person actually enters the hare, he/she 
enters a period of acute disequilibrium lasting 1 or 2 nonths and then 
an initial adjustrrent is made (Tobin and Liebennan, 1976). Results of 
this study do not support the fact that an adjustrrent is made so soon as 
it appears that rrembers of the control are by no rreans settled by the 
third m::>nth of residency. In fact, they appear to be deteriorating and 
shON signs of what is known as the institutional neurosis (Barton,1959 ). 
It is an illness of the inmates of institutions 'Which is caused by the 
institution and can occur in places where people are rerroved from society> 
• live in a rigid closed-off c::omnunity. Loss of contact with the outside 
world, and erosion of the personality by the overpc:Mering control exerted 
by the institution are inportant factors in the production of this 
disease. The inmate becares over-dependent, does what he is told because 
this is the only way to avoid trouble, loses initiative and interest 
and becarres one of a group of autanatons. His appearance often derron-
strates the effect the institution has had upon him; his face loses 
much of its ~ression, the head is held slightly bowed and the anns 
held semi-flexed with the hands closed. 
It would appear that failure to provide positive inter-
vention procedures may have hannful effects which add to the psychopathology. 
This view has been developed by Gruenberg (1967, 1969) in his desc~iption 
and analysis of the social breakdown syndrare. He differentiates two 
types of synptoms in psychoses : those that are the direct consequences 
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of rrental disorder, and those that are secondary carrplications due to 
our hannful response to the primacy disorder. It is the latter, charac-
terised by such behaviour as withdrawal, self-neglect, and dangerous 
behaviour, that he terms the social breakdo,..m syndrorre. 
The social breakdo,..m theory was initially developed to help explain 
the genesis of rrental disorder in a general population. It is here 
offered as a sensitizing nodel, which explains sarething of the peculiar 
relationship between the elderly person whose social system is 
contracting and the broader social environrrent within 'Which he lives. 
We shall argue that the probable conseq\Ences of social reorganization 
for the elderly is the creation of a basically negative cycle of events 
in 'Which behaviours and attitudes toward the self develop; the wider 
society and ultimately the old person himself, defines these negatively 
and regards this behaviour as incarpetent. 
Gruenberg (1967) describes a series of pathogenic steps in the 
evolution of the social breakdo,..m, such as labelling and extrusion, 
'Which confirms the individual's belief that he is "not quite right"i 
relieving him of responsibility in an overtly sheltering hospital 
environrrent; and conpelling isolation by cutting him off frcm his 
family ties, and carpliance by learning the hospital rules and, finally, 
by identification with his fellow patients and by aCXIuiring their sick 
role of decreasing ability to cari:y out ordinary social exchanges and 
work tasks. 
Gruenberg describes these patterns of disordered social functioning 
as occurring independently of the particular type of rrental disorder 
(1967). He believes that clinical evidence indicates that they are 
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preventable by maximising the patient's responsibility for himself and by 
positive expectations, but that once developed it is rcore difficult to 
reverse the process 
According to Kahn (1977)
1
the recognition that there is a distinction 
between the primary nental disorder and the syrrptoms resulting from our 
managerrent procedures must be considered .as one of the central issues in 
considering future nental health programs for the aged. Failure to be 
aware of this distinction can lead to confusion of cause and effect in 
evaluating nental status and type of care needed. Thus, a nentally 
deteriorated resident of an institution will be characterised as so 
irrpaired that he requires total institutionalization when it was the 
institutionalization that fostered the deterioration in the first place. 
In other words, the synptans associated with the crisis of being 
institutionalized may well develop into long-te:rm serious effects 
which, to all intents and purposes, irrpede healthy adjustnent. The 
control group are at particular risk of this happening, and they must be 
helped through the transitional acute period with mimirna1 negative effects. 
All people and objects from the fomier world that are incorporated into 
the new institutional \vorld becone anchors for the new resident. Family 
and workers, as well as personal belongings that have special neanings 
offer continuity. People and things that give continuity can off-set 
sane of the initial sense of abrupt change but the balance is tipped 
toward what the newcomer experiences as llllpleasant because of having to 
learn new rules and to puzzle out the attitudes of a new envirorurent 
when cognitive and perceptual flll'lctions may be weakened by age and anxiety. 
Once the initial irrpact of entering and living in the institution 
has been weathered, the new resident can go beyond irerely accornrodating 
to the foreign world. A rewarding and life-enhancing adaptation can be 
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achieved within the oonstraints of oongregate living if the environnent 
is sufficiently flexible and individuated. If a range of life-styles 
is actively enoouraged, the heterogeneous population of residents play 
out the diversity of their idiosyncratic selves. Efficient operation 
obviously oonflicts with maximun developnent of a flexible and individualizing 
environrrent. But if human losses are to be minimized, the struggle must 
be to help each individual express those aspects of self that yield 
satisfaction in independent living. 
The results of the present study have indicated that members within 
the oontrol group adopt or alternatively are forced to adopt a helpless 
position which then precipitates a depression of quite severe magnitude. 
Unless we are able to reverse this situation fairly rapidly, psychological 
death occurs. While it is true that eliminating the noxious 
oonditions of existence will help create a benign environment, and while 
liberation from functional ethics will legitimize the creation of new 
options for action, the person must experience the source of his own 
action, the locus of oontrol as resting with himself. 
The externalization of control and decision making power mitigate 
against the maintencance of personal strengths, for it places the 
responsibility for action outside the individual. Experientially, one 
is left with the rhetorical question 'Why act, why initiate if it 
doesn't make any difference, if the real power to detennine II1Y fate 
lies outside II1¥Self? 
The author would like to draw the attention of the reader to 
the case histo:ry of Mr. J. (see appendix) a control group subject 




Implications for Clinical 
Practice. 
9.0 !nplications for Clinical Practice 
Our investigation of the process of becani.ng an institutionalized 
old person has made it arrply clear that older people are likely to 
undergo profound psychological and social alterations inmediately after 
they becorre institutionalized. Presumably the process starts after 
they accept the reality that they will s6on relinquish residential 
independence for the rest of their lives and culminates in a severe adjust-
rcent reaction which is known as the first nonth syndrare. 'As the 
newconer separates from independent oonmunity living and intimate others, 
his attention begins to shift to the gains that can accrue from becaning 
institutionalized - principally care, people and activities. The 
meaning of losses connected with giving up independent living is separation; 
the experience is that of being abandoned,and reaction to it is extrerce. 
Increasingly the person becx:xres cognitively constricted, apathetic, unhappy, 
hopeless, depressed, anxious, and less daninant in relationships with 
others •••• 
The severe stress of institutionalization occurs in its nost 
extrerce fonn just after entering the hare, when the old person 
first has to sleep in a bed foreign to him, adjust to the idio-
syncracies of a roam-mate, live in a congregate environment,. and 
learn the positive and negative sanctions of a new social world. 
The manifestion of the first nonth syndrome for sane residents 
takes the fonn of al.Irost total disorientation in tine and place; 
for others, affective disturbances such as deep depression; and 
for others, rather bizarre behavioural synptoms. The first rconth 
/ 
is a period of continual ups and downs for sare residents, whereas 
for others, there is inmediate disorganization followed by an upswing 
and then a stabilization at a level of functioning that is sarewhat 
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worse than their pre-aclmissian level. 
(Liebennan and Tobin, 1976, p.123). 
The above description has been enpirically verified as a definite 
clinical entity by the present study. In support of this claim, the 
reader is asked to examine the outcane of the oontrol group over a three 
nonth period. Whereas rrost authors believe that this acute 
disequilibrium lasts for one to two rronths when an initial adjustrrent 
is made, the present research shCMs that in the absence of direct 
therapeutic intervention, rrembers of the oontrol group have not as 
yet cane to tentlS with their new envirorurent. 
Unless the negative feelings such as fear of engulfrrent, restlessness, 
and disorientation are dealt with specifically, the affective disturbance 
associated with the crisis of institutionalization is likely to develop 
into rrore serious long te:an effects. These are nanely, depression, 
unhappiness, intellectual .ineffectiveness because of increased 
rigidity and lCM energy, negative self-image, feelings of personal 
insignificance and irrpotency, and a view of self as old. 'As tilre 
goes on, predictably residents within the oontrol are likely to becane 
rrore docile and submissive, show a lCM range of interest and activities 
and to live in the past rather than the future. They are likely to 
becane severely withdrawn and unresponsive in relationship to others. 
The deleterious effects of the .institutional process that have been· 
docunented by the present and earlier studies highlight the pressing 
need for practitioners, plarmers, and administrators of services to 
the elderly, to re-examine a number of prevailing oonceptions related to the 
deliver:y of these ·Services. In South Africa, services today are primarily 
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custodial. Relatively few long-tenn care facilities have attenpted to 
provide intellectual or sensory stimulation for their patients. Possibly,. 
part of the reason is that the costs of rurming hares.is now so high 
that additional staff is taken on only with great reluctance. Further-
rrore, because the responsiveness of many of the patients is so minimal, 
only the rrost persevering worker will continue to try.to elicit neaningful 
interactions with her aged clients. Unfortunately, the rrore the staff 
rre.mbers fail to interact with the residents, the rrore they do things 
for the residents instead of taking the extra time to help the residents 
do things for themselves, the rrore, in short, they give up on the residents, 
the rrore the residents sink into despondency and turn their thoughts 
and feelings inward. 
r.Dst staff rranbers working within aged residential settings have 
had no training in the field before caning to the hane, receive little 
or no in-service training, and are very poorly paid. Relatively few 
of them enjoy the tasks they are required to perfo:rm and man:y are not 
particularly attracted to working with people who are so demanding. 
Administrators are frequently so involved with the i.mrediate and highly 
demcmding problems of day-to-day functioning that they have little ti.Ire 
to consider staff training and little energy to encourage the necessary 
programs and social interactions that might help their patients. 
Lacking c0gnitive or senso:r:y stimulation, those patients who are already 
ill and oonfused recone rrore so. Given these findings it is not 
surprising that professionals, para-professionals and administrators in 
the care of the aged are too often insensitive to their needs. 
What are the needs of the elderly who are entering residential 
care? In reviewing the kinds of needs that older people bring to 
hospital or to residential care it is possible to lcx::>k at general needs 
of older people as a group as well as the specific needs of individual. 
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patients or residents. As a group, older people have a right to live 
satisfying lives, and in order to do that, they should be able to 
exercise choice within a flexible environrcent to achieve a balance 
between inner needs and extemal pressures. In addition to this, 
sorre other criteria of adequate adjustrrent can be suggested : it is 
important to be able to seek a continuity between past, present and 
future, and to be able to accept the inevitability and 'rightness' of 
death, Perhaps, rrost importantly, older people need financial and material 
security in order to be able to achieve enotional security. Individuals 
entering institutional care do so because they have cx:xre up against barriers 
to the nonnal aging processes which lead to satisfaction. The objectives 
of long tenn care should be aimed at the restoration of those processes 
and at facilitating the achievement of individual satisfactions. 
Admission to any fonn of residential or institutional care inplies 
that the individual has in sorre way broken out or broken down, in his 
previous life (Berry, 1972). Older people cxxning into hospital or 
residential care are caning from a situation of crisis or breakdc:Mn and 
experience a set of quantitative and qualitative losses. This is not 
to say that they have failed in their outside life: sinply that 
they have cx:xre up against barriers that were insunrountable without 
help. Admission to care also inplies a lack of suitable care in 
their own hone. 
The fundarrental problem of any individual, at any age, admitted 
to any institution, is the ronflict between the need to feel safe, secure 
and wanted and the need to remain an independent, integrated, whole 
person. In the old persons hone, the residential worker should be 
, 
ronoemed with maintaining a balance between these two needs. 
Unfortunately, in practice, this objective fails, Let us try to under-
stand why. 
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As we have said elsewhere, rrost if not all the old people who c:orce 
into care do so as a result of some crisis in their home. This may 
have been an environrrental problem .(poor housing, increasing brain 
failure leading to deteriorating standards, etc.), a relationship 
problem (insufficient supports, family stress) or a problem of physical 
illness or increasing disability. The elderly individual is therefore 
coming into a strange environrrent at a tine of lOW' personal strengths. 
It may well be that he has been battered into a state of apathetic 
withdrawal from the world and his first need is for the repair of the . 
damage that has been done. 
This is usually translated by the staff into a primary need for 
physical care and attention which includes wannth, food and canfortable 
surroi.m.dings. Nurses and nurse aides tend to be preoccupied with the 
physical care of elderly because they enjoy nursing, are trained to 
nurse, and are often unaware of people's emotional needs 01Ning to one-
sided physically biased instruction. Sometines fear plays a part in 
creating an over protective atrrosphere. Traditionally, hospital staff 
fear trouble and believe any involvement with the ooroner means serious 
trouble. Becuase of this, as well as for nobler reasons, abnonnal 
efforts may be made to prevent residents injuring themselves. If an 
elderly patient falls in a hospital and fractures a lirrb, he might die 
and this might result in an inquest. To prevent this rather unoormon 
chain of events, any patients who are restless or unstable on their 
feet may be confined to bed. If the patient continues to be restless, 
the bed may be converted into a cage by the use of cot sides, or made 
up on the floor of a side roan. In surrmary we,see the need to supply 
physical care is turned into overprotection. 
over-protection extends beyond care of the patient to the care of 
their possessions. Following admission to sane hospitals, patients 
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are stripped of their personal property, including money, clothes, contents 
of pocket or handbags, dentures, spectacles and hearing aids. Many 
reasons for depriving patients of these articles are given by nurses, 
administrators, and doctors. Property may be lost or damaged and rela-
tives will ccnplain and public m::mey will be wasted on replacement or 
repair. Dentures get muddled and patient may be given the wrong set, 
while hearing aids not only are liable to damage but require adjusting 
which takes up valuable nursing tine. 
When it oorres to neal tines - aides and nurses usually stand while 
they feed people who may be unable to feed themselves or may s.inply need 
more time than others are willing to let them have to feed themselves. 
There are two practices here that are destructive of dignity : the 
person who is being fed by saneone who is standiiig cannot help but feel 
that he is .inposing on the tiire of the feeder, that his eating is · 
just a necessary function rather than a process of enjoyrrent. It is 
human beings that make of eating a satisfying social occasion; it is 
animals who take in food to survive. The old person who is deprived 
of the social aspects of mealtimes is made to feel that much less of 
a person. 
In talking to the patients and about than, the attitude of aides 
and nurses is too often the attitude that adults reveal tCMard children 
they patronise or scold. Symbolic of the adult-child relationship is 
the following fonn of address ••• 
"Eat up your breakfast Jenny, or you won't be able to go into the 
sun-roam with the others." 
"Don't you want to look nice when your daughter oorres to see you? 
Let ne tie your hair back so it looks nice." 
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The elerrent of dependency fostered by these practices is apparent 
in the developing attitude of many old people t<Mard themselves when 
they must rely on service of this kind. They begin to think of th~ 
selves as being troublesorre and so many of them have a tendency to keep 
their concerns to themselves. Dependency gives the aged serious mis-
givings, fears and guilt feelings. M:>st aged persons react with guilt 
to the need to have others help with activities of daily living. 
Dependency involves a reversal of role by the aged person which to all 
intents and purposes is unnatural. An adult does not becx:rre a child 
even is his rre.rnory is inpaired and his ability to concentrate is severely 
limited. Perceiving him as a child and treating him like one, and then 
justifying it in teDllS of a natural reversal of roles that corres with 
the old person's dependency is bizarre. Treating an old person like 
a child negates all he has learned, all he has been, all he has 
experienced- and, in the process, negates him as a person. To treat him 
as if he has forgotten many things is not the sarre as treating him as 
if he does not have anything to rerrember. 
Fran the above discussion we can clearly see that the urgency to 
care for physical needs in the aged produces a multitude of negative 
effects which in the long run are nore detrirrental to the resident in 
question. The author would go so far as to say that this type of inter-
vention contributes to the social breakdown syndrolre, which suggests that 
an indi Vidual IS Sense Of Self I hiS ability tO Ifediate between Self ' and 
society, and his orientation to personal mastery are functions of ~e 
kinds of social labelling and valuing that he experiences in aging. 
That is the social conditions within the institution (role loss, vague 
or inappropriate nonnative info:rroation, and lack of reference groups) 
deprive the individual of feedback concerning who he is, what roles and 
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behaviour he can perfonn, and in general, what value he is to his social 
world. This feedback vacuum creates a vulnerability to and dependence 
on, external sources of self labelling, many of which a:mnunicate a 
stereotyped negative message of the elderly as useless and obsolete. 
While it is true that eliminating the noxious conditions of existence 
will help create a benign environrrent, and while liberation from functional 
ethics will legitimise the creation of neN options for action, the 
person ITlllSt experience the source of his action, the locus of control, 
as resting with himself. · To enable the develoµnent of an internal locus 
of control those who would envision themselves as serving the elderly 
ITlllSt define as one of their major goals the systematic deinvestm:mt of 
their pc:Mer and control ••• 
They must at all the subtle junctures of decision making, p::>licy 
fonnation, and administration,acknowlec;l.ge the experiential value 
to their clients of individual power and control. Self 
govemm=nt, resident directorship, p::>litical advocacy, and aging 
group consciousness are all part of the begiruling vocabulary of 
p;ractitioners which underscores this view, i.e., self-detennination 
and individual control of policy and administration is the 
foundation for carpetent aging. 
(Kuypers and Bergsten, 1973, p.188) 
In the section that fella.vs, the author will atterrpt to identify 
the errotional feelings that the new resident brings with hi.nv'her upon 
entering a residential setting. Despite ~g in at a time when 
losses are so prevalent, there are hopeful expectations that repair can 
take place. It is as if soneone, sonewhere within the cornerstone of 
the institution will 'give rre all I ever longed for' • Basically, the 
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deal that the resident hopes for is that someone will take CMay all 
the pain. In other words, the newconer appears to need sareone on 
whan he/she can evacuate all the problems into. The new inmate is 
looking for sc::rreone tenporarily to cany his/her anxieties, to share 
the burden and to help to.vards finding a solution. This therefore can 
becarre the basis of a realistic helpful relationship~ The hunan's need 
to find sareone who is a good listener, capable of car:rying anxiety is 
a priority in the newconer's list. 
circumstances this is rarely net. 
Yet, as we have demJnstrated, in nost 
To be loved is eve:ry hunan being's nost ardent desire. At the 
deepest level this :rreans being loved as we are, with all our faµlts and 
shortcomings. This requires that sareone should understand us in the 
widest sense of the term and yet not reject us. It is such mderstanding 
that the aged resident is striving for. Yet there is always the doubt 
whether it is possible to be loved if the truth were knCMn. 
The newcarrer is not without fears. As the old person has entered 
the institution because there has been a failure in dealing with himself, 
his family or the outer world, the notion that he will be criticized is 
near at hand. He may be full of self-reproaches~' it's all nw fault' 
or adopt a belligerent attitude. Feelings of guilt may lead to the with-
holding of inportant infornation or blaming soneone else. Guilt and a 
noralistic outlook lead to fear of punishrrent. Hence we see that the 
elderly person caning into a new enviro.nnent is particularly vulnerable 
and has definite fears of being abandoned. 
Therapeutically, the logical thing to do is to allo.v all these 
feelings to energe. Before doing so, we must ask the question, ·what does 
facilitating expression of feelings actually :rrean for staff rrembers? 
Essentially it pre-supposes that the people in caretaker roles can 
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resident their own anxiety levels escalate. There is an intense fear 
of doing hann. The worker/nurse may be afraid of what forces she is 
unleashing when she allows her client's feelings to errerge and is 
ultimately afraid of things getting out of control. The author :EX>Stulates 
that in the majority of cases these people are afraid of their CMl 
reactions and find sane enotions too painful and dist:url>ing. 'As a 
defence against this, the helper in question resorts to two :EX>Ssible 
alternatives. 
The first :EX>SSibility is to hide behind the authoritarian structure 
which exists and is so powerful in institutional settings. This then 
allows one to becare demanding and controlling of the resident's 
behaviour. Authoritarianism spreads dc:Ml from the top to all grades 
of staff. A 'pecking order' evolves, with staff passing the blane for 
anything that goes amiss. Everyone with the slightest authority develops 
a domineering attitude, coupled with a fear of those above. 'Assistant 
nurses, afraid of the ward sister, shout and push patients who do not 
respond quickly to orders. When things go wrong every effort is made 
to cover up the truth, facts are distorted, frank lies becarre com:ronplace, 
and true conmunication between staff is alm:>stnon-existent. Residents 
are always seriously affected. Their freedon is liable to restriction, 
deviant behaviour is punished, ill-usage covered up, out-dated zrethods 
of treatrrent ccntinued, and all the conditions productive of institutional 
neurosis fostered. 
The second alternative is to becarre over-protective. Nurses 
are too often concerned solely with the observable physical needs of 
old people, and the tendency is to ignore everything else about them 
that goes to make up the human being. At least one study (Hef ferin an 
Hunter, 1975) has indicated that, even when nurses had the psychological 
and social info:rnatian about patients, based on nursing histories, rcost 
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of them did not use this infonnation to inprove patient care. In 
the final analysis, it is too threatening to take on the errotional pain 
of residents in question. It is far easier to treat newcarers as if 
they were, at best, children and, at worst, mindless. Nothing could 
be nore indicative of the anti-humanistic stance of a profession 
ccmnitted to allieviate human suffering then the denial t.o old people 
of the dignity of their CMn persons. 
The results of the Crisis Intervention group within the present 
study indicate that using this technique it is possible to contain the 
errotional pain of the resident. At the sane tine certain techniques 
provide the person in question with the resources to deal adequately with 
the pressures of the envirorurent in an ongoing sense. In all cases 
treated with this approach, the therapist attenpted to get the 
resident to clearly 'spell-out' his/her needs and then looked at specific 
nethods to neet them within the constraints of the residential setting. 
vihat follows here is a brief consideration of sone but by no neans all 
of the nore ocmron intervention tactics enployed by the crisis therapist. 
(1) Listening : Despite the high premium that is placed upon 
therapist activity and aggressiveness great value was attached to listening. 
At all tines the therapist was attentive to the client's need for expression 
and catharsis, allaving him adequate leeway to vemalise his errotional 
reactions, intellectual understanding of the problems, and ideas 
regarding their solution. An errotional climate which could contain 
expression of anger, helplessness, guilt and depression was cultivated. 
(2) Utilizing inte:rpersonal resources It was found that rarely 
did the resident experience problems alone. Alnost invariably, others 
close to the relative were affected, if not directly involved. Indeed, 
nore often than not, it was found that the onset of problem often resulted 
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from interpersonal difficulties. This being so, the crisis therapist 
encouraged involve.nent of significant others on the client's behalf 
and in addition, encouraged the client to seek personally and utilize. 
the help of others. Where appropriate and feasible, certain of the 
clients closest friends and/or family merrbers were included in the 
treatrrent process. 
( 3) Utilizing institutional resources : A lot of tine was spent 
explaining and giving advice as to hCM the system operated and what 
consequences certain behaviours would result in. That is to say, the 
resident was given advice and direction in hCM to gain maximum benefits 
fran the enviro:ru:rent as well as to ward off UJUlcessary hostilities. 
(4) Advocacy : Related to the utilization of interpersonal and 
institutional resources is client advocacy. Many client problems 
were directly related to the failure of certain individuals or 
institutions to respond appropriately to their legitimate needs. To 
avoid fostering dependency, the crisis therapist encouraged such 
clients to turn to alternative resources or to develop nore effective 
ways of approaching the unresponsive parties. 
( 5) Advice and suggestion Though f rCM'Iled upon by many 
traditional psychotherapists, advice and suggestions were given 
in appropriate circumstances. This was follCMed up with assignnent of 
behaviour tasks, often designated· as "honework" for the client to practice 
\)\ \t\VVla-\.(]~ 
particular coping skills that may untilately help in the resolution of 
problems. 
Using these and other crisis intervention strategies (see Appendix 6) 
it appears that we have curtailed the emotional, cognitive and social 
disequilibrium associated with the admission to an aged hone. At 
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the beginning of the third m:mth of residency, members within the C.I. 
group seem to get many of their needs net. Many of the long-te:nn 
negative effects of institutionalization have been staved off using 
crisis intervention techniques. It would therefore appear that these 
approaches should be made available to practitioners, planners and 
administrators of hones who deal with the aged. The advantages of 
these techniques are : 
(1) Crisis Intervention is readily available and brief. 
(2) Crisis Intervention deals not sinply with individual clients but 
with families and social networks. 
(3) Crisis Intervention addresses itself to no singular definition of 
crisis but rather to a.wide range of human problems. 
(4) Crisis Intervention is focused upon the client's present problems. 
(5) Crisis Intervention seeks not only to resolve the presenting 
problem of "crisis" and to relieve synptans, but also to help 
clients develop rrore adaptive mechanisms for coping with future 
problems and crises. 
( 6) Crisis Intervention is reality oriented. 
(7) Crisis Intervention requires therapists to take non-traditional 
roles in dealing with their clients. 
The above skills should be made available to personnel 'iNOrking 
in the field of residential care for the aged so as to equip them to 
deal effectively with the difficulties that their residents undergo in 
the struggle to becare well-adjusted. 
So far, the discussion has been focused on the needs of the elderly 
resident but resident workers, too, have needs of their own : they 
are also involved in a large number of practical tasks in the provision 
of care, which should be considered. 
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The administration of practical provisions is a very large part of 
the residential worker's task and the arrount of support that he receives 
in carrying out this function will determine the arrol.mt of tine that he 
has available for tasks such as pronoting group interaction and planning 
for individual needs. This support will take two principal fomi.s : 
the actual number of staff available to provide care for the resident 
group, and the nature of staff supervision and develop.rent, andrnanagerrent 
back-up facilities. 
It is difficult to draw any conclusions about the need for change 
in staffing ratios. The needs of residents in all fo:rms of institutional 
care vary considerably from the relatively fit and ambulant to the 
bedfast and de:rrented. Staffing policies have to account for these 
variations in planning for developrrent. In this particular area of 
planning and developrrent, research into appropriate staffing levels 
is clearly needed. 
The second major area of staff support is that of supervision 
and rnanagerrent back-up. This is an area 'Which is severely lacking in 
the South African context and a great deal of effort, tine and noney needs 
to be ploughed into this area. Dealing with infinn, confused, sorretirres 
aggressive and hostile, and frequently dependent old people is very 
demanding. In order to be able to separate themselves from the needs 
of residents and to make nore objective assessments, workers need to be 
able to examine themselves and their reactions in discussion with 
colleagues - not necessarily administrative superiors. Staff groups, 
therefore, need to be created 'Where all people involved in the care of 
the elderly can get together to share and discuss their perceptions and 
current feelings towards particular residents. Nurses, doctors, occupational 
therapists, social workers, and residential workers rely heavily on 
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datestic staff, catering staff and other auxillai:y groups. All these 
workers are in face-to-face oontact with patients and residents; 
saretirces the cleaner is likely to see as mudl of the old person as 
the residential worker. It is irrportant that the general objectives 
and aims of the YJOrkers can be shared and discussed, even though 
infonnation about individual ~sident' s needs is not shared in detail. 
The t!1erapeutic environment and the general living envirorurent are 
bound to work rrore effectively if the general ains of all the workers 
who are involved are held in c:x:mron. This approadl, whidl ultimately 
gives workers a sense of being self-oontained is so necessary if they 
are to be effective in dealing with behaviour. 
Firstly, we have seen that unless sare type of active intervention 
is undertaken within residential settings for the aged, and seoondly, 
that unless extensive prom::>tion of staff'training is carried out via 
supervision, the picture remains pessimistic. In surrmary, this study 
has highlighted the fact that Crisis Intervention as a therapeutic 
strategy can have far-readling effects in the prarrotion of adjustirent 
of elderly individuals to aged hares. The above, hc:Mever, is just 
a beginning and it is hoped that oonfinnatory researdl and the 
developrrent of new programs will ensue. Successful care, in any 
situation, for the older person in need will involve a recognition that 
solutions should aim to deal not just with the limited view of the 
here and ni:M, but should be concerned with the restoration of an aging 
process, with the satisfactions that this will i.nply. The individual 
aging process can continue with satisfactions and contentment in 
residential care if workers recognise the need to seek a pattern of 
successful aging for each individual in a flexible way. 
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9.1 Irrplications for Theory 
The author would like to suggest that the nature of this research 
has significant theoretical inplications for Life Span Develoµrental 
Psychology. The goal of life span developnental psychology may be 
defined as an attenpt to 1.mderstand hunan developrrent f rcm conception 
till death, or, rrore sinply, an attempt to 1.mderstand the processes that 
define nonnal aging. But life span developnental psychology is not 
I 
entirely concemed with the age variable. In many cases, the age 
variable has becare a meaningless variable. Orronological age 
is really of little interest to the developnental psychologist. 
What is of interest is the process by which an individual develops 
and manges over time i.e. ontogenetic developnent. Behaviours 
present in the adult will have their roots in behaviours present and 
leamed in the child, and that child will leam behaviours as a fl.mction 
to a large degree of the behaviours that the adults armmd him have 
leamed. 
This issue arol.md whidl much discussion.has been generated, is that 
of Attachnent : Conventional definitions of attachnent are usually 
restricted to the establishnent of social bonds. Although attachnent 
theorists often state that many persons can be the objects of an attachnent 
relationshp for any given individual, the oveJ:Whelming emphasis of 
both theory and research has been on the rrother-infant dyad. 
The dlild has a number of physiological needs which must be mat, 
particularly for food and warmth. In so far as a baby becanes interested 
in and attached to a human figure, especially rrother, this is the result 
of the rrother' s meeting the baby's physiological needs and the baby's 
leaming in due course that she is the source of his gratification. 
There is in infants an inbuilt propensity to relate themselves to a human 
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breast, to suck it and to possess it orally. In due oourse the inf ant 
learns that, attached to the breast, there is a nother and so relates to 
her. There is in infants, an inbuilt propensity to be in touch with and 
to cling to a human being. In this sense, there is a 'need' for an 
object independent of food which is as primacy as the 'need' for food and 
warmth (Bcwlby, 1971) • 
It is through the attachment process that one gains a sense of 
mastery, control or pa.1er. Initially, the yomg infant is weak, p<.::Mer-
less, and vulnerable. He has relatively little control over his own self 
and even less over poeple and things in his environ:rrent. By initiating 
action the infant tries to control his/her own body processes. 
Brazelton's work (1961) corroborates this statement. By exhibiting 
their pleasure with smiles and similar behaviour, neonates can achieve 
sorre rrodicum of control over others and therefore, over the social 
environ:rrent. The feedback that the infant receives reduces feelings 
of vulnerability and helplessness and, in a sense, provides a basis for 
generativity and further risk taking. 
With increasing age, the child gains rrore sophisticated skills 
which are then used to :ireet the errotional and social needs necessary for 
developnent. The child is pennitted increasing p<.::Mer and mastery 
based on his own canpetence, without risking loss of the attachment 
objects. It is the notion of self-produced feedback (Kalish and 
Knudson, 1976) that actually aids us in mderstanding how healthy develop-
nent of interpersonal relationships occurs fran infancy to adolescence 
and later into the energing adult. 
In old age, a lot of these process~s becorce reversed. In many 
ways, mastery and control begin to dilni.nish, while vulnerability increases 
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Physical strength and endurance are less; psycharotor and 
sensory capabilities may be less effective than in earlier years; 
health problems increase; sonetines rrenory and other cognitive 
processes are affected; finances are reduced; the status, paver 
and influence that have previously been available through the roles 
of parent, workers, and ccmnunity mamber are also likely to diminish 
(ibid p.174) 
To all intents and purposes there is a reduced ability to oontrol 
the environrrent and thus to be able to provide oneself with the inportant 
social others with wham the attachment relationships have been established. 
Instead of maintaining the po.ver in the attachrrent relationships, elderly 
people lU1dergo a process of increasingly egalitarian relationships with 
their own ~ildren. With the onset of very old age and illness the 
po.ver balance alters again, with the old person finding his oontrol of 
the situations severely limited. Old people need their children to 
provide them with affection, help them financially, transport them, 
explain the changing world and so on. 
Vulnerability increases rapidly and for many, the dreaded 
altemative of institutionalization lcx::xns on the fringes of oonsciousness. 
Research indicates that nore than any other single factor, having a 
confidant in whan attachment seems ongoing, appeared to discriminate 
between elderly persons who were institutionalized and those who oould 
remain in the canmunity (Lc:Menthal and Haven, 1968). 
Theorists (Cunrning and Henry, 1961) have seen entrance into instit-
utions as an expression of detachrrent nost often associated with an 
affective withdrawal. It is their belief that this process is irreversible, 
and in many instances, desirable. The essence of the present research, 
hCMever, has taken a stand which is diarretrically opposed to .that of 
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these authors. Detachrcent is viewed not as a dim:msional op:i;x:>site of 
attachrcent which is terminal, but rather as tenporai:y and :reversible. 
The author has attenpted to create a situation which allows for the 
developrrent of a rreaningful :relationship for aged institutional newcorcers, 
at a tine when their affective and interpersonal :resources are depleted. 
In both treatrrent groups the worker's objective was to enhance the 
resident's ability to control or master the environnent. Results 
indicate success in the t:reatrrent group undergoing crisis therapy. 
Presumably this reflects the fact that a significant :relationship 
has been re-created in which the resident gains the feedback that he 
or she requires. It appears the the therapist has helped the elderly 
to produce self-initiated behaviour which has induced social feedback. 
It thus appears that one inportant life-span dynamic in the area 
of attachrrent may be conceptualised in tenns of self-produced feedback 
or power in the broadest sense. Classically and non-pejoratively, 
the root derivations of the word power ooire from words meaning to be able 
to, to be possible, to act effectively. Perhaps our cxnpetence and 
our self-concept interpersonally and inter-environnentally is 
centrally :related not only in infancy but throughout life to the 
process of self-initiation and attendant feedback. The necessity to 
view the ooncept of attachrrent throughout life span developrrent has 
becare painstakingly clear. A life-span developrrental perspective can 
provide an integrative context for evaluation and t:reatrrent of the elderly. 
Institutions need no longer be viewed as the environnent designed to 
contain degeneracy but rather as places where the opportunity to 
develop significant :re-attachrrents occur, at a tine when so many of their 
residents are in a state of severe crisis. 
In SUI11tlaLY we see that rretatheories of developrrent and aging (as 
described in this section) set not only guidelines but also oonstraints. 
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Such rretatheoretical constraints and guidelines involve staterrents about 
the potential range of nodifiability, goals or optimization targets 
of interventicn efforts, the soope of intervention transfer effects, 
strategies for the design of intervention progranis, and the relative 
desirability of the . intent to intervene. The strength of a developrrental 
approach to intervention lies in carprehensive knc:Mledge about the 
course and rrechanisms of the developrrental behaviour change process. 
Developrrental kn01Nledge pennits a preventative design for optimization 
at all periods of the life span. A match between theoi:y of developrrent 
and intervention is always a desirable goal. 
9.2 Inplications for Future Research 
It is only through research that the grc:Mth of knc:Mledge increases. 
In the last fifteen years, there has been a quantitative explosion · 
. in the field of gerontology, so much so that at present a great deal 
of aimless and therefore rreaningless in'Vestigation is being pe:rpetrated. 
The U.S.A. is largely responsible for this output. "Publish or Perish" 
appears to be the order of the day (Birren, 1977). 
If we are to give rreaning to this "sea of figures", future research 
must attenpt to study the aging process in the context of the real life 
situaticn. South Africa, an errerging third world counti:y will in 
future have to deal.with a much bigger "old age problem" as its cxmm.m.ity 
of senior citizens increases. The present study, designed to minimise 
certain problems can be regarded as pioneering. The relatively small 
sarrple size does not allCM one to fully generalise the findings to the 
entire population of aged residents living within the confines of the 
institutional milieu. Before we can regard any of the results as 
being definite, confinaatoi:y studies and future research programs are 
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necesselIY to substantiate.present findings. 
It would appear fran this study that Crisis Intervention has been 
successful in aiding adjust:Irent up until the third rronth of residency. 
However, this is a relatively short tirre span and further studies need 
to be carried out to detennine the outcarre of therapeutic intervention 
after one year. Clearly, at present, there is no conclusive evidence 
regarding the efficacy or utility of crisis intervention as a fo:rm of 
psychotherapy for aged subjects. So far there have been only relatively 
f~ serious efforts to evaluate this rrodality, and rrost of these have 
been so thoroughly plagued with problems of control and other 
methodological difficulties as to precluie any unequivocal inte:rpretation 
of their findings. 
The present study attenpted to control for as many methodological 
inconsistencies as was possible and in so doing we had to make the 
follow-up assessment fairly soon after the cessation of treat:Irent. 
Ideally the time gap should be been longer. Perhaps the value of this 
study as well as the present state of crisis intervention research can 
be best surrmarised by quoting Jerome Frank (1962). "What is rrost needed 
in research on psychotherapy", he has written 
is originality of thought and courage to grapple with :i.nportant 
issues, setting up as much control as feasible. Each experirrent 
should lead to another which is an inprovernent over its predecessor. 
In this sense, a bad experirrent is better than none, and several are 
better than one. Unless one makes the original crude experirrents, 
no progress is possible. (p.25). 
Despite the pessimistic findings with respect to the social attach-
ment and activity program errployed, rrore research studies in using 
volunteers from the ccmmmity to aid the institutional elderly are necesselIY. 
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With respect to data gathering nore research as to the reliability 
and validity of instrurrents used is neressa.i:y! Good assessrrent cannot 
occur without checks on the validity of specific test rreasures for criteria 
of relevanre for older adults. Systematic standardization of geriatric 
tests on the South African population is also strongly indicated. Little 
or no work in this area has yet been carried out, and as such, our 
analyses are not entirely valid or reliable. Several additional directions 
seem fruitful for the future developrrent of assessnent techniques. We 
must begin not only to describe the present status of functioning, but 
also to detennine possible and/or optirral levels. Most current tests 
do only the first alternative. 
Judging from the current state of the clinical field outside 
gerontology the standard psychorretric battery has declined in its 
centrality to the :role of the clinician. In gerontological psychology, 
this is not neressarily a bad thing, if we could develop in its place 
a truly ecological approach to assessrrent. That is, the assessrrent task 
is to detennine what an older person can do, given a particular situation 
or choire of situatirns. Thus, in rehabilitation, milieu therapy, or 
screening and placement, the clinician should be asked to choose dirrensions 
of functicning, and tasks with which to meausre them, that are relevant 
to the older person's envircrnrent. There is a great need to develop a 
technology of choosing relevant areas to test, finding the right testing 
techniques, and helping the older person and those who are in a position 
to help him to plan and functicn in an environrrent nost congruent with 
his capacities (Lawton, 1970a). 
In sunroary' pursuit of research on aging has three values; cultural, 
scientific and practical. A culture which does not encourage speculation 
or research on perhaps mankind's greatest dilenna, his aging and nortality, 
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would seem to be sterile. HONever difficult, aa;ruisitions of 
generalisatims about aging will be when we gain them, they are 
likely to be sare of the nost profound that mankind could possess. 
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The f ollCMing is a description of the type of environrrent found 
in each hane : 
(1) Hare A 
This is a new hone which opened last year. There are 83 residents, 
both male and female. Architecturally, this is an extrerrely m:xlem 
and oomfortable heme, all roans being private, tastefully furnished and 
having their a.vn kitchenette and telephones. 
This hare is situated in an upwardly rrobile residential area with 
maximum accessibility to both library and shopping facilities. It 
falls into the econanic category and the cheapest tariff is R200 per nonth, 
placing it in the range of wealthy citizens. 
The criteria for admission other than financial are : 
(1) that the new resident be independent, intelligent and rrotivated 
to create their a.vn activity. 
(2) that he/she be able to take care of him/herself as this hane only 
offers minimal assistance in regard to health and nursing services. 
There is a small sick bay with one nursing sister in attendance. 
All residents have their own private doctors, visit district surgeons 
or attend out-patient clinics at the various hospitals. A social worker 
is available once a week to discuss problems that arise. The hone has 
its a.vn bus, and outings are organized at least once a week. Library 
services exist within the hone. No occupational or therapeutic services 
are offered. 
(2) Hane B 
This hane was originally a hostel for girls, hCMever in 1957 it 
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was oonverted into an aged heme as there were no existing facilities 
or institutions prepared to aca::mrodate individuals over the age of 
seventy years. The heme has facilities for 185 residents, both males and 
f ernales of various religious denaninatians being accepted. There are 
single and double roams and facilities for oouples are also available. 
The,heme is situated in a predcrninantly l<Mer-middle-class subw:b. 
lUthough on the main bus-route, it is relatively isolated fram shopping 
and recreational facilities. The heme falls into tlie sub-eoonanic categm:y. 
The criteria for admission are : 
(1) newooners must be South African citizens. 
(2) they are usually in receipt of an Old Age Pension, and their gross 
:rronthly incorre totals less than Rl30 per :rronth. 
(3) this heme caters for the :rrore senior aged resident and individuals 
f ram 70 years and onwards are considered eligible for admission. 
(4) newcomers must be ambulatory and in reasonable health. 
Facilities offered by the hone consist of a sick bay staffed by 
both trained nursing staff as well as nurse aids. Residents are able to 
remain in the sick bay until they beoone extrenely frail or nentally 
disabled, whereupon they are referred to an old aged nursing hane for 
chronically disabled individuals. 
Services offered to residents include - occupational therapy; physio-
therapy; a chiropodist and hairdresser visit the heme once a week, as 
does a district surgeon and social worker. Church neetings are held 
regularly for the various different religious groups. The nobile post 
office and provincial library supply services to the heme. 
are arranged periodically. 
Outings 
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(3) Hone C 
This is a well-·established non-denoninational heme catering for 
aged females. Each resident has their a.vn private roam. The hone 
is situated in an upwardly irobile area, close :to transport and shopping 
facilities. It is nm by a utility cx:npany and relies on donations, 
bequests, 'and the tariff paid by the residents to maintain the upkeep 
of the harre. This home falls into the sub-ecx::mamic category. 
Criteria for admission include 
(1) residents must be female. 
(2) only individuals between 60 and 70 years are eligible. -
(3) newccmers must be ambulatory and in good health. 
(4) residents must be independent and able to take care of themselves 
as the hone offers minllna.l nursing facilities. 
(5) residents are usually in receipt of an Old Age Pension or equivalent;. 
There is a small sick bay, however should a resident bec:x::ne extrerrely 
frail or mentally disturbed, they are referred to an· old age nursing 
hare for the chronically disabled aged. A social worker is available 
twice a week to deal with problems which ma.y arise and a district surgeon 
visits the hare periodically. 
Residents are allocated into sewing and knitting groups where projects 
for the annual fete,are organized. Library facilities are also available. 
Religious ministers visit the home and volunteers organize groups of 
outings to entertain the residents. 
(4) Hare D 
This is a private harre which opened a year ago. It was previously 
a hotel which has been converted into a home for the care of the aged. 
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The hare offeres accamodation for 70 individuals in both single or double 
rootn.5 whim are cnmfortable and adequately furnished. It is situated 
close to library, recreational and shopping facilities. Both males 
and females as well as couples are eligible, irrespecti'Ve of religious 
denanination. 
The minimum tariff is Rl50 rer rronth and up.YardS, depending on the 
type of rcx::m and nedical attention the resident requires. 
The only criteria for admission is that the resident must be in 
a financial position to afford the tariff. 
Trained nursing staff are available on a 24 hour basi~, since sone 
of the aged at this hane are in need of m:dical care. Residents have 
their own private doctors, visit district surgeons or attend out-patient 
clinics at the various hospitals. No social welfare services exist 
at this hare and there is no occupational or physiotherapy offered. 
A service centre is in the process of being established with its aim 
being to rrotivate the residents to participate in ~ative activity. 
(5) Hone E 
This hone was started on the 1st. of July, 1971. There are 239 
residents, both male and female of various religious dencminations. The 
hare is rrodem, luxurious and centrally situated. It falls into the 
Eoonarnic catego:ry, the cheapest single acoomrrodation being R96 per rronth. 
The criteria for admission other than financial are : 
( 1) that the new resident be independent, and rroti vated to create 
their own activity. 
(2) that he/she be able to care for him/herself (as there are no nursing 
or m:dical facilities available) • 
Residents are required to provide for their own breakfasts and the 
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hane caters for their lunches and dirmers. Unlike irost hares who 
offer lamdry serVices, residents are required to·do this themselves. 
Residents have their own private doctors, visit district surgeons or 
attend out-patient clinics at the various hospitals. There is no occu-
pational or physiotherapy offered. The hare has a social worker who is 
in attendance every rroming. One of the outstanding features offered in 
the hare is its service centre. Sewing and knitting groups, card 
garres and library facilitie$ are provided as well as entertainnent. This 
offers residents the opportunity of socializing and maintaining as well as 
developing new relationships. The service centre is available to 
residents as well as to aged individuals fran other hares and the oomnunity 
at large. 
(6) Hane F 
This is the largest aged h~ in cape Tc:Mn and caters for between 
265-275 aged Jewish males, females and in certain circumstances, couples. 
Architecturally, the hare is large and spread out and residents are 
divided in the hare according to their physical and rrental state. The 
irost independent residents are located on the lower ground floor. The 
gromd floor contains the residents who display features of rroderate 
impainrent and the first floor contains the rrost severe physically 
disabled. This hare has a separate wing for senile patients who are 
' 
totally incapable of caring for themselves. 
The hare is extrerrely cut-off fran shopping facilities and transport, 
thus isolating residents fran mainstream carrnuni ty living. The hare 
caters for lo.ver, middle and upper class residents. The tariff is R250 
per rronth minimum, rising to a maximum of R350 per ironth for the very 
frail aged. Where individuals cannot afford the tariff, their entire 
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old-age pension goes to meet expenses incurred by the home. 
The only admission requirenent is that residents be of the Jewish 
faith (ha.vever, in certain circurrstances exceptions are made). 
There is a sick bay with a matron and nursing sisters in attendance. 
Residents have private doctors, visit district surgeons or attend the 
out-patient clinics at the various hospitals. The hare has two social 
workers, one full-time and one part-time. There is a full-time 
occupational therapist as well as a full-time physiotherapist. Hair-
dressing facilities are also available. There is a synagogue, a library, 
and vol\.mteers visit and arrange outings. 
(7) Home G 
This hane is over a hundred years old and accx::mrodates 72 Christian 
ladies. It is situated in Cape Town, in close proximity of the city 
centre. Because it is in a fairly dangerous locality, security measures 
are enployed. 
This harre falls into the sub-eoonanic category • 
.Aarnission criteria include : 
(1) residents are usually in receipt of a pension, and their gross 
rronthly incc:me ImJSt total less than R200 per nonth. 
(2) this hane is exclusively for Christian ladies. 
( 3) residents are required to be ambulatory, independent and in reasonable 
health. 
There is a small sick bay with a trained sister and nurse aids in 
attendance. Residents visit private doctors, district surgeons, or 
attend out-patient clinics. Should residents deteriorate. mentally and 
becane uncontrollable, they are referred to an old age nursing hane. There 
is no physiotherapy or occupational therapy. Library facilities as -well 
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as reli9ious facilities exist, and where possible outings are arranged. 
Sare residents fran this hare attend a service centre which is in close 
proximity. 
(8) Hare H 
This is a new hare which opened on the 1st. Februacy, 1979. It was 
previously a hotel and has been renovated to rreet the needs of the 
residents. It is situated.one street CMay from the beach in a middle-class 
area and residents have access_to both library, recreational and sl1,opping 
facilities. 
The hare has acccmnodation for 99 residents, both male and female 
irrespective of religious denanination. 
The tariff is R85 per nonth minimum, rising to Rl50 per nonth. 
The criteria for admission are : 
(1) residents must be ambulatory and in reasonable physical and rrental 
health, since no specific health services are offered. 
(2) residents must be in a position to afford the tariff, hc:Mever, when 
this is not possible, the hare utilizes the resident's old age pension to 
rreet necessary expenses. 
There is no sick bay and residents visit their C1Nl1. private doctors, 
the district surgeon or attend the out-patient clinics of various hospitals. 
Should they becare tmcantrollable or extrenely physically ill, they are 
referred to an old age nursing hare. At present there is no physiotherapy 
or occupational therapy offered, hc:Mever, intentions to start a service 
centre are in progress. 
(9) Hare I 
This hare was started in 1904 to serve the needs_of the destitute aged 
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and orphaned children. Both groups are ruh by the sane administrative 
body, hCMever, they are housed in different units. The hare has 
acccmoodatianfor 104 residents, both nale and female, and although it 
is to a large extent financed and run by the Roman Catholic Church, 
they nevertheless accept all religious denaninations. 
The hare is situated in a middle-class area and although there are 
large grounds within the hare, residents are fairly isolated fran shopping 
and recreational facilities. The hare caters for individuals fran a 
heterogenous population. 
The criteria for admission are 
(1) residents must be in need of both acccmrodation and care. 
(2) nentally and physically healthy individuals are preferred, however 
those who are f£ail.are not excluded. 
{ 3) pensioners are preferred, hCMever, individuals who cannot neet the 
financial requirements are not excluded fran admission. 
Facilities offered by the hare include a sick bay with trained 
nursing sisters - residents are able to remain in the hone until death. 
Services offered to residents include occupational therapy, physiotherapy.' 




IDDEL FOR TRFA'IMENI' IN CRISIS SITUATIONS 
I. BF.GINNING PHASE: FORMULATION (USUALLY CCMPLE.TED IN FIRST INI'ERVIEW) 
Worker's Activity 
A. Imrediate Focus on Crisis 
Situation 
1. Start with the "here and nCM". 
Focus on the precipitating factor 
the incident or event that prarpted 
the client's referral or appearance: 
scope, persons involved, outcare, 
severity of effect, tine event 
occurred. 
''What happened, what brings 
you in here nCM?" 
2. Elicit subjective reactions 
to the event; tI:y to get his 
affective responses to what 
happened and to the part he and 
others played in it. 
3. As the emotional pitch is 
la.Nered, tI:y to place the client 
within the context of the crisis 
situation: find out the original 
hazardous event, and subsequent 
bla.Ns that started off and 
aggravated change. If \IDable 
to pinpoint, at least tI:y to find 
out when things began to go wrong. 
·Guidelines 
By making the client focus on what 
happened in the recent past, tI:y 
to help him gain cognitive awareness 
of the imrediate situation through 
verbalization and ordering of all 
the aspects, including bringing into 
full consciousness those elercents 
which may have been repressed or 
denied.• T:ry to get as many facts 
as possible; make him tell you rather 
than rely on others who aca:rrpany 
and may be t.I:ying to shield him. 
Exact accuracy is not needed at this 
stage; the telling is the ilrp:>rtant 
feature. 
The client may engage in a good deal 
of ventilation with crying, anger, 
blaming, expressions of guilt 
feelings. ·It is ilrp:>rtant to 
listen attentively and quietly but 
to pay close attention to any 
discrepancies, particularly between 
what is being said and ha.N it is 
being told. Note the appropriate-
ness of affect, arro\IDt of anxiety, 
degree.of tension, and lability 
of emotions. The aim here is to 
free and bring out reactions to the 
current situation. 
Here we get a weaving back and forth 
between the objective and· subjective 
aspects of the situation. Be aware 
of recent losses, threats, challenges 
even if not consciously tied to the 
present situation. Look for connect-
ing therres, repetitive patterns, 
actual or synt>olic links to earlier 
crises and conflictual events. Do 
not attanpt ihterpretations or con-
frontations at this point. Also 
avoid getting caught up in chronic 




4. Ascertain the nature and 
duraticn of the vulnerable state 
including changes in ability to 
manage, earlier attenpts to 
cope with problems raised by initial 
and subsequent events, and previous 
efforts to obtain help. 
5. Assess the present situation, 
the state of active crisis: is he 
carrpletely disequilibrated or is 
the area of dysfunction limited 
to specific areas? Has the 
situation stabilized, or are changes 
still taking place? 
B. Evaluation of Current 
Predicanent 
1. Make a "decision staterrent" 
as to what you think is currently 
going on and what you see .as the 
rrost pressing problem and the 
area on which to concentrate. 
Guidelines 
Try to build up an orderly 
sequence of events. Keep the -
client focused on "So what happened 
then?" Try to bring out what 
worked and what didn't and other 
persons influencing the situation. 
Be alert to contributing factors 
behind differences between the 
client's responses and those of 
Others involved. 
Begin to build up your diagnostic 
assessnent of what is going on: 
client's anxiety and discanfort 
levels; extent of guilt, fear, 
anger, depression, despair, hope; 
his appropriateness of affect and 
realistic appraisal of elerrents 
in the situation; his rrotivation to 
invest himself in change; his 
capacities in the thinking, feeling, 
behavioral, and physiological areas; 
his ability to function at an 
acceptable level and to engage in 
a working relationship; his defense 
structure and previous problerrr 
solving patterns. 
Fo a horizontal scan of the 
client's current functioning 
in vital role networks, the extent 
to which his coping :rrechanisms 
are operating adaptively, the support 
systems and resources which can be 
called upon. 
Fo:rmulate within your ONn. mind 
the dynamics of the situation and 
decide whether to use the crisis 
approach or to try another f onn 
of intervention. 
Here an attenpt is Ira.de to 
partialize the "tangled ball" of 
problems and carrplexities and to 
decide at which level you are 
going to direct your intervention: 
generic or individual, material-
arrangenental or psychosocial, etc. 
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Worker's Activity 
2. Ask the client hCM he sees 
the situation and what he regards 
as the rrost pressing problem, or 
the one he wants to work on first. 
3. Together with the client, 
settle on one target problem 
upon which to focus. Occasion-
ally, two allied problems can 
be worked on simultaneously. 
C. Developm:mt of Contract 
for Further Activity 
1. Work out a tentative 
agreerrent on joint activity:. 
specific goals at which to aim, 
tasks on which to focus. Set 
up a v.orking plan of what the 
client will do, what you will 
do, and what others involved 
will contribute. Be as 
specific and concrete as 
possible. 
Guidelines 
Saretines the problem as you see 
it can be phrased in tenns of the 
"core dilemna" or quandary with 
which you see the client is struggling. 
At this point, the client may be 
too em:>tionally drained or in shock 
to respond actively with a problem-
for-work. In this case you may 
have to take the initiative, post-
pone active intervention, or else 
work out plans with sane significant 
other in picture. On the other 
hand, this "cutting the problem 
dCMn to size" may give him hope and 
strength to bounce back with 
very definite view on what he wants 
to do. 
Caning to an explicit agreerrent 
on nn.itual goals and expectations is 
an integral part of the crisis 
approach, whether expressly put in 
tenns of a contractual arrangerrent 
or not. Its main purpose is to 
treat the client as a mature, 
functioning adult who is expected 
to carry out his part in the agree-
ment. This is definitely an ego-
syntonic approach that evokes a 
positive response. 
II MIDDLE PHASE: IMPLEMENTATION (FROM FIRST TO FOURI'H INI'ERVIEW} 
A. Organizing and Working over 
Data 
1. Obtain missing background and 
face sheet data, particularly 
. around the current life situation 
and recent past since the hazard-
ous event. Try to get a clearer, 
more coherent picture of what 
has been going on and is still 
happening. 
This is aunmg at further cognitive 
awareness, started in I-Al. NCM, 
hCMever, the tone is different • 
Once the decision to became involved 
has been made and the pranise of 
help given, the client's reaction 
and level of participation of ten 
change dramatically. He begins 
to talk more rationally and 
connectedly; he becares more 
infonnative and less guarded, 
more willing to cooperate actively 
so that greater detail and accuracy 
can nCM be achieved. 
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Worker's Activity 
2. Select fran what you have 
heard several central thenes which 
have care out, e.g. losses or 
assaults to self-esteem. Ask 
about them, both in the present 
and -if appropriate or the client 
has brought it up - in the past. 
B. Bringing about Behaviour Change 
1. Go back to I-Cl, to the area 
for action agreed upon. Identify 
how the client has coped with th 
situation in the past, what was 
the outcare, how effective or 
ineffective it was in dealing 
with the crisis situation and 
restoring balance. 
Guidelines 
Be particularly aware of gaps and 
discrepancies and either bring them 
up or file them awey for future 
reference. 
This can be the heart of the inter-
vention. As you "hit a nerve", 
you often get a flood of em:::>tions, 
with all sorts of ties and assoc-
iations. Much of the material 
brought out in I-A3 cares up again. 
This time, however, do go into it, 
offer interpretations, bring up 
connections and recurring notifs. 
If the client's affect is appropriate, 
you can share his indignation and 
anger or enpathize with his grief 
and sorrCM. If the feeling is 
appropriate but the object is not, 
point that out and help charmel 
anger or guilt into nore reality-
oriented directions. If the 
feeling is appropriate, but the 
client's time sense is wrong, be 
the "voice of reality" and point 
out the discrepancy and try to get 
an tmlinking. And if the feeling 
is not appropriate, that too should 
be questioned. 
Keep interpretations relatively close 
to the surface and emphasize reality 
factors and ego functioning. Sare-
times the focus can be put on role 
change and the difference between 
"what is" and "what ought to be", 
on role discrepapcics and differences 
in role exi;iectations. 
This is your primary area of inter-
vention during this period: helping 
the client identi.fy what worked, 
didn't work; what are his altema-
ri ve ways of action; what are the 
resources, in himself, out in the 
camrunity, and in his life networks, 
which can be utilized in his learning 
to cope effectively; and how to get 
him started in making manges. 
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Worker's Activity 
2. Set up sare overall task 
areas or intenrediate goals which 
can be aimed at and realistically 
achieved in a short period of 
tine. 
3. Work out a series of specific 
tasks together, designed to 
help client reach the goals set. 
These tasks .can be action oriented 
and geared to bring about change 
in perfonnance. 
4. Tasks can also be thinking 
oriented, to help the client 
decide on a course of action 
or ways to inplenent it. 
Guidelines 
The client's high anxiety and dis-
cx:mfort may becone vital forces 
here in speeding up the tercpo of 
action. However, anxiety can reach 
the point where it may becone 
paralizing. 
It should be kept in mind that 
the client is the primacy executor 
of tasks to be set. If you 
participate, your purpose is to 
act on his. behalf or jointly with 
him until he is able to carry an 
alone •. 
Giving the client "honework 
assigrurents" is a useful device 
to get him started; it also 
gives you a good starting point 
at which to open the next interview. 
Interspaoed between task arrange-
nents, give the client support and 
encouragenent, particularly around 
a new activity in which he has not 
engaged in before or one that 
recalls old nenories and unhappy 
associations. If obstacles arise 
or if he becares upset or dis-
couraged, discuss alternate ways 
to carry out tasks and arri'1e at 
goals. 
Act as a role nodel to indicate 
positive ways of handling 
the problem situation. 
A difficult problem for practitioners 
during this phase of crisis 
treatnent is what to do when 
clients begin to regain their 
independence of action. While 
we see this as the end goal, it 
often results in a rapid change 
in plans and a shift in direction 
that IPak.e it hard for the worker 
to "keep on top" of what is going 
on. It involves a shift in worker 
role fran engaging in a good 
deal of direction and activity 
at the start of the case to beooming 
nore passive and retiring to the 
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Worker's Activity Guidelines 
sidelines at the client regains 
his autonany and fills up his 
lifespace with new relationships. 
III ENDING PHASE: TERMINATION (LAST ONE OR 'IWO INTERVIEWS) • 
A. Arriving at the Decision to 
Terminate 
1. Keep track of passage of 
tine; remind the client hCM 
Im.lch tirre or hCM many inter-
views are left, according to 
the original agreement. 
2. If no overt agreerrent 
was made, suggest a spacing 
out of contacts, with a view 
toward tennination 
3. Deal with resistance to 
tenninate, on both your and the 
client's part. 
The tirre factor assurres particular 
inportance in· the last phase of 
treatrrent. Since crisis situations 
are often transitory and provide 
their own solutions, tennination 
in sare cases is predetennined, 
If tasks have been carried out 
successfully, the client may begin 
to feel restless and want to be 
on his CMn by nCM. Frequently 
a client will call after several 
sessions to say, "I've been thinking 
about what you said and I've 
decided to o o o II 
In intensive crisis treatrrent, 
three kinds of tennination 
reactions can be found: clients 
who realistically wish to tenninate 
upon corcpletion of the contract; 
those who request ongoing therapy 
as a defense against termination; 
and those for whan ongoing treat-
rrent is both wanted and appropriate. 
These Im.1st be dealt with individually 
in each situation; if the worker 
is uncertain or feels too involved, 
it helps to consult with other 
professionals at this point. 
A key factor is the client's 
current level of functioning. 
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Worker's Activity 
B. Reviewing f rogress in case 
1. In the last or next-to-last 
interview, suggest summarizing 
the progress in the case since 
the start of intervention. 
2. Review progress in te:rms of 
key thezres, basic affective issues. 
3. Go over tasks covered, 
goals reached, changes in dir-
ection raken, and work not 
cccrpleted. 
c. Planning Future Activity 
1. Discuss current status and 
what are the client's plans for 
the future, when he will be on 
his own. 
Guidelines 
While evaluation of progress 
is an inportant aspect in any 
case, in crisis situations it 
bea::xres an integral part which 
serves to tie together loose 
ends and makes the treatnent 
experience a positive one, 
stressing and building of feelings 
of efficacy and conpetence. 
Because clients care in originally 
at rrorrents of high tension and 
upset, they are often unable, or 
too embarrassed, to recall now 
how things were then. The 
emphasis here should be on recognizing 
the difficulty ilrposed by the initial 
event, the extent of the client's 
early disequilibrium, and the 
rapidity of his reintegration -
the distance travelled. 
This can be a very rroving 
ItU.ltual experience and requires a 
good deal of skill to handle the 
transference elerrents in the 
situation, ranging from excessive 
gratitude to anger at being 
deserted. A frequent reaction is 
"You didn't do anything for :rre; 
I would have gotten over it by 
nwself!" 
Here the errotional tone is lowered 
and you resort to working out 
practical, reality-oriented details 
and specific arrangerrents regarding 
persons to oontact in the ccmnunity 
and what the client can expect to 
happen. Writing down names, 
addresses, and directions is 
helpful for anxious clients who are 





2. Close the door, but leave a 
crack open; set the tone for the 
client's feeling that treatment 
in the crisis situation was a 
carq:>lete experience in itself. 
Guidelines 
This is a very delicate line that 
in crisis treatment requires skill 
in handling; on the one hand, you 
want to enphasize the client's 
independence; on the other, you 
want him to feel free to return in 
case of need. 
In the event that further 
treatment on a rrore extended basis 
is planned, it may be advisable 
that it not be with the sane worker 
or at least that a time gap be 
inserted so that it beccmes a 
"different ball game". 
(Golan, 1978, p.84-94) 
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APPENDIX 3 
Interests and pleasures (describe) 
Avocations or hobbies 
Sports : 
Coirmercial recreation (movies, nightclubs, etc.) 
Music : 
Languages 
Travel (places and years) 
Vacation habits (what do you do and how often?) 
Collect anything 
Use of oomnunity centers, senior centers, etc. : 
What is the most characteristic thing you do to relax and unwind? __ _ 
HON many hours a day do you watch T.V.? 
How many hours a day do you engage in your other interests and pleasures . . 
(excluding T.V.)? 
Are you satisfied with the balance between work and play in your life? 
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Clinical assessment based on observation 
and self report. 
O None - vecy slight 
1 Slight shortness of breath on exertion - can do housework. 
2 Unable to do housework. 
3 Bedfast. 
O Normal visual acuity - with or without glasses. 
1 Needs vecy good light, large letters. 
2 Distinguish fingers. 
3 Dark light 
O No:r:mal with or without hearing aid. 
1 Raised voice needed with or without hearing aid. 
2 Loud shouting needed with or without hearing aid. 
3 Totally deaf. 
O None - very little. 
1 Able to do most activities. 
2 Needs constant help with activities because of stiffness/ 
weakness. 
3 Totally incapacitated because of stiffness/weakness. 
INCDNI'INENCE 0 Nil 
l Vecy occasionally urine/faeces 
2 Almost always urine/faeces. 
3 Never, or virtually never incontinent. 
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7. .Metabolic/endocrine - vitamin and mineral deficiency. 
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APPENDIX 4 B 
PHYSICAL SELF-MAINTENANCE SCALE 
Subject's name Rated by Date 
Circle one statement in each catego:ry A-F that applies to subject. 
A. Toilet 
1. cares for self at toilet ccnpletely, no incontinence. 
2. Needs to be reminded or needs help in cleaning self, or has 
rare (weekly at most) accidents. 
3. Soiling or wetting while asleep . more than once a week. 
4. Soiling or wetting while awake rnore than once a week. 
5. No control of l:x:Mels or bladder. 
B. Feeding 
1. Eats without assistance. 
2. Eats with minor assistance at rreal times and/or with special 
preparation of food, or help in cleaning up after rreals. 
3. Feeds self with rroderate assistance and is untidy. 
4. Requires extensive assistance for all rreals. 
5. Does not feed self at all and resists efforts of ot;hers to 
feed him. 
c. Dressing 
1. Dresses, undresses and selects clothes fran own wardrobe. 
2. Dresses and undresses self, with minor assistance. 
3. Needs rroderate assistance in dressing or selection of clothes. 
4. Needs major assistance in dressing, but cooperates with efforts 
of others to help. 
5. Catpletely unable to dress self and resists efforts of others 
to help. 
D. Groaning (neatness, hair, nails, hands, face, clothing). 
1. Always neatly dressed, well-groaned, without assistance. 
2. Groans self adequately with occasional minor assistance, e.g. shaving. 
3. Needs rroderate and regular assistance or supervision in groaning. 
4. Needs total groaning care, but can remain well-groaned after 
help fran others. 
5. Actively negates all efforts of others to maintain groaning. 
387. 
E. Physical Ambulaticn 
1. Gees about grounds or city. 
2. Ambulates within residence or about one block distant. 
3. Ambulates with assistance of (check one) (a) another person_ 
(b) railing __ (c) cane (d) walker (e) Wheelchair 
1. __ gets in and out without help. 
2. _ needs help in getting in and out. 
4. Sits unsupported in chair or wheelchair, but cannot propel self 
without help. 
5. ·Bedridden more than half the tine. 
F. Bathing 
1. Bathes self (tub, shaver, sponge bath) without help. 
2. Bathes self with help in gettiilg in and out of tub. 
3. Washes face and hands only, but cannot bathe rest of body. 
4. Does not wash self but is cooperative with those who bathe him. 
5. Does not try to wash self, and resists efforts to keep him clean. 
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APPENDIX 4 C 
PAMIE SCALE 
~ : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Ac:;E; : • • • • • • • • SE::}{ : 
MARITAL STA'IUS : •••••••••••••••••••• FOLDER 
DA'l"E OF .ADmSSION : ••••.••••••••••••••••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AT . . . . . . . . . . . . BY ................. 
DATES OF 
AT BY EVALUATION . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .AT . . . . . . . . . . . . BY ................. 
PAM IE 
(1) Factor sen (2) Factor BELL (3) Factor MEN!' -
1. NO 1. YES 1. YES 
2. YES 2. YES 2. YES 
3. NO 3. YES 3. YES 
4. YES 4. YES 4. YES 
5. NO 5. YES 5. YES 
6. YES 6. YES 6. YES 
7. YES 7. YES 7. YES 
8. NO 8. YES 8. YES 
9. NO 9. YES 9. YES 
10. NO 10. YES 10. YES 
11. YES 11. NO 
12. YES 
SCT TOI'AL . . . . . . . BELL TOI'AL ••••••• MENT . ...... 
(4) Factor ANX (5) Factor BED (6) Factor DET 
1. YES 1. YES 1. YES 
2. YES 2. NO 2. YES 
3. YES 3. a. (5) YES 3. YES 
4. YES b. (4) YES 4. NO 
5. YES c. (3) YES 5. YES 
6. YES d. (2) YES 





ANX 'IOTAL . . . . . . . BED 'IOTAL . ...... DEI' '.IOI'AL ••••••• 
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(7) Factor SUSP (8) Factor SENS (9) Factor WAP 
1. YES 1. YES 1. YES 
2. YES 2. YES 2. YES 
3. YES 3. a. (1) YES 3. YES 
4. YES b. (2) YES 4. NO 
5. YES c. (3) YES 5. YES 
6. YES 4. YES 
SUSP TOTAL ••••••• SENS TOTAL . ...... WAP TOTAL ••••••• 
TOTALS 
1. SCD . . . . . . . 4. ANX . . . . . . . 7. SUSP ....... 
2. BELL . . . . . . 5. BED . . . . . . . 8. SENS ....... 
3. MENT . . . . . . 6. DE!' . . . . . . . 9. WAP ....... 
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THE BRIEF PSYOIIATRIC RATING SC.ALE 
Mark on right half of sooring sheet on rcM specified. 
RATING SCALE 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not Not Very Mild lt>derateModeratelySevere Extremaly 


















Degree of concern over present bodily health. 
Rate the degree to which physical health is 
perceived as a problem by the patient, whether 
cx::rrplaints have a realistic basis or not. 
Worry, fear, over-ooncern for present or future 
Rate solely on the basis of verbal report of 
patient's CMn subjective experiences. Do not 
infer anxiety fran physical signs or fran 
neurotic defense rrechanisms. 
Deficiency in relating to the interviewer 
situation. Rate only the degree to which the 
patient gives the inpression of failing to be 
in emotional contact with other people in the 
interview situation. 
Degree to whidl the thought processes are oon-
fused, disconnected or disorganized. Rate on 
the basis of integration of the vernal products 
of the patient; do not rate on the basis of 
patient's subjective inpression of his CMn 
level of functioning. · 
OVer-concern or rerrorse for past behaviour. 
Bate on the basis of the patient's subjective 
experiences of guilt as evidenced by verbal 
report with appropriate affect; do not infer 
guilt feelings fran depression, anxiety or 
neurotic defenses. 
Physical and motor manifestations of tension, 
'nervousness' and heightened activation level. 
Tension should be rated solely on the basis of 
physical signs and motor behaviour and not on 
the basis of subjective experiences of tension 




0 ] 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not Not Ve~ Mild ModerateM::>derately Severe Extrerrely 




Unusual and unnatural :rcotor behaviour, the 
type of :rcotor behaviour which causes certain 
mental patients to stand out in a crCMd of 
noma.l people. Rate only abnoma.lity of :rcove-
rrents; do not rate si.nple heightened :rcotor 
activity here. 
8. GRANDIOSITY 
Exaggerated self-opinion, conviction of 
unusual al:ility or pcwers. Rate only an the 
basis of patient's statanents about himself 
or self-in-relation-to-others, not on the 
basis of his demeanour in the interview 
situation. 
9. DEPRESSIVE MX>D 
Despondence in :rcood, sadness. Rate only 
degree of despondency; do not rate an the 
basis of interferences concerning depression 
based upon general retardation and sanatic 
c:arplaints. 
10. HOSTILITY Anirrosi ty, conterrpt, belligerence, disdain 
for other people outside the interview 
situation. Rate solely an the basis of the 
verbal report of feelings and actions of the 
patient tCMards others; do not infer hostility 
fran neurotic defenses, anxiety or sana.tic 
carplaints. (Rate attitude tCMard interviewer 
under 'unco-operativeness'). 
11. SUSPICIOUS- Belief (delusional or othe:rwise) that others 
12. 
NESS have nCM, or have had in the past, malicious 
or discriminatory intent toward the patient. 
On the basis of verbal report, rate only 
those suspicions which are currently held, 





Perceptions without noma.l external stimulus 
correspondence. Rate only those eJq?eriences 
which are reported to have occurred within 
the last week and which are described as 
distinctly different fran the thought-and 
imagery processes of noma.l people. 
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RATING SCALE 
0 ' 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Not 
Assessed 
Not Very Mild M:xlerateM:xleSe rately SevereExt.rerceSe ly 
Present Mild vere vere 
13. IDIDR 
RE.TARDATICN 






Reduction in energy level evidenced in slowed 
:rroverrents. Rate on the basis of observed 
behaviour of the patient only; do not rate on 
basis of patient's subjective inpression of 
CMn energy level. 
Evidence of resistance, unfriendliness, 
resentrcent, and lack of readiness to 
oo-operate with the interviewer. Rate 
only on the basis of the patient's attitude 
and responses to interviewer and the 
interview situation; do not rate on basis of 
reported resentrcent or unoo-operativeness 
outside the interview situation. 
Unusual, odd, strange or bizarre thought 
oontent. Rate here the degree of unusualness, 
not the degree of disorganization of thought 
processes. 
16. BLUNTED Reduced ercotional tone, ai;:parent lack of 
AFFECT nonnal feeling or involvement. 
17. EXCITEMENT Heightened ercotional tone, agitation, 
increased reactivity. 
18. DISORIEN- Confusion or lack of proper association for 
TATICN person, place or ti.ma. 
RATING 
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APPENDIX 4 E 
MENTAL STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 
1. Where are we nCJ.N? ....... Place 
2. Where is this place located? ....... Place 
3. What is the day of the nonth? · ....... Tine 
4. What nonth is it? ....... Tine 
5. What year is it? ....... Tine 
6. How old are you? ....... M=rro:ry 
7. When is your birthday? ....... r.Ero:ry 
8. In what year were you born? ....... M3m:>:ry 
9. Who is Prine Minister of South Africa? General . ...... InfoDTiation 
10. Who was Prine Minister before him? General . ...... Inf oDTiation 
score Chronic Brain Syndrare 
8 - 10 Absent - Mild 
5 - 7 Mild - M:xierate 
2 - 4 ltlderate - Severe 
0 - 1 Severe 
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APPENDIX 4 F 
BENDER-{;ESTALT TEST (19 38) 
(Each of the three designs presented individually to the subject for 
copying on a single 8~ x 11 sheet of paper) • 
Design 1 
Design 3 
. Design f3 
<~_O _____ __,.> 
Scoring Three designs (No.l, No.3, and No.8) are scored according to 
the system described by Pascal and Suttell (1951). The mininrurn 
score is 1; the maximum score is indefinite. The higher 
the score, the greater the pathology. The soore given here 
is the total of the scores for these three designs. 
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Ccndensed Scoring Manual for the Bender Gestalt '!'est 
This condensed scoring manual for designs No.l, No.3, and No.8 of the 
Bender-Gestalt Test will be useful for the reference of eJ<perienced scorers 
and for those who wish to gain sare mderstanding of the scoring system. 
No one should atterrpt to learn to soore the BGI' fran this condensed 
manual; for this it is essential that the carplete sooring manual with 
eJ«rples in Pascal's book be ccnsulted and that the reliability of the scorer 
be checked against the protocols in that book. 
The administraticm of the test is sirrple. The subject is presented 
with each of the three designs in succession and asked to draw them 
exactly as he sees them, all three designs being drawn on a single 
sheet of paper, the answer sheet. He is given no help by the interviewer 
even in cases of ext.rerre sight difficulty. He is not penni tted to 
erase, although Pascal did penni t erasure (if, contrai:y to 
instructicms, erasure does occur, carpletely erased portions are not 
soored). The interviewer notes on the answer sheet its orientaticm 
(the positicm in which the subject held it) for each design; the inter-
viewer also notes the orientaticm of the stimulus sheet cm which the 
design was presented if the subject did not hold it in the usual upright 
positicm. 
The designs as reproduced by the subject are assigned a score if 
they exhibit any of certain deviaticms fran the original designs designated 
on the sooring sheet and explained rrore fully in this manual. No score 
is given unless a deviaticm is present; thus, a low soore indicates 
relatively faithful reproduction of the designs and a high score 
indicates considerable discrepancy between the original designs and the 
subject's reproducticm of them. A design subtotal is fomd for each 
design by adding up the soores, if any, given for that design. A 
total soore for the test is found by adding the three design totals, except 
that if all the design totals are zero, the total score is one. 
Referencie: Pascal, Gerald R. , and Suttell, Barbara J. , The Bender-Gestalt 
Test: Quantification and Validity for Adults. 
New York: Grune and Stratton, 1951. 
~repared by Jarres Gradolph. "Adaptation and Survival Under Stress in 
the Aged." United States Public Health Service, Naticmal Institute 
of Child Health and Human Developnent, HD 00364. Principal investigator 
Morton A. Liebennan. Project director, Sheldon s. Tobin. Departrrent 
of Psychiat.I.y and Carm:i.ttee an Human Developrrent, University of Chicago, 1963. 
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Design 1 
VJa'VY Line (Soore 2) 
For this deviation to be soored the dots should fonn a distinctly 
wa'VY line. Only gross deviations frcm a straight line are soored. In 
cases of doubt;:, this i tern is not soored. 
Dashes, Dots, Circles (Soore 3) 
This deviation is soored when there is variability in the reproduction 
of the stinrulus, i.e., when dots and dashes, dots and circles, dashes and 
circles, or all three are used in the reproduction. The item is soored 
when two or m::>re dots are oonverted to dashes or circles. It is not 
soored when all the dots, or all except one dot, are converted to 
dashes or to circles. A dash is defined as a line of at least 1/16 
inch; a circle should be clear and unfilled. Enlarged dots and partially-
filled circles are not considered circles. In cases of doubt, this i tern 
is not soored. 
Dashes (Soore 2) 
For this deviation to be soored, all the dots, or all except one dot, 
must be converted to dashes, i.e., lines of 1/16 inch or longer either 
horizontal or vertical. If, in a line of dashes, two or nore of the 
elements remain dots as in the stimulus, the reproduction is instead 
soored for variability, item 2 above. 
Circles (Soore 8) 
For this deviation to be soored, all the dots, or all except one dot, 
must be converted to clear, unfilled circles. If in a line of such 
circles two or nore of the elements remain dots, the reproduction is 
instead soored to variability, item 2 above. 
Nunber of Dots (Soore 2 for each) 
The stimulus for design 1 oonsists of 12 dots. If in the 
reproduction the nurcber of dots is less than 10 or nore than 14 and the 
dots are yet a part of the design, not "extra scattered" dots, the item 
is soored. For each dot lacking or in excess of this tolerance, the 
soore is 2; e.g., if the reproduction consists of 8 dots, the soore 
for this i tern would be 4. If there are 6 or fewer dots, the reprod-
uction is instead soored for "part of design missing," item 10. 
Double RCM (Soore 8) 
This item is soored when the design is reproduced on two lines 
instead of one. 'Ilte deviation occurs when the subject, lacking 
in judgerrent, begins the design in spite of insufficient space, and 
when unable to cacplete the design on one line, continues on the next. 
The double rCM deviation differs from that soored under item 8, 
"second atterrpt," on the nunber of dots present. 
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Workover (Soore 2) 
M:>st nonnal subjects reproduce the stimulus by single dots or by 
slightly thickened aots, i.e., small, filled circles'. Scree subjects, 
however, so belabor the dots that they becare large and appear to result 
fran the expenditure of a great deal of effort. such elaborations are 
soored as workover. Scorable workover occurs in three instances: 
(1) when a single dot is so worked-over, so excessively belabored, that it 
stands out fran the line of dots; (2) when three or nore dots are so 
worked-over that they differ fran the remaining dots, although not to 
quite so great an extent; (3) when all the dots appear to result fran a 
great deal of elaboration. 
Second Attenpt (Score 3 for each) 
When the subject makes (and fails to erase) nore than one attenpt 
to reproduce the design, the item is soored. Attenpts crossed out or 
inccmpletely erased are soored. The soore is 3 for each such attenpt. 
Rotation (Score 8) 
This item is soored if the design is reproduced vertically instead 
of horizontally, or if the reproduction is rotated fran the horizontal 
by 45 or more. Scorable rotations may cane about ( 1) by inversion of 
the reproduction fran a properly orientated stimulus card, or (2) by 
a turning of the stimulus card by the subject. Nonsoorable rotations 
may result fran turning the answer sheet, e.g. , when the subject tw:ns 
the paper to make more eoonanical use of the space. 
Part of: the Design Missing (Soore 8) 
The item is soored if the design is reproduced with six or fewer dots. 
Design 3 
Asym!etry (Score 3) 
For the itan to be scored, the asyrmetry should be pronqunced. 
Three types of asyrrmetry are soored: (1) spacing asyrmetry, in which 
the space between the dots varies markedly; (2) angle asyrmretry,' in 
which there is great disparity in the angles fran the axis; and (3) dot 
asyrnretry, in which there is an uneven number of dots on either side of 
the axis. The dots of the arrow-head should be approximately equidis'."" 
tant fran the axis, and should make approximately equal angles with it. 
Asymretry is not soored when the design is scpred for "distortion", item 8. 
Dots, Dashes, Circles (Soore 3) 
This item is soored in the sane manner as item 2 for design 1. 
Dashes f Soore 2) 
This item is soored in the sane manner as item 3 for design 1. 
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Circles (Score 8) 
This item is scored in the sane manner as item 4 for design 1. 
Number of Dots ·(Score 2) 
The item is scored when there are more or fewer than 16 dots, dashes, 
or circles in the reproduction. The total score for this deviation is 
2. The item IIBY be scored when the design is scored for "distortion", 
item 8. 
Extra RON (Score 8) 
This deviation is rarely encountered. The item is scored when 
there is an extra rCM of dots in the reproduction. 
Blunting .(Score 8) 
The point of the arrow should be obliterated to score this item. 
Rounding of the arrow with the middle dot of the first rCM at the center of 
the curve is not scored. Blunting is not scored when the design is 
scored for "distortiai", item 8. 
Distortion (Score 8) 
To score there should be destruction of the gestalt, resulting in a 
loose conglareration of dots or in an extrene departure fran the stimulus. 
If an arrc:Mh.ead, using all the dots roughly pattemed after the stimulus, 
is at all discemible, the item is not scored. 
Guide Lines (Score 2) 
Where lines are made to guide the placement of the dots, dashes, 
or ci~cles, the item is scored. 
Workover (Score 2) 
This item is scored in the sane manner as in item 7 for design 1. 
Second Attenpt (Score 3 for each) 
This item is scored in the sane manner as item 8 for design 1. 
Rotation (Score 8) 
Rotation is scored for design 3 when the design is rotated 45 , 
90 , or 180 (or any intenrediate angle) fran its proper horizontal axis, 
whether the deviation occurs in the actual reproduction or in previous 
tuming of the stimulus card. Rotation of the answer paper is not scored. 
Part of the Design Missing (Score 8) 
The item is scored when one of the rows is cxxrpletely missing in the 
reproductiai. In such a case the "number of dots", item 5, is not 




Ends of the Lines Not Joined (Score 8) 
In reproducing design 8 the subject may fail to join the ends of the 
lines fonning the hexagan and/or the diamond. The deviation is scored 
when: (1) three or rrore gaps of 1/16 inch occur in either or both 
figures, and (2) two gaps occur, one of which is approximately 1/8 inch. 
The scoring is, in general, a matter for judgement and not rigid. 
Angles Extra (Score 3) 
The item is scored when an extra angle occurs in either the hexagon 
or the diarrond. The deviation may occur either: (1) when there is 
arbitrary addition of an extra angle, or (2) when there occur abrupt 
changes in the directicn of the straight lines. An abrupt change in 
direction may constitute a well-defined extra angle,or it may be a sharp 
curve. A curved change in direction should be pronOlIDced. In cases 
of doubt, a ruler may be held tangent to the curved line; the angle thus 
fonred should be approximately 20 or rrore for scorable deviation. 
Angles Missing (Score 3) 
The item is scored when an angle is missing in either the hexagon 
or the diairond. The item is not scored when a curve constituting a 
pronounced mange in direction (as defined in item 2) is substituted 
for the angle. In cases of doubt, the item is not scored. This 
item is not scored when either the hexagon, or the diam::md is scored for 
"part of design missing" , item 12, unless the other fig ire, the one not 
scored for item 12, has an angle missing. 
Extra Scattered Dots and/or Dashes (Score 3) 
To score, there must occur in the reproducticn at least two dots and/ 
or dashes which are not integrated into the design. These rreaningless 
additicns may result fran touching-up the reproduction, or fran sare 
sort of peculiar "doodling" on the side. The dots and dashes should 
be distinct to be scored and should not be confused with irrperfections 
in the paper or with dots and dashes which may occur as a result of dropping 
a pencil. 
Double Line (Score 1 for each) 
Each time a distinct double line appears in the reproduction, the 
score is 1. Double line is not scored when there is consistent sketching 
unless such a line is distinctly outside the line of sketching. Double 
line is not so:>red when the double line is actually a second attercpt 
superinp:>sed on the first. Decision as to which item to score, double 
line or second attercpt, is a matter for judgement; usually a second 
attercpt is obvious. 
Trenor 
This item was not scored. 
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Distortion .(Score 8 for each) 
Distortion may occur in three ways: (1) when the design is extrerrely 
disproporticnate in its length/width ratio; (2) when the diarrond 
overlaps the hexagon by rrore than 1/3 of its area, when the diarrond is 
so small as to cover only 2/3 the distance between the sides of the 
hexagon (or when the diamond is placed in one of the extrerre thirds of 
the hexagon); and (3) when the figure is reproduced in an otheIWise 
markedly distorted manner. The reproduction may be scored for one, 
two, or all three types of distortion, although more than one rarely ocC:urs; 
the scores are accordingly 8, 16, or 24 for this item. In general the 
scoring is a matter for judgerrent; in cases of doubt, the item is not 
scored. One exarrple given by Pascal of "reproduction in a markedly 
distorted manner" is the displacerrent of opposing angles in the hexagon 
by nore than 30 • 
Guide Lines (Score 2) 
The item is scored when lines or dots are made to control the 
placerrent of the design. It is also scored where consistent sketching 
occurs. 
Workover (Score 2) 
Most nonnal subjects reproduce the stimulus by single lines. sare 
subjects, hc:Mever, superi.rrpose several lines on the single lines. When 
such elaboraticn results in a solid line of at least 1/16 inch, workover 
is scored. The workover may be of the entire line (s) or of only a 
portion of the line(s). sare subjects may reproduce the design by 
sketched lines. In differentiating a worked-over line fran one thickly 
sketched, the matter of contrast is inportant. Sketched lines, short 
light lines used to delineate the design, may becare at sate points 
1/16 inch or wider; unless such a widening of the sketched line is 
solid and ccntrasted in darkness with the rest of the line, workover 
is not scored. (Sketched lines are scored for guide lines, item 8). 
Seccnd Attenpt (Score 3 for each) 
The item is scored when the subject makes nore than one attenpt to 
reproduce the design artd fails to erase his first attempts. Second 
attempt may occurwith desigh 8 in either of two weys: (1) the subject 
may start a reproduction, give up, and start afresh a second reproduction, 
or (2) the subject may superimpose the seccnd attempt on the first. The 
score is 3 for each atterrpt. This item nrust not be confused with 
"Double lines". A double line usually involves only one side of the 
dianond or less or only a short distance on the hexagon. Thus, scoring 
"second attempt" becares a matter of judgerrent, the question for decision 
being whether the reproduction appears to result fran an actual second 
attempt at reproducing the design or fran an adjustment or eorrection 
line made on the one reproduction (tenned here "double line"). 
Rotation (Score 8) 
The item is scored when the base of the design is rotated 45 or 
nore fran the horizontal. 
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Part of the Design Missing (Score 8) 
The item is scored when the subject ani.ts the diarrond, or at least 
1/3 of either the diamond or the hexagon. 
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APPENDIX 4 G 
DEPRF.sSICN INVENIDRY 
A. (SADNESS) 
O I do not feel sad. 
1 I feel blue or sad. 
2a I am blue or sad all the tine and I can't snap out of it. 
2b I am so sad or unhappy that it is quite painful. 
3 I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it. 
B. (PESSIMISM) 
O I am not particularly pessimistic or discouraged about the 
future. 
la I feel discouraged about the future. 
2a I feel I have nothing to look fo:i::ward to. 
2b I feel that I wan' t ever get over nw troubles. 
3 I feel that the future is hcpeless and that things cannot i.nprove. 
C. (SENSE OF FAILURE) 
O I do not feel like a failure. 
1 I feel I have failed nnre than the average person. 
2a I feel I have aca::nplished ver:y little that is worthwhile or 
that maans anything. 
2b As I look back on nw life all I can see is a lot of failures. 
3 I feel I am a a::nplete failure as a person (parent, husband, wife). 
D. (DISSATISFACI'ICN) 
O I am not particularly dissatisfied. 
la I feel bored nnst of the tine. 
lb I don't enjoy things the way I used to. 
2 I don't get satisfaction out of anything any more. 
3 I am dissatisfied with ever:ything. 
E. (GUILT) 
O I dcn't feel particularly guilty. 
1 I feel bad or unworthy a good part of the tine. 
2a I feel quite guilty. 
2b I feel bad or unworthy practically all the tine ru:M. 
3 I feel as though I am ver:y bad or, worthless. 
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F. (EXPECTATIOO OF PUNISHMENT) 
O I don't feel that I am being punished. 
1 I have a feeling that sanething bad may hafPel1 to ne. 
2 I feel I am being punished or will be punished. 
3a I feel I deserve to be punished. 
3b I want to be punished. 
G. (SELF-DISLIKE) 
o I don't feel disappointed in myself. 
la I am disappointed in myself. 
lb I don't like myself. 
2 I am disgusted with Il!{self. 
3 I h~te myself. 
H. (SEt.F-AC'CUSATIONS) 
O I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else. 
1 I am critical of myself. for 11!{ weakness or mistakes. 
2. I blame myself for my faults. 
3 I blarre Il!{Self for everything bad that happens. 
I. (SUICIDAL IDEAS) 
O I don't have any thoughts of hanning myself. 
1 I have thoughts of hanning myself but I would not carry them out. 
2a I feel I would be better off dead. 
2b I feel my family would be better off if I were dead. 
3a I have definite plans about ccnmi.tting suicide. 
3b I would kill myself if I could. 
J. (CRYING) 
O I don't cry any nore than usual. 
1 I cr:y nore ncm than I used to. 
2 I cry all the tine ncm. I can't step it. 
3 I used to be able to cr:y but ncm I can't cr:y at all even though 
I want to. 
K. (IRRrI'ABILITY) 
O I am no nore irritated nCM than I ever was 
1 I get armoyed or irritated nore easily than I used to. 
2 I feel irritated all the tlire. · 
3 I don't get irritated at all at the things that used to irritate ne. 
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L. (SOCIAL WITHDRAWAL) 
O I have not lost interest in other people. 
1 I am less interested in other people nc:M than I used to be. 
2 I have lost rrost of Il¥ interest in other people and have little 
feeling for them. 
3 I have lost all Il¥ interest in other people and don't care about 
them at all. 
M. (INDECISIVENESS) 
O I make decisions about as well as ever. 
1 I try to put off making decisicns. 
2 I have great difficulty in making decisions. 
3 I can't make any decisions at all any IrOre. 
N. (OODY IMAGE CHANGE) 
O I don't feel I look any worse than I used to. 
1 I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive. 
2 I feel that there are pennanent changes in Il¥ appearance and they 
make rre look unattractive. 
3 I feel that I am ugly or repulsive looking. 
0. (IDRK REI'ARDATION) 
o I can work about as well as before. 
la It takes extra effort to get started at doing sanething. 
lb I don't work as well as I used to. 
2 I have to push Ieyself very hard to do anything. 
3 I can't do any work at all. 
P. (INSOMNIA) 
O I can sleep as well as usual. 
1 I wake up xrore tired in the IrOrning than I used to. 
2 I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get 
back to sleep. 
3 I wake up early eve:ry day and can't get any xrore than 5 hours 
sleep. 
Q. (FATIGABILITY) 
0 I don't get any rrore tired than usual. 
1 I get tired xrore easily than I used to. 
2 I get tired frcm doing anything. 
3 I get too tired to do anything. 
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R. (ANOREXIA) 
O My appetite is no worse than usual. 
1 My appetite is not as gcxxl as it used to be. 
2 My appetite is much worse nOtl. 
3 I have no appetite at all any nore. 
S. (WEIGlT LOSS) 
o I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately. 
1 I have lost nore than 5 pounds. 
2 I have lost rrore than 10 pounds. 
3 I have lost nore than 15 pounds. 
T. (SCM\Trc_ PRECJO:UPATIOO) 
O I am no nore concerned about It¥ health than usual. 
1 I am concerned about aches and pains OR upset stanach OR constipation. 
2 I am so ooncemed with hOtl I feel or what I feel that its hard 
to think of much else. 
3 ·I am carpletely absotbed in what I feel. 
U. (LOSS OF LIBIOO) 
O I have not noticed any recent change in It¥ interest in sex. 
1 I am less interested in sex than I used to be. 
2 I am much less interested in sex nOtl. 
3 I h:ave lost interest in sex carpletely. 
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LIFE SATISFACTICN INDEX 
Agree Disagree .. ? 
1. As I grON older, things seem 
better than I thought they 
would be. . ..... 
2. I have had rrore opportunities 
in life than nost of the 
people I knON. 
3. This is the dullest tirre 
of rey life. 
4. I am just as happy as when 
I was younger. . .... 
5. These are the best years of 
rey life. 
6. Most of the things I do are 
boring or m:motonous. 
7. The things I do are as inter-
esting to rre as they ever were. 
8. As I look back on rey life, I am 
fairly -well satisfied. 
9. I would not change rey past 
life even if I could. 
10. Carpared to other people rey 
age, I make a gocxl appearance. . ..... 
11. I have IPade plans for things 
I'll be doing in the future. 
12. When I look back over rey 
life, I didn't get m:::>st of 
the inportant things I wanted. . .... 
13. COnpared to other people, I 
feel lON or dCMn in the dunps 
rrore often. 
14. I have generally got what I 
expected out of life. 
15. In spite of what people say, 
the lot of the average person 
is getting worse, not better. . .... 
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THE LIEBERMAN-rosNER SELF SORT TASK 
The Forty-Eight Self-Sort Items Grouped by Sixteen Areas and the Intensity 
(fran 1 to 3) of Each Item (in Parentheses are the Weightings of Each 













I enjoy being in charge of things 
I am a good leader. 
I am sarewhat of a daninating or bossy person. 
People think well of me. 
I believe that I am an inportant person. 
I frequently give advice to others. 
I am a self-respecting person. 
I am an independent and self-confident person. 





I am able to take care of myself. 
I am a carpetitive person. 




I am finn but fair in my relaticns with other people. 
I can reproach people When necessary. 
3. (-1) I am short-tenpered and inpatient with mistakes other people make. 
Pure Hostility 
1. (+2) 
2. ( O) 
3. (-1) 
I am frank and honest with people. 
I am critical of other people. 





Wlen necessary, I can carplain about things that bOther me. 
I will argue back when I feel I am right about sanething. 
At tines I act rebellious or feel bitter about sanething. 
Deprivation 
1. ( O) 
2. (-2) 
3. (-2) 
I am frequently disappointed by other people. 
I am· touchy and easily hurt by others. 















2. ( O) 





I am able to criticize or find fault with rqyself. 
I am easily embarrassed. 
I am rather timid and shy. 
I can be obedient when necessary. 
Usually I give in without too much of a fuss. 
Freq\Eltly I feel weak or helpless. 
I am grateful for what other people do for rre. 
I am often helped by other people. 
I hardly every tall<; back. 
I am a trusting person. 
I prefer to let other people make decisions for rre. 
I will believe anyone. 
Collaboraticn and Agreeability 
1. (+2) 
2. ( O) 
3. ( O) 
I am a cooperative person. 
I want everyone to like rre. 
I agree with what everyone says. 












I am a friendly person. 
I am an af fecticnate and understanding person. 
I love everyone. 
I am considerate of others. 
I am scmawhat tender and soft-hearted. 
I am too lenient with other people. 
Generally I can be counted up6n to help others. 
I often take care of other people. 
I spoil people with kindness. 
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Osgood Self-Evaluation Scale (1957) 
I have sate other words here which.describe hCM people think of themselves. 
I'd like you to make a cl:loice. 
For exarcple: Do you think of yourself as being (present sheet) 1 
Very Happy, Quite Happy , Happy, Neither Happy nor Sad, 




(Have subject make choice. Repeat instructions if 
necessary. Interviewer will mark choice made) • 
Quite Happy Neither Sad Quite Very 
Happy Happy nor Sad Sad 
Sad 
Quite Good Neither A Little Quite Very 
Beautiful Beautiful Looking Beautiful Ugly Ugly Ugly 
nor Ugly 
Very Quite A Little Neither A Little Quite Very 
Foolish Foolish Foolish Foolish Wise Wise Wise 
nor Wise 
Very Quite Good Neither Bad Quite Very 
Good Good Good nor Bad Bad 
Bad 
Very Un- Quite Un- unsuc- Neither Success- Quite Very 
success- success- cessful Success- f ul Sue- Sue-
f ul f ul f ul nor cess- cess-
Unsuc- f ul f ul 
cessf ul 
Scoring Each of the five Osgood dircensions are scored on a 1-7 
scale (where 7 represents the rrost positive end). By 
adding the scales, obtain range of 5-35 with high score 
being positive self-evaluation. 
~ach Osgood dimension is presented to the subject ~ a 
separate sheet of paper. 
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SOCIAL INIDLVEMENI' SC.ALE 
Nane : •• . . . . . 
Activities 
(a) How often do you attend the Friendship Club? 
1. several t:ilres each year. 
2. at least once a year. 
3. several tines each rronth. 
4. at least once a week. 
5. never. 
(b) How often do you go shopping or go to the tuckshop? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several tines each week. 
3. at least once a week. 
4. several t:ilres each rronth. 
5. at least once a rronth. 
6. several tilres each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
(er How often do you go to the hairdresser? 
1. at least once a week. 
2. at least once a rronth. 
3. several t:ilres each year. 
4. at least once :ta year. 
5. never. 
(d) How often do you attend church/synagogue? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several t:ilres each week. 
3. at least once a week. 
4. several tilres each rronth. 
5. at least once a rronth. 
6. several t:ilres each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
(e) How often do you play cards with the others? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several t:ilres 
3. at least once a week. 
4. several t:ilres each rronth. 
5. at least once a rronth. 
6. several tilres each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 411. 
( f) HCM often do you attend therapy or groups of any sort? 
l. several times each week. 
2. at least once a week. 
3. several times each month. 
4. several times each year. 
5. at least once a month. 
6. at least once a year. 
7. several times each year. 
8. never. 
( g) HCM often do you watch T. V. with others? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several times each week. 
3. at least once a week. 
4. several times each month. 
5 • at least once a rronth. 
6. several times each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
(h) nCM often do you visit with others in their roans or hares? 
1. several times each day. 
2. at least once a day. 
3. several times each week. 
4. at least once a week. 
5. several times each month. 
6. at least once a month. 
7. several tirres each year. 
8. at least once a year. 
9. never. 
(i) How often do other people visit you in your room? 
1. several times each day. 
2. at least once a day. 
3. several times each week. 
4. at least once a week. 
5. several times each rronth. 
6. at least once a month. 
7. several tirres each year. 
8. at least once a year. 
9. never. 
(j) HCM often do you go out with other people? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several times each week. 
3. at least once a week. 
· 4. several tines each month. 
5. at least once a rronth. 
6. several times each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
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(k) How often does your family visit you? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several tiIIes each week. 
3. at least once a week. 
4. several tines each m:::mth. 
5. at least once a nonth. 
6. several tines each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
(1) How often do you go out with your family? 
1. at least once a day. 
2. several tines each week. 
3. at least once a week~ 
4. several tines each m:::mth. 
5. at least once a m:::mth. 
6. several tines each year. 
7. at least once a year. 
8. never. 
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ASSESSMENT OF INTERPERSONAL QUALITIES 
Rate the resident on the follo.ving dirrensions: 
(a) DEPTH 1 2 3 4 5 
(b) WARMl'H. l 2 3 4 5 
(c) M)I'IVATION 1 2 3 4 5 
(d) COOPERATION 1 2 3 4 5 
(e) SPONI'ANEITY 1 2 3 4 5 
KEY 
Note Scores of 1 = Not much 
Scores of 5 = Greatest arrount possible. 
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Cattell (1962) Sixteen Personality Factor Test (Fonn C)l 
Introduction : 
I am going to ask you sare questions to see what opinions and 
interests you have about certain things. This is not a test 
and there are no right or wrong answers -- we are interested 
cnly in your ONn views. Here is a pack of cards, each of which 
has one question printed on it. Please read each question to 
yourself along with rre as I read it to you. After each question, 
decide whether it applies to you as you are~· 
For exanple : 
I find it hard to wake up quickly in the rrorning ••• Yes ••• No. 
I would rather spend an evening: 
A. Listening to good music; 
B. Reading an exciting story. 
(Clarify any misunderstanding) 
1. I could happily live alone, far fran anyone, like a hennit. 
2. When I see "sloppy" untidy people, I : 
(A) Just accept it 
(B) Get disgusted and annoyed. 
3. It annoys rre to hear people say they can do sarething better 
than others. 
4. At a party I let others keep the jokes and stories going. 
5. If I had rrore than enough rroney for ordinary daily needs, I 
would feel I should give the rest to a charity or other worthwhile 
cause. 
6. Most pecple I see at a party are undoubtedly ~lad to rreet rre. 
7. I enjoy daydreaming. 
1copyrighted by The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing, 
First edition, 1956; Second edition, 1962. International copyright in 
all countries under the Berne Union, Buenos Aires, Bilateral, and 
Universal Copyright Conventions. All property rights reserved by 
the Institute for Personality and Ability Testing, 160204 Coronado Dr., 
Charrpaign, Illinois, U.S.A. Printed in U.S.A. 
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8. I smile to myself at the big difference between what people do 
and what they say they do. 
9. 'As a child I felt sad to leave hare to go to school each day. 
10. If a good remark of mine is passed by, I : 
(A) Let it go. 
(b) Give people a chance to hear it again. 
11. · When saneone has bad manners I feel : 
(A) It is not my business. 
(B) I should shCM the person that people disapprove. 
12. When I rreet a new perscn I would rather : 
(A) Discuss his politics and social views. 
{B) Have him tell rre sane good, new jokes. 
13. When I . plan sanething, I like to do so quite alone, without 
any outside help. 
14. I avoid spending tirre dreaming about "what might have been". 
15. When I am going to catch a train, I get a little hlirried, tense, 
or anxious, though I knCM I have ti.ma. 
16. I could be happy in a jab where I have to listen to unpleasant 
carplaints all day. 
17. I always have lots of energy at times when I need it. 
18. I make smart, sarcastic re.narks to people if I think they deserve it. 
19. I greatly engoy all large gatherings, like parties or dances. 
20. I feel that : 
(A) Sane jobs just do not need doing as carefully as others. 
(B) Any jab should be done thoroughly if you do it at all. 
21. In streets or stores I dislike the way sane people stare. 
22. I would rather be : 
(A) A Rabbi/Priest. 
(B) A General. 
23. If a neighbor cheats rre over small things, I would rather humor 
him than shCM him up. 
24. I would rather see : 
(A) A good roovie of hardy, pioneering days. 
(B) A clever movie farce or skit on the society of tarorrCM. 
25. When I have been put in charge of a thing I insist that my 
instructions are follCMed or else I resign. 
26. I find it wise to avoid too much excitement because it tends to 
wear rre out. 
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27. For relaxation I prefer : 
(A) Sports and games. 
(B) Debates and intellectual activities. 
28. I feel it is cruel to vaccinate very small children, even against 
contagious diseases, and parents have a right to stop it. 
29. I put my faith rrore in : 
(A) Insurance. 
(B) Good fortune. 
30. I can forget my worries and responsibilities whenever I need to. 
31. In a factory I would rather be in charge of : 
(A) Machinery or keeping records. 
(B) Talking to and hiring new people. 
32. If I had my life to live over again, I would 
(A) Plan it very differently. 
(B) Want it much the same. 
33. I am quite happy to be waited on, at appropriate tines, by personal 
servants. 
34. I feel a bit awkward in carpany and do not show up quite so well 
as I should. 
35. I think people should observe moral laws more strictly than they do. 
36. Sare things make rre so angry that I find it best not to speak. 
37. I can do hard physical work without feeling worn out as soon as 
most people. 
38. I think most witnesses tell the truth even if it becarres embarrassing. 
39. I would prefer the life of : 
(A) An artist. 
(B) An insurance man. 
40. I think this country would do better to spend more on 
(A) Annarrents. 
(B) Education. 
41. I would rather spend an evening 
(A) In a hard game of cards. 
(B) Looking at photos. of past vacations. 
42. I would rather read : 
(A) A good historical novel. 
(B) An essay by a scientist on harnessing world resources. 
43. There are really more nice people than trouble makers in the world. 
44. I honestly think I am more planful, energetic, and ambitious than 
many perhaps equally successful people. 
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45. There are tirres when I do not feel in the right r.axl to see anyone 
(A) Ver:y rarely. 
(B) Quite often. 
46. I would rather be 
(A) In a business office, organizing and seeing people. 
(B) An architect, drawing plans in the back roam. 
4 7. I am always a sound sleeper, never walking or talking in ~ sleep. 
48. I can look anyone in the eye and tell a lie with a straight face 
(if for a right end). 
49. I have been active in organizing a group or club. 
50. I admire nore : 
(A) A clever but undependable man. 
(B) An average rran but strong enough to resist terrptations. 
51. When I make a fair canplaint I always get matters adjusted to 
~ satisfaction. 
52. Discouraging circumstances can bring rre near to tears. 
53. I believe anyone will tell a lie to keep out of trouble. 
54. There are tirres, ever:y day, when I want to enjoy ~ avn thoughts, 
uninterrupted by other people. 
55. I get annoyed at being held up by small rules and regulations 
which, I admit, are really necessar:y. 
56. I think ITD..lch so-called irodern education is less wise than the old 
rule "spare the rod and spoil the child". 
5 7. I learned more in school days by 
(A) Going to class. 
(B) Reading a book. 
58. I avoid getting involved in organizations. 
59. when a problem gets hard and there is a lot to do, I tr:y 
(A) A different prcblem. 
(B) A different attack on the sane problem. 
60. Scmetirnes I have strong feelings that seem to arise without much 
actual cause. 
61. I am happy to oblige people by making appointrrents at tines they 
like, even if a bit inconvenient to rre. 
62. I tend to be critical of other people's work. 
63. I would rather do without sarething than put a waiter or waitress 
to a lot of extra trouble. 
64. I love to travel - anytime. 
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65 •. I have sareti.Ires care near to fainting, at a violent pain or 
the sight of blood. 
66. I greatly enjoy talking to people about eve:r:yday problems. 
67. I would rather be : 
(A) A constructim engineer. 
(B) A teacher of social ideas and manners. 
68. I have to stop 1!¥Self fran getting too involved in t:r:ying to 
straighten out other people's problems. 
69. I find the cmversation of 1I¥ neighbours dull and boring 
(A) In nost cases. 
(B) Only in a fe.t1. 
70. I like to take on problems that other people have made a mess of. 
71. I think eve:r:y sto:r:y and movie should teach us a lesson. 
72. More trouble arises fran people : 
(A) Changing and meddling with ways that are already o.k. 
(B) Turning dCMn ne.t1, premising methods. 
73. I saretimes hesitate to use 1I¥ CMn ideas, for fear they might 
be inpractical. 
7 4. Straightlaced, strict people do not seem to get on well with me. 
75. My rreiro:r:y does not change much fran day to day. 
76. I am more restrained than most people in saying what II¥ feelings are. 
77. I get inpatient when people delay me unnecessarily. 
78. People say that I like to have things done II¥ CMn way. 
79. I am well described as a happy-go-lucky, easy-going person. 
80. With a little spare time, I : 
(A) Use it in chatting and relaxing. 
(B) Plan to fill it with special jobs. 
81. I am shy, and careful, about making friendships with ne.t1 people. 
82. I think that what people say in pcet:r:y could be said just as easily 
in plain words. 
83. I suspect that people who act friendly to me can be disloyal 
behind 1I¥ back : 
(A) Yes, generally. 
(B) No, rarely. 
84. It is nore .inportant for a man to be concerned : 
(A) About the basic meaning of life. 
(B) To make a godl inccne for his family. 
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Subject Number -----
CATTELL ANSWER SHEET 
Factor Make a cross through response chosen Total 
A 1 No 
16 
No 31A B 46A B B1y No 76y No Yes Yes es es 
c 2A B 17y es No 32A B 47y es No 62y ' es No 77y es No 
E 3 No 18y No 33y No 48y No 63y No 78y Yes es es es es es No 
F 4 No 19y No 34y No 49y No 64y No 79y Yes es es es es es No 
5 No 20A B 35y No 50A B 65y No BOA G Yes es es B 
6 No 21y No 36y No 51y No BBY No 81 y H Yes es es es es es No 
7 No 22A B 37y No 52y No 67A B 82y I Yes es es es No 
8 No 23y No 38y No 53y BBY 83A L Yes es es es No es No B 
M 
g 
No 24A B 39A B 54y 69A B 84A Yes es No B 
N 10A B 25y es No 40A B 55y es No 70y es No 85y es No 




A B 42A B 57A B 72A B 87A B 
Q2 
13y es No 28y es No 43y es No 58y es No 73y es No 88y es No 
Q3 
14 29A B 44y 59A 74y 89 Yes No es No B es No Yes No 
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APPENDIX 4 0 
OCCUPATICNAL srATUS 
Professional/ Technical Artisan Unskilled Never worked 








Never worked : 
This includes the highest possible position the 
subject has held, even if not working presently. 
Requiring lllliversity certificate, e.g. doctors, 
lawyers, engineers, teachers. 
Requiring a certain anollllt of professional 
training, not at a lllliversity, e.g. camrercial clerk, 
proof reader, bank clerk. 
e.g. shoemaker, dressmaker, train inspector. 
i.e. no specific training required, e.g. conpanion, 
governess, housekeeper, shop assistant. 
Has not worked except for vecy short periods. 
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Apper1dix 5 
Personality Profiles of Therapists as Measured by the 16 PF. 
Personality Factors Crisis Intervenor 
FACTOR A 4 
FACTOR C 4 
FACTOR E 3 
FACTOR F 4 
FACTOR G 4 
FACTOR H 4 
FACTOR I 
FACTOR L 2 
FACTOR M 4 
FACTOR N 3 
FACTOR 0 3 
FACTOR 01 4 
FACTOR Q2 3 
FACTOR o3 3 
FACTOR o4 3 
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In this section, tWo case histories, from the CI and oontrol group will 
be discussed in great detail. 
1. SUBJECT FROM CONTIDL GROUP 
Identifying Inf onnation 
Narce : Mr. J. 
Age : 70 years. Date of Birth 
Marital Status : Widower 
Number of Living Children : Childless 
15 May, 1909 
Referral Source : Family General Practitioner 
Reason for Admission : 
Mr. J's wife died of a sudden acute Iey"Ocardial infarction. 
12 weeks prior to his admission to the hone. Unable to CXJIIe to 
tenns with his wife's death, Mr. J. becarre · noderately depressed 
and was unable to care adequately for himself in the ccmnunity. 
Because he did not have any children or inmediate family of his 
own to support him over this crisis, nor did he want to inpose 
on friends, the new resident was particularly arcenable to his G.P's 
suggestion that he go into an Old Age Hone. 
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Family History 




ooal· miner in 
Manchester. Seen 
as an aloof, distant 




Mother died at age 
79 - ca. colon. 
Seen as a strong 
powerful personality -
the central figure in 
family. Extrercely 
close relationship 
and he relied on her 
a great deal. Nurrerous 
spontaneous abortions 
prevented birth of 
any other children. 
Mr. J. age 70, born after 
a year of his parents' 
marriage. 
Born in Manchester in 1909, unaware of details of birth and 
early milestones. Early childhood rrerrories abound in therres 
of a distant, hard-working father who was quick to punish and seldom 
rewarded or praised him. Marital conflict was rife in the hare. 
Ccnsequently, there was a strong bond with the nether who Mr. J. 
sees as "holding the family together". He relied a great deal 
on her for both nurturance and support. Being an only child, 
he often felt lonely and isolated and described himself as a 
follCMer rather than a leader during his school years. Always 
relied on friends for direction. 
F.ducation 
Matriculated in Manchester and went on to study music where he 
obtained a diplana and was qualified to teach music. 
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W:>rk History 
Taught music at various oolleges in England for twenty years 
and then emigrated to South Africa where he oontinued teaching and 
later joined an orchestra. 
Marital History 
Mr. J. rret his wife at a music concert in England and oourted her 
for a period of two years prior to getting married. She is described 
as "the rrost perfect human being God has ever created". She was 
canpetent, unselfish and managed household activities and finance with 
care and skill. 
Gynaeoological problems prevented her from oonceiving; hONever, 
Mr. J. reports that although they would have liked to havehad children, 
they nevertheless became closer as a result of these circumstances. 
The oouple shared many oo:rmon hobbies and travelled extensively 
He described their lives together as having been filled with "sheer 
happiness and bliss". 
for him. 
The sudden death of his wife was catastrophic 
Non-familial Relationships 
As all extended family were in England, Mr. and Mrs. J. fonred a few 
rreaningful relationships with close friends who they used to see 
fairly often. 
Housing Arrangenents : 
He ONned a house in a middle-class suburb where he had been living 
for the last ten years. With the death of his wife he was unable to 
maintain its upkeep and sold the house, with its nerories, prior to 
rroving into the aged hone. 
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Financial Status 
Savings aca.lillUlated over many years have enabled Mr. J. to naintain 
a ccmfortable standard of living. 
Recreation Hobbies and Interests 
Music, both perfonning and attending concerts occupied much 
leisure tima. Reading and gardening were further hobbies. But since 
his wife's death, claims to have no interest for anything. 
Habits 
He snokes fairly heavily. Prior to his wife's death he used to 
drink socially, but has subsequently attercpted to treat his depression 
with the use of alcohol. 
Alcoholic Histo:ry 
Currently drinks a quarter jack of brandy every two days. Drinks 
nainly in the evening before going to sleep which prevents him from 
ruminating about past events. 
Denies evidence of shakes, fits, or black-outs. 
the fact that he might bec::orre dependent on alcohol. 
Tended to minimise 
Retirenent 
~his was not seen as a problem since he was able to continue 
developing his primary interests from.hone, especially with regards to 
musical appreciation. He also looked forward to being with his wife and 
to "growing old together". 
Attitude to Aging 
Occasionally he would worry about the possibility of failing 
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health with the specific fear of being a wheel-chair patient. At 
times he feared widowhood and death, however, this issue was seldom 
spoken about with his wife, since it proved to be too painful. 
CUrrent Health Status 
Is mildly errphysematous and suffers fron osteo-arthriti.s. 
Consequently, he experiences mild pains, sorre stiffness and weakness and 
is on occasion short of breath. HCMever, he is conpletely able to 
care for himself. 
Current Social Functioning 
Prior to his wife' s death, Mr. J. claims that he knew how to 
have a good tine and oould relate easily to people, enjoying their 
carpany. More recently, he doesn't feel like being with his friends 
and '~doesn't have the energy to relate to people". 
Mental State Examination 
Appearance and Behaviour 
Mr. J. is a thin, slightly built, grey-haired man who was slightly 
anxious but related easily during the interview situation. He spoke 
freely, often gesticulating with his hands to make a point. At. 
times, he -v.ould break into spontaneous c:rying when talking or reflecting 
on his relationship with his wife. 
Ta'.lk : - Spontaneous to the point with no evidence of forinal thought 
disorder. 
MJod : Generally Mr. J's nood was judged to be rroderately depressed 
and he often spoke touchingly of his desolation. "You lose your wife, 
you lose your hone. You lose yow::: health, it's only natural to feel 
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down saret.irces. Whan a man loses his wife, it's like a bird with one 
wing. It's rrore than half of you gone. · I sorret.irces take a drink to 
make me feel brighter11 • Associated with his subjective feelings of loss, 
he carrplained of ane:rgia, insannia and loss of appetite. 
Delusions and Misinte.rpretations nil of note. 
Hallucj.nations nil of note 
Cognitive Functions 
(a) neno:ry : Long tenn rrerro:ry was good, with neroc>:ry for recent 
events being good. 
(b) He was oriented for tine, place and person. 
( c) His intelligence was judged to be above average. 
(e) His attention and concentration was good. 
Insight and Judgerrent 
Mr. J. saw his depression in relation to the recent death of his 
wife, but was undecided if he would be able to get over this crisis and 
viewed the future rather pessimistically questioning whether life had 
any rreaning left for him. 
zest for life?" 
Provisional Fonnulation 
"I wonder whether I will e~r recx::>up my 
Mr. J. - a 70 year old retired widower, was referred to an old age 
hare because his general practitioner felt that he was no longer 
able to manage his affairs in the ccmnunity. 
On admission he cxxrplained of feelings of loss and desolation as 




have lasted for three nonths and were precipitated by the sudden death 
of his wife. 
His early life was characterised by a disengaged relationship with 
a non-expressive, punitive father figure, and an over-involved, dependent 
attachnent to a dominant nother. As a result he oonstantly sought 
relationships which would provide him with affinnation of his self worth 
and oonsequently his strivings tCMards independence were limited. 
This pattern was repeated during his adult life where he chose a 
wife on whom he oould depend for nurturance, support and direction and 
her recent death has left him in a helpless dependent position. The 
inability to care to tenns with this significant loss has led him to 
experience a loss of interest in his usual activities and he nCM feels 
lonely, inadequate and sees little purpose .in life. In an attempt to 
deal with these feelings, he has been treating himself with aloohol and 
in view of his strong dependency needs, this could prove problematic. 
The above picture is consistent with the disequilibrium experienced 
by a rrouming reaction in a dependent personality. Since Mr. J. has 
few environmental supports, placarent into an old age hate appears 
appropriate. 
Re-Assessrrent at Six Weeks Post Admission 
Qualitatively, Mr. J. appeared rrore dishevelled and looked depressed. 
In the interim period between assessrrents, he had not received any 
therapy b~ had continued to rredicate himself with alcohol, and was nCM 
unsure of hCM much he had consurred. 
He was rrore hypochondriacal, appeared shaky and ill at ease and 
his interpersonal skills were not as good as on the previous occasion. 
Mr. J. appeared rrore withdrawn and cooplained of feeling listless, 
apathetic, and see1red to be pre-occupied with self-denigration, illness 
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and death. His rrood was flat, unanimated and he had difficulty responding 
to questions. His frustration tolerance was poor and he danonstrated 
flashes of irritability. He appeared mildly conceptually disorganized 
and was not orientated for time. 
According to the nursing staff, he had not socialized adequately 
and would remain alone for long periods in his room, occasinally slipping 
out to a liquor store nearby. It was repo:r.ted that one or two of the 
older residents had tried to make contact and establish rapport with. 
Mr. J. but this appeared unsuccessful. 
Foll<::M-up Assessrrent at 3 nrnths Post-Admission 
Mr. J. appeared drawn and seerred to have lost weight. He spoke in 
a slow and hesitant manner with a paucity of ideas. His general nove.rrents 
were retarded, aid he had a blank vacant expression an his face.and it 
appeared an effort for him to ccmnunicate. 
He expressed the wish to die, sc:M no purpose in living and felt 
unworthy and unwanted. He carplained that no one cared, that he had 
been cast aside and was a burden on all those around him. 
His cognitive functioning had deteriorated considerably, with nemo:ry 
for recent events showing signs of irrpai:rrrent. He was disorientated 
for tine and his attention and concentration was poor. 
According to the staff, Mr. J. had becare a managerrent problem 
since he would often cone into the hare intoxicated and this apparently 
upset the other residents, many of whan attenpted to befriend.and counsel 
him. 
At this stage, he was in need of psychiatric intervention and was 
referred to an outpatient clinic at a general hospital. 
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APPENDIX 6 
2) Treatnent of Mrs. M. aged 82, using Crisis Intervention (Brief Res'l.lrre) 
Previous Background 
Mrs. M. revealed little regarding her own parents. Her father 
cane to C.T. at an early age from Holland. Her nother was 20 years 
younger than her father; Mrs M. being an only child. She vaguely 
described her nother as a danineering woman, her father was described 
as a hard-working man who, in his later life, was retrenched with no 
financial consideraticn fran his errployer of many years. 
Mrs. M. married at the age of 23. She resided with husband's parents 
because he was only earning a small sum and they could not·afford their 
own residence. No children, separated from husband after 10 ye:ars of 
stoney marriage and eventually obtained a divorce. 
Her only relatives are two first cousins who live in another city 
and contribute financially to her maintenance. In receipt of O.A.P. 
Prior to admission she suffered cardiac failure and was hospitalized. 
Referred fran hospital to aged hare. 
Session 1 : 
Brief history-taking and contracting. 
Session 2 : 
At beginning of the session, Mrs. M. had a great need to express 
hostility towards the social worker in the hospital who made the referral. 
She was gradually helped to recognise and then to express that her 
negative feelings were probably an expression of her own resentnent about 
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having noved into an aged hone where there were quite a nunber of sick 
and senile patients. It was pointed out that sarre of that anger was 
protecting her and partially covered up sone fear of losing control 
and becarning old and sick like others 2.rmmd her. 
Session 3 
Tried to explore to what positive use we would tum sone of her 
anger. Worker allowed her to express it but pointed out the pitfalls that 
might occur if she oouldn't get rid of it. Atterrpted to channel it into 
retaining sarre control and mastery of her envirorurent by focusing on 
three areas 
1) Her future life in the aged hare and what she oould do to enhance it. 
2) Her feelings about being in a hone where she felt she "did not 
belong". 
3) Her feelings about her failing health and the possibility of 
approaching death. 
The remaining five interviews expanded upon these areas : With regard 
to the first area, Mrs. M. brought out in practically every interview 
that she was quite aware that she would have to fit into rules and 
regulations set up by the administration of the hone. She cane to see 
it as a task whid1 she would be able to shoulder as a nature person who 
oould take responsibility for her CMll actions. This was reinforced 
imrensely by the worker, because to have this self-i:rrage enabled Mrs. M. 
to functicn quite adequately in other areas too. 
Therapist also e:xplored her negative feelings about being in a 
dependent state and eventually having to die in an institution. She 
herself brought this up repeatedly, usually relating how her grandm::>ther 
died in her nother' s anns, while her nother in tum died in her hone 
and how she had not "expected to end up like tjlis". Worker verbalised 
sorre of her feelings for her becau5e it was very difficult for her to do 
so. She responded always in a very positive rranner to this, such as 
I 
either pressing my hand or eagerlYi calling her favourite nurse aide to 
shav worker off. The ability t6 express sorre negative feelings and 
have them accepted was very therJutic for her. Attention of worker 
in interview gave resident a sense of contairment - a nourishrrent to 
Mrs. M's ego. 
Mrs. M. retained an inability to deal adequately with any 11slight
11 
havever unintentional. Wanted sane of her rroney from the resident social 
worker to give a gift. Resident social worker queried whether 
in fact she could afford it which made her angry. Crisis Therapist 
sup2orted her wish and her right to shav her gratefulness to the nurse 
in this particular rranner. 
On occasion she conplained about the food and the delay in getting 
attention at tines. Interpretation was made that part of her difficulty 
was that until recently she had been a very independent person 
who was ab~e to nanage her affairs well, therefore it was nav doubly 
difficult to eat what sareone else cooked and at a tine which sorreone else 
decided on, and to have to wait a long tine for scmeone to bring what she 
wanted. fv'.ars. M. nodded and then continued saying that her rrother had 
died in her arms after she had cared for her for a long tine. 
Again an interpretation was made to her that she probably wished 
that she had a daughter to care for her nav. M.-.1.ybe she wished that the 
therapist could be her daughter, to wake her feel loved and' protected 
every tine saneone . was rude to her. Mrs. M. answered that at tines she 
realises and can face that she cannot have what she wants, but at other 
tines she gets so angry at those around her, that she can hardly control 
a wish to scream at them. Worker supported her by saying that everyone 
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gets angry when their wishes are not fulfilled, but that she always regains 
her perspective and this again is a sign of her good sense and her 
adequacy. She answered that she and everybody else knew that she really 
didn't belong with these senile people. Worker again picked this up 
by saying that her original anger was a reaction to being brought here 
and seeing these other people, it may have frightened her and she 
rray have feared that she might becone like them. She denied this once 
again, saying that she would not becare like them ever but admitted that 
it is an unpleasant reminder of approaching death. 
Therapist said that it had been comforting to her rrother to have 
her daughter by her side when death carre and that she herself may be 
afraid she has to face it alone. It is frightening at first to 
think of death, because no one knavs what it will be like. Mrs. M. 
retorted that she had always led an honest good life and hoped that God 
would approve of her. Her arrbivalence was focused on and worker reiterated 
that 'Ile all have to face leaving this 'iM:>rld at sone tine and that she has 
fears and anxiety about it which are difficult to put into words. 
Mrs. M. took worker's hand and pressed it close to her face. Sat like 
this in silence for a while. On tenninating this particular session 
she pulled worker down to kiss her face saying that God had been good 
·t<;> h~r that day. 
10th Session 
Tennination and P-eview 
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